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Project No. 45061-C

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Sealed bids for Project No 45061-C, comprising a contract for Construction Work, Replace Doors & Hardware, Building 75, Greater
Binghamton Health Center, 425 Robinson Street, Binghamton (Broome County) NY, will be received by the Office of General Services (OGS),
Design & Construction Group (D&C), Division of Contract Management, 35th Fl., Corning Tower, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12242,
on behalf of the Office of Mental Health, until 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, February 10th, 2021, when they will be publicly opened and read.
Each bid must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders and must be accompanied by a bid security (i.e.
certified check, bank check, or bid bond in the amount of $77,000 for C).
All successful bidders will be required to furnish a Performance Bond and a Labor and Material Bond pursuant to Sections 136 and 137 of the
State Finance Law, each for 100% of the amount of the Contract estimated to be between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 for C.
Pursuant to State Finance Law §§139-j and 139-k, this solicitation includes and imposes certain restrictions on communications between
OGS D&C and a bidder during the procurement process. A bidder is restricted from making contacts from the earliest posting, on the OGS
website, in a newspaper of general circulation, or in the Contract Reporter of written notice, advertisement or solicitation of offers through
final award and approval of the contract by OGS D&C and the Office of the State Comptroller (“Restricted Period”) to other than designated
staff unless it is a contact that is included among certain statutory exceptions set forth in State Finance Law §139-j(3)(a). Designated staff
are John Pupons, Jessica Hoffman and Pierre Alric in the Division of Contract Management, telephone (518) 474-0203, fax (518) 4737862 and John Lewyckyj, Deputy Director, Design & Construction Group, telephone (518) 474-0201, fax (518) 486-1650. OGS D&C
employees are also required to obtain certain information when contacted during the restricted period and make a determination of the
responsibility of the bidder pursuant to these two statutes. Certain findings of non-responsibility can result in rejection for contract award
and in the event of two findings within a four-year period, the bidder is debarred from obtaining governmental Procurement Contracts.
Bidders responding to this Advertisement must familiarize themselves with the State Finance Law requirements and will be expected to
affirm that they understand and agree to comply on the bid form. Further information about these requirements can be found within the
project manual or at:
http://www.ogs.ny.gov/aboutOGS/regulations/defaultAdvisoryCouncil.html
The substantial completion date for this project is 1,011 days after the Agreement is approved by the Comptroller.
Pursuant to Public Buildings Law § 8(6), effective January 11, 2020, for any projects where the project design commenced on or after
January 1, 2020 and for any contracts over $5,000 for the work of construction, reconstruction, alteration, repair, or improvement of any
State building, a responsible and reliable NYS-certified Minority or Women-Owned Business Enterprise that submits a bid within ten
percent of the lowest bid will be deemed the apparent low bidder provided that the bid is $1,400,000 or less, as adjusted annually for
inflation beginning January 1, 2020. If more than one responsible and reliable MWBE firm meets these requirements, the MWBE firm
with the lowest bid will be deemed the apparent low bidder.
XX Project commenced design before January 1, 2020. Not subject to provision.
_____Project commenced design on or after January 1, 2020. Subject to provision.
Pursuant to New York State Executive Law Article 15-A and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, OGS is required to promote
opportunities for the maximum feasible participation of New York State-certified Minority- and Women-owned Business Enterprises
(“MWBEs”) and the employment of minority group members and women in the performance of OGS contracts. All bidders are expected to
cooperate in implementing this policy. OGS hereby establishes an overall goal of 30% for MWBE participation, 15% for Minority-Owned
Business Enterprises (“MBE”) participation and 15% for Women-Owned Business Enterprises (“WBE”) participation (based on the current
availability of qualified MBEs and WBEs). The total contract goal can be obtained by utilizing any combination of MBE and /or WBE
participation for subcontracting and supplies acquired under this Contract.
The Office of General Services reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
The Bidding and Contract Documents for this Project are available on compact disc (CD) only, and may be obtained for an $8.00 deposit per
set, plus a $2.00 per set shipping and handling fee. Pursuant to State Finance Law § 143(1), effective January 11, 2020, the required deposit
will be waived upon request by any Minority- and Women-Owned Business Enterprise certified pursuant to Article 15-A of the Executive
Law or any Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Business Enterprise certified pursuant to Article 17-B of the Executive Law. Contractors and
other interested parties can order CD’s on-line through a secure web interface available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Please use the
following link at the OGS website for ordering and payment instructions:
https://online.ogs.ny.gov/dnc/contractorConsultant/esb/ESBPlansAvailableIndex.asp.
For questions about purchase of bid documents, please send an e-mail to DCPlans@ogs.ny.gov, or call (518) 474-0203.
For additional information on this project, please use the link below and then click on the project number:
https://online.ogs.ny.gov/dnc/contractorConsultant/esb/ESBPlansAvailableIndex.asp.
John D. Lewyckyj, C.S.I., C.D.T.
Deputy Director,
OGS Design & Construction Group
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DOCUMENT 002113
INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS

1.

EXAMINATION OF DOCUMENTS

1.1.

Carefully examine and be familiar with the Bidding and Contract Documents.

1.2.

Examine information concerning subsurface or other latent physical conditions. It is presented in good faith but is
not intended as a substitute for personal investigation, interpretations, or judgment of the Contractor.

2.

VISIT TO THE SITE

2.1.

Visit the Site of the Work prior to submitting your bid. Refer to the Advertisement for Bids for any special
instructions.

2.2.

Become familiar with restrictions and regulations established by the facility. Existing restrictions and regulations
will not be considered as grounds for any additional cost over the Contract sum.

2.3.

Assume the risk of encountering any subsurface or other latent physical condition that can be reasonably anticipated
on the basis of documentary information provided by the State and from inspection and examination of the Site.

2.4.

Interpretations of contract documents by facility personnel are not binding.

3.

DESIGNATED, PERMISSIBLE, IMPERMISSIBLE CONTACTS AND QUESTIONS

3.1.

The designated contacts during the restricted period for this procurement will be:

3.2.



John Pupons, Manager, Contract Awards Unit, telephone – (518) 474-0203, fax – (518) 473-7862



Jessica Hoffman, Assistant Director, Contract Management, telephone – (518) 474-0203



Pierre Alric, Acting Director, Contract Management, telephone – (518) 474-0201



John Lewyckyj, Deputy Director, Design & Construction Group, telephone – (518) 474-0201

State Finance Law §139-j recognizes a series of permissible contacts that can go to other than the designated
contacts, as follows:
3.2.1. The submission of written proposals in response to a request for proposals, invitation for bids or any other
method for soliciting a response from offerers intending to result in a procurement contract.
3.2.2. The submission of written questions to a designated contact set forth in a request for proposals, or invitation
for bids, or any other method for soliciting a response from offerers intending to result in a procurement
contract, when all written questions and responses are to be disseminated to all offerers who have expressed
an interest in the request for proposals, or invitation for bids, or any other method for soliciting a response
from offerers intending to result in a procurement contract.
3.2.3. Participation in a conference provided for in a request for proposals, invitation for bids, or any other method
for soliciting a response from offerers intending to result in the procurement contract.
3.2.4. Complaints by an offerer regarding the failure of the person or persons designated by the procuring
governmental entity pursuant to this section to respond in a timely manner to authorized offerer contacts
made in writing to the office of general counsel of the procuring governmental entity, provided that any
such written complaints shall become a part of the procurement record.
3.2.5. Offerers who have been tentatively awarded a contract and are engaged in communication with a
governmental entity solely for the purpose of negotiating the terms of the procurement contract after being
notified of tentative award.
3.2.6. Contacts between designated governmental staff of the procuring governmental entity and an offerer to
request the review of a procurement contract award.
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3.2.7. Contacts by offerers in protests, appeals or other review proceedings (including the apparent successful
bidder or proposer and his or her representatives) before the governmental entity conducting the
procurement seeking a final administrative determination, or in a subsequent judicial proceeding.
3.2.8. Complaints of alleged improper conduct in a governmental procurement to the attorney general, inspector
general, district attorney, or court of competent jurisdiction.
3.2.9. Written protests, appeals or complaints to the New York State Office of the State Comptroller (OSC)
during the process of contract approval, where OSC’s approval is required by law, and where such
communications and any response thereto are made in writing and shall be entered in the procurement
record pursuant to §163 of the State Finance Law.
3.2.10. Complaints of alleged improper conduct in a governmental procurement conducted by a municipal agency
or local legislative body to OSC’s office.
3.2.11. Permissible Contacts are only with the procuring agency unless specifically excepted.
3.3.

Impermissible contacts include those that a reasonable person would infer are intended to influence a governmental
procurement and occur during the restricted period of a governmental procurement between the offerer and any
member, officer or employee of any governmental entity; provided, however, that nothing in this section shall be
deemed to prohibit an offerer from communicating with a member of the state legislature or legislative staff about
a governmental procurement. Contacting a person or entity other than the designated contact person during the
restricted period, when such contact does not fall within one of the exemptions, is also an impermissible contact.
Direct all questions regarding the intent or meaning of the drawings or specifications to the Office of General
Services (OGS) website at:
https://online.ogs.ny.gov/dnc/contractorConsultant/esb/esbplansavailableindex.asp
From this web page, first click on the project number link, then on the Review/Submit Bid Questions link, and
then submit the question for the appropriate trade. All responses to appropriate pre-bid inquiries will be
communicated via the OGS website. Those inquiries resulting in clarification and or changes to the bid documents
will be communicated by Addenda to all persons who have obtained drawings and specifications.

3.4.

Pre-bid inquiries answered by means other than Addenda will not be binding.

4.

PREPARATION OF BIDS

4.1.

Prepare each bid on the official form furnished by the State. Enter all amounts in numerals in whole dollar
amounts. Make no erasures, cross-outs, whiteouts, write-overs, obliterations, or changes of any kind in the Bid
Form phraseology, in the entry of unit prices, or anywhere on the Bid Form. Fill in all blank spaces legibly. An
illegible entry may disqualify the bid in its entirety. If a mistake is made, use a new Bid Form. No post bid
meetings will be afforded to any bidder to explain or clarify illegible or changed entries.

4.2.

If the Project Manual contains Section 012300 - Alternates, indicate the amounts to be added to or deducted from
the base bid in the spaces provided on the Bid Form. If the Work is to be performed at no change in cost, indicate
the word “NONE”. Any bid which fails to indicate an amount with the words “ADD” or “DEDUCT” or the word
“NONE”, for each alternate, will be held to be informal and may be rejected.

4.3.

Sign the Bid Form in the space provided. An officer or a principal of a corporation or a partnership signing for the
bidder shall print or type the legal name of the person, partnership, or corporation on the line provided and place
his/her signature after “SIGN BID HERE”. The same procedure shall apply to the bid of joint venture by two or
more firms, except that the signature and title of an officer or a principal of each member firm of the joint venture
shall be required. All signatures must be original. Mechanically reproduced signatures or copies are not acceptable.
Submitted Bid Forms that do not conform to these requirements will be disqualified.

4.4.

Mailing Address: Include street address. Addenda sent by other than US Postal Service cannot be delivered to
Post Office Boxes.

4.5.

Note in the space designated on the Bid Form, the Addenda by numbers and dates, which have been received. If
no Addenda have been received, insert the word “NONE”.

4.6.

All bidders must complete a form DCA-3 – Offerer Disclosure of Prior Non-Responsibility Determinations and
include it with their Bid Form.
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4.7.

All bids, regardless of dollar value, must include the cost of Labor and Material and Performance Bonds.

5.

BID SECURITY INFORMATION

5.1.

Bid security is required as a guarantee that the bidder will enter into the Contract and furnish a satisfactory
Performance Bond and Labor and Material Bond within the time specified on the Bid Form. Submit bid security
in the amount indicated in the Advertisement for Bids in one of the following forms:
5.1.1. Certified check or bank check drawn upon a legally incorporated bank or trust company (payable to the
Office of General Services).
5.1.2. Bid Bond on OGS Form 004313 to be issued by a Surety licensed in the State of New York.

5.2.

Upon submission of a certified check or bank check, the bid security of the successful bidder will be returned
(check issued by OSC) pending acceptance of the required bonds and the execution of Contract. The second low
bidder’s bid security will be returned after the successful bidder executes the Contract or with the submission of
an approved Substitute Bid Bond on the Design and Construction form. The bid security of all other bidders with
a bid security in the form of checks will be returned as soon as possible after the apparent low bidder has been
determined.

5.3.

Bid Bonds submitted as bid security will not be automatically returned to the bidder. Firms requesting to have
bonds returned may do so in writing provided they are not the first or second low bidder prior to award. Only those
requests made in writing, directed to the Contract Awards Unit, shall be considered for return.

5.4.

Sign the Bid Bond in the space provided. An officer or a principal of a corporation or a partnership signing for the
bidder shall print or type the legal name of the person, partnership, or corporation on the line provided and place
his/her signature above “Principal”. The same procedure shall apply to the bid security of a joint venture by two
or more firms, except that the signature and title of an officer or a principal of each member firm of the joint venture
shall be required. The same procedure shall apply to the signature for the Attorney-in-Fact. All signatures must be
original. Electronic, mechanically-reproduced or stamped signatures, or copies, are not acceptable for either
signature. Submitted Bid Security that does not conform to these requirements will be disqualified.

6.

SUBMISSION OF BID

6.1.

Submit Bid Form, bid security and form DCA-3 – Offerer Disclosure of Prior Non-Responsibility Determinations
in a sealed envelope. Use envelope furnished for that purpose by the State. Telephone or fax bids will not be
accepted.

6.2.

All bids must be received before the time specified, and at the place designated for the receipt of bids.

6.3.

A late bid will be considered if: (1) its arrival at the place designated after the time specified can be shown by
documentary or other proofs to be due to mishandling by OGS and (2) that absent such mishandling, the bid would
have arrived timely. Delays in the mail or any other means of transmittal, including couriers or agents of the State,
other than employees of OGS will not suffice to excuse late arrival.

6.4.

A late bid not eligible for consideration will be returned unopened with notification of the reason for its refusal.

7.

MODIFICATION OF BID

Bid modifications by amendment will only be considered on condition that: (1) the amendment arrives before the
time specified, and at the place designated for receipt of bids, (2) the amendment is in writing and executed by a principal
of the bidder firm, and (3) the bid, as amended, conforms in all respects with the Contract Documents. Bidders may mail
or fax their bid modifications. Bidders may use a bid modification to acknowledge addenda and/or change the bid amount.
Bid modifications received by fax must be on company letterhead and signed by a principal of the bidder firm. DO NOT
use the OGS Bid Form to submit bid modifications by fax. Indicate any amounts to be added to or deducted from any
part of the bid amount with the words “ADD” or “DEDUCT” next to the amount. The only amounts listed on a faxed
bid modification should be the amounts to be added or deducted. DO NOT expose the new bid amount on the faxed bid
modification. If the bid amount is shown on the faxed bid modification, or otherwise exposed at any time before the bid
opening, the bid will be disqualified.
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8.

WITHDRAWAL OF BID

8.1.

A bid may be withdrawn at any time prior to the time specified for receipt of bids. Should a bidder decide to withdraw
its bid before the bid opening, the request must be prepared on company letterhead, signed by a principal of the bidder
firm, and faxed to (518) 473-7862, or hand-delivered or mailed to the Contract Awards Unit at the place designated
for receipt of bids. OGS will fax and/or e-mail an acknowledgment of the withdrawal request that includes an
indication that the unopened bid will be returned. Should the withdrawal request be in error, the bidder must call the
Contract Awards Unit at (518) 474-0203 immediately. The unopened bid will be returned by mail to the bidder.

8.2.

Not more than 5 business days after the bid opening or a scheduled pre-award meeting, whichever comes later, a low
bidder may request the withdrawal of its bid based on a mistake. The request must be submitted via certified or
registered mail to the address to which the bid was directed. The Contracting Officer may conduct or have conducted
on his/her behalf a fact-finding proceeding to develop information concerning the request for withdrawal. A request
for withdrawal of a bid made after the specified number of days allowed shall result in automatic forfeiture of the bid
security.

8.3.

Following a timely request for withdrawal of a bid, the bid security will be returned if the bidder establishes by credible
evidence, including original documents when requested, the following:
8.3.1. An error, clerical as opposed to judgmental in nature and verifiable by written evidence, occurred in the
computation of the bid,
8.3.2. The error constitutes either an unintentional and substantial computational error or an unintentional omission
of a substantial quantity of labor and/or material from the final bid computation,
8.3.3. The absence of gross negligence in the preparation of the bid. For the purposes of this subparagraph, gross
negligence may include,
i)

the apparent failure of a bidder to account for two or more categories (divisions) of work,

ii)

the use of multiple erroneous quotations from subcontractors or suppliers,

iii)

submission to the Contracting Officer of a bid withdrawal request within the preceding six (6) months.

8.4.

If the bidder fails to meet its burden of proof, the request to withdraw without penalty shall be denied and its bid
security will be forfeited and become the property of the State. The decision of the Contracting Officer shall be final
and conclusive.

8.5.

Once a request to withdraw is made, the bidder is ineligible for award. The Contracting Officer shall continue to
progress the award process considering only the remaining bids.

9.

DISQUALIFICATION

9.1.

Any bid which fails to conform to the requirements of the Bidding and Contract Documents may be rejected.

9.2.

The Commissioner may waive any informality or afford the bidder an opportunity to remedy any deficiency
resulting from a minor informality or irregularity.

9.3.

The State reserves the right to disqualify bidders, before or after bid opening, upon evidence of collusion with third
parties or other illegal practices upon the part of the bidder.

9.4.

Bidders may review the list of common Bid Informalities and Bid Disqualifications at:
https://online.ogs.ny.gov/dnc/contractorConsultant/esb/informalitylist.asp

10.

GOVERNING LAWS AND REGULATIONS ADMINISTERED BY OTHER DEPARTMENTS

10.1. Taxes: All taxes pertaining to the Work must be paid. Address inquiries regarding taxes to the Tax Collecting
Agency. For information regarding sales and use taxes contact the Sales Tax Bureau, Department of Taxation and
Finance.
10.2. While all applicable laws, rules and regulations of the State of New York are incorporated by reference in this
Contract, take special note of the provisions of the Labor Law and Industrial Code Rule 23 relative to the safety of
workers and of persons lawfully occupying or using the premises. Address inquiries regarding labor law provisions
to the New York State Department of Labor.
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10.3. Anti-Discrimination Clause: Discrimination against any employee or applicant for employment because of race,
creed, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, or marital status is prohibited.
11.

OPENING OF BIDS
Bids will be opened as announced in the Advertisement for Bids.

12.

DETERMINATION OF CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITY

12.1. The State Public Buildings Law requires that contracts for public work in the State of New York be awarded to the
lowest responsible and reliable bidders as will best promote the public interest.
12.2. Each apparent low bidder, and each proposed subcontractor (for subcontract work of $100,000 or more) will be
required to submit form CCA-2 - New York State Vendor Responsibility Questionnaire For Profit Construction
prior to contract award or subcontractor approval. OGS reserves the right to request CCA-2 forms from proposed
subcontractors for work of less than $100,000 if it is determined to be in the best interest of the State. Submission
of these forms will assist the State in determining the responsibility and reliability of the vendor.
OGS recommends that vendors file the required CCA-2 form online via the New York State VendRep System.
Use of this system requires that the vendor have a New York State Vendor Identification Number (Vendor ID).
Please note that the Vendor ID is not the Taxpayer ID number.
If bidders do not already have a Vendor ID, they are encouraged to obtain one in advance of the bid opening.
To obtain a Vendor ID, contact the OSC Help Desk at 866-370-4672 or 518-408-4672, or by e-mail at
ITServiceDesk@osc.state.ny.us.
To enroll in and use the VendRep System, see the VendRep System page at:
http://www.osc.state.ny.us./vendrep/info_vrsystem.htm
If you already have a User ID and password, go directly to the VendRep System online at:
https://portal.osc.state.ny.us.
For direct VendRep System user assistance, contact the OSC Help Desk; the help desk phone numbers and e-mail
address are shown above.
Vendors opting to file a paper questionnaire can obtain the appropriate questionnaire from the VendRep website at
http://www.osc.state.ny.us/vendrep/forms_vendor.htm or may telephone the OSC Help Desk.
12.3. After the bids are opened, the apparent low bidder shall complete and file the CCA-2 within 5 days. Vendors using
the online system may certify (or recertify) and file the CCA-2 electronically via the VendRep System
(https://portal.osc.state.ny.us).
12.4. It is recommended that all bidders become familiar in advance with all of the requirements of the CCA-2. As
mentioned in 12.2, bidders who do not have a Vendor ID are encouraged to obtain one in advance of the bid
opening.
12.5. All bidders must submit a completed form DCA-3 - Offerer Disclosure of Prior Non-Responsibility
Determinations along with their Bid Form.
12.6. The determination of responsibility will include a review to ensure the Contractor has not knowingly and willfully
violated the provisions of the Procurement Lobby Law or New York State Finance Law §139-j and §139-k.
12.7. New York State Finance Law §139-k (2) obligates a Governmental Entity to obtain specific information regarding
prior non-responsibility determinations. This information must be collected in addition to the information that is
separately obtained pursuant to State Finance Law §163(9). In accordance with State Finance Law §139-k, a
Contractor must be asked to disclose whether there has been a finding of non-responsibility made within the
previous four (4) years by any Governmental Entity due to: (a) a violation of State Finance Law §139-j or (b) the
intentional provision of false or incomplete information to a Governmental Entity.
12.8. As part of its responsibility determination, State Finance Law §139-k(3) mandates consideration of whether a
Contractor fails to timely disclose accurate or complete information regarding the above non-responsibility
determination. In accordance with law, no procurement contract shall be awarded to any Contractor that fails to
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timely disclose accurate or complete information under this section, unless a finding is made that the award of the
Procurement Contract to the Offerer is necessary to protect public property or public health safety, and that the
Offerer is the only source capable of supplying the required Article of Procurement within the necessary time
frame.
13.

AWARD OF CONTRACT

13.1. The Contract may be awarded to the lowest responsible and reliable bidder as will best promote the public interest.
13.2. If alternates are included in the bidding documents, the State reserves the right to accept or reject any or all
alternates. The State shall determine the lowest bid by adding to or deducting, from the Base Bid Amount of the
bidders, the additive or deductive alternates, if any, that the State elects to accept after the opening of the bids.
Alternates will be accepted in the order they are set forth in the contract documents.
13.3. The State reserves the right to reject any or all bids, and advertise for new bids, if in its opinion the best interest of
the State will thereby be promoted. In the event that all bids are rejected, each bidder will be so notified.
13.4. A bidder may withdraw its bid if no award is made within forty-five (45) days after the receipt of bids. A written
notice must be submitted via certified or registered mail to the address in Paragraph 3.4 of these Instructions to
Bidders prior to approval of the contract by the Comptroller of the State of New York. The notice must clearly
state that the withdrawal is based on the fact that the contract was not awarded within 45 days after the receipt of
bids.
13.5. Pursuant to Public Buildings Law § 8(6), effective January 11, 2020, for any projects where the project design
commenced on or after January 1, 2020 and for any contracts over $5,000 for the work of construction,
reconstruction, alteration, repair, or improvement of any State building, a responsible and reliable NYS-certified
Minority or Women-Owned Business Enterprise (“MWBE”) that submits a bid within ten percent of the lowest
bid will be deemed the apparent low bidder provided that the MWBE bid is $1,400,000 or less, as adjusted annually
for inflation beginning January 1, 2020. If more than one responsible or reliable NYS-certified MWBE firm meets
these requirements, the MWBE firm with the lowest bid will be deemed the apparent low bidder. Refer to the
Advertisement for Bids for applicability of projects subject to this criteria.

14.

REFUND FOR DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Refunds of deposits for each set of bidding and contract documents obtained will be made as follows:

14.1. Successful Bidder: Refund of full amount of deposit for all sets obtained.
14.2. No refunds of shipping and handling fees will be made.
15.

MINORITY- AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

15.1. Pursuant to New York State Executive Law Article 15-A and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, OGS
is required to promote opportunities for the maximum feasible participation of NYS-certified Minority- and Womenowned Business Enterprises and the employment of minority group members and women in the performance of OGS
contracts.
15.2. Information on the availability of subcontractors and suppliers for this project may be accessed by first using the
following website link:
https://online.ogs.ny.gov/dnc/contractorConsultant/esb/esbplansavailableindex.asp
From this web page, first click on the project number link, then on Interested Subcontractors and Suppliers, and
follow the prompts. A list of all interested vendors will be provided with their contact information, MWBE status
and construction specialties.
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15.3. Other information on MWBEs, including a directory of MWBE’s, is available from:
NYS Empire State Development
Minority and Women’s Business Development Division
30 South Pearl Street
Albany, NY 12245
Telephone: (518) 292-5252
Website: https://esd.ny.gov/doing-business-ny/mwbe
16.

SURETY BOND

If required, the Contractor shall furnish Performance and Payment Bonds in an amount equal to one hundred
percent (100%) of the total Contract price as security for the faithful performance of this Contract, and for the payment
of all persons performing labor or furnishing materials in connection with this contract. These bonds are to be executed
on the State Comptroller’s form and the surety company must be licensed in the State of New York, have a Best Rating
of A- or better and appear on the most recent published Department of the Treasury’s Listing of Approved Sureties
(Department Circular 570) at the time of filing the bonds.
17.

VENDOR PROTEST POLICY

It is the policy of OGS to provide all vendors, prospective bidders, bidders, suppliers and contractors with an
opportunity to resolve complaints or inquiries related to bid solicitations, contract awards, or other associated contract
award actions. OGS encourages vendors to seek resolution of complaints related to bid solicitations, contract awards, or
other associated actions through consultation with the agency designated contact(s). All such complaints will be given
impartial and timely consideration. Vendors may also file formal written protests. A copy of the Design and Construction
Vendor Protest Policy and Procedures may be obtained by contacting the designated contact or by visiting the OGS
website at:
https://www.ogs.ny.gov/bu/dc/esb/VendorProtestPAndP.asp.
18.

POLICY ON TIED BIDS

A tie-bid is defined as an instance where bids are received from two or more bidders who are the apparent low
responsive and reliable bidders with identical offers, or who are MWBEs with identical offers with bids of $1,400,000 or
less and whose bids are within ten percent of the lowest bid. A tie-bid does not exist when an apparent low bidder has an
identical offer to an MWBE, as the MWBE is deemed the apparent low bidder pursuant to Public Buildings Law § 8(6).
It is the policy of OGS to settle the outcome of tie-bids by either drawing a name from a hat or flipping a coin within 24
hours of the bid opening. All affected firms will be notified of the tie and the time and place of the resolution of the tie,
and shall be invited to witness the outcome. Attendance is not mandatory. The drawing/flip will be held at OGS, Contract
Awards Unit, 35th Floor, Corning Tower, Albany, New York. Two impartial witnesses will be provided and shall be
present. All attendees will acknowledge the results of the tie-breaker on the bid tabulation sheet. All firms affected by
the tied bids will be notified of the results. The results pursuant to this provision shall be considered final.

19.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE AND DISABILITY BENEFITS REQUIREMENTS

Workers’ Compensation Law (WCL) §57 & §220 requires the heads of all municipal and state entities to ensure that
businesses applying for permits, licenses or contracts provide proof that they have appropriate workers’ compensation and
disability benefits insurance coverage. These requirements apply to both original contracts and renewals, whether the
governmental agency is having the work done or is simply issuing the permit, license or contract. Failure to provide proof
of such coverage or a legal exemption will result in a rejection of the vendor’s bid or renewal.
19.1. Proof of Compliance with Workers’ Compensation Coverage Requirements: In order to provide proof of compliance
with the requirements of the Workers’ Compensation Law pertaining to workers’ compensation coverage, a contractor
shall: (1) obtain such coverage from an insurance carrier; or (2) be a Workers’ Compensation Board-approved selfinsured employer or participate in an authorized self-insurance plan; or (3) be legally exempt from obtaining Workers’
Compensation insurance coverage.
An ACORD 25 form is NOT acceptable as proof of workers’ compensation coverage.
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A Contractor seeking to enter into a contract with the State of New York MUST provide ONE of the following
forms to OGS upon request, prior to award:
19.1.1. CE-200, Certificate of Attestation of Exemption from NYS Workers' Compensation and/or Disability
Benefits Coverage, which is available on the Workers’ Compensation Board’s website, www.wcb.ny.gov,
under the heading “Forms”; OR
19.1.2. C-105.2 – Certificate of Workers’ Compensation Insurance (the contractor’s insurance carrier will send
this form to OGS upon request); contractors insured through the New York State Insurance Fund should
use their version of the form, the U-26.3; OR
19.1.3. SI-12 – Certificate of Workers Compensation Self-Insurance (the contractor should call the Workers’
Compensation Board’s Self-Insurance Office at 518 402-0247), OR GSI-105.2 – Certificate of
Participation in Workers’ Compensation Group Self-Insurance (the contractor’s Group Self-Insurance
Administrator will send this form to OGS upon request).
19.2. Proof of Compliance with Disability Benefits Coverage Requirements: In order to provide proof of compliance
with the requirements of the Workers’ Compensation Law pertaining to disability benefits, a contractor shall: (1)
obtain such coverage from an insurance carrier; or (2) be a Board-approved self-insured employer; or (3) be legally
exempt from obtaining disability benefits coverage.
An ACORD 25 form is NOT acceptable as proof of disability benefits coverage.
A Contractor seeking to enter into a contract with the State of New York MUST provide ONE of the following
forms to OGS upon request, prior to award:
19.2.1. CE-200 – Certificate of Attestation of Exemption from NYS Workers' Compensation and/or Disability
Benefits Coverage, which is available on the Workers’ Compensation Board’s website, www.wcb.ny.gov,
under the heading “Forms”; OR
19.2.2. DB-120.1 – Certificate of Disability Benefits Insurance (the contractor’s insurance agent, broker or carrier
will send this form to OGS upon request); OR
19.2.3. DB-155 – Certificate of Disability Benefits Self Insurance (the contractor should call the Workers’
Compensation Board’s Self-Insurance Office at 518 402-0247).
19.3. All of the above-referenced forms, except the CE-200, SI-12 and DB-155, must show the following as the Entity
Requesting Proof of Coverage (entity being listed as the Certificate Holder):
NYS Office of General Services – Design & Construction Group
Division of Contract Management
35th Floor, Corning Tower, GNARESP
Albany, NY 12242
20.

ELECTRONIC CONTRACTOR PAYMENTS (ECP)

20.1. The ECP Program is initiated with an Electronic Contractor Payments (ECP) Certification Form that is forwarded
to the contractor with the project agreement and bond forms. This form must be completed, executed and returned
with the executed Contract agreement in order for the contractor to participate in the ECP program. The executed
ECP Certification Form will remain on file. Note that the certification will apply to this contract and to future
ECP-eligible contracts.
20.2. Upon final approval of the contract, an e-mail will be sent to the contractor’s designated e-mail address with a
hyperlink that will enable the firm to register, using a temporary password, on the OGS Design & Construction
Vendor Interface. The temporary password will be sent to the contractor in letter form that is mailed on the same
day.
20.3. The OGS Vendor Interface website will provide the ability to view contract information, submit the detailed
estimate and payments requests electronically, and communicate with OGS Design & Construction.
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21.

IRAN DIVESTMENT ACT

21.1

By submitting a bid in response to this solicitation or by assuming the responsibility of a Contract awarded
hereunder, bidder/Contractor (or any assignee) certifies that it is not on the “Entities Determined To Be NonResponsive bidders/Offerers Pursuant to The New York State Iran Divestment Act of 2012” list (“Prohibited
Entities List”) posted on the OGS website at
http://www.ogs.ny.gov/about/regs/docs/ListofEntities.pdf
and further certifies that it will not utilize on such Contract any subcontractor that is identified on the Prohibited
Entities List. Additionally, bidder/Contractor is advised that should it seek to renew or extend a Contract awarded
in response to the solicitation, it must provide the same certification at the time the Contract is renewed or extended.

21.2

During the term of the Contract, should OGS receive information that a person (as defined in State Finance Law
§165-a) is in violation of the above-referenced certifications, OGS will review such information and offer the
person an opportunity to respond. If the person fails to demonstrate that it has ceased its engagement in the
investment activity which is in violation of the Act within 90 days after the determination of such violation, then
OGS shall take such action as may be appropriate and provided for by law, rule, or contract, including, but not
limited to, seeking compliance, recovering damages, or declaring the Contractor in default.

21.3

OGS reserves the right to reject any bid, request for assignment, renewal or extension for an entity that appears on
the Prohibited Entities List prior to the award, assignment, renewal or extension of a contract, and to pursue a
responsibility review with respect to any entity that is awarded a contract and appears on the Prohibited Entities
list after contract award.

END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 002213
SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS - MWBE-EEO
This Supplement modifies the Instructions to Bidders. Where any part of the Instructions to
Bidders is modified by this supplement, the unaltered provisions of that part shall remain in effect.
Add the following:
22.

GOALS

22.1
To ensure meaningful participation in the Project of certified Minority- and WomenOwned Business Enterprises (“MWBEs”) under the Contract, the Commissioner of General
Services has established goals set forth in the Supplementary Conditions.
22.2
All bidders should note that important definitions and conditions relating to the foregoing
MWBE goals are contained in the Supplementary Conditions.
22.3
In order to assist the State in determining compliance with the goals set forth in the
Supplementary Conditions the apparent low bidder will be required to submit an MWBE Utilization
Plan via the New York State Contracting System (NYSCS) prior to Contract award or subcontractor
approval.
22.4
If unable to submit an MWBE Utilization Plan through the NYSCS, the apparent low
bidder must use Form BDC 328 to submit the plan. A paper copy of the BDC 328 form is included
in the Appendix of this Project Manual and may be mechanically reproduced. Additional copies
may be obtained upon request from the address listed in Paragraph 23.2 below.
22.5
The apparent low bidder must submit the completed MWBE Utilization Plan within five
(5) working days after the bids are opened. OGS will review the submitted MWBE Utilization
Plan and advise the bidder of OGS acceptance or issue a notice of deficiency within twenty (20)
days of receipt.

23.

CERTIFICATION

23.1
All Minority- and Women-Owned Business Enterprises (“MBEs” or “WBEs”) proposed
as contractors, subcontractors or suppliers must be certified by the NYS Empire State Development,
Division of Minority and Women’s Business Development to be eligible for MBE or WBE credit
on this project.
23.2
UPON WRITTEN REQUEST, The New York State Office of General Services’ Office of
Minority- and Women-Owned Business Enterprises will provide a computer printout of certified
MBEs and WBEs in specific trades for a given geographical area of New York State.
This printout can be requested in writing as follows:


By e-mail to: DCMWBEManager@ogs.ny.gov



By fax to: (518) 486-2679
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By mail to:
NYS Office of General Services
Office of Minority- and Women-Owned Business Enterprises
29th Floor, Corning Tower, GNARESP
Albany, NY 12242

24.

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES – MWBE PARTICIPATION

24.1
Refer to Article 27.8, Document 007307, Supplementary Conditions - MWBE-EEO, for
“Liquidated Damages – MWBE Participation”.

END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 002216
SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS - ASBESTOS PROJECTS

This supplement modifies the Instructions to Bidders.
Add the following:

27.

CONDITION OF AWARD

27.1
As a condition of award, the following shall be transmitted to the Bureau of Contract
Awards, Division of Contract Administration, Design and Construction Group, Office of General
Service, 35th Floor, Corning Tower, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12242 by certified mail by
the apparent low bidder within 5 days after the bids are opened and by other bidders within 5 days
after receiving a written request from the Bureau of Contract Awards for such a submission:
A copy of a valid asbestos-handling license issued by the Commissioner of Labor to the
contractor who will perform the Work of the asbestos project.
END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 002219
SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS - QUALIFICATIONS OF BIDDERS AND
MANDATORY PRE-AWARD SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
This Supplement modifies the Instructions to Bidders. Where any part of the Instructions to Bidders is
modified by this supplement, the unaltered provisions of that part shall remain in effect.
Add the following Articles:
25.

QUALIFICATIONS OF BIDDERS

25.1

The Contracting Officer or their representative will schedule a pre-award meeting to consider the
bid responsiveness of the bid submitted by the apparent low bidder generally within fifteen (15)
working days of the bid opening. Bidders will be notified of the time and place of the meeting. On
a case by case basis, the State will examine and evaluate the bid as responsive by considering the
contractors understanding of: the overall project scope, estimated cost, utilization of proposed subcontractors, expertise, workmanship and past performance in completing similar contracts.

25.2

The Contracting Officer or their respective representative will conduct an investigation to determine
the responsibility of any Bidder, including the ability of any Bidder to perform the Work. Bidders
shall furnish to the Officer all information and data requested, including complete financial data,
within the time and in the form and manner requested. The Contracting Officer reserves the right
to reject any bid if the evidence required by the Officer is not submitted as requested, or if the
evidence submitted by or the investigation of any Bidder fails to satisfy the Contracting Officer that
the Bidder is responsible, or is able and qualified to carry out the obligations of the Contract, or to
complete the Work as indicated in the Contract Documents, or able to reasonably perform the Work
for the Bid Amount.

25.3

The criteria contained in Executive Order No. 170.1 Uniform Guidelines for Determining the
Responsibility of Bidders will be applied in the evaluation of Bidders. Special criteria that will be
considered in establishing the responsibility of the Bidders shall include, but not be limited to
established experience in performing the Work required by the Contract Documents. Experience
will be viewed from comparable projects as well as experience and knowledge of construction by
the firm’s personnel.

26.

MANDATORY PRE-AWARD SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS

26.1

The apparent low bidder must submit the required pre-award submittal package outlined below to
the Regional Supervisor within five working days after the bids are opened.
Regional Supervisor Name: Adam Potter
Address: Hughes State Office Building, 333 East Washington Street, Syracuse, NY 13202
Phone: 315-428-4419
Email: Region6preawardsubmittals@ogs.ny.gov
Submissions must be emailed and must include the Project Number of this contract in the Subject
Line of the Pre-Award submission email (i.e. OGS PN 12345-C: Pre-Award Submission).
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Pre-award Submittal Package:
1. References and Experience:
a. List of all past contracts with OGS. Include OGS Project Number and date.
b. Provide three (3) references (Name, Title, and Phone Number) associated with three (3)
different projects (OGS, public, or private sector) of similar scope and size to the one
identified in this contract. Additionally, include the names of two major suppliers used for
each of these three (3) projects.
Provide a copy of recent past experience as required under the filing of the NYS Vendor
Responsibility Questionnaire (CCA-2 document) with the Office of the State Comptroller.
Provide only Attachment A: Completed Construction Contracts and Attachment B:
Uncompleted Construction Contracts. For additional information, see:
http://www.osc.state.ny.us/vendrep/form_cca2.htm
2. Workforce and Work Plan – Provide a detailed written Work Plan which shall demonstrate the
contractor’s understanding of overall project scope and shall include, but not be limited, to the
following:
a. Sequential listing of specific project activities required to successfully complete the Work
of the contract.
1. Include Critical Milestones.
2. Include phasing of the Work, if required.
3. Include listing of long lead items.
4. Impact of weather and restricted work period(s).
5. Include a list of site-/project-specific safety hazards, and how such hazards will be
considered in performance of the Work.
b. Résumés for Contractor’s proposed supervisory staff, including qualifications for
specialized expertise or any certification(s) required to perform the Work.
c. Schedule Preparer qualifications when required by specification 013200.
d. Submittal Coordinator qualifications when required by specification 013300.
e. Names of proposed major sub-contractors (more than 15% of the bid amount or where
critical systems of work are identified in the contract) and a listing of the related trade of
work and value.
f. Any special coordination requirements with other trades.
g. Any special storage and staging requirements for construction materials.
3. Detailed Cost Estimate:
a. A copy of a Detailed Cost Estimate outlined in CSI format.
4. Provide information for any other special requirements at the request of the Director’s
Representative.
26.2

When requested by the Contracting Officer or his representative, Bidders shall, within the time
specified by the Officer, submit to the Officer the names of the Subcontractors the Bidder proposes
to use on the project. The Contracting Officer reserves the right to disapprove the use of any
proposed Subcontractor. In such an event the Bidder shall submit the name of another Subcontractor
in like manner within the time specified by the Officer. The Bidder shall have and will make no
claim for compensation if the Contracting Officer disapproves any proposed Subcontractor. The
Contracting Officer reserves the right to reject any bid if the names of proposed Subcontractors, or
additional subcontract information, are not submitted as required.
END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 003126
EXISTING HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INFORMATION

1.01

ASBESTOS SURVEY REPORT

Samples listed in the report were collected at the Project Site and tested for Asbestos Containing
Materials (ACM). The report was compiled for New York State Office of General Services,
Design and Construction Group by an ELAP certified laboratory. In order to determine the
Asbestos content, samples were analyzed by polarized light microscopy (PLM) and/or
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The report is intended for the State design and
estimate purposes only, and is included to provide bidders with that same information available
to the State. The Bulk Samples are representative of Homogeneous Area (HA) and is defined as
a suspect material of similar age, appearance, function and texture. All field information was
organized in accordance with 40 CFR Part 763, Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act
(AHERA). See the Limited Asbestos Survey & Testing Report dated December 17, 2015
included in the Appendix for type, condition, location and approximate quantity of ACM.

END OF DOCUMENT
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DETACH AND USE THIS FORM

State of New York
Office of General Services
CONSTRUCTION WORK
Design and Construction Group
REPLACE DOORS & HARDWARE, BUILDING 75
Division of Contract Management
GREATER BINGHAMTON HEALTH CENTER
35th Floor, Corning Tower
425 ROBINSON STREET
The Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
BINGHAMTON, NY
Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12242
THIS IS A 3 PAGE BID FORM. ALL PAGES MUST BE COMPLETED.
BID FORM FOR: 45061-C

THE STATE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL BIDS. EACH BID FORM SHALL BE ACCOMPANIED
BY BID SECURITY (AS DESCRIBED IN THE INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS) IN THE AMOUNT STATED IN THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS.
The Undersigned agrees to complete the Work within the time stated in Section 011000 of the Specifications.
The Undersigned acknowledges his/her understanding of the social policy concerning minority and women business participation
in the State building construction program, and pledges to cooperate with the State in the implementation of this policy, and further
pledges to exert good faith efforts to achieve participation of minority and female employees.
The Undersigned certifies, as to each of the occupations listed in the Prevailing Rate Schedule applicable to this Project, the ability
and willingness to exert good faith efforts to achieve the goal for minority and women workforce participation set forth in the
Supplementary Conditions.
The Undersigned certifies the ability and willingness to exert good faith efforts to achieve the goal for Minority and Women-Owned
Business Enterprise and Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Businesses participation set forth in the Supplementary Conditions.
The Undersigned declares that the Bidding and Contract Documents have been carefully examined and that all things necessary for
the completion of the Work shall be provided
The Undersigned agrees that the bid security shall be subject to forfeiture if this bid is accepted by the State and he/she does not
submit executed copies of the Agreement WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS OF RECEIPT OF A WRITTEN REQUEST TO PROVIDE
SUCH AGREEMENT. A Performance Bond and a Labor and Material Bond, each in an amount equal to the contract sum, shall
be supplied with the executed Agreement and shall be the statutory form of public bonds required by Sections 136 and 137 of the
State Finance Law.
By submission of this bid, each bidder and each person signing on behalf of any bidder certifies, and in the case of a joint bid each
party thereto certifies as to its own organization, under penalty of perjury, that to the best of his/her knowledge and belief:
(1) The prices in this bid have been arrived at independently without collusion, consultation, communication, or
agreement, for the purpose of restricting competition as to any matter relating to such prices with any other bidder or with any
competitor;
(2) Unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have been quoted in this bid have not been knowingly disclosed
by the bidder and will not knowingly be disclosed by the bidder prior to opening, directly or indirectly, to any other bidder or to any
competitor;
(3) No attempt has been made or will be made by the bidder to induce any other person, partnership or corporation to
submit or not to submit a bid for the purpose of restricting competition.
(4) This contract shall not cause or result in a violation of Section 74(3)(e) of the Public Officers Law which states: “No
officer or employee of a state agency, member of the legislature or legislative employee should engage in any transaction as
representative or agent of the State with any business entity in which he/she has a direct or indirect financial interest that might
reasonably tend to conflict with the proper discharge of his/her official duties.”
(5) The Bidder understands and agrees to comply with the requirements of the Procurement Lobbying Law, State Finance
Law § 139-j and § 139-k, and with OGS’s procedures relating to permissible contacts during a procurement as required by State
Finance Law § 139-j(3) and § 139-j(6)(b). Such requirements and procedures are posted at
https://ogs.ny.gov/aboutOgs/regulations/defaultSFL_139j-k.asp
(6) The bidder is not on the list created pursuant to paragraph (b) of subdivision 3 of section 165-a of the state finance
law (NYS Iran Divestment Act of 2012). The list can be viewed at the following link:
https://ogs.ny.gov/iran-divestment-act-2012
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(7) Will New York State Businesses be used in the performance of this contract (refer to Document 007324)?
Yes

No

(8) The New York State Human Rights Law (Human Rights Law), Article 15 of the Executive Law, prohibits
discrimination and harassment based on age, race, creed, color, national origin, sex, pregnancy or pregnancy-related conditions,
sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, marital status, familial status, domestic violence victim status, prior arrest or
conviction record, military status or predisposing genetic characteristics.
The Human Rights Law may also require reasonable accommodation for persons with disabilities and pregnancy-related
conditions. A reasonable accommodation is an adjustment to a job or work environment that enables a person with a disability
to perform the essential functions of a job in a reasonable manner. The Human Rights Law may also require reasonable
accommodation in employment on the basis of Sabbath observance or religious practices.
Generally, the Human Rights Law applies to
 all employers of four or more people, employment agencies, labor organizations and apprenticeship training programs
in all instances of discrimination or harassment;
 employers with fewer than four employees in all cases involving sexual harassment; and,
 any employer of domestic workers in cases involving sexual harassment or harassment based on gender, race, religion
or national origin.
In accordance with Executive Order No. 177, the Bidder hereby certifies that it does not have institutional policies or practices
that fail to address the harassment and discrimination of individuals on the basis of their age, race, creed, color, national origin,
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, marital status, military status, or other protected status under the Human
Rights Law.
Executive Order No. 177 and this certification do not affect institutional policies or practices that are protected by existing law,
including but not limited to the First Amendment of the United States Constitution, Article 1, Section 3 of the New York State
Constitution, and Section 296(11) of the New York State Human Rights Law.
(9) In accordance with State Finance Law § 139-l, by submission of this bid, each bidder and each person
signing on behalf of any bidder certifies, and in the case of a joint bid each party thereto certifies as to its own
organization, under penalty of perjury, that the bidder has and has implemented a written policy addressing sexual
harassment prevention in the workplace and provides annual sexual harassment prevention training to all of its
employees. Such policy shall, at a minimum, meet the requirements of section two hundred one-g of the labor law.
If the bidder cannot make the foregoing certification, such bidder shall so state and shall furnish with the bid a
signed statement that sets forth in detail the reasons that the bidder cannot make the certification.
(10) In accordance with Section 165(5) of the State Finance Law, the bidder, by submission of this bid, certifies that it or
any individual or legal entity in which the bidder holds a 10% or greater ownership interest, or any individual or legal entity
that holds a 10% or greater ownership interest in the bidder, either (answer yes or no to one or both of the following, as
applicable):
1.

have business operations in Northern Ireland

Yes

No

and if yes:

2. shall take lawful steps in good faith to conduct any business operations in Northern Ireland in accordance with the
MacBride Fair Employment Principles relating to nondiscrimination in employment and freedom of workplace
opportunity regarding such operations in Northern Ireland, and shall permit independent monitoring of compliance with
such principles.
Yes
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Addenda to the Contract Documents are available at:
https://online.ogs.ny.gov/dnc/contractorConsultant/esb/ESBPlansAvailableIndex.asp.

The Undersigned acknowledges receipt and review of all Addenda to the Contract Documents on the above website, listed by
number in the space below:

The Undersigned proposes to perform the Work required for this project in accordance with the Contract Documents for the
following amount:
BID AMOUNT
1.

All Work except Allowance(s)

$

.00

2.

Allowance(s) (As described in Section 012100)

$

157,700.00

Total Bid Amount (Sum of 1. & 2.)

$

.00

,

Is your firm a NYS-Certified Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprise (MWBE)?
Yes

No

MWBE Certification file No. _____________________________

SIGN BID HERE
Authorized Signature

PRINT NAME OF SIGNER
TITLE OF SIGNER
OFFICIAL COMPANY NAME
MAILING ADDRESS
Street

City

TELEPHONE NO.

State

Zip

FAX NO.
Area Code

Area Code

E-MAIL ADDRESS
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FORM OF BID BOND - BID SECURITY
STATE OF NEW YORK
OFFICE OF GENERAL SERVICES - DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Sub. 3, Sec. 8 - Public Buildings Law

BE IT KNOWN, That

(Name of Contractor)

(Address)
(hereinafter called the “Principal”) and
a corporation created and existing under the Laws of the State of
having its principal office in the City
of
duly licensed as an insurance company
in the State of New York, (hereinafter called the “Surety”), are held and firmly bound unto The People of the State of New York (hereinafter
called the “State”), in the full and just sum of $77,000 good and lawful money of the United States of America, for the payment of which
said sum of money, well and truly to be made, and done, the Principal binds themselves (himself, herself, itself), their (his, hers, its) heirs,
executors and administrators, successors and assigns, and the Surety binds itself, its successors and assigns jointly and severally, firmly by
these presents:
WHEREAS, the Principal has submitted to the Office of General Services of the State of New York a proposal for Construction
Work, Replace Doors & Hardware, Building 75, Greater Binghamton Health Center, 425 Robinson St, Binghamton, NY
AND
WHEREAS, the Principal intends to file this bond to guarantee that the Principal will execute a contract and furnish performance
and labor and material bonds required by the terms of the Principal’s proposal.
NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of the foregoing obligation is such, that if the Principal shall promptly submit an executed
agreement and furnish performance and labor and material bonds required by the terms of the Principal’s proposal, then this obligation
shall be null and void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of the foregoing obligation is such that if the Principal fails to promptly submit an executed
agreement and furnish performance and labor and material bonds required by the terms of the Principal’s proposal, then the Surety itself,
its successors and assigns, jointly and severally, shall pay the whole sum of money previously set forth in this document to the State.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the Principal has hereunto set their (his, hers, its) hand and seal and the Surety has caused this instrument
to be signed by its Attorney-in-fact,
and its corporate seal to be hereunto affixed.
Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:
(Corporate seal
of Principal if a corporation)
_________________________________________________(L.S.)
_________________________________________________(L.S.)
Principal
______________________________________________Company
(Corporate seal of Surety Co.)

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Attorney-in-fact
Witness

______________________________________________________
Name
______________________________________________________
Name

Updated 09/25/2018
Printed 12/31/2020
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(Acknowledgment by principal, unless it be a corporation)
STATE OF NEW YORK
SS.:
COUNTY OF
On this
day of
20
, before me personally came
to me
known and known to me to be the person described in and who executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that he/she executed
the same.

Notary Public

County

(Acknowledgment by principal, if a corporation)
STATE OF NEW YORK
SS.:
COUNTY OF
On this
day of
20
, before me personally came
to me
known, who being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that he/she resides in
; that he/she is the
of the
; the corporation described in and which
executed the foregoing instrument; that he knew the seal of said corporation; that the seal affixed to said corporation; that the seal affixed
to said instrument was such corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order of the Board of Directors of said corporation, and that he/she
signed his/her name thereto by like order.

Notary Public

County

(Acknowledgment by Surety Company)
STATE OF NEW YORK
SS.:
COUNTY OF
On this
day of
20
, before me personally came
to me
known, who being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that he/she resides in
; that he/she is the
of the
; the corporation described in and which
executed the within instrument; that he/she knows the seal of said corporation; that the seal affixed to said instrument is such corporate
seal; that is was so affixed by order of the Board of Directors of said corporation; and that he/she signed his/her name thereto by like order.

Notary Public

Updated 09/25/2018
Printed 12/31/2020
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NEW YORK STATE’S SURETY BOND
Assistance Program Helps Small Business Contractors Secure Surety Bonding
What is the NYS Surety Bond Assistance Program?
The NYS Surety Bond Assistance Program (NYSBAP) provides technical and financial assistance to
help contractors secure surety bonding. Contractors may be eligible to receive a guarantee of up to
30% to secure a surety bond line, bid bond or a performance and payment bond on state projects.
How does the NYS Surety Bond Assistance Program work?
To apply for financial assistance, small business contractors should review eligibility requirements
and fill out a pre-application assessment available at the Empire State Development (ESD) website.
If the assessment indicates you are eligible to submit an application, proceed with the Application
and submit the required forms.
Guarantees of up to 30% on a bond line or individual contract bid bonds and payment/performance
bonds are available from Empire State Development. Being eligible for this program does not
automatically ensure bonding. Approval is based on both underwriting by a surety company and
ESD’s credit assessment. Participating surety companies will make a credit determination in
accordance with their internal underwriting standards.
Small businesses can also enroll to receive training and technical support on how to become bondready by using the Contact Information below. The classroom training is held throughout New York
State.
Who is eligible?
 Applicant must be a NYS small business or MWBE with at least two years of business
operation.

 Maximum bond line or project size is $2 million
 Minimum average gross revenue of $400,000 in the last two fiscal or calendar years and
maximum gross revenue not to exceed $5 million in the most recent calendar or fiscal
year.

 Minimum credit score of 600.
 Previous experience completing similar work to the contract opportunity being pursued.
Find Out More
If interested in training or financial support, please visit ESD’s website:
http://esd.ny.gov/BusinessPrograms/BondingAssistance.html
For additional inquiries, please contact:
Ms. Huey-Min Chuang
Senior Director of Business & Economic Development
212-803-3238
BAP@esd.ny.gov

Created 08/07/2012
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Offerer Disclosure of Prior Non-Responsibility Determinations
See instructions on next page before completing this form.

Name of Individual or Entity Seeking to Enter into the Procurement Contract:

Address:

Name and Title of Person Submitting this Form:

Contract Procurement Number:

Date:

1. Has any Governmental Entity made a finding of non-responsibility regarding the individual or
entity seeking to enter into the Procurement Contract in the previous four years? (Please circle):
No

Yes

If yes, please answer the next questions:
2. Was the basis for the finding of non-responsibility due to a violation of State Finance Law
§139-j (Please circle):
No
Yes
3. Was the basis for the finding of non-responsibility due to the intentional provision of false or
incomplete information to a Governmental Entity? (Please circle):
No

Yes

4. If you answered yes to any of the above questions, please provide details regarding the finding
of non-responsibility below and attach additional pages as necessary.
Governmental Entity:
Date of Finding of Non-responsibility:
Basis of Finding of Non-Responsibility:
5. Has any Governmental Entity or other governmental agency terminated or withheld a
Procurement Contract with the above-named individual or entity due to the intentional provision
of false or incomplete information? (Please circle):
No

Yes

6. If yes, please provide details below and attach additional pages as necessary.
Governmental Entity:
Date of Termination or Withholding of Contract:
Basis of Termination or Withholding:
Offerer certifies that all information provided to the Governmental Entity with respect to State
Finance Law §139-k is complete, true and accurate.
By:

Date:
Signature

02/06

DCA-3

Instructions for Completing the DCA-3
Offerer Disclosure of Prior Non-Responsibility Determinations
Background:
New York State Finance Law §139-k(2) obligates a Governmental Entity to obtain
specific information regarding prior non-responsibility determinations with respect to
State Finance Law §139-j. This information must be collected in addition to the
information that is separately obtained pursuant to State Finance Law §163(9). In
accordance with State Finance Law §139-k, an Offerer must be asked to disclose whether
there has been a finding of non-responsibility made within the previous four (4) years by
any Governmental Entity due to: (a) a violation of State Finance Law §139-j or (b) the
intentional provision of false or incomplete information to a Governmental Entity. The
terms “Offerer” and “Governmental Entity” are defined in State Finance Law § 139-k(1).
State Finance Law §139-j sets forth detailed requirements about the restrictions on
Contacts during the procurement process. A violation of State Finance Law §139-j
includes, but is not limited to, an impermissible Contact during the restricted period (for
example, contacting a person or entity other than the designated contact person, when
such contact does not fall within one of the exemptions).
As part of its responsibility determination, State Finance Law §139-k(3) mandates
consideration of whether an Offerer fails to timely disclose accurate or complete
information regarding the above non-responsibility determination. In accordance with
law, no Procurement Contract shall be awarded to any Offerer that fails to timely disclose
accurate or complete information under this section, unless a finding is made that the
award of the Procurement Contract to the Offerer is necessary to protect public property
or public health safety, and that the Offerer is the only source capable of supplying the
required Article of Procurement within the necessary timeframe. See State Finance Law
§§139-j (10)(b) and 139-k(3).
Instructions:
OGS Design and Construction includes this disclosure request regarding prior nonresponsibility determinations in accordance with State Finance Law §139-k in its
solicitation of proposals or bid documents or specifications or contract documents, as
applicable, for procurement contracts. The attached form is to be completed and
submitted by the individual or entity seeking to enter into a Procurement Contract,
Supplement or Change Order. It shall be submitted to the OGS Design and Construction
unit conducting the Governmental Procurement.
This document must accompany each Bid Form, Letter of Interest, or Proposal submitted
by an offerer and will be required for any contract amendments over $15,000. This
document must also accompany each Emergency Contract Bid Form.

02/06

DCA-3

STATE OF NEW YORK - EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF GENERAL SERVICES - DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION GROUP

DOCUMENT 007213
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GENERAL CONDITIONS – AUGUST 2010
ARTICLE 1 - THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

or assigns approved in writing by the Contracting
Officer.

1.1
The Contract Documents consist of the
Agreement, the Performance and Payment Bonds, the
General Conditions, the Supplementary Conditions,
Appendix A, the Drawings and Specifications, Addenda
issued prior to the receipt of bids and all subsequent
modifications and changes issued pursuant to the General
Conditions.
1.1.1 The Performance and Payment Bonds are
not a part of Single Trade Contract less than two hundred
thousand dollars.
1.2
The Contract Documents form the Contract. The
Contract represents the entire and integrated agreement
between the parties and supersedes all prior negotiations,
representations and agreements, either written or oral
including the bidding documents.
1.3
The Contract may not be modified except in
accordance with the General Conditions.
1.4
The project is designed in accordance with the
Building Codes of New York State and its reference
standards. In no instance shall the Contractor deviate
from the contract documents except as provided for in
the contract. The Contractor shall notify the State of any
deviations or conflicts observed that may violate the
Building Codes.
ARTICLE 2 - DEFINITIONS
2.1
The following terms shall have the meanings
ascribed to them in this Article, wherever they appear in
the Contract Documents.
2.2
The term “Agency” means the officer, board,
department, commission, authority, fund or public
benefit corporation executing the Agreement.

The term “days” means calendar days.

2.8
The term “Director” means the Director of
Construction of the Design and Construction Group of
the Office of General Services who will have general
direction and supervision of the Work.
2.9
The term “Director’s Representative” means the
employee or agent of the Design and Construction Group
designated in writing by the Director as such. Under the
general supervision of the Director, the Director’s
Representative shall have complete charge of the Work
and shall exercise full supervision and direction of the
Work. Where the Contract Documents specifically
designate a person to perform a function or duty, that
person shall be the Director’s Representative but only for
the performance of that function or duty. Where the
word “directed” appears in the Contract Documents, the
words “by the Director’s Representative” shall be
deemed inserted thereafter in each case except where it is
obviously inappropriate in context.
2.10 The term “Group Director” means the Deputy
Commissioner for Design and Construction, Office of
General Services.
2.11 The term “liquidated damages” means the
amount of money to be assessed against the Contractor
for delay in physical completion of the Work.
2.12 The term “physical completion” means the date
upon which the Director’s Representative certifies that
all deficiencies noted on the Final Inspection List have
been corrected and is evidenced by issuance of the
Physical Completion Report.
2.13 The term “premises” means all land, buildings,
structures and all other things of any kind located on or
adjacent to the Site and owned, occupied or otherwise
used by the State.

2.3
The term “Commissioner” means the
Commissioner of General Services.
2.4
The term “Comptroller” means the Comptroller
of the State of New York.
2.5
The term “Contracting Officer” means the
Director of Contract Administration of the Design and
Construction Group of the Office of General Services or
his representative designated in writing.
2.6
The term “Contractor” means the person, firm or
corporation executing the Agreement or the successor or
assignee of the Contractor approved in writing by the
Contracting Officer. If the text requires, the term
includes the person, firm or corporation executing any
Agreement in furtherance of the Project or the successors

(08/2010)

2.7

2.14 The term “product data” means manufacturer’s
catalog sheets, brochures, standard diagrams,
illustrations, schedules, performance charts, test data,
standard schematic drawings, specifications and
installation instructions.
2.15 The term “Project” means Work at the same Site
carried out pursuant to one or more sets of Contract
Documents.
2.16 The term “provide” means furnish and install
complete, in place and ready for operation and use.
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2.17 The term “sample” means physical examples
submitted by the Contractor of materials, equipment or
workmanship to establish a standard which the
Contractor is required to meet and to show the quality,
type, range of color, finish, and texture of the material
intended to be furnished for the Work.

Work among subcontractors or in establishing the extent
of Work to be performed by any trade.

2.18 The term “shop drawing” means an original
drawing prepared by a Contractor, subcontractor,
supplier or distributor which illustrates some portion of
the Work showing fabrication, layout, fitting or erection
details.

3.6
In the event of conflicting provisions within the
drawings, the following order of precedence for
resolution of the conflict shall apply: the more specific
provision will take precedence over the less specific; if
not resolved, the less stringent will take precedence over
the more stringent; if not resolved, the less expensive
item will take precedence over the more expensive. On
all drawings, figures take precedence over scaled
dimensions.

3.5
In the event of conflicting provisions in the
Contract Documents, the drawings will take precedence
over the specifications.

2.19 The term “Site” means the area within the
contract limit, as indicated by the Contract Documents,
including all land, buildings, structures and other things
located within those limits.
2.20

The term “State” means the State of New York.

2.21 The term “substantial completion” means that the
Work or major milestones there of as contemplated by
the terms of this contract are sufficiently complete so that
the Work can be used for the purpose for which it is
intended.
2.22 The term “Work” means all that which is
required of the Contractor by the Contract Documents
including labor, materials, tools and equipment.
2.23 The term “Offerer” shall mean the individual or
entity, or any employee, agent, consultant or person
acting on behalf of such individual or entity that contacts
a governmental entity about a governmental procurement
during the restricted period of such governmental
procurement.

3.7
In the event of conflicting provisions within the
specifications, the following order of precedence for
resolution of the conflict shall apply: the more specific
provision will take precedence over the less specific; if
not resolved, the less stringent will take precedence over
the more stringent; if not resolved, the less expensive
item will take precedence over the more expensive.
3.8
If during the performance of the work, the
Contractor identifies a conflict in the Contract
Documents; the Contractor shall promptly notify the
Director’s Representative in writing of the conflict and
advise as to the course of action the Contractor proposes
to follow. The Director’s Representative shall promptly
acknowledge the notification in writing and advise the
Contractor, pursuant to Paragraph 3.2 of these General
Conditions, as to the interpretation to be followed in the
performance of the Work.
ARTICLE 4 - SUBMITTALS

ARTICLE 3 - INTERPRETATION OF
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

4.1
The Contractor and the Director shall adhere to
the submittal and scheduling requirements specified in
Division 01 - General Requirements.

3.1
The Contract Documents are complementary,
and what is called for by one shall be as binding as if
called for by all. It is not intended to include work not
properly inferable from the Contract Documents.

4.2
The Contractor shall approve all submittals
before submitting them. By such approval, the
Contractor represents that it has determined and verified
field measurements, field construction criteria, materials,
catalog numbers, and similar data and that it has checked
and coordinated shop drawings, product data and
samples with the requirements of the Contract
Documents and that it has verified the completeness,
correctness, and accuracy of the submittal.

3.2
Upon the Contractor’s written request, the
Director’s Representative may issue written
interpretation or drawings necessary for the proper
execution or progress of the Work which interpretation
shall be consistent with and reasonably inferable from
the Contract Documents.
3.3
The language of the Contract Documents is
directed at the Contractor unless specifically stated
otherwise.
3.4
The organization of the Specifications into
divisions, sections and articles, and the arrangement of
Drawings shall not control the Contractor in dividing the

(08/2010)

4.3
The Director’s approval of shop drawings,
product data and samples shall not relieve the Contractor
of responsibility for any deviation from the requirements
of the Contract Documents unless the Contractor has
previously informed the Director of any anticipated
deviation utilizing the required deviation request form,
(available at the OGS D&C website),at the time of
submission. Written approval of the specific deviations
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as outlined on the request form shall be required. The
Director’s approval shall not relieve the Contractor from
responsibility for errors or omissions in the shop
drawings, product data or samples.

Contract Documents providing the Contractor gives
timely notice of the Contractor’s intent in accordance
with the submittal and scheduling requirements of
Division 01 - General Requirements.

4.4
Portions of the Work requiring shop drawings,
product data, quality assurance information, or sample
submittals shall not be commenced until the appropriate
submittals have been approved by the Director.

5.4
The Contractor shall have the burden of proving
at the Contractor’s own cost and expense, to the
satisfaction of the Director, that the proposed product is
equal to the named product. The Director may establish
criteria for product approval. The Director shall
determine with absolute discretion whether a proposed
product is to be approved.

4.5
The Contractor shall deliver to the Director, in
the detail and form and at the time the Director shall
require, information concerning the Contractor’s
operations and proposed operations upon the Project all
in accordance with Division 01 - General Requirements.
4.6
During the term of this Project, the Director may
require any Contractor to modify any schedules which it
has submitted either before or after they are approved so
that the Work of any contract in furtherance of the
Project may be properly progressed and so that changes
in the Work or the work of related contracts is properly
reflected in the schedules.

5.5
If the Contractor fails to comply with the
provisions of this Article, or if the Director determines
that the proposed product is not equal to that named, the
Contractor shall supply the product named.
5.6
The Contractor shall have and make no claim for
the extension of time or for damages because the
Director requires a reasonable period of time to consider
a product proposed by the Contractor or because the
Director disapproves such a product.

4.7
Where indicated under the specific submittal
requirements of the specifications, a re-evaluation fee of
$250.00 will be assessed against the Contractor for each
re-evaluation required of any submittal package that is
deemed incomplete, or lacking appropriate content or
required format as required by the individual
specification section.

5.7
Where optional materials or methods are
specified, or where “or equal” submissions are approved,
the Contractor shall make all adjustments to contingent
Work, whether the contingent Work be the Work of its
contract or the Work of other Contractor’s, necessary to
accommodate the option or “or equal” product it selects
without extra or additional cost.

ARTICLE 5 - MATERIALS AND LABOR

5.8
Royalties and Patents: The Contractor shall pay
all royalties and license fees. The Contractor shall
defend all suits or claims for infringement of any patent
rights and shall save the State harmless from loss on
account thereof, except that the State shall be responsible
for all such loss when a particular design, process or the
product of a particular manufacturer is specified.

5.1
All materials, equipment and articles used
permanently in the Work which become the property of
the State shall be new unless specifically stated
otherwise.
5.2
Asbestos Free Materials: All materials used for
construction shall be free of asbestos containing
materials unless the materials containing the asbestos
have been previously approved for use by the State. If
asbestos is found in installed products not previously
approved by the State, then it will be the responsibility of
the contractor to abate the asbestos containing material
and replace the work with new asbestos free materials at
no cost to the State of New York in compliance with the
requirements of the contract.
5.3
Except where specifically provided otherwise,
whenever any product is specified by brand name, i.e.,
manufacturer’s or supplier’s name or trade name and
catalog or model number or name, the intent is not to
limit competition but to establish a standard of quality
which the Director has determined is necessary. The
words “or equal” shall be deemed inserted in each
instance. The Contractor may use any product equal to
that named in the Contract Documents which is approved
by the Director and which meets the requirements of the

(08/2010)

ARTICLE 6 - CONTRACTOR’S SUPERVISION
6.1
The Contractor shall designate in writing
competent supervision and/or management representatives
as required below to represent the Contractor at all times
with authority to act for the Contractor. All Direction
given to the Contractor’s Representatives shall be as
binding as if given to the Contractor. A Superintendent or
Project Manager shall be classified as management
representatives included in the Contractor’s overhead and
shall perform management, supervisory and/or
administrative tasks (non labor) only. Individuals listed
under this Article shall have the ability to effectively
communicate (verbal and written) with all parties
associated with the administration/supervision of this
contract.
6.1.1 For contracts valued up to $500,000 the
contractor shall provide a supervisor for the Contractor’s
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staff who shall be in attendance at the site throughout the
active performance of the Work.
6.1.2 For contracts valued from $500,000 to
$2,000,000 the Contractor shall provide a Superintendent
for the Contractor’s staff who shall be in attendance at
the site throughout the active performance of the Work
until Substantial Completion. Upon Substantial
Completion the contractor shall provide a supervisor who
shall be in attendance at the site throughout the active
performance of the Work until Physical Completion.
The Superintendent shall have the authority to direct and
schedule the Work, shall attend all project meetings,
shall coordinate the Work of subcontractors, and make
purchase and cost decisions on behalf of the Contractor.
6.1.3 For contracts valued from $2,000,001 to
$5,000,000 the contractor shall provide a Superintendent
for the Contractor’s staff who shall be in attendance at
the site throughout the active performance of the Work
until Substantial Completion. Upon Substantial
Completion the contractor shall provide a supervisor who
shall be in attendance at the site throughout the active
performance of the Work until Physical Completion.
The Superintendent shall have the authority to direct the
Work, attend all project meetings, and coordinate the
Work of subcontractors. The Contractor shall also
provide a Project Manager who shall attend project
meetings, maintain submittal and approval system, and
be responsible for change order/field order responses and
negotiations. The Contractor shall provide required
information to the Director’s Representative for the
Project Schedule.
6.1.4 For contracts valued from $5,000,001 to
$10,000,000 the contractor shall provide a Project
Manager and Superintendent for the Contractor’s staff
that shall be in attendance at the site throughout the
active performance of the Work until Substantial
Completion. Upon Substantial Completion the
contractor shall provide a supervisor who shall be in
attendance at the site throughout the active performance
of the Work until Physical Completion. The
Superintendent shall have the authority to direct the
Work, and coordinate the Work of subcontractors. The
Project Manager shall attend project meetings, maintain
the project schedule, maintain submittal and approval
system, and be responsible for change order/field order
responses and negotiations.

Work, attend all project meetings, and coordinate the
Work of subcontractors. The Project Manager shall
attend project meetings, maintain the project schedule,
maintain submittal and approval system, and be
responsible for change order/field order responses and
negotiations. If at any time there are more than five
subcontractors performing work on the site
simultaneously an additional Superintendent is required
coordinate their Work.
6.2
Should the Director deem any employees of the
Contractor incompetent or negligent or for any cause
unfit for their duty, the Contractor shall dismiss them and
they shall not again be employed on the Work.
6.3
Before any part of the Contract shall be sublet or
material purchased, the Contractor shall submit to the
Director in writing the name of each proposed
subcontractor and supplier and obtain the Director’s
written consent to such subcontractor and supplier. The
names shall be submitted in ample time to permit
acceptance or rejection of each proposed subcontractor
and supplier by the Director or Contracting Officer
without causing delay in the work of the Project. The
Contractor shall promptly furnish such information as the
Director or Contracting Officer may require concerning
the proposed subcontractor’s and supplier’s ability and
qualifications, and Minority/Women Owned Business
Enterprises Status. Each request for approval of a
subcontractor whose subcontract will be valued at
$10,000.00 or more shall also be accompanied by a NYS
Vendor Responsibility Questionnaire - For-Profit
Construction properly completed and executed by the
proposed subcontractor.
6.4
The Contractor’s use of subcontractors shall not
diminish the Contractor’s obligations to complete the
Work in accordance with the Contract. The Contractor
shall control and coordinate the Work of its
subcontractors.
6.5
The Contractor shall be responsible for
informing its subcontractors and suppliers of all the
terms, conditions and requirements of the Contract
Documents including, but not limited to the General
Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, the Drawings
and Specifications, Appendix A, and changes made by
Addenda.
ARTICLE 7 - USE OF PREMISES

6.1.5 For contracts valued for more than
$10,000,000 the contractor shall provide a Project
Manager and Superintendent for the Contractor’s staff
who shall be in attendance at the site throughout the
active performance of the Work until Substantial
Completion. Upon Substantial Completion the
contractor shall provide a supervisor who shall be in
attendance at the site throughout the active performance
of the Work until Physical Completion. The
Superintendent shall have the authority to direct the

(08/2010)

7.1
If the Premises are occupied, the Contractor, its
subcontractors, and their employees shall comply with
the regulations governing access to, operation of, and
conduct while in or on the Premises and shall perform
the Work in such a manner as not to unreasonably
interrupt or interfere with the conduct of business.
7.2
Any request received by the Contractor from any
source other than the Director or the Director’s
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Representative to change the Work or its sequence shall
be referred to the Director’s Representative for
determination.
7.3
The Contractor, its subcontractors and their
employees shall not have access to or be admitted to any
area of the Premises outside the Site except with the
written permission of the Director’s Representative.
ARTICLE 8 - PERMITS AND COMPLIANCE
8.1
The Contractor shall obtain, maintain and pay for
all permits and licenses legally required and shall give all
notices, pay all fees and comply with all laws, rules and
regulations applicable to the Work at no additional cost.
ARTICLE 9 - INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE
9.1
The Director’s Representative will inspect and
test the Work at reasonable times at the Site, unless the
Director determines to make an inspection or test at a
place of production, manufacture or shipment. Such
inspection or test shall be conclusive as to whether the
material and workmanship inspected or tested conforms
to the requirements of the Contract. Such inspection or
test shall not relieve the Contractor of responsibility for
damage to or loss of the material prior to acceptance, nor
in any way affect the continuing rights of the Director to
reject the completed Work.

9.5.2
The Contractor shall be back-charged
with any cost of inspection when the Work is not ready
at the time specified by the Director’s Representative for
inspection, or for deficient work that shall require retesting.
9.6
Should the Director’s Representative determine
at any time before acceptance of the entire Work to
examine Work already completed by removing,
uncovering or testing the same, the Contractor shall, on
request, promptly furnish all necessary facilities, labor,
materials and equipment to conduct such inspection,
examination or test. If such Work is found to be
defective or nonconforming in any material respect, the
Contractor shall defray all the expenses of such
examination and satisfactory reconstruction. If the Work
is found to meet the requirements of the Contract
Documents, the Contractor shall be compensated for the
additional services involved in such examination and
reconstruction by order on contract and, if completion of
the Work has been delayed thereby, shall receive a
suitable extension of time.
9.7
No previous inspection or certificates of payment
shall relieve the Contractor from the obligation to
perform the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents. The final payment shall not relieve the
Contractor of the responsibility for failing to comply
with the Contract Documents.

9.2
The Contractor shall, without charge, promptly
correct any Work the Director’s Representative finds
does not conform to the Contract Documents unless in
the public interest the Director consents to accept such
Work with an appropriate adjustment on the Contract
sum and/or to any terms and conditions of the Contract.
The Contractor shall promptly remove rejected material
from the Premises.
9.3
If the Contractor does not promptly correct
rejected Work including the work of other subcontractors destroyed or damaged by removal,
replacement, or correction, the Director may (1) correct
such Work and charge the cost thereof to the Contractor;
or (2) terminate the Contract in accordance with Article
13 of the General Conditions.
9.4
The Contractor shall furnish promptly without
additional charge all facilities, labor, material and
equipment reasonably needed to perform in a safe and
convenient manner such inspections and tests as the
Director’s Representative requires.
9.5
The Contractor shall keep the Director’s
Representative informed of the progress of the
Contractor’s Work and particularly when the Contractor
intends to cover Work not yet inspected or tested. All
inspection and tests by the Director’s Representative
shall be performed in such manner as not to
unreasonably delay the Work.
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9.5.1
The Contractor shall be responsible for
all required tests and appropriate test schedules,
approvals and inspections pursuant to the Contract
Documents.

9.8
The Contractor shall remedy all defects, paying
the cost of any damage to other work or property of the
State resulting there from, which shall appear within a
period of one year from the date of physical completion.
9.9
Contractor warrants that Product(s) furnished
pursuant to this Contract shall, when used in accordance
with the Product documentation, be able to accurately
process date/time data (including, but not limited to,
calculating, comparing, and sequencing) transitions,
including leap year calculations. Where a Contractor
proposes or an acquisition requires that specific Products
must perform as a package or system, this warranty shall
apply to the Products as a system.
9.9.1 Where Contractor is providing ongoing
services, including but not limited to: i) consulting,
integration, code or data conversion, ii) maintenance or
support services, iii) data entry or processing, or iv)
contract administration services (e.g. billing, invoicing,
claim processing), Contractor warrants that services shall
be provided in an accurate and timely manner without
interruption, failure or error due to the inaccuracy of
Contractor’s business operations in processing date/time
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data (including, but not limited to, calculating, comparing,
and sequencing) various date/time transitions, including
leap year calculations. Contractor shall be responsible for
damages resulting from any delays, errors or untimely
performance resulting there from, including but not limited
to the failure or untimely performance of such services.
9.9.2 This Date/Time Warranty shall survive
beyond termination or expiration of this contract through:
a) ninety (90) days or b) the Contractor’s or Product
manufacturer/developer’s stated date/time warranty term,
whichever is longer. Nothing in this warranty statement
shall be construed to limit any rights or remedies otherwise
available under this Contract for breach of warranty.
ARTICLE 10 - ORDERS ON CONTRACT
(CHANGE ORDERS)
10.1 The State may make changes by altering, adding
to or deleting from the Work, and adjusting the Contract
sum accordingly. All changed Work shall be executed in
conformity with the terms and conditions of the Contract
Documents unless otherwise provided in the order on
contract. Any change in the Contract sum or time for
completion of the described work of the order on
contract shall be contained in the order on contract. Any
change in schedule resulting from an order on contract
will be issued in accordance with the provisions of
Paragraphs 4.6 and 13.5 of these General Conditions.
10.2 No written or oral instructions shall be construed
as directing a change in the Work unless in the form of
an order on contract signed by the Contracting Officer.
The order on contract shall describe or enumerate the
Work to be performed, state the amount (if any) to be
added to or deducted from the Contract sum and state the
time allowed (if any) for the performance of the changed
work. If the extent or cost of the Work is not
determinable until after the changed Work is performed,
the order on contract shall specify the method for
determining the cost and extent of the changed Work
when completed. If the Contractor disagrees as to any
element of the order on contract, the Contractor shall
promptly indicate such disagreement in writing by
certified mail directed to the Contracting Officer and
shall promptly proceed in accordance with the order on
contract. The Contractor’s letter of disagreement shall
identify by number the order on contract with which the
Contractor is disagreeing, the elements with which the
Contractor disagrees and a statement as to why there is a
disagreement on each element. The letter of
disagreement shall be accompanied by documentation of
every material element of the Contractor’s basis for
disagreement. The Contracting Officer shall promptly
review the Contractor’s letter and supporting
documentation and advise the Contractor in writing of
any modifications to the order on contract or of the
confirmation of the order on contract as issued. The
Contracting Officer may, in the exercise of discretion,
conduct informal discussions or meetings with the
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Contractor and/or State Officials, employees or agents
prior to rendering a decision.
10.3 If the Contractor is required to perform Work for
which the Contractor believes it is entitled to an order on
contract, the Contractor shall give the Director prompt
written notice and await instructions before proceeding
to execute such Work. The Contractor shall thereafter
proceed diligently with the performance of the contract
in accordance with the Director’s instructions. The
Contractor shall maintain complete cost records
including but not limited to time and payroll records,
material invoices and delivery tickets, equipment rental
and purchase invoices for itself and all subcontractors,
suppliers and material-men when the Contractor
performs work which the Contractor believes is extra or
additional work. Failure to maintain such records shall
waive any right to extra and additional costs beyond
those costs supported by actual cost records.
10.4 The Contracting Officer shall determine the
value of any order on contract by one or more of the
methods provided in Division 01 - General
Requirements.
10.5 Irrespective of the method used or to be used by
the State in determining the value of a change order, the
Contractor shall after receipt of a request, promptly
submit to the State a detailed breakdown of the
Contractor’s estimate of the value of the omitted or extra
work. The Contractor shall submit evidence, satisfactory
to the Contracting Officer, to substantiate each and every
item that constitutes his proposal for the change. The
State shall promptly respond to such submission.
10.5.1 The contractor shall submit a responsive
cost proposal to the Director’s Representative in proper
form subject to the provisions of this Article. The
contractor shall respond no later than 30 days from the
date of a "request for proposal" from the Director's
Representative. Should the contractor fail to respond or
submit the required cost proposal within the 30 day
requirement, the State shall determine a fair market value
for the work proposed and will issue an order on contract
or field order to the contract. The Contractor, by failing
to respond or provide an acceptable proposal; waives any
claim or rights to any extra and or additional costs as
determined by the Contracting Officer.
10.6 Unless otherwise specifically provided for in a
change order, the compensation specified therein for
extra work includes full payment for both the extra work
covered thereby and for any damage or expense caused
the Contractor by any delays to other work to be done
under the Contract resulting from or on account of said
extra work, and the Contractor waives all rights to any
other compensation for said extra work, damage or
expense.
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10.7 No order on contract which creates a liability on
the State shall be binding unless approved by the Office
of the State Comptroller.

complete the Work within the time provided by the
Contract, the Group Director may terminate the Contract
by written notice. In such event, the Group Director
shall order the surety to complete the Work.

ARTICLE 11 - SITE CONDITIONS
11.1 If the Contractor encounters subsurface or other
latent physical conditions at the Site which differ
substantially from those shown, described or indicated in
such information provided by the State or from any
information which is a public record and which
subsurface or other latent physical condition could not
have been reasonably anticipated from that information
or from the Contractor’s own inspection and examination
of the Site, the Contractor shall give immediate written
notice to the Director before any such condition is
disturbed. The Director shall promptly investigate and,
if it is determined that the conditions substantially differ
from those which should have been reasonably
anticipated, shall make such changes in the Drawings
and Specifications as may be required. If necessary, the
Contract sum and completion date shall be adjusted, to
reflect any increase or decrease in the cost of, or time
required for, performance of the Contract.
ARTICLE 12 - SUSPENSION OF WORK
12.1 The Director may order the Contractor in writing
to suspend, delay, or interrupt performance of all or any
part of the Work for a reasonable period of time as the
Director may determine.
12.2 Upon receipt of a suspension order, the
Contractor shall, as soon as practicable, cease
performance of the Work as ordered and take immediate
affirmative measures to protect such Work from loss or
damage.
12.3 The Contractor specifically agrees that a
suspension, interruption or delay of the performance of
the Work pursuant to this Article for a period or periods
not exceeding thirty days in total shall not increase the
cost of performance of the Work of this Contract other
than costs directly related to demobilization and
remobilization for the Work, temporary services costs,
equipment rental which cannot be practically suspended
and temporary protection measures which are unusual
but necessary.
ARTICLE 13 - TIME OF COMPLETION AND
TERMINATION FOR CAUSE
13.1 All time limits stated in the Contract are of the
essence of the Contract.
13.2

13.2.2 If it is determined after the award of the
contract that there exists any cause of so serious or
compelling a nature, including but not limited to,
submission to a contracting agency of a false or
misleading statement on a NYS Vendor Responsibility
Questionnaire, or in some other form in connection with
a bid for or award of this or any other contract or a
request for approval of a subcontractor, that it raises
questions about the present responsibility of a contractor
or subcontractor, the Group Director may terminate the
Contract by written notice. In such event, the Group
Director may or may not in his sole discretion, order the
surety to complete the Work.
13.2.3 The Director will notify the Contractor
and Surety that the State is considering declaring the
Contractor in default and will arrange a hearing with the
Contractor and the Surety to discuss methods of
performing and completing the contract work.
13.2.4 If the State formally declares the
contractor in default the State will demand upon the
Surety to complete any and all remaining work pursuant
to the terms of the Contract and the Surety Takeover
Guidelines incorporated as Appendix B. The Surety may
undertake to perform and complete the work itself,
through its agents or through independent contractors
approved by the State. The State will agree to pay the
balance of the Contract price to the Surety in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the Contract or to the
designee authorized in writing by the surety upon
acceptance of the Surety’s completion plan pursuant to
Appendix B. incorporated herein.
13.2.5 The surety agrees to complete any
investigation into the default of the Contractor and
advise the Group Director as to its intended course of
action within ten days of receipt of the written notice of
default. That notice will detail the underlying reasons for
the default and provide pertinent documentation
including the surety takeover guidelines of the
Contracting Officer. Any request by a surety for
execution of a takeover agreement, shall be delivered to
the Contracting Officer for consideration, within the
same ten day period. No changes in the terms and
conditions of the Contract will be considered. All rights
remedies and defenses of the parties are reserved and no
rights, remedies or defenses of the parties are waived, by
virtue of the surety’s agreement to assume contract
performance under the bond

Termination for Cause.

13.2.1 If in the judgment of the Group
Director, the Contractor fails or refuses to prosecute the
Work in accordance with the Contract, or is failing to
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13.2.6 The Surety may elect to forfeit the
remaining penal sum of the Performance Bond within
twenty days of notification of default by the State; with
no additional penalties imposed, upon the execution of a
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release prepared by the State. The State will determine
the value of the remaining Work based upon its
investigation of the Work in place against payments
previously authorized. As soon as practical the Surety
will tender payment therefore to the State.
13.2.7 If the surety fails or refuses to complete
the Work within twenty five days of the notification of
the contractors default or if the Surety fails or refuses to
complete the work within the time frames allotted by the
State, the Group Director may take over the Work and
prosecute it to completion by contract publicly let or
otherwise, and may take possession of and utilize in
completing the Work, such of the Contractor’s materials,
equipment and plant as may be on the Site of the Work.
Whether or not the right to terminate is exercised, the
Contractor and the Surety shall be liable for any damage
to the State resulting from the failure or refusal to
complete the Work in accordance with the Contract or
the failure to complete the Work within the time
provided by the Contract.
13.2.8 Should the Surety fail to commence the
work the Group Director will notify the Surety that the
State is considering declaring the Surety in default and
will arrange a hearing with the Surety to discuss methods
of performing and completing the contract work. It is the
policy of the Office of General Services, Design and
Construction Group to let a Contract for the remaining
work after the 21st day of the demand upon the Surety to
complete the Work pursuant to the terms and conditions
of the Contract, and the Performance Bond filed with the
Office of the State Comptroller.
13.3 The amount of Liquidated Damages shall be the
product of $1,000.00 times the number of days of delay
in physical completion of the work. Upon the
assessment of such damages the State may withhold the
sum of the damages contemplated from payments to
avoid an overpayment to any firm where damages would
apply.
13.3.1 If the Group Director terminates the
Contract, damages shall consist of liquidated damages, if
any, until the Work is physically completed, plus any
increased costs occasioned the State in completing the
Work.
13.3.2 If the Group Director does not terminate
the Contract, the damages shall consist of liquidated
damages, if any, until the Work is physically completed.
13.4 The Contract shall not be so terminated nor the
Contractor charged with resulting damage if:
13.4.1 The delay in the completion of the
Work arises from unforeseeable causes beyond the
control and without the fault or negligence of the
Contractor, including but not restricted to, acts of God,
acts of the public enemy, acts of the State in either its
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sovereign or contractual capacity, acts of another
contractor in the performance of a contract with the
State, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions,
strikes, freight embargoes, unusually severe weather, or
delays of subcontractors or suppliers arising from
unforeseeable causes beyond the control and without the
fault or negligence of both the Contractor and such
subcontractors or suppliers, and
13.4.2 The Contractor notifies the Director in
writing of the causes of delay within ten days from when
the Contractor knew or ought to have known of any such
delay.
13.5 The Director will ascertain the facts and the
extent of the delay and extend the time for completing
the Work when, in the Director’s judgment, the findings
of fact justify such an extension, and the Director’s
findings of fact shall be final and conclusive on the
parties.
13.6 If after notice of termination of the Contract, it is
determined for any reason the Contractor was not in
default or that the delay was excusable, the rights and
obligations of the parties shall be the same as if the
notice of termination had been issued pursuant to the
termination for convenience clause.
13.7 The rights and remedies of the State provided in
this Article are in addition to any other rights and
remedies provided by law or under this Contract.
13.8 The State, as defined in Article 2 of these
General Conditions, reserves the right to terminate this
contract in the event it is found that the certification filed
by the offerer in accordance with New York State
Finance Law §139-k was intentionally false or
intentionally incomplete. Upon such finding, the
Governmental Entity may exercise its termination right
by providing written notification to the offerer in
accordance with the written notification terms of the
contract.
ARTICLE 14 - TERMINATION OF CONTRACTOR’S
EMPLOYMENT FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK
14.1 The Group Director may terminate this Contract
whenever the public interest so requires by delivering to
the Contractor a notice of termination specifying the
extent to which performance of Work under the Contract
is terminated and the date upon which such termination
becomes effective. Upon receipt of the notice of
termination, the Contractor shall act promptly to
minimize the expenses resulting from such termination.
The State shall pay the Contractor the sum of:
14.1.1 The costs actually incurred by the
Contractor, subcontractors, and sub-subcontractors or
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their suppliers up to the effective date of such
termination, and

basis for the dispute or disagreement; and identify the
relief sought.

14.1.2 The cost of settling and paying claims,
provided the concurrence of the Contracting Officer is
obtained prior to agreeing to any such settlement, arising
out of the termination of Work under subcontracts or
orders exclusive of the amounts paid or payable on
account of supplies or materials delivered or services
furnished by the subcontractor prior to the effective date
of the notice of termination of Work under this Contract,
which amounts shall be included in the cost on account
of which payment is made under 14.1.1 above, and

15.3 The Group Director may cause an investigation
to be made of the circumstances involving the dispute or
disagreement and may cause a fact-finding proceeding to
be conducted before rendering the decision.

14.1.3 An amount determined by adding to the
amount of the costs under 14.1.1 above a sum equal to
20% (comprised of 10% overhead and 10% profit)
thereof, provided, however, that if it appears that the
Contractor would have sustained a documentable loss on
the entire Contract had it been completed, an appropriate
adjustment shall be made reducing the amount to be paid
under this Article to reflect the indicated rate of loss.

ARTICLE 16 - STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR
UTILIZATION OF MINORITY AND WOMEN
OWNED BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

14.2 In no event shall the Contractor’s compensation
exceed the total Contract amount.
14.3 The detailed estimate or amount of progress
payments made to the Contractor prior to the day
termination was effective shall not be conclusive
evidence of costs incurred but progress payments shall
be offset against any payment which the State makes to
the Contractor as a result of such termination.
ARTICLE 15 - DISPUTES
15.1 The Contractor specifically agrees to submit, in
the first instance, any dispute or disagreement relating to
the performance of this Contract to the Group Director,
who shall render a decision in writing and furnish a copy
thereof to the Contractor. The Contractor agrees that this
clause does not apply to any dispute or disagreement
which involves delay, acceleration, interference or any
other act or omission constituting a breach of contract;
any matter relating to extensions of time, bonuses or
liquidated damages; to the value of any order on contract
or field order (issued pursuant to Division 01 - General
Requirements); any termination for cause or
convenience; or to termination costs allowable pursuant
to contract.
15.2 The Contractor must request such decision in
writing by certified mail no more than fifteen days after
the Contractor knew or ought to have known of the facts
which are the basis of the dispute or disagreement. Such
writing shall identify the nature of the dispute or
disagreement; identify the person who rendered the
decision or interpretation involved and the date of the
decision or interpretation with which the Contractor
disputes or disagrees, attaching a copy of such decision
or interpretation; contain a statement of the contractual
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15.4 The Contractor agrees that the decision of the
Group Director shall be final and conclusive. Nothing in
this Contract shall be construed as making final the
decision of any administrative official upon a question of
law.

16.1 Pursuant to Section 313 of Article 15-A of the
Executive Law of the State of New York, the Director of
the Division of Minority and Women’s Business
Development has promulgated rules and regulations
(Parts 140 through 145 of Subtitle N of Title 9 New York
Code of Rules and Regulations) (the “Regulations”) for
the purposes of ensuring that certified Minority and
Women owned Business Enterprises shall be given the
opportunity for meaningful participation in the
performance of State contracts and to facilitate the award
of a fair share of State contracts and subcontracts to such
business enterprises.
16.2 The Contractor shall make a good faith effort to
solicit active participation in the Work by enterprises
identified in the directory of certified businesses
obtainable from the Division of Minority and Women’s
Business Development, New York State Department of
Economic Development.
16.3 The Contractor agrees, as a material condition of
this contract, to be bound by the provisions of Section
316 of Article 15-A of the Executive Law of the State of
New York which relates to the resolution of disputes
which may arise under this Article.
16.4 The Contractor agrees to include the provisions
of Paragraphs 16.2 and 16.3 of these General Conditions
in every subcontract it enters into as to Work in
connection with this Contract in such a manner that the
provisions will be binding upon such subcontractor.
However, the provisions of this paragraph shall not be
binding upon the Contractor or its subcontractors in the
performance of work or the provision of services that are
unrelated, separate or distinct from this Contract as
expressed by its terms.
16.5 The Regulations referred to in Paragraph 16.1 of
these General Conditions require, among other things,
that a bidder or proposer for a State contract submit a
utilization plan which shall identify certified Minority or
Women Owned Business Enterprises which the
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bidder/proposer intends to use in connection with the
performance of the proposed State contract. Such a
utilization plan shall be submitted after bids are opened
but prior to contract award.
16.5.1 Pursuant to the Regulations: (1) the
Commissioner may require the submission by the
Contractor of compliance reports relating to the
implementation of and adherence to the utilization plan
in performing the Contract; (2) the Commissioner shall
allow the Contractor to apply for a partial or total waiver
of the Minority and Women Owned Business
participation requirements; (3) the Contractor may file a
complaint with the Executive Director of the Division of
Minority and Women’s Business Development regarding
a denial of a request for waiver of Minority and Women
Owned Business participation requirements; (4) the
Commissioner may file a complaint with the Executive
Director of the Division of Minority and Women’s
Business Development in the event the Contractor fails
to comply with the Minority and Women Owned
Business participation requirements set forth in this
Contract; and (5) the Commissioner may disqualify the
Contractor’s bid or proposal as being non-responsive for
failure to remedy notified deficiencies contained in the
Contractor’s utilization plan after an administrative
hearing on the record, reviewing all grounds for
disqualification stated by the Commissioner and taking
into consideration all the criteria set forth in Section 313
of the Executive Law.
16.5.2 The Contractor is referred to the entirety
of the provisions of Section 316 of Article 15-A of the
Executive Law of the State of New York and of the
Regulations for the Contractor’s full familiarization with
their applicable provisions as terms of this Contract.
ARTICLE 17 - COORDINATION OF
SEPARATE CONTRACTS
17.1 The State may award other contracts which affect
the Work of this Contract. In that event, the Contractor
shall coordinate its Work with the work of other
contractors in such manner as the State may direct. Each
contractor shall control and coordinate the work of its
subcontractors, if any. The State shall approve or require
the modification of the work schedules of all contractors
to the end that the Project may be progressed as
expeditiously as the case permits.
17.2 If any part of the Work depends for proper
execution or results upon the work of any other
contractor, the Contractor shall inspect and promptly
report in writing to the Director’s Representative any
defects in such work. The Contractor’s failure to inspect
and report shall constitute an acceptance of the other
contractor’s work as fit and proper for the reception of
the Contractor’s Work.
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17.3 The Director’s Representative shall issue
appropriate directions and take such other measures to
coordinate and progress the Work as may be reserved to
the State in the Contract, and which an ordinarily
reasonable project owner in similar circumstances would
be expected to take.
17.4 The award of more than one contract for the
Project requires sequential or otherwise interrelated
contractor operations, and will involve inherent delays in
the progress of any individual contractor’s work.
Accordingly, the State does not guarantee the unimpeded
operations of any contractor. The Contractor
acknowledges these conditions, and understands that the
Contractor shall bear the risk of all delays caused by the
presence or operations of other contractors engaged by
the State and delays attendant upon any State-approved
construction schedule.
17.5 The State shall not be liable for delays which
occur by reason of any contractor’s failure to comply
with directions of the State or because of the neglect,
failure or inability of any contractor to perform its work
efficiently.
17.6 The Contractor shall defend, indemnify and hold
the State harmless from any and all claims or judgments
of damages and from costs and expenses to which the
State may be subjected or which it may suffer or incur by
reason of or based upon an allegation of the Contractor’s
failure to promptly comply with the directions of the
Director’s Representatives.
17.7 Should the Contractor sustain any damage
through any act or omission of any other contractor
having a contract with the State for the performance of
work upon the Site of work which may be necessary to
be performed for the proper prosecution of the Work to
be performed hereunder, or through any act or omission
of a subcontractor of such contractor, the Contractor
shall have no claim against the State for such damage,
but shall have a right to recover such damage from the
other contractor under the provision similar to the
following provision which has been or will be inserted in
the contract with such other contractors.
17.8 Should any other contractor having or who shall
hereafter have a contract with the State for the
performance of work upon the Site sustain any damage
through any act or omission of the Contractor hereunder
or through any act or omission of any subcontractor of
the Contractor, the Contractor agrees to reimburse such
other contractor for all such damages and to indemnify
and hold the State harmless from all such claims.
ARTICLE 17A - DELAYS
17A.1 For the purposes of this Contract, the term delay
includes delay, disruption, interference, inefficiencies,
impedance, hindrance and acceleration.
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17A.2 The Contractor agrees to make claim only for
additional costs as defined in Document 012200, section
1.01, paragraph H from causes listed below, attributable
to delay in the performance of this contract, occasioned
by any act or omission to act by the State or any of its
representatives. The Contractor also agrees that delay
from any other cause shall be compensated for solely by
an extension of time to complete the performance of the
work.
17A.2.1 The failure of the State to take
reasonable measures to coordinate and progress the
work.
17A.2.2 Extended delays attributable to the
State in the review or issuance of orders on contract or
field orders, in shop drawing reviews and approvals or as
a result of the cumulative impact of multiple orders on
contract, which constitute a qualitative change to the
project work and which have a verifiable impact on
project costs.
17A.2.3 The unavailability of the site for such
an extended period of time which the Director
determines to significantly affect the scheduled
completion of the contract.
17A.2.4 The issuance by the Director of a stop
work order relative to a substantial portion of work for a
period exceeding thirty days.
17A.3 The Contractor shall provide “notice of claim” of
an anticipated claim for delay to the Contracting Officer
by personal service or certified mail no more than fifteen
days after the Contractor knew or ought to have known
of the facts which form the basis of the claim. The
Contracting Officer shall acknowledge receipt of the
Contractor’s notice, in writing, within five days. The
Contractor agrees that the State shall have no liability for
any damages which accrue more than fifteen days prior
to the delivery or mailing of the required notice. The
notice shall at a minimum provide a description of any
operations that were, are being, or will be delayed, the
date(s) and reasons for the delay, and, to the extent
known, the information required by Paragraph 17A.6 of
these General Conditions. In no case, shall oral notice to
the Director’s Representative or contracting officer
constitute notice under this provision or be deemed to
constitute a waiver of the written notice requirement. In
no case, shall written notice to the Director’s
Representative or any other individual other that the
Contracting Officer constitute notice under this provision
or be deemed to constitute a waiver of the written notice
requirement. The Contracting Officer is located at the
following location:
Division of Contract Administration
Contracting Officer
35th Floor, Corning Tower
Albany, New York 12242
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17A.4 Failure by the Contractor to adequately progress
the completion of the work will be considered in
determining the causes of delay. For any claim asserted
under this Article, the Contractor shall keep detailed
written records of the costs and shall make them
available to the Contracting Officer at any time for the
purposes of audit and review. Failure by the Contractor
to provide the required written notice or to maintain and
furnish records of the costs of such claims to the
Contracting Officer shall constitute a waiver of the
claim.
17A.5 The provisions of this Article apply only to
claims for extra or additional costs attributable to delay
and do not preclude determinations by the Director
allowing reimbursement for additional costs for extra
work pursuant to Article 10 of these General Conditions.
17A.6 REQUIRED CONTENT OF CLAIM
SUBMISSION.
17A.6.1 As noted in Paragraph 17.A.3 of these
General Conditions, all claims for delay shall be
submitted in writing to the Contracting Officer and must
be in sufficient detail to enable the Contracting Officer to
ascertain the basis and the amount of each claim. The
following information shall be provided by the
Contractor upon request of the Contracting Officer if not
previously supplied:
a. A description of the operations that were
delayed, the reasons for the delay and an explanation of
how they were delayed.
b. A detailed factual statement of the claim
providing all necessary dates, locations and items of
work affected by the claim.
c. An as-built chart, “Critical Path Method”
scheme or other diagram or chart depicting in graphic
form how the operations were or are claimed to be
adversely affected including the report and conclusions
of all engineering and scheduling experts or other
consultants, if any.
d. The date on which actions resulting in the
claim occurred or conditions resulting in the claim
became evident.
e. A copy of the approved project schedule and
a copy of the “notice of claim” required for the specific
claim by Paragraph 17A.3 of these General Conditions.
f. To the extent known, the name, function,
and activity of each State official, employee or agent,
involved in, or knowledgeable about facts that gave rise
to such claim.
g. The name, function, and activity of each
Contractor or subcontractor officer, or employee,
involved in, or knowledgeable about facts that gave rise
to such claim.
h. The identification of any pertinent
documents, and the substance of any material oral
communication relating to such claim.
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i. The amount of additional compensation
sought and a breakdown of that amount into the
categories specified in Division 01 - General
Requirements.
j. If an extension of time is also requested, the
specific number of days for which it is sought and the
basis for such request as determined by an analysis of the
construction progress schedule.
17A.7 REQUIRED CERTIFICATION OF CLAIMS.
17A.7.1 When submitting any notice of claim or
claim data, the Contractor must certify in writing and
under oath:
a. That supporting data is accurate and
complete to the Contractor’s best knowledge and belief;
b. That the amount of the claim and the claim
itself accurately reflects what the Contractor in good
faith believes to be the State’s liability.
17A.7.2 If the Contractor is an individual, the
certification shall be executed by that individual. If the
Contractor is not an individual, the certification shall be
executed by a company official in charge of the
Contractor’s operations pertaining to this contract or an
officer or general partner of the Contractor having
overall responsibility for the conduct of the Contractor’s
affairs.
17A.7.3 Failure to timely comply with any of the
requirements of Article 17A for the submission of any
claim for delay may constitute grounds for denial of such
claim.
ARTICLE 18 - RESPONSIBILITY FOR DAMAGE
18.1 The Contractor shall faithfully perform and
complete all of the Work required by the Contract, and
has full responsibility for the following risks:
18.1.1 Loss or damage, direct or indirect, to
any property owned by the State or to the Work
including the building or structure in which the Work is
being performed, or any other construction in progress
whether being performed by any other contractor or the
State, or to any plant, equipment, tools, materials or
property furnished, used, installed or received by the
Director under this Contract or any other contract. The
Contractor shall bear all such risk of loss or damage,
until all of the Work covered by the Contract has been
finally accepted. In the event of such loss or damage the
Contractor shall forthwith repair, replace, and make good
any such loss or damage without additional cost.
18.1.2 Injury to persons (including death
resulting there from), or damage to property caused by
an occurrence arising out of the performance of this
Contract for which the Contractor may be legally liable
under the laws of torts.
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18.2 The Contractor, however, shall not be
responsible for damages resulting from faulty design or
from willful acts of State officials or employees or from
negligence resulting solely from acts or omissions of the
State, its officers or employees. Nothing herein shall
vest in third parties any right of action beyond such as
may legally exist irrespective of this Article.
18.3 The Contractor shall indemnify and save
harmless the State, its employees and agents from suits,
actions, damages, and costs of every name and
description relating to the performance of this Contract
during its prosecution and until the acceptance thereof,
and the State may retain such moneys from the amount
due the Contractor as may be necessary to satisfy any
claim for damages recovered against the State. The
Contractor’s obligations under this paragraph shall not be
deemed waived by the failure of the State to retain the
whole or any part of such moneys due the Contractor,
nor shall such obligation be deemed limited or
discharged by the enumeration or procurement of any
insurance for liability for damages imposed by law upon
the Contractor, subcontractor or the State.
ARTICLE 19 - INSURANCE - BUILDER’S RISK,
LIABILITY AND WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
19.1 Before commencing the Work and until the
established Physical Completion date, all insurance
required by the Contract shall be obtained at the sole cost
and expense of the Contractor; and the Contractor shall
furnish to the Contracting Officer a Certificate of
Insurance in a form satisfactory to the Contracting
Officer showing that the Contractor has complied with
this Article. Insurance shall be maintained with insurance
carriers licensed to do business in New York State and
acceptable to the Contracting Officer; shall be primary
and non-contributing to any insurance or self insurance
maintained by OGS; and shall be endorsed to provide
written notice be given to the Contracting Officer at least
thirty days prior to the cancellation, non-renewal, or
material alteration of such policies, which notice,
evidenced by return receipt of United States Certified
Mail, any notice shall be addressed to:
Division of Contract Administration
Director
35th Floor, Corning Tower
Albany, New York 12242
19.1.1
The endorsement shall name The
People of the State of New York, its officers, agents,
employees and the assigned construction manager as
additional insureds there under. This additional insured
shall be primary and non-contributory. (General
Liability Additional Insured Endorsement shall be on
Insurance Service Office’s (ISO) form number CG 20 10
11 85 and a copy of which shall be furnished along with
the Certificate of Insurance.) The Contracting Officer
may modify the provisions of this Article when deemed
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in the best interest of the State by order on contract or
field order.

the Project as fully completed except that the Contractor
shall not be liable for:

19.1.2
The Contractor, throughout the term of
this Contract, or as otherwise required by this Contract,
shall obtain and maintain in full force and effect on an
occurrence form, the following insurance with limits not
less than those described in this article, and as required
by the terms of this Contract, or as required by law,
whichever is greater. If such insurance contains an
aggregate limit, it shall apply separately on a per job, per
location basis.

19.2.4.1 Losses covered by the Builder’s Risk
property insurance provided by the State of New York;
except that the Contractor shall be liable for the
applicable deductible.

19.1.3
The Contractor shall be solely
responsible for the payment of all deductibles and Self
Insured Retentions.
19.1.4
Not less than thirty days prior to the
expiration date or renewal date of any insurance policies
reflected on such certificates, the Contractor shall supply
OGS updated replacement Certificates of Insurance, and
amendatory endorsements.
19.2

The kinds and amount of insurance is as follows:

19.2.1
Workers’ Compensation Insurance and
Disability Benefits Law. A policy covering the
obligations of the Contractor in accordance with the
Workers’ Compensation Law and the Disability Benefits
Law covering all operations under the Contract, whether
performed by the Contractor or by its subcontractor.
19.2.2
Commercial General Liability, and if
necessary, Commercial Umbrella Liability Insurance
with a limit of not less than $2,000,000 each occurrence.
Such liability shall be written on the ISO occurrence
form CG 00 01, or a substitute form providing equivalent
coverages and shall cover liability resulting in Bodily
Injury, Property Damage, Personal Injury or loss of use
arising from premises operations, independent
contractors, products-completed operations, broad form
property damage, personal & advertising injury, cross
liability coverage, liability assumed in a contract
(including the tort liability of another assumed in a
contract) and explosion, collapse & underground
coverage.
If such insurance contains an aggregate limit, it
shall apply separately on a per job, per location basis.

19.2.4.2 All policies shall be issued by
insurance companies licensed to conduct such business
under the laws of the State of New York, shall be written
for the benefit of the State of New York and for the
Contractor as their interests may appear, and shall run
until the contract physical completion date. The State of
New York must be listed as loss payee pursuant to this
policy. Policies expiring on a fixed date before physical
completion must be renewed and re-filed not less than
thirty days before such expiration date.
19.2.5
If the work involves abatement,
removal, repair, replacement, enclosure, encapsulation
and/or disposal of any petroleum, petroleum product,
hazardous material or substance including asbestos, lead
or mold, and those as defined by applicable State and
federal laws and regulations, the Contractor shall
procure, or otherwise obtain through an approved
subcontractor, and maintain in full force and effect
throughout the term of the contract, and for two years
after completion hereof, pollution legal liability
insurance with limits of not less than $5,000,000,
providing coverage for bodily injury and property
damage, including loss of use of damaged property or of
property that has not been physically injured. Such
policy shall provide coverage for actual, alleged or
threatened emission, discharge, dispersal, seepage,
release or escape of pollutants, including any loss, cost or
expense incurred as a result of any cleanup of pollutants
or in the investigation, settlement or defense of any
claim, suit, or proceedings against OGS arising from
Contractor’s work. The State of New York shall be
named as additional insured and this shall be primary.
19.2.5.1 If automobiles are to be used for
transporting hazardous materials, the Contractor shall
provide pollution liability broadened coverage for
covered autos (endorsement CA 99 48) as well as proof
of MCS 90.

19.2.3
Comprehensive Business Automobile
Liability, and if necessary, Commercial Umbrella
Liability Insurance with a limit of not less than
$2,000,000 each accident. Such insurance shall cover
liability arising out of any automobile including owned,
leased, hired and non-owned automobiles.

19.3 The Contractor may provide the required proof
of insurance on industry forms provided that no other
endorsements exclude, delete or restrict those coverage’s
provided for by this article. It is required that companies
affording coverage list the company name in full as filed
with the New York State Insurance Department. The
contract number and project location must be provided in
order to approve the certificate.

19.2.4
Builder’s Risk: The Contractor shall
be liable for any and all damages and losses to the
Project prior to the State of New York’s acceptance of

19.4 Should the Contractor fail to provide or maintain
any insurance required by law the Contract will be
considered null and void. Further, no contractor is
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permitted to access the project site without providing
proof of proper insurance to the Contracting Officer or
his designated representative. No payments will be
authorized by the Contracting Officer to any firm who
fails to comply with the provisions of this Article.

costs specific to the approved scope of work as verified
by the Directors Representative, to the Contracting
Officer for audit, verification and approval prior to the
submission of any payment. The Contract Payment
Audit Group is located at the following location:
Division of Contract Administration
Contract Payment Audit Group
35th Floor, Corning Tower
Albany, New York 12242

ARTICLE 20 - OCCUPANCY PRIOR TO
COMPLETION AND ACCEPTANCE
20.1 The State shall have the right to take possession
of or use any completed or partially completed portion of
the Work. Written notice of such possession shall be
given to the Contractor by the Director. The notice shall
identify the date when such possession shall commence
and the area, equipment or system involved. Written
notice shall also be given the Contractor for any
cessation of such possession by the State. Such
possession or use shall not be deemed an acceptance of
any Work. While the State is in such possession, the
Contractor, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 18
of the Contract, shall be relieved of the responsibility for
loss or damage to the Work except for that resulting from
the Contractor’s fault or negligence. If such possession
or use by the State delays the progress of the Work or
causes additional expense to the Contractor, an
adjustment in the Contract price and/or the time of
completion shall be made and the Contract modified in
writing accordingly. The provisions relating to an
adjustment in the Contract price or the time of
completion contained in this paragraph shall not apply to
occupancy or possession after Substantial Completion.
ARTICLE 21 - PAYMENT
21.1 The Contractor shall submit monthly, or at more
frequent intervals if permitted in writing by the
Contracting Officer, a requisition for a progress payment
to the designated payment office for Work performed
and materials furnished up to the date of the requisition,
less any amount previously paid to the Contractor.
Except as otherwise provided by this Contract, the
Contracting Officer shall approve and cause to be paid
the requisition for the progress payment less an amount
necessary to satisfy any claims, liens or judgments
against the Contractor which have not been suitably
discharged and less any amount authorized by law to be
retained. The requisition shall be in such form and
supported by such evidence as the Contracting Officer
may reasonably require. The designated payment office
is listed as follows:
Division of Contract Administration
Bureau of Contract Performance
35th Floor, Corning Tower
Albany, New York 12242
21.1.1 For those contracts designated as Labor
and Material reimbursement or similar type contracts, the
contractor shall submit to the Contract Payment Audit
Group no later than 60 days from the period of when the
work occurred, acceptable proof of labor and material
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21.1.2 The submittal of cost for reimbursement
to the Contractor shall be in such form and supported by
such evidence as the Contracting Officer may reasonably
require.
21.1.3 For those contracts designated as
Electronic Contractor Requisition (ECR) eligible, if the
contractor agrees to participate (participation is not
mandatory – a contractor may still elect to submit paper
requisitions ) , the contractor shall provide an Electronic
Contractor Requisition (ECR) Program Certification
form which shall become part of this agreement. The
contractor further certifies that the individual certifying
the requisition is duly authorized to undertake
requisitioning transactions. The contractor understands
that the State will rely on the information disclosed in the
contractor’s requisition consistent with all of the
provisions of this Article. A contractor need not submit
electronic requisitions in order to receive electronic
payments.
21.2 The Director or the Contracting Officer may
refuse to approve the requisition or a portion of it if the
Contractor is failing or refusing to prosecute the Work in
accordance with the Contract.
21.3 Payment will be made for approved materials not
yet incorporated in the Work which are in short and/or
critical supply and for materials determined to be
specifically fabricated for the project. Requisitions which
require payment for materials shall be accompanied by a
notarized statement certifying that the materials for
which payment is requisitioned are the Contractor’s
property and have been suitably stored and insured. The
Contractor shall provide such evidence of the value of
the material stored as the Contracting Officer may
reasonably require. The Contractor shall have full
continuing responsibility to insure and protect such
materials and maintain them in proper condition to fulfill
Contract requirements when installed.
21.4 When the Work or major milestones thereof as
contemplated by the terms of this Contract are
substantially completed, the Contractor shall submit to
the Contracting Officer a requisition for payment of the
remaining amount of the Contract balance. Upon receipt
of such requisition the Contracting Officer shall, except
as otherwise provided by this Contract, approve and
cause to be paid the remaining amount of the Contract
balance less two times the value of any remaining items
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to be completed and an amount necessary to satisfy any
claims, liens or judgments against the Contractor which
have not been suitably discharged. As the remaining
items of Work are satisfactorily completed or corrected,
the Contracting Officer shall cause to be paid, upon
receipt of a requisition, for these remaining items less an
amount necessary to satisfy any claims, liens or
judgments against the Contractor which have not been
suitably discharged.

21.10 The Contractor acknowledges that it will not
receive payment on any requests for payment unless the
contractor complies with the State Comptroller’s
electronic payment deposit procedures Payments
requested by the contractor will only be facilitated via
electronic deposit, except where the Commissioner has
expressly authorized payment by paper check.

21.5 No more than 60 days after the issuance of the
Physical Completion Report, the Contractor shall submit
to the Contracting Officer or his designated
representative a requisition for payment of the remaining
Contract balance. Upon receipt of this requisition, the
Contracting Officer shall, except as otherwise provided
by this Contract, approve and cause such requisition to
be paid less any amount necessary to satisfy any claims,
liens or judgments against the Contractor which have not
been suitably discharged. The Contractor waives any
claim or right to payment of any contract balance which
has not been requisitioned for payment within 60 days of
the issuance of the Physical Completion Report.

22.1 The Group Director, the Comptroller or their
representatives shall have the right to examine all books,
records, documents, and other data of the Contractor,
subcontractors, material-men or suppliers relating to the
bidding, pricing or performance of this Contract or any
change or modification thereto for the purpose of
evaluating the accuracy, completeness, and currency of
the cost or pricing data submitted. This right of
examination shall extend to all documents necessary to
permit adequate evaluation of the cost or pricing data
submitted along with the computations and projections
used therein.

21.6 The final certificate letter will not be issued until
all the labor and material required by the Contract has
been furnished and completed, all disputes and claims
relating to the performance of the Contract considered
and disposed of and all accounts for extra work and
materials and allowances for omissions have been
rendered and considered. The Contractor waives any
claim or right to additional compensation which has not
been submitted in writing via certified or registered mail
to the Contracting Officer pursuant to Article 17A,
within thirty days of the issuance of the Physical
Completion Report.
21.7 The final certificate letter will constitute the
acceptance of the Work by the State, except as to Work
thereafter found to be defective. The date of such
certificate shall be regarded as the date of acceptance of
the Work.
21.8 No payment will be made to a foreign Contractor
until it furnishes satisfactory proof that it has paid all
taxes required of foreign Contractors under the
provisions of the New York State Tax Law. A foreign
Contractor as used in this paragraph shall mean a
Contractor denominated “foreign” by the New York
State Tax Law.
21.9 The contractor is advised that consistent with
Subdivision 3-a, of Section 220 of the Labor Law, the
filing of certified payroll records is a condition
precedent to payment of any sums due and owing to
any person performing work on this project. The
failure to file pursuant to this section will result in a
payment delay until such time as the filing occurs.
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ARTICLE 22 - AUDITS AND RECORDS

22.2 The above materials shall be made available at
the office of the Contractor, subcontractors, materialmen or suppliers at all reasonable times for inspection,
audit or reproduction until the expiration of six years
from the date of the final certificate for the Contract.
22.3 If this Contract is completely or partially
terminated, the records relating to the Work terminated
shall be made available for a period of six years from the
date of any resulting final settlement.
22.4 Records which relate to the Disputes Clause of
this Contract or litigation or the settlement of claims
arising out of the performance of this Contract shall be
made available until such appeals, litigation or claims
have been disposed of.
22.5 The Contractor shall insert a clause containing all
of the provisions of Paragraphs 22.1 to 22.4 of these
General Conditions in all subcontracts or purchase orders
issued hereunder.
22.6 The Contractor shall make available to the
Contracting Officer, upon written request, all records
required to be kept by this Contract or by Article 3-A of
the Lien Law. The failure to provide said records upon
the receipt of the written request shall bar any recovery
for claimed extra or additional costs under this Contract.
ARTICLE 23 – LABOR LAW PROVISIONS
23.1 The contractor shall post, in a location
designated by the State, a copy of the New York State
Department of Labor schedules of prevailing wages and
supplements for this Project, a copy of all redeterminations of such schedules for the Project, the
Workers’ Compensation Law Section 51 notice, all other
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notices required by law to be posted at the Site, the
Department of Labor notice that this Project is a public
work project on which each worker is entitled to receive
the prevailing wages and supplements for the occupation
at which he or she is working, and all other notices
which the State directs the contractor to post. The
contractor shall provide a surface for such notices which
is satisfactory to the State. The contractor shall maintain
such notices in a legible manner and shall replace any
notice or schedule which is damaged, defaced, illegible
or removed for any reason. The contractor shall post
such notices before commencing any Work on the Site
and shall maintain such notices until all Work on the Site
is complete.
23.2 The contractor shall distribute to each worker for
this Contract a notice, in a form provided by the State,
that this Project is a public work project on which each
worker is entitled to receive the prevailing wage and
supplements for the occupation at which he or she is
working. Worker includes employees of contractor and
all Subcontractors and all employees of Suppliers
entering the Site. Such notice shall be distributed to each
worker before he or she starts performing any Work of
this Contract. At the time of distribution, the contractor
shall have each worker sign a statement, in a form
provided by the State, certifying that the worker has
received the notice required by this section, which signed
statement shall be maintained with the payroll records
required by Paragraph 23.3 of these General Conditions.

mechanics employed in the performance of this contract
on the public work site, either by the contractor, subcontractor or other person doing or contracting to do the
whole or a part of the work contemplated by this
contract, shall be certified prior to performing any work
on the project as having successfully completed a course
in construction safety and health approved by the United
States department of labor’s occupational safety and
health administration that is at least ten hours in duration.
23.6 In accordance with New York Labor Law § 220
(3) (a), the Contractor and every sub-contractor agrees to
notify all laborers, workers or mechanics in their employ
in writing of the prevailing rate of wage for their
particular job classification. Such notification shall be
given to every laborer, worker or mechanic on their first
pay stub and with every pay stub thereafter. At the
beginning of performance of every public works
contract, and with the first paycheck after July first of
each year, the Contractor and every sub-contractor shall
notify all laborers, workers, and mechanics in their
employ in writing, in accordance with such form as is
prescribed by the department, of the telephone number
and address for the department. The notice shall also
inform each laborer, worker, or mechanic of his or her
right to contact the department or some other
representative if, at any time while working for the
public works contractor or sub-contractor, he or she does
not receive the proper prevailing rate of wages or
supplements for his or her particular job classification
that he or she is entitled to receive under the contract.

23.3 The contractor shall maintain on the Site the
original certified payroll or certified transcripts thereof
which the contractor and all of its Subcontractors are
required to maintain pursuant to New York Labor Law
Section 220. The contractor shall maintain with the
payrolls or transcripts thereof, the statements signed by
each worker pursuant to Paragraph 23.2 of these General
Conditions.

ARTICLE 24 - STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR
RESTRICTIONS ON CONTACTS DURING THE
PROCUREMENT PROCESS AND DISCLOSURE OF
CONTACTS AND RESPONSIBILITY OF OFFERERS
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

23.4 A contractor or subcontractor who is required
under New York Labor Law Section 220 to maintain
transcripts of payroll records must submit to the
contracting agency a transcript of the original payroll
record within thirty days of issuance of its first payroll
and every thirty days, thereafter. The copy of the payroll
record must be subscribed and affirmed as true under
penalty of perjury. The copy must include the contract
number and should be directed to the Director’s
Representative at the job site. The Directors
Representative is hereby designated as the individual
responsible for the receipt, collection and review for
authenticity of payroll records filed for this contract,
consistent with Article 23.4, General Conditions and
subparagraph (iii) and (iv) Section 220 Labor Law.

24.2

23.5 In accordance with New York Labor Law §222H, the contractor agrees where the total cost of all work
to be performed under the contract is at least two
hundred fifty thousand dollars; all laborers, workers, and
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24.1 New York State Finance Law §139-k requires
that every procurement contract award subject to the
provisions of State Finance Law §139-k or §139-j shall
contain a certification by the offerer that all information
provided to the procuring governmental agency with
respect to State Finance Law §139-k is complete, true
and accurate. The Contractor shall provide that
certification in his contract or agreement.
New York State Finance Law

24.2.1 New York State Finance Law § 139k(2) obligates a Governmental Entity to obtain specific
information regarding prior non-responsibility
determinations. This information must be collected in
addition to the information that is separately obtained
pursuant to State Finance Law § 163 (9). In accordance
with State Finance Law § 139-k, an offerer must be
asked to disclose whether there has been a finding of
non-responsibility made within the previous four (4)
years by any Governmental Entity due to: (a) a violation
of State Finance Law § 139-j or (b) the intentional
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provision of false or incomplete information to a
Governmental Entity.
24.2.2 As part of its responsibility
determination, State Finance Law § 139-k(3) mandates
consideration of whether an offerer fails to timely
disclose or complete information regarding the above
non-responsibility determination. In accordance with
law, no procurement contract shall be awarded to any
offerer that fails to timely disclose accurate or complete
information under this section, unless a finding is made
that the award of the Procurement Contract to the Offerer
is necessary to protect public property or public health
safety, and that the Offerer is the only source capable of
supplying the required Article of Procurement within the
necessary timeframe. The required forms to be
completed by the offerer must be submitted to the
Governmental Entity conducting the government
procurement. The Governmental Entity will have
included the disclosure request in its solicitation of
proposals or bid documents or specifications of contract
documents, as applicable, for procurement contracts.
ARTICLE 25 – MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
25.1 Appendix A, standard clauses for all N.Y. State
contracts, is attached hereto and is made a part of this
agreement as if set forth herein.
25.2 If, in carrying out this Work, a harmful dust
hazard is created for which appliances or methods for the
elimination of harmful dust have been approved by the
Board of Standards and Appeals, then the Contractor
shall install, maintain and effectively operate such
appliances and methods during the life of this Contract;
and in case of Contractor’s failure to comply, as
provided by Section 222-a of the Labor Law, the
Contract shall be void.
25.3 RETAINED PERCENTAGES: The Contractor
agrees that, if the Contract Documents for this Contract
includes Performance and Payment Bonds, the State
shall retain five percent of the amount of each progress
payment in accordance with Section 139-f of the State
Finance Law. The Contractor further agrees that, if the
Contract Documents for this Contract do not include
Performance and Payment Bonds, the State shall retain
ten percent of the amount of each progress payment in
accordance with Section 139-f of the State Finance Law.
25.4 DOMESTIC STEEL: The Contractor agrees,
that if the value of this contract exceeds $100,000 all
structural steel, reinforcing steel and other major steel
items to be incorporated in the Work of this Contract
shall be produced and made in whole or substantial part
in the United States, its territories or possessions.
25.5 COMMENCEMENT OF ACTIONS: The time,
as prescribed by law, within which an action on the
contract against the Contractor must be commenced shall
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be computed from the completion of physical work. The
Contractor may notify the State in writing that the
physical work of the contract has been completed by
specifying a completion date, which date shall be no
more than thirty days previous to the date of such notice.
The completion date set forth in such notice shall be
deemed the date of completion of the physical work
unless the State, within thirty days of receipt of such
notice, notifies the Contractor in writing of its
disagreement. Any notice pursuant to this paragraph
shall be sent by the Contractor by Certified Mail and
addressed to:
Division of Contract Administration
Contracting Officer
35th Floor, Corning Tower
Albany, New York 12242
25.5.1 In the event that the Contractor fails to
send the notice provided for herein or the State disagrees
in the manner provided for herein, the date of completion
of the physical work shall be determined in any other
manner provided by law.
25.6 WORKER’S COMPENSATION LAW: In
accordance with Worker’s Compensation Law (WCL)
§141-b (Suspension and Debarment), any person subject
to a final assessment of civil fines or penalties or a stopwork order, or that has been convicted of a misdemeanor
for a violation of WCL §§ 26 (Enforcement of Payment
in Default), 52 (Effect of Failure to Secure
Compensation) or 131 (Payroll Records), and any
substantially-owned affiliated entity of such person, shall
be ineligible to submit a bid on or be awarded any such
public work contract or subcontract with the State, any
municipal corporation or public body for a period of one
(1) year from the final determination or conviction. Any
person convicted of a felony under Article 8
(Administration) of the WCL, or a misdemeanor under
WCL §§125 (Job Description Prohibited Based on Prior
Receipt of Benefits) and 125-a (Civil Enforcement) shall
be ineligible to submit a bid or be awarded any public
work contract or subcontract with the State, any
municipal corporation or public body for a period of five
(5) years from such conviction.
25.7 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
LAWS: The Contractor certifies and warrants that all
heavy duty vehicles, as defined in New York State
Environmental Law (ECL) section 19-0323, to be used
under this Contract, will comply with the specifications
and provisions of ECL section 19-0323 and any
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, which requires
the use of BART and ULSD, unless specifically waived
by NYSDEC. Qualification for a waiver under this law
will be the responsibility of the Contractor.
25.8 REPORTING OF ILLEGAL ACTIVITY:
During the term of the contract, the Contractor agrees to
report any observed or suspected illegal activity of its
employees, agents or other third parties, to the
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Contracting Officer at 518-474-0201, the Group
Director, OGS Legal Services, the State Inspector
General or other law enforcement agency. Failure to
report criminal conduct associated with a contract
awarded by the Office of General Services, will be
considered a material breach of the contract and may
provide grounds for disqualification of the subject
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Contractor or Subcontractor for award of future
contracts. The Contractor will include the provisions of
this section in every subcontract, in such a manner that
the provisions will be binding upon each Subcontractor
as to work performed in connection with the State
contract.
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APPENDIX A
NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF GENERAL SERVICES

STANDARD CLAUSES FOR NYS CONTRACTS

TABLE OF CLAUSES
1.

Executory Clause .................................. 21

16.

No Arbitration........................................ 23

2.

Non-Assignment Clause........................ 21

17.

Service of Process .................................. 23

3.

Comptroller’s Approval ........................ 21

18.

4.

Workers’ Compensation Benefits ......... 21

Prohibition on Purchase of Tropical
Hardwoods ....................................... 23-24

19.

MacBride Fair Employment Principles . 24

5.

Non-Discrimination Requirements ....... 21
20.

Omnibus Procurement Act of 1992 ....... 24

6.

Wage and Hours Provisions .................. 21
21.

Reciprocity and Sanctions Provisions ... 24

7.

Non-Collusive Bidding Certification .... 22
22.

8.

International Boycott Prohibition .......... 22

Compliance with Breach Notification and
Data Security Laws…............................ 24

9.

Set-Off Rights ....................................... 22

23.

Compliance with Consultant Disclosure
Law ........................................................ 24

10.

Records.................................................. 22
24.

Procurement Lobbying .......................... 25

11.

Identifying Information and Privacy
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STANDARD CLAUSES FOR NYS CONTRACTS
The parties to the attached contract, license, lease,
amendment or other agreement of any kind (hereinafter,
"the contract" or "this contract") agree to be bound by the
following clauses which are hereby made a part of the
contract (the word "Contractor" herein refers to any party
other than the State, whether a contractor, licenser,
licensee, lessor, lessee or any other party):
1. EXECUTORY CLAUSE. In accordance with Section
41 of the State Finance Law, the State shall have no
liability under this contract to the Contractor or to anyone
else beyond funds appropriated and available for this
contract.
2. NON-ASSIGNMENT CLAUSE. In accordance with
Section 138 of the State Finance Law, this contract may
not be assigned by the Contractor or its right, title or
interest therein assigned, transferred, conveyed, sublet or
otherwise disposed of without the State’s previous written
consent, and attempts to do so are null and void.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, such prior written consent
of an assignment of a contract let pursuant to Article XI of
the State Finance Law may be waived at the discretion of
the contracting agency and with the concurrence of the
State Comptroller where the original contract was subject
to the State Comptroller’s approval, where the assignment
is due to a reorganization, merger or consolidation of the
Contractor’s business entity or enterprise. The State
retains its right to approve an assignment and to require
that any Contractor demonstrate its responsibility to do
business with the State. The Contractor may, however,
assign its right to receive payments without the State’s
prior written consent unless this contract concerns
Certificates of Participation pursuant to Article 5-A of the
State Finance Law.
3. COMPTROLLER'S APPROVAL. In accordance
with Section 112 of the State Finance Law (or, if this
contract is with the State University or City University of
New York, Section 355 or Section 6218 of the Education
Law), if this contract exceeds $50,000 (or the minimum
thresholds agreed to by the Office of the State Comptroller
for certain S.U.N.Y. and C.U.N.Y. contracts), or if this is
an amendment for any amount to a contract which, as so
amended, exceeds said statutory amount, or if, by this
contract, the State agrees to give something other than
money when the value or reasonably estimated value of
such consideration exceeds $25,000, it shall not be valid,
effective or binding upon the State until it has been
approved by the State Comptroller and filed in his office.
Comptroller's approval of contracts let by the Office of
General Services is required when such contracts exceed
$85,000 (State Finance Law § 163.6-a). However, such
pre-approval shall not be required for any contract
established as a centralized contract through the Office of
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General Services or for a purchase order or other
transaction issued under such centralized contract.
4. WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS. In
accordance with Section 142 of the State Finance Law,
this contract shall be void and of no force and effect unless
the Contractor shall provide and maintain coverage during
the life of this contract for the benefit of such employees
as are required to be covered by the provisions of the
Workers' Compensation Law.
5. NON-DISCRIMINATION REQUIREMENTS. To
the extent required by Article 15 of the Executive Law
(also known as the Human Rights Law) and all other State
and Federal statutory and constitutional nondiscrimination provisions, the Contractor will not
discriminate against any employee or applicant for
employment, nor subject any individual to harassment,
because of age, race, creed, color, national origin, sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression, military status,
sex, disability, predisposing genetic characteristics,
familial status, marital status, or domestic violence victim
status or because the individual has opposed any practices
forbidden under the Human Rights Law or has filed a
complaint, testified, or assisted in any proceeding under
the Human Rights Law. Furthermore, in accordance with
Section 220-e of the Labor Law, if this is a contract for the
construction, alteration or repair of any public building or
public work or for the manufacture, sale or distribution of
materials, equipment or supplies, and to the extent that this
contract shall be performed within the State of New York,
Contractor agrees that neither it nor its subcontractors
shall, by reason of race, creed, color, disability, sex, or
national origin: (a) discriminate in hiring against any New
York State citizen who is qualified and available to
perform the work; or (b) discriminate against or intimidate
any employee hired for the performance of work under
this contract. If this is a building service contract as
defined in Section 230 of the Labor Law, then, in
accordance with Section 239 thereof, Contractor agrees
that neither it nor its subcontractors shall by reason of
race, creed, color, national origin, age, sex or disability:
(a) discriminate in hiring against any New York State
citizen who is qualified and available to perform the work;
or (b) discriminate against or intimidate any employee
hired for the performance of work under this contract.
Contractor is subject to fines of $50.00 per person per day
for any violation of Section 220-e or Section 239 as well
as possible termination of this contract and forfeiture of
all moneys due hereunder for a second or subsequent
violation.
6. WAGE AND HOURS PROVISIONS. If this is a
public work contract covered by Article 8 of the Labor
Law or a building service contract covered by Article 9
thereof, neither Contractor's employees nor the employees
of its subcontractors may be required or permitted to work
more than the number of hours or days stated in said
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statutes, except as otherwise provided in the Labor Law
and as set forth in prevailing wage and supplement
schedules issued by the State Labor Department.
Furthermore, Contractor and its subcontractors must pay
at least the prevailing wage rate and pay or provide the
prevailing supplements, including the premium rates for
overtime pay, as determined by the State Labor
Department in accordance with the Labor Law.
Additionally, effective April 28, 2008, if this is a public
work contract covered by Article 8 of the Labor Law, the
Contractor understands and agrees that the filing of
payrolls in a manner consistent with Subdivision 3-a of
Section 220 of the Labor Law shall be a condition
precedent to payment by the State of any State approved
sums due and owing for work done upon the project.
7. NON-COLLUSIVE BIDDING CERTIFICATION.
In accordance with Section 139-d of the State Finance
Law, if this contract was awarded based upon the
submission of bids, Contractor affirms, under penalty of
perjury, that its bid was arrived at independently and
without collusion aimed at restricting competition.
Contractor further affirms that, at the time Contractor
submitted its bid, an authorized and responsible person
executed and delivered to the State a non-collusive
bidding certification on Contractor's behalf.
8. INTERNATIONAL BOYCOTT PROHIBITION.
In accordance with Section 220-f of the Labor Law and
Section 139-h of the State Finance Law, if this contract
exceeds $5,000, the Contractor agrees, as a material
condition of the contract, that neither the Contractor nor
any substantially owned or affiliated person, firm,
partnership or corporation has participated, is
participating, or shall participate in an international
boycott in violation of the federal Export Administration
Act of 1979 (50 USC App. Sections 2401 et seq.) or
regulations thereunder. If such Contractor, or any of the
aforesaid affiliates of Contractor, is convicted or is
otherwise found to have violated said laws or regulations
upon the final determination of the United States
Commerce Department or any other appropriate agency of
the United States subsequent to the contract's execution,
such contract, amendment or modification thereto shall be
rendered forfeit and void. The Contractor shall so notify
the State Comptroller within five (5) business days of such
conviction, determination or disposition of appeal (2
NYCRR § 105.4).
9. SET-OFF RIGHTS. The State shall have all of its
common law, equitable and statutory rights of set-off.
These rights shall include, but not be limited to, the State's
option to withhold for the purposes of set-off any moneys
due to the Contractor under this contract up to any
amounts due and owing to the State with regard to this
contract, any other contract with any State department or
agency, including any contract for a term commencing
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prior to the term of this contract, plus any amounts due
and owing to the State for any other reason including,
without limitation, tax delinquencies, fee delinquencies or
monetary penalties relative thereto. The State shall
exercise its set-off rights in accordance with normal State
practices including, in cases of set-off pursuant to an audit,
the finalization of such audit by the State agency, its
representatives, or the State Comptroller.
10. RECORDS. The Contractor shall establish and
maintain complete and accurate books, records,
documents, accounts and other evidence directly pertinent
to performance under this contract (hereinafter,
collectively, the "Records"). The Records must be kept
for the balance of the calendar year in which they were
made and for six (6) additional years thereafter. The State
Comptroller, the Attorney General and any other person
or entity authorized to conduct an examination, as well as
the agency or agencies involved in this contract, shall have
access to the Records during normal business hours at an
office of the Contractor within the State of New York or,
if no such office is available, at a mutually agreeable and
reasonable venue within the State, for the term specified
above for the purposes of inspection, auditing and
copying. The State shall take reasonable steps to protect
from public disclosure any of the Records which are
exempt from disclosure under Section 87 of the Public
Officers Law (the "Statute") provided that: (i) the
Contractor shall timely inform an appropriate State
official, in writing, that said records should not be
disclosed; and (ii) said records shall be sufficiently
identified; and (iii) designation of said records as exempt
under the Statute is reasonable. Nothing contained herein
shall diminish, or in any way adversely affect, the State's
right to discovery in any pending or future litigation.
11. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION AND PRIVACY
NOTIFICATION. (a) Identification Number(s). Every
invoice or New York State Claim for Payment submitted
to a New York State agency by a payee, for payment for
the sale of goods or services or for transactions (e.g.,
leases, easements, licenses, etc.) related to real or personal
property must include the payee's identification number.
The number is any or all of the following: (i) the payee’s
Federal employer identification number, (ii) the payee’s
Federal social security number, and/or (iii) the payee’s
Vendor Identification Number assigned by the Statewide
Financial System. Failure to include such number or
numbers may delay payment. Where the payee does not
have such number or numbers, the payee, on its invoice or
Claim for Payment, must give the reason or reasons why
the payee does not have such number or numbers.
(b) Privacy Notification. (1) The authority to request the
above personal information from a seller of goods or
services or a lessor of real or personal property, and the
authority to maintain such information, is found in Section
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5 of the State Tax Law. Disclosure of this information by
the seller or lessor to the State is mandatory. The principal
purpose for which the information is collected is to enable
the State to identify individuals, businesses and others
who have been delinquent in filing tax returns or may have
understated their tax liabilities and to generally identify
persons affected by the taxes administered by the
Commissioner of Taxation and Finance. The information
will be used for tax administration purposes and for any
other purpose authorized by law. (2) The personal
information is requested by the purchasing unit of the
agency contracting to purchase the goods or services or
lease the real or personal property covered by this contract
or lease. The information is maintained in the Statewide
Financial System by the Vendor Management Unit within
the Bureau of State Expenditures, Office of the State
Comptroller, 110 State Street, Albany, New York 12236.

(b) at the request of the contracting agency, the Contractor
shall request each employment agency, labor union, or
authorized representative of workers with which it has a
collective bargaining or other agreement or
understanding, to furnish a written statement that such
employment agency, labor union or representative will not
discriminate on the basis of race, creed, color, national
origin, sex, age, disability or marital status and that such
union or representative will affirmatively cooperate in the
implementation of the Contractor's obligations herein; and

12. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MINORITIES AND WOMEN. In accordance
with Section 312 of the Executive Law and 5 NYCRR Part
143, if this contract is: (i) a written agreement or purchase
order instrument, providing for a total expenditure in
excess of $25,000.00, whereby a contracting agency is
committed to expend or does expend funds in return for
labor, services, supplies, equipment, materials or any
combination of the foregoing, to be performed for, or
rendered or furnished to the contracting agency; or (ii) a
written agreement in excess of $100,000.00 whereby a
contracting agency is committed to expend or does expend
funds for the acquisition, construction, demolition,
replacement, major repair or renovation of real property
and improvements thereon; or (iii) a written agreement in
excess of $100,000.00 whereby the owner of a State
assisted housing project is committed to expend or does
expend funds for the acquisition, construction, demolition,
replacement, major repair or renovation of real property
and improvements thereon for such project, then the
following shall apply and by signing this agreement the
Contractor certifies and affirms that it is Contractor’s
equal employment opportunity policy that:

Contractor will include the provisions of "a," "b," and "c"
above, in every subcontract over $25,000.00 for the
construction, demolition, replacement, major repair,
renovation, planning or design of real property and
improvements thereon (the "Work") except where the
Work is for the beneficial use of the Contractor. Section
312 does not apply to: (i) work, goods or services
unrelated to this contract; or (ii) employment outside New
York State. The State shall consider compliance by a
contractor or subcontractor with the requirements of any
federal law concerning equal employment opportunity
which effectuates the purpose of this clause. The
contracting agency shall determine whether the
imposition of the requirements of the provisions hereof
duplicate or conflict with any such federal law and if such
duplication or conflict exists, the contracting agency shall
waive the applicability of Section 312 to the extent of such
duplication or conflict. Contractor will comply with all
duly promulgated and lawful rules and regulations of the
Department of Economic Development’s Division of
Minority and Women's Business Development pertaining
hereto.

(a)
The Contractor will not discriminate against
employees or applicants for employment because of race,
creed, color, national origin, sex, age, disability or marital
status, shall make and document its conscientious and
active efforts to employ and utilize minority group
members and women in its work force on State contracts
and will undertake or continue existing programs of
affirmative action to ensure that minority group members
and women are afforded equal employment opportunities
without discrimination. Affirmative action shall mean
recruitment, employment, job assignment, promotion,
upgradings, demotion, transfer, layoff, or termination and
rates of pay or other forms of compensation;
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(c) the Contractor shall state, in all solicitations or
advertisements for employees, that, in the performance of
the State contract, all qualified applicants will be afforded
equal employment opportunities without discrimination
because of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, age,
disability or marital status.

13. CONFLICTING TERMS. In the event of a conflict
between the terms of the contract (including any and all
attachments thereto and amendments thereof) and the
terms of this Appendix A, the terms of this Appendix A
shall control.
14. GOVERNING LAW. This contract shall be
governed by the laws of the State of New York except
where the Federal supremacy clause requires otherwise.
15. LATE PAYMENT. Timeliness of payment and any
interest to be paid to Contractor for late payment shall be
governed by Article 11-A of the State Finance Law to the
extent required by law.
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16. NO ARBITRATION. Disputes involving this
contract, including the breach or alleged breach thereof,
may not be submitted to binding arbitration (except where
statutorily authorized), but must, instead, be heard in a
court of competent jurisdiction of the State of New York.
17. SERVICE OF PROCESS. In addition to the
methods of service allowed by the State Civil Practice
Law & Rules ("CPLR"), Contractor hereby consents to
service of process upon it by registered or certified mail,
return receipt requested. Service hereunder shall be
complete upon Contractor's actual receipt of process or
upon the State's receipt of the return thereof by the United
States Postal Service as refused or undeliverable.
Contractor must promptly notify the State, in writing, of
each and every change of address to which service of
process can be made. Service by the State to the last
known address shall be sufficient. Contractor will have
thirty (30) calendar days after service hereunder is
complete in which to respond.
18. PROHIBITION ON PURCHASE OF TROPICAL
HARDWOODS. The Contractor certifies and warrants
that all wood products to be used under this contract award
will be in accordance with, but not limited to, the
specifications and provisions of Section 165 of the State
Finance Law, (Use of Tropical Hardwoods) which
prohibits purchase and use of tropical hardwoods, unless
specifically exempted, by the State or any governmental
agency or political subdivision or public benefit
corporation. Qualification for an exemption under this law
will be the responsibility of the contractor to establish to
meet with the approval of the State.
In addition, when any portion of this contract involving
the use of woods, whether supply or installation, is to be
performed by any subcontractor, the prime Contractor will
indicate and certify in the submitted bid proposal that the
subcontractor has been informed and is in compliance
with specifications and provisions regarding use of
tropical hardwoods as detailed in § 165 State Finance
Law. Any such use must meet with the approval of the
State; otherwise, the bid may not be considered
responsive. Under bidder certifications, proof of
qualification for exemption will be the responsibility of
the Contractor to meet with the approval of the State.
19.
MACBRIDE
FAIR
EMPLOYMENT
PRINCIPLES. In accordance with the MacBride Fair
Employment Principles (Chapter 807 of the Laws of
1992), the Contractor hereby stipulates that the Contractor
either (a) has no business operations in Northern Ireland,
or (b) shall take lawful steps in good faith to conduct any
business operations in Northern Ireland in accordance
with the MacBride Fair Employment Principles (as
described in Section 165 of the New York State Finance
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Law), and shall permit independent monitoring of
compliance with such principles.
20. OMNIBUS PROCUREMENT ACT OF 1992. It is
the policy of New York State to maximize opportunities
for the participation of New York State business
enterprises, including minority- and women-owned
business enterprises as bidders, subcontractors and
suppliers on its procurement contracts.
Information on the availability of New York State
subcontractors and suppliers is available from:
NYS Department of Economic Development
Division for Small Business
Albany, New York 12245
Telephone: 518-292-5100
Fax: 518-292-5884
email: opa@esd.ny.gov
A directory of certified minority- and women-owned
business enterprises is available from:
NYS Department of Economic Development
Division of Minority and Women's Business
Development
633 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
212-803-2414
email: mwbecertification@esd.ny.gov
https://ny.newnycontracts.com/FrontEnd/VendorSear
chPublic.asp
The Omnibus Procurement Act of 1992 (Chapter 844 of
the Laws of 1992, codified in State Finance Law § 139-i
and Public Authorities Law § 2879(3)(n)–(p)) requires
that by signing this bid proposal or contract, as applicable,
Contractors certify that whenever the total bid amount is
greater than $1 million:
(a) The Contractor has made reasonable efforts to
encourage the participation of New York State Business
Enterprises as suppliers and subcontractors, including
certified minority- and women-owned business
enterprises, on this project, and has retained the
documentation of these efforts to be provided upon
request to the State;
(b) The Contractor has complied with the Federal Equal
Opportunity Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-261), as amended;
(c) The Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to
provide notification to New York State residents of
employment opportunities on this project through listing
any such positions with the Job Service Division of the
New York State Department of Labor, or providing such
notification in such manner as is consistent with existing
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collective bargaining contracts or agreements. The
Contractor agrees to document these efforts and to provide
said documentation to the State upon request; and
(d) The Contractor acknowledges notice that the State
may seek to obtain offset credits from foreign countries as
a result of this contract and agrees to cooperate with the
State in these efforts.
21.
RECIPROCITY
AND
SANCTIONS
PROVISIONS. Bidders are hereby notified that if their
principal place of business is located in a country, nation,
province, state or political subdivision that penalizes New
York State vendors, and if the goods or services they offer
will be substantially produced or performed outside New
York State, the Omnibus Procurement Act 1994 and 2000
amendments (Chapter 684 and Chapter 383, respectively,
codified in State Finance Law § 165(6) and Public
Authorities Law § 2879(5)) ) require that they be denied
contracts which they would otherwise obtain. NOTE: As
of October 2019, the list of discriminatory jurisdictions
subject to this provision includes the states of South
Carolina, Alaska, West Virginia, Wyoming, Louisiana
and Hawaii.
22.
COMPLIANCE
WITH
BREACH
NOTIFICATION AND DATA SECURITY LAWS.
Contractor shall comply with the provisions of the New
York State Information Security Breach and Notification
Act (General Business Law § 899-aa and State
Technology Law § 208) and commencing March 21, 2020
shall also comply with General Business Law § 899-bb.
23.
COMPLIANCE
WITH
CONSULTANT
DISCLOSURE LAW. If this is a contract for consulting
services, defined for purposes of this requirement to
include analysis, evaluation, research, training, data
processing, computer programming, engineering,
environmental, health, and mental health services,
accounting, auditing, paralegal, legal or similar services,
then, in accordance with Section 163 (4)(g) of the State
Finance Law (as amended by Chapter 10 of the Laws of
2006), the Contractor shall timely, accurately and properly
comply with the requirement to submit an annual
employment report for the contract to the agency that
awarded the contract, the Department of Civil Service and
the State Comptroller.
24. PROCUREMENT LOBBYING. To the extent this
agreement is a "procurement contract" as defined by State
Finance Law §§ 139-j and 139-k, by signing this
agreement the contractor certifies and affirms that all
disclosures made in accordance with State Finance Law
§§ 139-j and 139-k are complete, true and accurate. In the
event such certification is found to be intentionally false
or intentionally incomplete, the State may terminate the
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agreement by providing written notification to the
Contractor in accordance with the terms of the agreement.
25. CERTIFICATION OF REGISTRATION TO
COLLECT SALES AND COMPENSATING USE
TAX BY CERTAIN STATE CONTRACTORS,
AFFILIATES AND SUBCONTRACTORS.
To the extent this agreement is a contract as defined by
Tax Law § 5-a, if the contractor fails to make the
certification required by Tax Law § 5-a or if during the
term of the contract, the Department of Taxation and
Finance or the covered agency, as defined by Tax Law §
5-a, discovers that the certification, made under penalty of
perjury, is false, then such failure to file or false
certification shall be a material breach of this contract and
this contract may be terminated, by providing written
notification to the Contractor in accordance with the terms
of the agreement, if the covered agency determines that
such action is in the best interest of the State.
26. IRAN DIVESTMENT ACT. By entering into this
Agreement, Contractor certifies in accordance with State
Finance Law § 165-a that it is not on the “Entities
Determined to be Non-Responsive Bidders/Offerers
pursuant to the New York State Iran Divestment Act of
2012” (“Prohibited Entities List”) posted at:
https://ogs.ny.gov/list-entities-determined-be-nonresponsive-biddersofferers-pursuant-nys-irandivestment-act-2012
Contractor further certifies that it will not utilize on this
Contract any subcontractor that is identified on the
Prohibited Entities List. Contractor agrees that should it
seek to renew or extend this Contract, it must provide the
same certification at the time the Contract is renewed or
extended. Contractor also agrees that any proposed
Assignee of this Contract will be required to certify that it
is not on the Prohibited Entities List before the contract
assignment will be approved by the State.
During the term of the Contract, should the state agency
receive information that a person (as defined in State
Finance Law § 165-a) is in violation of the abovereferenced certifications, the state agency will review such
information and offer the person an opportunity to
respond. If the person fails to demonstrate that it has
ceased its engagement in the investment activity which is
in violation of the Act within 90 days after the
determination of such violation, then the state agency shall
take such action as may be appropriate and provided for
by law, rule, or contract, including, but not limited to,
imposing sanctions, seeking compliance, recovering
damages, or declaring the Contractor in default.
The state agency reserves the right to reject any bid,
request for assignment, renewal or extension for an entity
that appears on the Prohibited Entities List prior to the
award, assignment, renewal or extension of a contract, and
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to pursue a responsibility review with respect to any entity
that is awarded a contract and appears on the Prohibited
Entities list after contract award.
27. ADMISSIBILITY OF REPRODUCTION OF
CONTRACT. Notwithstanding the best evidence rule or
any other legal principle or rule of evidence to the
contrary, the Contractor acknowledges and agrees that it
waives any and all objections to the admissibility into
evidence at any court proceeding or to the use at any
examination before trial of an electronic reproduction of
this contract, in the form approved by the State
Comptroller, if such approval was required, regardless of
whether the original of said contract is in existence.
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1.
If the Contractor performs the Contract, the Surety
and the Contractor shall have no obligation under the
Performance Bond.

Day 30-44

As completing contractor, the surety or
its representative, presents its list of
subcontractors to OGS for approval.
Additionally an Insurance Certificate
naming the Surety and completion
Contractor as named insured must be
submitted to the Contracting Officer
prior to the beginning any completion of
the Work. The completion plan and
schedule is returned to Surety.

Day 45

Surety begins the Completion of the
Work.

2.
The Surety’s obligation under this Bond shall arise
after:
2.1 The State has notified the Contractor and the
Surety in writing that the State is considering
declaring a Contractor in default, or
2.2 The State has declared a Contractor in default
and formally terminated the Contractor’s right to
complete the Contract, and
2.3 The State has agreed to pay the Balance of the
Contract Price to the Surety or to a Contractor
selected to complete the Contract in accordance with
the terms of the Contract with the State.
3.
The Surety shall promptly and at its own expense,
take the following actions:
3.1 Undertake to perform and complete the
Contract, through its agent or retained contractor;
according to the following schedule:
Day 1-10

Immediately begins it investigation
Advises OGS of its Representatives.

Day 10-25

Visits Site with OGS representatives to
review the contract documents and
completed work; and determines extent
of acceptable Work.

Day 25-30

Submits proposed completion
contractor, completion plan, and CPM
as required, for approval by the Office
of General Services.

4.
If the Surety does not proceed with reasonable
promptness, the Surety shall be deemed to be in default on
the Bond, and the State shall be entitled to enforce any
remedy available pursuant to the terms of the contract.
5.
After the State has terminated the Contractor’s right
to complete the Contract, and if the Surety elects to act
then the responsibilities of the Surety to the State shall not
be greater than those of the Contractor under the Contract,
and the responsibilities of the State to the Surety shall not
be greater than those provided under the Contract. To the
limit of the amount of this Bond, the Surety is obligated to
correct defective work and complete the work of the
Contract in a timely manner.
6.
The penal sum of the Performance Bond furnished
by the contractor to the State, approved and filed with the
Office of the State Comptroller, in no way shall be
impaired or affected by any other bond that may relate to
the contract in question.

END OF DOCUMENT
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SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS - LIQUIDATED DAMAGES

This supplement modifies the General Conditions. Where any part of the General Conditions is
modified by this supplement, the unaltered provisions of that part shall remain in effect.
ARTICLE 2 - DEFINITIONS
2.11 Delete this Paragraph in its entirety, substitute the following:
2.11 The term “liquidated damages” means the amount of money to be assessed against the
Contractor for delay in completion of the Work.

ARTICLE 13 - TIME OF COMPLETION AND TERMINATION FOR CAUSE
13.3 Delete this Paragraph in its entirety and replace with the following:
13.3 Liquidated Damages: Should Contractor fail to substantially complete the Work within the
time frame set forth in the contract, or as described in a subsequent Order(s) on Contract, the
Group Director may assess Liquidated Damages for such failure in the amount of $1,000.00 per
day until such time as the Group Director determines that the Work is substantially complete as
defined in Section 2.21 herein. Should Contractor fail to achieve physical completion of the
work within the time frame set forth in the contract, the Group Director may assess Liquidated
Damages for such failure in the amount of $500.00 per day until such time as the Group Director
determines that the Work is physically complete as defined in Section 2.12 herein.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 21 herein, Contractor agrees that the Group Director
may withhold the sum of the Liquidated Damages from payments to be made to Contractor as
compensation to the State for administrative fees and public inconvenience.
13.3.1 Delete this Paragraph in its entirety and replace with.
13.3.1 Contract Award Submittals: The Contractor agrees that upon failure to submit Contract
Award Submittals as specified in Section 011000, the Contractor shall pay to the State an
Administrative surcharge in the amount of $75.00 per day for each day of delay, until all
Contract Award Submittals are received. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 21 herein,
Contractor agrees that the Group Director may withhold the sum of the Administrative surcharge
from payments to be made to Contractor as compensation for the State’s administrative fees in
pursuing such submittals.
END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 007306
SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS - WARRANTY EXTENSION

This supplement modifies the General Conditions. Where any part of the General Conditions is
modified by this supplement, the unaltered provision of that part shall remain in effect.
ARTICLE 9 - INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE
9.8

Add the following sub-paragraph:
9.8.1

The one-year period required by Paragraph 9.8 of the General Conditions is
extended and supplemented for part of the work as described in Section 087100
Finish Hardware and Section 088853 Security Glazing of the Specifications.
END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 007307
SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS – MWBE-EEO
CONTRACTOR REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR PARTICIPATION BY NEW YORK STATE
CERTIFIED MINORITY- AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS ENTERPRISES AND EQUAL
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR MINORITY GROUP MEMBERS AND WOMEN
This supplement modifies the General Conditions. Where any part of the General Conditions is modified by this
supplement, the unaltered provisions of that part shall remain in effect.

ARTICLE 16 - REQUIREMENTS FOR UTILIZATION OF MINORITY- AND WOMEN-OWNED
BUSINESS ENTERPRISES (MWBEs)
Add the following:
16.6
Participation by Minority Group Members and Women with Respect to State Contracts: Requirements and
Procedures: General Provisions:
16.6.1 OGS is required to implement the provisions of New York State Executive Law Article 15-A and 5
NYCRR Parts 140-145 (“MWBE Regulations”) for all State contracts as defined therein, with a value (1) in
excess of $25,000 for labor, services, equipment, materials, or any combination of the foregoing or (2) in
excess of $100,000 for real property renovations and construction (the “Work”).
16.6.2 The Contractor agrees, in addition to any other nondiscrimination provision of the Contract and at
no additional cost to OGS, to fully comply and cooperate with OGS in the implementation of New York State
Executive Law Article 15-A and the regulations promulgated thereunder. These requirements include equal
employment opportunities for minority group members and women (“EEO”) and contracting opportunities
for MWBEs. Contractor’s demonstration of “good faith efforts” pursuant to 5 NYCRR §142.8 shall be a part
of these requirements. These provisions shall be deemed supplementary to, and not in lieu of, the
nondiscrimination provisions required by New York State Executive Law Article 15 (the “Human Rights
Law”) or other applicable federal, State or local laws.

16.6.3 Failure to comply with all of the requirements herein may result in a finding of non-responsiveness,
a finding of non-responsibility, a breach of contract, leading to the withholding of funds, liquidated damages
pursuant to Section 27.9 herein, and/or enforcement proceedings as allowed by the Contract and applicable
law.
16.7

Contract Goals:
16.7.1 OGS hereby establishes an overall goal of 30% for MWBE participation, 15% for Minority-Owned
Business Enterprises (“MBE”) participation and 15% for Women-Owned Business Enterprises (“WBE”)
participation (based on the current availability of MBEs and WBEs). The total contract goal can be obtained
by utilizing any combination of MBE and /or WBE participation for subcontracting and supplies acquired
under this Contract.
16.7.2 For purposes of providing meaningful participation by MWBEs on the Contract and achieving the
Contract Goals established in Section 16.7.1 hereof, Contractor should reference the directory of NYS
Certified MBWEs found at the following internet address:
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https://ny.newnycontracts.com/FrontEnd/VendorSearchPublic.asp?TN=ny&XID=2528.
The MWBE Regulations are located at 5 NYCRR §§ 140 – 145. Additionally, Contractor is encouraged to
contact the Division of Minority and Women’s Business Development (518) 292-5250; (212) 803-2414; or
(716) 846-8200) to discuss additional methods of maximizing participation by MWBEs on the Contract.
16.7.3 Pursuant to 5 NYCRR §142.8, Contractor must document “good faith efforts” to provide meaningful
participation by MWBEs as subcontractors or suppliers in the performance of the Contract.
16.7.4 In accordance with Executive Law Section 316-a and 5 NYCRR §142.13, the Contractor
acknowledges that if it is found to have willfully and intentionally failed to comply with the MWBE
participation goals set forth in the Contract, such a finding constitutes a breach of contract and the Contractor
shall be liable to OGS for liquidated or other appropriate damages, as set forth herein.
16.7.5 In accordance with 5 NYCRR § 142.8, Contractors must document their good faith efforts toward
utilizing MWBEs on the Contract. Evidence of required good faith efforts shall include, but not be limited to,
the following:
a.

A list of the general circulation, trade, and MWBE-oriented publications and dates of
publications in which the Contractor solicited the participation of certified MWBEs as
subcontractors/suppliers, copies of such solicitations, and any responses thereto.

b.

A list of certified MWBEs appearing in the Empire State Development (“ESD”) MWBE
directory that were solicited for this Contract. Provide proof of dates or copies of the
solicitations and copies of the responses made by the certified MWBEs. Describe specific
reasons that responding certified MWBEs were not selected.

c.

Descriptions of the Contract documents/plans/specifications made available to certified
MWBEs by the Contractor when soliciting their participation and steps taken to structure the
scope of work for the purpose of subcontracting with, or obtaining supplies from, certified
MWBEs.

d.

A description of the negotiations between the Contractor and certified MWBEs for the
purposes of complying with the MWBE goals of this Contract.

e.

Dates of any pre-bid, pre-award, or other meetings attended by Contractor, if any, scheduled
by OGS with certified MWBEs whom OGS determined were capable of fulfilling the MWBE
goals set in the Contract.

f.
Other information deemed relevant to the request.
16.7.6 The goal for participation in the conduct of the Work is expressed as a percentage equal to the dollar
value of the Work performed divided by the Contract Sum. Where the cost to the Contractor of a single item
of equipment exceeds twenty-five percent (25%) of the total contract price and where the Contractor has shown
good faith efforts to obtain such equipment from MWBE manufacturers and suppliers, and was unsuccessful in
obtaining the equipment from an MWBE, the cost of such equipment shall be deducted from the contract sum
prior to computing the MWBE participation.
16.7.7 The MWBE utilization credit for Work performed by MWBEs will be determined as follows:
a.

Where an MWBE is not the Contractor - MWBE utilization credit will vary depending on how
the MWBE performs Work under the Contract, as follows:
i.
Where the MWBE performs Work under the Contract as a subcontractor, MBE or
WBE utilization credit will be 100% of the dollar value of the Work performed by the MBE
or WBE.
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ii.
Where the MWBE performs Work under the Contract as a manufacturer, MBE or
WBE utilization credit will be 100% of the dollar value of the Work performed by the MBE
or WBE.
iii.
Where the MWBE assists in the performance of the Work under the Contract as a
supplier, MBE or WBE utilization credit will be 60% of the dollar value of the Work performed
by the MBE or WBE.
iv.
Where the MWBE assists in the performance of the Work under the Contract as a
broker, MBE or WBE utilization credit will be equal to the percentage of the commission, or
the mark-up percentage, of the items brokered, applied to the dollar value of the Work
performed by the MBE or WBE.
b.

Where the Contractor is a joint venture including one or more MWBEs as joint venturers, MBE
or WBE utilization credit will be the Contract Sum multiplied by the percentage of the joint
venture's profits (or losses) that are to accrue to the MWBE joint venturer(s) under the joint
venture agreement.

c.

Where any MWBE is the Contractor or where the Contractor is a joint venture consisting
entirely of MWBEs, and the Contractor can document good faith efforts to subcontract to
MWBE subcontractors and/or suppliers - the Contract Sum.

Add the following articles:
ARTICLE 26 – EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY (EEO)
26.1
The provisions of Article 15-A of the Executive Law and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder
pertaining to equal employment opportunities for minority group members and women shall apply to all
Contractors, and any subcontractors, awarded a subcontract over $25,000 for labor, services, including legal,
financial and other professional services, travel, supplies, equipment, materials, or any combination of the
foregoing, to be performed, or rendered or furnished to, the contracting State agency (“the Work”) except where the
Work is for the beneficial use of the Contractor.
26.1.1 Contractor and Subcontractors shall undertake or continue existing EEO programs to ensure that
minority group members and women are afforded equal employment opportunities without discrimination
because of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, or marital status. For these purposes, EEO
shall apply in the areas of recruitment, employment, job assignment, promotion, upgrading, demotion,
transfer, layoff or termination, and rates of pay or other forms of compensation. This requirement does not
apply to: (i) the performance of work or the provision of services or any other activity that is unrelated,
separate, or distinct from the Contract; or (ii) employment outside New York State.
26.1.2 By entering into this Contract, Contractor certifies that the text set forth in clause 12 of Appendix A,
attached hereto and made a part hereof, is Contractor’s equal employment opportunity policy. In addition,
Contractor agrees to comply with the Non-Discrimination Requirements set forth in clause 5 of Appendix A.
The Contractor will include the provisions of Clause 26.1.2 and Clause 26.3 of this Article, which provides
for relevant provisions of the Human Rights Law, in every subcontract in such a manner that the requirements
of the subdivisions will be binding upon each subcontractor as to work in connection with the Contract.
26.2

Form EEO -101 Workforce Utilization Reporting Form (Construction) (“Form EEO-101-Construction”)

The Contractor shall submit, and shall require each of its subcontractors to submit, a Form EEO-101-Construction
throughout the term of this Contract, by the 10th day of each month to report the actual workforce utilized during the
previous month in the performance of the Contract by the specified categories listed including ethnic background,
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gender, and Federal occupational categories. Contractor shall coordinate with its subcontractors to ensure that all
workers associated with this Contract are properly counted and reported. To prepare the report, Contractor and its
subcontractors shall use the Microsoft Excel® Form EEO-101-Construction, available, with form instructions, on the
OGS public website at:
http://ogs.ny.gov/MWBE/forms.asp
The Form EEO-101-Construction must be submitted electronically to OGS at EEO_Construction@ogs.ny.gov.
Separate forms shall be completed by Contractor and all subcontractors. In limited instances, the Contractor or
subcontractor may not be able to separate out the workforce utilized in the performance of the Contract from its
total workforce. When a separation can be made, the Contractor or subcontractor shall submit the Form EEO-101Construction and indicate that the information provided relates to the actual workforce utilized on the Contract.
When the workforce to be utilized on the Contract cannot be separated out from the Contractor's or subcontractor's
total workforce, the Contractor or subcontractor shall submit the Form EEO-101-Construction and indicate that the
information provided is the Contractor's or subcontractor’s total workforce during the subject time frame, not
limited to work specifically performed under the Contract.
26.3
Contractor shall comply with the provisions of the Human Rights Law and all other State and Federal
statutory and constitutional non-discrimination provisions. Contractor and subcontractors shall not discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed (religion), color, sex, national origin,
sexual orientation, military status, age, disability, predisposing genetic characteristic, marital status or domestic
violence victim status, and shall also follow the requirements of the Human Rights Law with regard to nondiscrimination on the basis of prior criminal conviction and prior arrest.
ARTICLE 27- MWBE COMPLIANCE
27.1 By entering into a Contract with OGS, Contractor certifies that it has submitted a completed MWBE Utilization
Plan via the New York State Contract System (NYSCS) prior to contract award and will follow such Plan for the
performance of MWBEs on the Contract pursuant to the prescribed MWBE goals set forth in Section 16.7.1 of this
Supplement. The NYSCS may be accessed at https://ny.newnycontracts.com. The Utilization Plan shall list the
MWBEs the Bidder intends to use to perform the Contract, a description of the Contract scope of work the Bidder
intends the MWBE to perform to meet the goals on the Contract, and the estimated, or if known, actual dollar amounts
to be paid to an MWBE. If Contractor is unable to submit such Plan through the NYSCS, Contractor certifies that it
used Form BDC 328 (Contractor’s Utilization Plan) to submit the Plan. A paper copy of the BDC 328 form is
included in the Appendix of this Project Manual and may be mechanically reproduced.
27.2 By entering into the Contract, Bidder/Contractor understands that only sums paid to MWBEs for the
performance of a commercially useful function, as that term is defined in 5 NYCRR § 140.1, may be applied towards
the achievement of the applicable MWBE participation goal. When an MWBE is serving as a broker on the Contract,
only 25 percent of all sums paid to a broker shall be deemed to represent the commercially useful function performed
by the MWBE.
27.3 OGS will review the submitted MWBE Utilization Plan and advise the Bidder of OGS’ acceptance or issue a
notice of deficiency within 30 calendar days of receipt. Contractor understands that making false representations or
including information evidencing a lack of good faith as part of, or in conjunction with, the submission of a
Utilization Plan is prohibited by law and may result in penalties including, but not limited to, termination of a
contract for cause, loss of eligibility to submit future bids, and/or withholding of payments.
27.4 Contractor further agrees that a failure to submit and/or use such MWBE Utilization Plan shall constitute a
material breach of the terms of the Contract. Upon the occurrence of such a material breach, OGS shall be entitled
to any remedy provided herein, including but not limited to, a finding of Contractor non-responsiveness.
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27.5 Access to the Contractor's Books: The Contractor shall permit access to its books, records and accounts by the
State for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this Article. The contractor shall
include this provision in every subcontract so that such provision will be binding upon each subcontractor.
27.6 If the Contractor, after making good faith efforts, is unable to comply with MWBE goals, the Contractor may
submit an Application for MWBE Waiver form (BDC 333) documenting good faith efforts by the Contractor to meet
such goals. If the documentation included with the waiver request is complete, OGS shall evaluate the request and
issue a written notice of acceptance or denial within twenty (20) business days of receipt.
27.7 If OGS, upon review of the MWBE Utilization Plan and updated Contractors list of Subcontractors and
Suppliers determines that Contractor is failing or refusing to comply with the Contract goals and no waiver has been
issued in regards to such non-compliance, OGS may issue a notice of deficiency to the Contractor. The Contractor
must respond to the notice of deficiency within seven (7) business days of receipt. Such response may include a
request for partial or total waiver of MWBE Contract Goals.
27.8

Monthly MWBE Contractor Compliance Report
27.8.1 In accordance with 5 NYCRR § 142.10, Contractor is required to report Monthly MWBE Contractor
Compliance to OGS during the term of the Contract for the preceding month’s activity, documenting progress
made towards achievement of the Contract MWBE goals. OGS requests that all Contractors use the NYSCS
to report subcontractor and supplier payments made by Contractor to MWBEs performing work under the
Contract. The NYSCS may be accessed at https://ny.newnycontracts.com. This is a New York State-based
system that all State agencies and authorities will be implementing to ensure uniform contract compliance
reporting throughout New York State.
27.8.2 When a Contractor receives a payment from OGS under an OGS contract, it is the Contractor’s
responsibility to pay its subcontractors and suppliers in a timely manner. On or after the first day of each
month, the Contractor will receive an e-mail or fax notification (“audit notice”) indicating that a
representative of its company needs to log-in to the NYSCS to report the company’s MWBE subcontractor
and supplier payments for the preceding month. The Contractor must also report when no payments have
been made to a subcontractor or supplier in a particular month with entry of a zero dollar value in the NYSCS.
Once subcontractor and supplier payments have been entered into the NYSCS, the subcontractor(s) and
supplier(s) will receive an email or fax notification advising them to log into the NYSCS to confirm that they
actually received the reported payments from the Contractor. It is the Contractor’s responsibility to educate
its MWBE subcontractors and suppliers about the NYSCS and the need to confirm payments made to them
in the NYSCS.
27.8.3 To assist in the use of the NYSCS, OGS recommends that all Contractors and MWBE subcontractors
and suppliers sign up for the following two webinar trainings offered through the NYSCS: “Introduction to
the System – Vendor Training” and “Contract Compliance Reporting - Vendor Training” to become familiar
with the NYSCS. To view the training schedule and to register visit:
https://ny.newnycontracts.com/events.asp.
27.8.4 As soon as possible after the Contract is approved, Contractor should visit
https://ny.newnycontracts.com and click on “Account Lookup” to identify the Contractor’s account by
company name. Contact information should be reviewed and updated if necessary by choosing “Change
Info.” It is important that the staff member who is responsible for reporting payment information for the
Contractor be listed as a user in the NYSCS. Users who are not already listed may be added through “Request
New User.” When identifying the person responsible, please add “- MWBE Contact” after their last name
(i.e., John Doe – MWBE Contact) to ensure that the correct person receives audit notices from the NYSCS.
NYSCS Technical Support should be contacted for any technical support questions by clicking on the links
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for “Contact Us & Support” then “Technical Support” on the NYSCS website.
27.8.5 If Contractor is unable to report MWBE Contractor Compliance via the NYSCS, Contractor must
submit Contractor’s Monthly Payment Report on Form BDC 58 to OGS, by the 10th day of each month
during the term of the Contract, for the preceding month’s activity to: OGS MWBE Office of, 29th Floor
Corning Tower, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12242. Phone: 518-486-9284; Fax: 518-486-9285.
27.8.6 It is the Contractor’s responsibility to report subcontractor and supplier payments. Failure to respond
to payment audits in a timely fashion through the NYSCS, or by paper to OGS, may jeopardize future
payments pursuant to the MWBE liquidated damages clause in Section 27.9 below.
27.9

Liquidated Damages – MWBE Participation
27.9.1 Where OGS determines that Contractor is not in compliance with the requirements of the Contract
and Contractor refuses to comply with such requirements, or if Contractor is found to have willfully and
intentionally failed to comply with the MWBE participation goals, Contractor shall be obligated to pay
liquidated damages to OGS.
27.9.2 Such liquidated damages shall be calculated as an amount equaling the difference between:
a.

All sums identified for payment to MWBEs had the Contractor achieved the contractual
MWBE goals; and

b.

All sums actually paid to MWBEs for work performed or materials supplied under the
Contract.

27.9.3 After the Contractor has been afforded the process it is due, if OGS determines that Contractor is
liable for liquidated damages and such identified sums have not been withheld by OGS, Contractor shall
pay such liquidated damages to OGS within sixty (60) days after they are assessed. Provided, however,
that if the Contractor has filed a complaint with the Director of the Division of Minority and Women’s
Business Development pursuant to 5 NYCRR § 142.12, liquidated damages shall be payable only in the
event of a determination adverse to the Contractor following the complaint process.
27.10

Any suspicion of fraud, waste, or abuse involving the contracting or certification of MWBEs shall be
immediately reported to ESD’s Division of Minority and Women’s Business Development at (855) 373-4692.
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DOCUMENT 007322
SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS - WORKERS' COMPENSATION

This supplement modifies the General Conditions. Where any part of the General Conditions is
modified by this supplement, the unaltered provision of that part shall remain in effect.
ARTICLE 19 - INSURANCE - BUILDER’S RISK, LIABILITY AND WORKERS’
COMPENSATION
Add the following paragraphs to 19.2.1:
The contractor agrees that pursuant to WCL Section 141-b, this contract may be
terminated if it is determined that at the time of either the bid submission or contract
award, the contractor was, in fact, debarred by WCL Section 141-b, or was a substantially
owned affiliate of a debarred contractor.
Additionally, the contractor agrees that it must replace, at no additional charge to the
State, any subcontractor who the State or the contractor learns was debarred by WCL
Section 141-b prior to or during the contract.

END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 007323
SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS – VENDOR RESPONSIBILITY

This supplement modifies the General Conditions. Where any part of the General Conditions is
modified by this supplement, the unaltered provision of that part shall remain in effect.
ARTICLE 25 - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Add the following paragraphs:
25.10

VENDOR RESPONSIBILITY: Contractor shall at all times during the Contract
term remain responsible. Contractor agrees, if requested by the Commissioner of
OGS or his or her designee, to present evidence of its continuing legal authority
to do business in New York State, integrity, experience, ability, prior
performance, and organizational and financial capacity.
The Commissioner of OGS or his or her designee, in his or her sole discretion,
reserves the right to suspend any or all activities under this Contract, at any time,
when he or she discovers any information that calls into question the
responsibility of Contractor. In the event of such suspension, Contractor will be
given written notice outlining the particulars of such suspension. Upon issuance
of such notice, Contractor must comply with the terms of the suspension order.
Contract activity may resume at such time as the Commissioner of OGS or his or
her designee issues a written notice authorizing a resumption of performance
under the contract.
Upon written notice to Contractor, and a reasonable opportunity to be heard with
appropriate OGS officials or staff, the Contract may be terminated by the
Commissioner of OGS or his or her designee at Contractor’s expense where
Contractor is determined by the Commissioner of OGS or his or her designee to
be non-responsible. In such event, the Commissioner of OGS or his or her
designee may complete the contractual requirements in any way he or she may
seem advisable and pursue available legal or equitable remedies for breach.
In no case shall termination of the contract by the state be deemed a breach
thereof, nor shall the state be liable for any damages or lost profits or otherwise,
which may be sustained by Contractor as a result of such termination.
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DOCUMENT 007324
SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS - ENCOURAGING USE OF NEW YORK STATE
BUSINESSES IN CONTRACT PERFORMANCE

This supplement modifies the General Conditions. Where any part of the General Conditions is modified by
this supplement, the unaltered provisions of that part shall remain in effect.
ARTICLE 25 – MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Add the following paragraphs:
25.11

Encouraging New York State Businesses

New York State businesses have a substantial presence in State contracts and strongly contribute
to the economies of the state and the nation. In recognition of their economic activity and leadership in
doing business in New York State, bidders/proposers for this contract are strongly encouraged and
expected to consider New York State businesses in the fulfillment of the requirements of the contract.
Such partnering may be as subcontractors, suppliers, protégés or other supporting roles.
Bidders need to be aware that all government entities benefiting from this contract will be
strongly encouraged, to the maximum extent practical and consistent with legal requirements, to use
responsible and responsive New York State businesses in purchasing commodities that are of equal
quality and functionality and in utilizing services and technology. Furthermore, bidders are reminded that
they must continue to utilize small, minority and women-owned businesses, consistent with current State
law.
Utilizing New York State businesses in State contracts will help create more private sector jobs,
rebuild New York’s infrastructure, and maximize economic activity to the mutual benefit of the
contractor and its New York State business partners. New York State businesses will promote the
contractor’s optimal performance under the contract, thereby fully benefiting the public sector programs
that are supported by associated procurements.
Public procurements can drive and improve the State’s economic engine through promotion of
the use of New York businesses by its contractors. The State therefore expects bidders to provide
maximum assistance to New York businesses in their use of the contract. The potential participation by
all kinds of New York businesses will deliver great value to the State and its taxpayers.
Bidders can demonstrate their commitment to the use of New York State businesses by
responding to the question shown below on the Bid Form for this project:
Will New York State Businesses be used in the performance of this contract? ______ _____
Yes
No
The successful bidder who answers “Yes” to this question on the bid form will be required to list
the New York State business(es) that will be used on the Contractor's List of Subcontractors/Suppliers
(Form BDC 329), which must be submitted within fifteen (15) days after award of the contract.

END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 007326
SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS - ORDERS ON CONTRACT (CHANGE ORDERS)

This supplement modifies the General Conditions. Where any part of the General Conditions is modified
by this supplement, the unaltered provision of that part shall remain in effect.
ARTICLE 10 - ORDERS ON CONTRACT (CHANGE ORDERS)
Replace paragraph 10.1 with the following:
10.1 The State may make changes by altering, adding to or deleting from the Work, and adjusting
the Contract sum accordingly. All changed Work shall be executed in conformity with the terms and
conditions of the Contract Documents unless otherwise provided in the order on contract. Any change in
the Contract sum or time for completion of the described work of the order on contract shall be contained
in the order on contract. If the Work of the order on contract impacts the Substantial Completion Date,
the Contractor must notify the Director’s Representative or their designated representative in writing
within 15 days of the approval of the order on contract. The notification shall include the facts and
justification for the time adjustment request and a Time Impact Analysis.
Replace paragraph 10.5.1 with the following:
10.5.1 The contractor shall submit a responsive cost proposal to the Director’s Representative in
proper form subject to the provisions of this Article. The contractor shall respond no later than 15
calendar days from the date of a "request for proposal" from the Director's Representative. If the
contractor believes additional time is required to prepare and submit a responsive proposal, a justification
and proposed response duration must be submitted to the Director’s Representative or his designated
representative within 10 days from the date of a “request for proposal”. If approved, the 10-day
requirement will be extended as the State may deem appropriate. Should the contractor fail to respond or
fail to submit the required cost proposal within the 15-day requirement, the State shall determine a fair
market value for the work proposed and will issue an order on contract or field order to the contract. The
Contractor, by failing to respond to a request for proposal or provide an acceptable and responsive cost
proposal; waives any claim or rights to any extra and or additional costs as may be determined by the
Contracting Officer, and the overrides resulting from this action will be limited to the values as set forth
in section 012200.
END OF DOCUMENT
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DOCUMENT 007327

SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS – SDVOB
This supplement modifies the General Conditions. Where any part of the General Conditions is modified by this
supplement, the unaltered provisions of that part shall remain in effect.
Add the following article:
ARTICLE 28 – PARTICIPATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW YORK STATE CERTIFIED
SERVICE-DISABLED VETERAN-OWNED BUSINESSES
Article 17-B of the New York State Executive Law provides for more meaningful participation in public
procurement by certified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Businesses (“SDVOB”), thereby further
integrating such businesses into New York State’s economy. OGS recognizes the need to promote the
employment of service-disabled veterans and to ensure that certified service-disabled veteran-owned
businesses have opportunities for maximum feasible participation in the performance of OGS contracts.
In recognition of the service and sacrifices made by service-disabled veterans and in recognition of their
economic activity in doing business in New York State, Bidders are expected to consider SDVOBs in the
fulfillment of the requirements of the Contract. Such participation may be as subcontractors or suppliers, as
protégés, or in other partnering or supporting roles.
28.1

Contract Goals

28.1.1 OGS hereby establishes overall goals under this contract of 6% for SDVOB participation for
the C trade contractor based on the current availability of qualified SDVOBs. Trades with 0% goals are
encouraged to make “good faith efforts” to promote and assist in the participation of SDVOBs on the
Contract for the provision of services and materials. For purposes of providing meaningful participation by
SDVOBs, the Bidder/Contractor should refer to the List of Certified NYS Service-Disabled VeteranOwned Businesses, which can be accessed from the OGS website page at the following link:
https://ogs.ny.gov/Veterans/default.asp.
Questions regarding compliance with SDVOB participation goals should be directed to the Designated
Contacts specified in Document 002113 Instructions to Bidders. Additionally, following Contract execution,
Contractor is encouraged to contact DCSDVOB@ogs.ny.gov to discuss additional methods of maximizing
participation by SDVOBs on the Contract.
28.1.2 Contractor must document “good faith efforts” to provide meaningful participation by
SDVOBs as subcontractors or suppliers in the performance of the Contract (see clause 28.4 below).
28.2.

SDVOB Utilization Plan

28.2.1 The SDVOB Utilization Plan, using the attached form SDVOB 100, shall list the SDVOBs
that the Bidder intends to use to perform the Contract, a description of the work that the Bidder intends the
SDVOB to perform to meet the goals on the Contract, and the estimated dollar amounts to be paid to an
SDVOB, or, if not known, an estimate of the percentage of Contract work the SDVOB will perform. By
signing the Utilization Plan, the Bidder acknowledges that making false representations or providing
information that shows a lack of good faith as part of, or in conjunction with, the submission of a Utilization
Plan is prohibited by law and may result in penalties including, but not limited to, termination of a contract
for cause, loss of eligibility to submit future bids, and/or withholding of payments. Any modifications or
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changes to the agreed participation by SDVOBs after the Contract award and during the term of the Contract
must be reported on a revised SDVOB Utilization Plan and submitted to OGS.
28.2.2 The apparent low bidder must submit the completed SDVOB Utilization Plan within five (5)
business days after the bids are opened. OGS will review the submitted SDVOB Utilization Plan and advise
the bidder of OGS acceptance or issue a notice of deficiency within twenty (20) calendar days of receipt.
28.2.3 If a notice of deficiency is issued, Bidder/Contractor agrees that it shall respond to the notice
of deficiency, within seven (7) business days of receipt, by submitting to OGS a written remedy in response
to the notice of deficiency. If the written remedy that is submitted is not timely or is found by OGS to be
inadequate, OGS shall notify the Bidder/Contractor and direct the Bidder/Contractor to submit, within five
(5) business days of notification by OGS, a request for a partial or total waiver of SDVOB participation goals
on form SDVOB 200. Failure to file the waiver form in a timely manner may be grounds for disqualification
of the bid or proposal.
28.2.4 OGS may disqualify a Bidder’s bid or proposal as being non-responsive under the following
circumstances:
a. If a Bidder fails to submit an SDVOB Utilization Plan;
b. If a Bidder fails to submit a written remedy to a notice of deficiency;
c. If a Bidder fails to submit a request for waiver; or
d. If OGS determines that the Bidder has failed to document good faith efforts.
28.2.5 If awarded a Contract, Contractor certifies that it will follow the submitted SDVOB
Utilization Plan for the performance of SDVOBs on the Contract pursuant to the prescribed SDVOB contract
goals set forth in this section.
28.2.6 Contractor further agrees that a failure to use SDVOBs as agreed in the Utilization Plan shall
constitute a material breach of the terms of the Contract. Upon the occurrence of such a material breach,
OGS shall be entitled to any remedy provided herein, including but not limited to, a finding of Contractor
non-responsibility.
28.3

Request for Waiver

28.3.1 In accordance with 9 NYCRR § 252.2(m), a Bidder/Contractor that is able to document good
faith efforts to meet the goal requirements, as set forth in 28.4 below, may submit a request for a partial or
total waiver on form SDVOB 200 (attached), accompanied by supporting documentation. A Bidder may
submit the request for waiver at the same time it submits its SDVOB Utilization Plan. If a request for waiver
is submitted with the SDVOB Utilization Plan and is not accepted by OGS at that time, the provisions of
clauses 28.2.2, 28.2.3 and 28.2.4 will apply. If the documentation included with the waiver request is
complete, OGS shall evaluate the request and issue a written notice of acceptance or denial within 20 days of
receipt.
28.3.2 Contractor shall attempt to utilize, in good faith, the SDVOBs identified within its SDVOB
Utilization Plan, during the performance of the Contract. Requests for a partial or total waiver of established
goal requirements made subsequent to Contract award may be made at any time during the term of the
Contract to OGS, but must be made prior to the submission of a request for final payment on the Contract.
Such waiver requests shall be made on form SDVOB 200, accompanied by supporting documentation, and
emailed to DCSDVOB@ogs.ny.gov.
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28.3.3 If OGS, upon review of the SDVOB Utilization Plan (SDVOB 100) and Monthly SDVOB
Compliance Report (SDVOB 101), determines that Contractor is failing or refusing to comply with the
contract goals and no waiver has been issued in regards to such non-compliance, OGS may issue a notice of
deficiency to the Contractor. The Contractor must respond to the notice of deficiency within seven (7)
business days of receipt. Such response may include a request for partial or total waiver of SDVOB contract
goals.
28.4

Required Good Faith Efforts

In accordance with 9 NYCRR § 252.2(n), Contractors must document their good faith efforts toward utilizing
SDVOBs on the Contract. Evidence of required good faith efforts shall include, but not be limited to, the
following:
a. A list of the general circulation, trade, and other publications and dates of publications in which the
Contractor solicited the participation of certified SDVOBs as subcontractors/suppliers, copies of
such solicitations, and any responses thereto.
b. A list of certified SDVOBs that were solicited for this Contract. Provide proof of dates or copies of
the solicitations and copies of the responses made by the certified SDVOBs. Describe specific
reasons that responding certified SDVOBs were not selected.
c. Descriptions of the Contract documents, plans and specifications made available to certified
SDVOBs by the Contractor when soliciting their participation and steps taken to structure the scope
of work for the purpose of subcontracting with, or obtaining supplies from, certified SDVOBs.
d. A description of the negotiations between the Contractor and certified SDVOBs for the purposes of
complying with the SDVOB goals of this Contract.
e. Dates of any pre-bid, pre-award, or other meetings attended by Contractor, if any, scheduled by OGS
with certified SDVOBs whom OGS determined were capable of fulfilling the SDVOB goals set in
the Contract.
f.
28.5

Other information deemed relevant to the request.

Monthly SDVOB Contractor Compliance Report

In accordance with 9 NYCRR § 252.2(q), Contractor is required to report Monthly SDVOB Contractor
Compliance each month to OGS during the term of the Contract for the preceding month’s activity,
documenting progress made towards achieving the Contract SDVOB goals. This information must be
reported by the Contractor using form SDVOB 101 (form and instructions located at
https://ogs.ny.gov/Veterans/default.asp) and emailed by the 10th day of each month for the preceding
month’s activity to DCSDVOB@ogs.ny.gov.
28.6

Breach of Contract and Damages

In accordance with 9 NYCRR § 252.2(s), any Contractor found to have willfully and intentionally failed to
comply with the SDVOB participation goals set forth in the Contract shall be found to have breached the
contract and Contractor shall pay damages as set forth therein.

END OF DOCUMENT
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SECTION 011000
SUMMARY OF THE WORK

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

WORK COVERED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
A.

The title and location of the Work is printed on the cover of this Project Manual.

B.

Type of Contract: Fixed price.

SUBSTANTIAL AND PHYSICAL COMPLETION DATES
A.

Substantially complete the Work within 1011 days after the Agreement is
approved by the Comptroller.
1.

2.

B.

1.03

1.04

The time allocated for the performance of work under this contract
includes 10 days for notification of the Contractor of the Comptroller’s
approval of the Agreement.
The approval of the Agreement by the Comptroller constitutes the filing
of the Contract Documents as a public record and notice to the
Contractor that a fully executed contract exists between the Contractor
and the State.

Physically complete the Work within 90 days after the established Substantial
Completion date.

CONTRACT AWARD SUBMITTALS
A.

Submittal No. 1: Submit the CONTRACTOR’S LIST OF
SUBCONTRACTORS-SUPPLIERS information required in SCHEDULES
AND RECORDS Article in Specification Section 013000 not later than 15 days
after approval of the Contract by the Comptroller.

B.

Submittal No. 2: Submit Preliminary Project Schedule related information noted
in 013113 Project Schedule or 013200 Construction Progress Documentation,
whichever section is applicable, within 15 days after approval of the Contract by
the Comptroller for review by the Director’s Representative and OGS
Scheduling.

RESTRICTED WORK PERIOD
A.

Updated 04/05/2016
Printed 12/17/2020

The Work includes abatement of asbestos-containing materials. Do not perform
other Work in the area of such activity during the abatement of asbestoscontaining materials.
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1.05

ITEMS NOT INCLUDED
A.

1.06

1.07

CONFINED SPACE
A.

Comply with confined space and permit-required confined space as defined in
Title 29, Part 1910, Section 146 of the Code of Federal Regulations (29CFR
1910.146).

B.

Comply with Safety Requirements for Confined Spaces (ANSI/ASSE Z117.12009).

C.

All spaces shall be treated as permit-required confined spaces until the
Contractor and/or subcontractors are able to re-classify the space to a non-permit
confined space as per 29CFR 1910.146 and ANSI/ASSE Z117.1-2009.

D.

Indicated confined spaces are not intended to limit or define Contractor’s or
subcontractors’ regulatory compliance requirements. In addition to confined
spaces indicated on the drawings, other confined spaces may be present or
created by the work of this contract. Notify the Director’s Representative, in
writing, of confined spaces created or eliminated during execution of the Work.

E.

For the purpose of inspecting ongoing work, furnish at no additional cost to the
State, personnel, as directed, to allow the Director’s Representative to enter
confined space and permit-required confined space in compliance with Title 29,
Part 1910, Section 146 of the Code of Federal Regulations (29CFR 1910.146).

OCCUPANCY
A.

1.08

The following items shown on the Drawings are not included in this Contract:
1.
Items indicated “NIC” (Not in Contract).
2.
Existing construction, except where such construction is to be removed,
replaced, or altered.

This is an occupied Facility. The building will be occupied and operational
during execution of the Work. Ingress to and egress from the building shall be
maintained at all times.

CONTRACTOR USE OF PREMISES
A.

Work hours shall be as established by the Facility authorities through the
Director’s Representative.

B.

Inform the Director’s Representative of work area access requirements. The
Director’s Representative will coordinate and schedule the requirements with
Facility staff to obtain and ensure timely availability of work areas.

C.

Check in with the Facility Representative, as directed, at the beginning of each
work day. Furnish information regarding where employees will be working
during the day.

Updated 04/05/2016
Printed 12/17/2020
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D.

Comply with the Facility’s Visitor Identification Policy. A copy of the current
policy will be distributed at the initial job meeting.

E.

The following items are not allowed on the Site or on Facility premises.
1.
Firearms, ammunition, weapons, and dangerous instruments (other than
tools required for the Work).
2.
Alcoholic beverages and persons under the influence of same.
3.
Illegal controlled substances and persons under the influence of same.
4.
Cameras (except with written permission from the Director’s
Representative).

F.

Comply with Facility policies relating to smoking at the Site.

G.

Routes of ingress and egress within the building to the location of the Work shall
be as directed by the Director’s Representative.

H.

Store materials and perform the Work so that pedestrian and vehicular traffic is
not obstructed.

I.

Do not diminish the level of life safety during performance of the Work.

J.

Furniture and portable equipment, which interferes with execution of the Work,
will be removed and reset by Facility personnel.

K.

Utility Outages and Shutdowns: Do not interrupt utility services or branch
services within the building. Provide temporary services required to maintain
such services at all times.
1.

During the asbestos abatement portion of the Project, comply with the
requirements specified in Section 028213.

L.

Use of Existing Elevators:
1.
Elevators for transportation of workers and materials will be designated
by the Director’s Representative. Arrange the time and duration of such
use with the Director’s Representative. Do not exceed capacity of
elevators. Provide padding or other protection for the car.
2.
During Periods of Exclusive Use:
a.
Operate elevators. Prevent unauthorized persons from using
elevators.
b.
Where an existing elevator service contract exists, make
arrangements through the Director’s Representative for repairs
required due to misuse or negligence. Pay elevator service
company’s fees for repairs.
c.
Where an existing elevator service contract does not exist, have
repairs required due to misuse or negligence made by a qualified
elevator company.

M.

Be responsible and accountable for employees, suppliers, subcontractors and
their employees, with regard to their use of the premises. Direct them to comply
with the Facility Regulations and with the security and traffic regulations.

Updated 04/05/2016
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1.09

1.10

N.

Furnish Facility authorities with a telephone number or method to contact the
supervisor for the Work in case of an emergency after work hours, including
weekends and holidays.

O.

Comply with applicable federal and State of New York Right-to-Know Law
provisions. Provide Safety Data Sheets (SDS) documents for products that have
SDS data prior to use on the project site.
1.
Upload and maintain electronic SDS documents on the Submittals
Website (SDS tab).
2.
SDS tab is organized by prime contracts. To be readily identified, name
products with SDS by specification section number and product name.
3.
Supply and maintain one hard copy of the appropriate SDS on the project
site and one hard copy with the Facility’s Right-to-Know Information
Officer.

P.

Direct employees to be watchful for people in or near the work area where safety
hazards may be present. Notify the Facility Safety/Security Department, if
necessary, to remove them from the work area or Site.

Q.

Report fire and other emergency situations to the Facility Safety/Security
Department immediately.

FACILITY REGULATIONS
A.

Do not physically, verbally, or psychologically mistreat patients, clients, or other
persons at the Facility.

B.

Do not receive from or give to patients, clients, or other persons at the Facility,
any items (food, cigarettes, money, matches, mail, etc.) as this practice may be
harmful to the treatment plan or may be illegal.

C.

Do not have sexual relations with any patient or client. This, even at their
invitation, is a crime and may be a felony.

REFERENCE SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS
A.

Comply with the requirements of the various specifications and standards
referred to in these Specifications, except where they conflict with the
requirements of these Specifications. Such reference specifications and standards
shall be the date of latest revision in effect at the time of receiving bids, unless
the date is given.

B.

DOT Specifications: If the abbreviation DOT appears in these Specifications, it
shall mean the most current edition of the New York State Department of
Transportation, Office of Engineering specifications entitled “STANDARD
SPECIFICATIONS - CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS”, including all
applicable Addenda in effect at the time of receipt of bids. The DOT
specifications may be purchased from the Department of Transportation, Plan
and Publication Sales, 50 Wolf Road, Albany, NY 12232, (518) 457-2124.

Updated 04/05/2016
Printed 12/17/2020
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1.11

LAYING OUT
A.

Examine the Contract Documents thoroughly and promptly report any errors or
discrepancies to the Director’s Representative before commencing the Work.

B.

Lay out the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 011100
SAFETY

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

SUMMARY
A.

1.02

1.03

1.04

This section requires compliance with applicable Safety codes, standards and
regulations, including but not limited to OSHA, Building Code of New York
State, Fire Code of New York State, and Facility Regulations.

RELATED WORK SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Summary of the Work: Section 011000.

B.

Regulatory Requirements: Section 014100.

DEFINITIONS, ABBREVIATIONS
A.

OSHA: Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

B.

BCNYS: Building Code of New York State.

C.

EBCNYS: Existing Building Code of New York State.

D.

FCNYS: Fire Code of New York State.

E.

NFPA: National Fire Protection Association.

F.

NEC: NFPA 70E.

SUBMITTALS
A.

Updated 10/11/2018
Printed 11/05/2020

Provide a SITE SPECIFIC SAFETY PLAN no later than 15 days after approval
of the Contract by the Comptroller. The plan must include at a minimum:
1.
Cover page including Project Name/Location/Project Number/Contractor
Name/Potential Start/Finish Dates.
2.
Complete Scope of work.
3.
Roles and Responsibilities page identifying Supervision, list of the
names of all competent and/or qualified persons, including their
qualifications, for each activity requiring a competent person i.e.
excavations, scaffolding, rigging, fall protection, etc.
4.
A program for implementing appropriate PPE as specified in the High 5.
Hazard Assessment detailed in Subparagraph 1.04 A.11 below.
5.
A program for assuring employees have proper work attire, i.e.
substantial sole safety-toed footwear, long pants, shirts with minimum 4inch sleeves, etc.
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6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

Updated 10/11/2018
Printed 11/05/2020

A 100% 6-foot conventional fall protection program which provides full
body harnesses, lanyards (connectors), and anchorage points, or
guardrails for all trades when working 6 feet above a lower level.
a.
Exception:
1)
When the employer can demonstrate that it is infeasible
or creates a greater hazard to utilize these systems, the
employer shall develop and implement a Fall Protection
Plan, which meets the requirements of paragraph (k)
1926.502. This plan must be approved before
implementation by the applicable OGS Regional Safety
Manager.
2)
When working from portable ladders.
A program for raising employee awareness through the use of weekly
Safety Talks (i.e. “Toolbox Talks” or “Tailgate Meetings”) on topics
related to upcoming/relevant work on the project. Contractor shall be
required to verify that all employees on site participated in meeting, with
documentation submitted to the Director’s Representative.
Confined Space entry program and procedures for entry, when
applicable.
A written Respirable Silica Protection Plan, including tasks for which
employees could reasonably be expected to be exposed to harmful silica
dust, and control methods that will be used to limit or eliminate
exposure, as well as any PPE necessary to ensure protection.
Identify specific hazards related to this Project, and how employees will
be protected from those hazards.
High Hazard Assessment’s detailing procedures for all high hazard work
activities including, but not limited to:
a.
All lifts involving cranes or material handling equipment.
b.
Scaffolding where scaffold working deck is expected to be 10’ or
higher from a lower level.
c.
Demolition.
d.
Excavations where anticipated depth is 5’ or more.
e.
Hot work activities, which shall follow all applicable
requirements stated in NFPA 51B.
f.
Steel erection with specific fall protection requirements detailed.
g.
Work at elevations, including roofing work.
h.
Electrical work involving Lock Out - Tag Out (LOTO)
procedures.
1)
High Hazard Assessments shall include a step-by-step
breakdown of a given task, the hazards associated with
each step, the controls that will be utilized to eliminate
or minimize the hazards, and the PPE that will be used to
protect from remaining hazards.
2)
All required certifications shall be provided for all
applicable types of work with required
training/certifications (i.e. Powder Actuated Tools,
Aerial Lifts, Forklifts, Crane Operators License, etc.).
A project safety inspection program, with a minimum of one documented
safety inspection per week, during the course of construction. Submit
copies of all resultant inspection reports to the Director’s Representative
on a weekly basis.
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13.

14.

1.05

A program for providing proper care for injured employees, including
the name of the employee with First Aid/CPR certification who will be
on site at all times during the course of construction, to include local
hospital/medical facility locations and contact information.
Provide an Emergency Action and Evacuation Plan, including Fire
Protection and Emergency Response, when applicable.
a.
Plan to include:
1)
Procedures for reporting a fire or other emergency.
2)
Procedures for emergency evacuation, including type of
evacuation and exit route assignments.
3)
Emergency Contact information.
4)
Procedures on how to alert workers of an emergency.
5)
Procedures to account for all employees after evacuation
and muster/evacuation points.
6)
A list of all major fire hazards, to include type of fire
protection equipment necessary to control hazard.

B.

Provide safety orientation training for each employee prior to their starting work
on site. This orientation shall include, but not be limited to: Fitness for Duty
(drug and alcohol policies), training on general safety hazards, site-specific safety
policies and procedures, personal protective equipment, injury reporting and
protocols, emergency evacuation and preferred medical providers, and
HAZCOM (GHS Harmonization). Provide documentation of all safety
orientation training for each new employee on the site, including all
subcontractors, to the Director’s Representative.

C.

Accident Reporting: The Director’s Representative shall be immediately notified
of any and all accidents. A copy of a written accident report shall be furnished to
the Director’s Representative within 24 hours of an incident.
1.
After any incident on site resulting in an employee being injured or
damage to property, a Post- Accident Review Investigation shall be held
as soon as possible after any incident. As a minimum, this investigation
will involve the injured person, his/her supervisor, the responsible
project superintendent and/ or supervisor and the onsite safety
supervisor. The contractor shall be responsible to provide a written PostAccident Corrective Action Plan, which will detail immediate steps taken
to correct any unsafe condition that led to injury/property damage, longterm actions to prevent repeat incidents from happening on the site, and
roles and responsibilities of individuals who will be implementing the
corrective measures, which will be reviewed for effectiveness and
continually monitored for implementation.

STOP WORK ACTIVITY AUTHORITY
A.

Updated 10/11/2018
Printed 11/05/2020

All NYS OGS Representatives have the authority to stop a work activity that
exposes any Contractor employees to potentially serious injury and/or illness.
The responsible Contractor shall immediately cease work, perform an assessment
of the activity that is exposing employees to any Immediately Dangerous to Life
or Health (IDLH) conditions, and take action necessary to satisfactorily address
the unsafe condition(s), at no cost to the State. The activity may only resume
when a NYSOGS Representative and respective Contractor’s Safety
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Representative verify corrective measures have been satisfactorily completed.
Any related impact to time of completion shall be considered within the
Contractor’s control.
B.

1.06

No site work, other than mobilization, shall commence until the Site-Specific
Safety Plan is approved.

ADDITIONAL SAFETY POLICIES THAT WILL BE ADHERED TO
THROUGHOUT THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE
A.

All contractors are required to utilize head (hardhat) and eye protection (safety
glasses) at all times well within the project limits.

B.

Any employee exposed to equipment/vehicles shall be required to utilize an
ANSI Level 2 Safety Work Vest.

C.

Contractors are strictly prohibited from utilizing any state-owned equipment or
materials during construction.

D.

All tools/equipment on multi-trade projects shall bear identifiable markings as to
which contractor the tool/equipment belongs to. If any tool/equipment on the
project does not have contractor’s markings, the tool shall be immediately
removed from the site until owner claims the tool/equipment.

E.

Seatbelts shall be utilized when operating all heavy equipment designed to be
operated in a seated position. When traveling in a vehicle, all employees shall be
seated in a secured seat with a seatbelt in place.

F.

Inspections of scaffolding prior to use, and excavations prior to entry shall be
documented by an on-site competent person. Documented inspection will be
available on-site for inspection by the Director’s Representative.

G.

All electrical cords/water hoses, if feasible, shall be run overhead to avoid
additional slip/trip hazards. If not feasible due to physical restrictions,
cords/hoses shall be placed to avoid all walkways and work areas.

H.

All heavy equipment being utilized on site shall have a fire extinguisher of
suitable size/rating within reach of operator.

I.

Any fuel-powered equipment shall have a fire extinguisher of suitable size/rating
no closer than 10 feet and no further than 25 feet from the equipment.

J.

All electrical work shall be done when panels/lines/boxes have been de-energized
and locked out, unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director’s
Representative.

K.

An applicable sized Spill Kit shall be available on all jobsites where heavy
equipment is being utilized.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

Updated 10/11/2018
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PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 011400
INTERIM LIFE SAFETY MEASURES

PART 1
1.01

GENERAL

SUMMARY
A.

1.02

1.03

1.04

This Section applies to patient buildings, and work on adjacent buildings which
effect egress from patient buildings.

RELATED WORK SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Summary of the Work Section 011000.

B.

Construction Facilities & Temporary Controls: Section 015000.

DEFINITIONS, ABBREVIATIONS
A.

AMH: Accreditation Manual for Hospitals.

B.

ILSM: Interim Life Safety Measures.

C.

JCAHO: Joint Commission of Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.

D.

LSC: Life Safety Code.

ACCREDITATION OF HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS
A.

This facility is accredited, or is pursuing accreditation, by the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.
1.
Accreditation is based primarily upon the requirements of the 1994
Accreditation Manual for Hospitals (AMH).
2.
Accreditation surveys are conducted by Joint Commission surveyors.
3.
The purpose of a Joint Commission accreditation survey is to assess the
extent of a hospital’s compliance with applicable Joint Commission
standards. Compliance is assessed through one or more of the following
means:
a.
Verbal information concerning the implementation of standards,
or examples of their implementation, that will enable a judgment
of compliance to be made;
b.
On-site observations by Joint Commission surveyors; and
c.
Documentation of compliance provided by hospital personnel.

B.

The Work of this Section (ILSM) is a portion of the accreditation process,
necessitating significant interaction between the Facility and Contractor (through
the Director’s Representative) in order to comply, or maintain compliance with
the Joint Commission standards.

Updated 07/07/2009
Printed 11/5/2020
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1.05

DESCRIPTION
A.

ILSM are a series of administrative actions that must be taken to compensate
temporarily for the hazards posed by existing NFPA 101 2000 Life Safety Code
(LSC) deficiencies or construction activities.
1.
ILSM shall be implemented in or adjacent to all construction areas.
2.
ILSM apply to all personnel, including construction workers, and they
shall be implemented during project development and continuously
enforced through project completion.
3.
ILSM are intended to provide a level of safety comparable to that
described in Chapters 1 through 7.31, and the applicable occupancy
chapters of the LSC.
4.
Each ILSM action shall be documented through written policies and
procedures.
a.
Coordinate Facility ILSM policies and procedures through the
Director’s Representative.
b.
Record keeping, documentation, procedures and policies shall be
in accordance with Facility requirements.
c.
Request report forms, or guide lines for producing the forms
from the Facility through the Director’s Representative.

B.

Except as stated below, the Facility staff, through the Director’s Representative,
will establish frequencies for inspection, testing training, and monitoring and
evaluation. ILSM for the Contractor shall consist of the following actions:
1.
Ensure that exits provide free and unobstructed egress. Personnel shall
receive training if alternate exits must be designated. Buildings or areas
under construction must maintain escape facilities for construction
workers at all times.
a.
Inspect means of egress in construction areas daily.
2.
Ensure free and unobstructed access to emergency departments/services
and for emergency forces.
3.
Ensure that fire alarm, detection, and suppression systems are not
impaired. A temporary, but equivalent system shall be provided when
any fire system is impaired.
a.
Inspect and test temporary systems monthly.
4.
Ensure that temporary construction partitions are smoke tight and built
of non-combustible or limited combustible materials that will not
contribute to the development or spread of fire.
5.
Provide additional fire-fighting equipment and use training for
personnel.
6.
Prohibit smoking in accordance with Facility policies and in, or adjacent
to, all construction areas.
7.
Develop and enforce storage, housekeeping, and debris removal
practices that reduce the flammable and combustible fire load of the
building to the lowest level necessary for daily operations.
8.
Conduct a minimum of two fire drills per shift per quarter.
9.
Increase hazard surveillance of buildings, grounds, and equipment, with
special attention to excavations, construction areas, construction storage,
and field offices.

Updated 07/07/2009
Printed 11/5/2020
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10.
11.

Train personnel when structural or compartmentation features of fire
safety are compromised.
Conduct organization wide safety education programs to ensure
awareness of any LSC deficiencies, construction hazards, and these
ILSM.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 012100
ALLOWANCES

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

DESCRIPTION
A.

Include in the contract sum the allowances stated in this Section.

B.

Should the net cost be more than the specified amount of the allowance, the
contract sum will be adjusted by Order on Contract in accordance with the
General Conditions. No Work in excess of the allowance will be permitted
except by Order on Contract. Should the net cost be less than the specified
amount of the allowance, the balance will be deducted from the final payment.

ALLOWANCE FOR CONTINGENCIES
A.

Include in the contract sum the amount of $157,700 to cover the cost of
additional labor and materials for contingent activities within the scope of the
Contract as directed in writing by Field Order. The Field Order will include a
description of the Work and a method for determining the cost of such Work.

B.

The value of the directed Work under this allowance will be determined by one
or more of the methods authorized in Section 012200 which will be specified in
the Field Order.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION

Updated 10/16/2015
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SECTION 012200
COST COMPUTATIONS

PART 1
1.01

GENERAL

DESCRIPTION
A.

Updated 02/22/2016
Printed 11/05/2020

The Contracting Officer shall determine the value of any order on contract or field order by one
or more of the following methods:
1.
Agreed to Amount:
a.
By estimating the fair and reasonable cost of:
1)
Labor, including all wages, required wage supplements and
insurance/taxes required by law (workers’ compensation, social security,
disability, unemployment, etc.) paid to or on behalf of working foremen,
workers and other employees below the rank of the Contractor’s
designated representative directly employed at the Site of the Project,
and, on contracts with an award price less than $500,000, the
Contractor’s designated representative, regardless of job title or work
status.
2)
Materials (to be installed or turned over to the State).
3)
Consumables are items that are used during the progression of the extra
work that do not become a permanent part of the Work and as such are
considered overhead.
4)
Equipment, excluding hand tools, which, in the judgment of the State,
would have been or will be employed exclusively and directly on the
omitted work or extra work.
5)
Where the omitted or extra work is performed directly by the Contractor;
by adding to the total of such estimated costs a sum equal to 15 percent
thereof, but, where the omitted or extra work is performed by a
subcontractor, by adding a sum equal to 15 percent of said costs for the
benefit of such subcontractor, and by adding, for the benefit of the
Contractor (no further allowance will be made where extra work is
performed by any sub-subcontractor), an additional sum equal to:
a)
10 percent of the first $10,000 of the above-estimated costs,
including the subcontractor’s percentage override.
b)
Plus 5 percent of the next $90,000 of the total of said items.
c)
Plus 3 percent of any sum in excess of $100,000 of the total of
said items.
d)
For the purposes of the aforesaid percentage overrides, the words
“extra work” shall be defined as a complete item of added,
modified or changed work as described in writing to the
Contractor and the reductions enumerated shall be applied
individually to each Order on contract issued on a Contract.
Such “extra work” may include the work of one or more trades
and/or subcontractors or sub-subcontractors and shall include all
labor, material, plant, equipment, tools and all incidentals
directly and/or indirectly necessary, related, involved in or
convenient to the successful completion of the extra work item.
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b.

2.

3.
4.

By accepting an amount agreed upon by both parties, which amount is to be
calculated in a manner similar to that provided in subparagraph 1.01 A. 1. a.
c.
Should the Contractor fail to submit the required proposal as required by Article
10.5.1, the Contractor shall be compensated as follows:
1)
The costs will be determined by the State as described in 1.01 A. 1. a.
above, but the percentages for profit and overhead will be as follows:
a)
Where the omitted or extra work is performed directly by the
Contractor; by adding to the total of such estimated costs a sum
equal to 10 percent thereof, but, where the omitted or extra work
is performed by a subcontractor, by adding a sum equal to 10
percent of said costs for the benefit of such subcontractor, and by
adding, for the benefit of the Contractor (no further allowance
will be made where extra work is performed by any subsubcontractor), an additional sum equal to:
(1)
5 percent of the first $10,000 of the above-estimated
costs, including the subcontractor’s percentage override.
(2)
Plus 3 percent of any sum in excess of $10,000 of the
total of said items.
ACTUAL COSTS - By determining the actual cost of the extra work in the same manner
as in the above Subparagraph 1.01 A. 1.a. except that actual costs of the Contractor be
utilized in lieu of estimated costs. The State shall have the option to utilize this method
provided it notifies the Contractor of its intent to do so prior to the time the Contractor is
properly authorized to commence performance of such work.
By applying the applicable price or prices set forth in the Contract Documents or by
applying a unit price agreed to by both parties.
All profit, overhead and expense of whatsoever kind and nature, other than those set forth
above in Subparagraphs A.1.a. 1), 2) and 4), and below in Paragraph 1.01 F., of the
Contractor, its subcontractors and sub-subcontractors, are covered by the aforesaid
percentage overrides and no additional payment therefore will be made by the State.

B.

Irrespective of the method used or to be used by the State in determining the value of extra or
omitted work, the Contractor shall, after receipt of a request, shall within 15 days submit to the
State a detailed breakdown of the Contractor’s estimate of the value of the omitted or extra work.
The Contractor shall submit evidence, satisfactory to the Contracting Officer, to substantiate each
and every item that constitutes his proposal for the change. The State shall promptly respond to
such submission.

C.

Whenever this Contract requires the determination of labor hours, it shall be determined as
follows:
1.
Labor Hours shall be based on the labor factors as published in “RSMeans” by Reed
Construction Data. The latest versions of the following books shall be used:
a.
Building Construction Cost Data
b.
Electrical Cost Data
c.
Mechanical Cost Data
d.
Plumbing Cost Data
e.
Site Work and Landscape Cost Data
2.
In the event that a labor factor for an item of work is not available from these
publications the Director shall establish a labor factor as to the amount of time it takes to
perform an item of Work.
a.
Conditions that affect the performance of the extra work whether addressed in the
Contract Documents or not shall be taken into consideration and negotiated.

Updated 02/22/2016
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b.

Unforeseen conditions or conditions that are not identifiable shall not be included
in the Contractor’s proposal. If while in the process of performing the omitted or
extra work a condition or event that affects the work becomes evident, it will be
addressed at that time via a field order or change order.

D.

Materials:
1.
Materials used in performance of the extra work shall conform to Contract Documents
and shall be listed by description, quantity and standard unit of measure.
2.
Where the extended value of an item of material is FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS OR
MORE a quote or invoice from a supplier shall be included as part of the Contractor’s
proposal. The Director’s Representative reserves the right to request substantiating
pricing documentation to verify actual and reasonableness of any and all submitted costs.
This requirement does not impede Subparagraph 1.01 B. above.
3.
Travel costs including mileage, tolls, and overnight lodging and meal per diems incurred
as a result of the extra work will be reimbursed at costs without any markup for the
Contractor or subcontractor as the case may be. Daily travel to the project site must
exceed 35 miles, one way, from the Contractor’s office address to claim mileage and toll
expenses; only mileage beyond 35 miles will be reimbursed. Distance must exceed 50
miles, one way, from Contractor’s office address to the project site to claim overnight
lodging and meal per diems. Actual cost for overnight lodging and meal per diems will
be reimbursed up to the maximum rates listed per locality, as established by U.S. General
Services Administration (GSA).
4.
Personal Protection equipment required for hazardous materials abatement and materials
used to create critical barriers and protection barriers, provided that they are expended
during the performance of the extra work or turned over to the State at the request of the
Director’s Representative, are reimbursable as part of an order on contract.

E.

Whenever this Contract requires the determination of the cost of equipment, it shall be
determined as follows:
1.
Equipment used or to be used in the performance of Work shall be specifically described
by the manufacturer, model number and date of manufacture and be of suitable size and
capacity required for the work to be performed.
2.
Equipment, excluding hand tools which are defined as tools and equipment having a new
purchase price of less than ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS, and which will be used
exclusively and directly on the Work. For the purposes of computing the Contractor’s
cost for self-owned equipment, the rate used for periods of under five days shall be the
monthly rate set forth for the item of equipment in the Equipment Watch® “Rental Rate
Blue Book” published by Penton Media (800 669-3282) divided by 22 days to establish a
daily rate and divided again by eight hours to establish an hourly rate. The rate used
for periods of 5 days or more shall be 45% of the published monthly rate. In the
event the “Rental Rate Blue Book” does not list the item of equipment used, the
applicable rate shall be determined in the same manner as set forth above except that the
monthly rate used shall be that set forth in “The AED Green Book” published by Penton
Media (800 669-3282). In the event that a rate is not established in the “Rental Rate Blue
Book” or “The AED Green Book” for a particular piece of equipment, the Contracting
Officer shall establish a rate for ownership costs and operating costs for that piece of
equipment that is consistent with its cost and expected life. Self-owned equipment is
defined to include equipment rented from controlled or affiliated companies.
3.
Rented equipment will be paid for at the actual rental cost. Equipment rented for the
Work used in the performance of extra work will be reimbursed for operating costs only.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

For the purposes of the performance of extra or additional work, when, in the opinion of
the Contractor, and as approved in writing by the Director’s Representative, suitable
equipment is not available on the Site, the moving of said equipment to and from the Site
will be paid for at actual cost.
Notwithstanding any other provision, if the State should determine that the nature or size
of the equipment used by the Contractor in connection with the performance of Work is
larger or more elaborate, as the case may be, than the size or nature of the minimum
equipment determined by the State to be suitable for the performance of Work, the cost of
equipment used in calculating the costs of extra work or delay damages will not be based
upon the equipment used by the Contractor but instead will be based on the smallest or
least elaborate equipment determined by the State to have been suitable for the
performance of the Work. In no event shall the amount paid to the Contractor as the
allowance for the use of self-owned construction equipment exceed the lower of the
actual cost of such equipment or the depreciated value of such equipment as carried on
the Contractor or subcontractors books.
The Contractor shall be reimbursed for its operating costs for self-owned equipment
based on actual cost data. Operating costs shall include fuel, lubricants, other operating
expendables and preventive and field maintenance. Operating costs do not include the
operator’s wages. In the event, after documented and demonstrated due diligence, actual
operating costs are not ascertainable, then the Contractor will be compensated utilizing
100 percent of the operating costs set forth in the “Rental Rate Blue Book” and the
Contractor shall be reimbursed the product of the number of hours of actual use
multiplied by the operating cost per hour.
The maximum amount of reimbursement for the ownership costs of self-owned
equipment is limited to the original purchase price of the equipment as listed in the
“Green Guide for Construction Equipment” published by Penton Media (800) 669-3282.
In the specific event when the ownership reimbursement is limited by the original
purchase price, the Contractor shall, nevertheless, be reimbursed for the operating cost
per hour for each hour of actual use.

F.

Insurance and Bonds:
1.
The additional cost of all required Bonds and Liability and Builder’s Risk Insurance
Premium required by this Contract, arising from the additional cost of performing extra
work shall be paid by a change order or field order to be issued upon physical completion
of the Work and upon the submission of proof of payment of such additional premiums
assessed by the respective insurance companies for such additional cost of the extra work.
2.
Should the additional work require an additional insurance policy not initially required or
anticipated in the execution of the contract, whether required of the Contractor or a
subcontract between the Contractor and a subcontractor actually performing extra work,
will be reimbursed based on actual cost.

G.

Unless otherwise specifically provided for in an order on contract or field order, the
compensation specified therein for extra work includes full payment for both the extra work
covered thereby and for any damage or expense caused the Contractor by any delays to other
work to be done under the Contract resulting from or on account of said extra work, and the
Contractor waives all rights to any other compensation for said extra work, damage or expense.

Updated 02/22/2016
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H.

In computing the value of an order on contract or field order which involves additions and
deletions of work and the cost of the added work exceeds the cost of the deleted work, overhead
and profit shall be computed on the amount by which the actual cost of additional labor and
material exceeds the actual cost of the deleted labor and material, except no additional overhead
and profit shall be allowed on the value of any order on contract or field order determined by the
method provided in Subparagraphs 1.01 A. 1.b. or 1.01 A. 3.

I.

In computing the value of an order on contract or field order which involves additions and
deletions of work and the cost of the deleted work exceeds the cost of the added work, the
Contractor will be allowed to retain the overhead and profit on the amount by which the cost of
the deleted work exceeds the cost of the added work, except that no overhead and profit shall be
retained on the cost of work determined by the method provided in Subparagraphs 1.01 A. 1.b. or
1.01 A. 3.

J.

Subject to the provisions of Article 17A of the General Conditions, the following elements of
damage, and only the following elements, as determined by the Contracting Officer, will be
recoverable by the Contractor as “delay damages” provided that they are actual, reasonable and
necessary:
1.
Documented additional or escalated job site labor expenses.
2.
Documented additional or escalated costs for materials.
3.
Documented additional or escalated equipment costs less appropriate credits, as such are
determined in accordance with this Section.
4.
Documented costs of extended job-site overhead (including job superintendent, office
engineer and clerical staff, but not including working foremen).
5.
An additional 15 percent of the total of the above items in Subparagraphs 1.01 J. 1., 2., 3.
and 4. for home office overhead and profit thereon.
6.
Documented additional or escalated insurance and bond costs.
7.
When the work is performed by a subcontractor, the Contractor shall be paid the actual,
reasonable and necessary cost of such subcontracted work as outlined Subparagraphs
1.01 J. 1. through 4., including the subcontractor’s main office overhead and profit of 15
percent. The Contractor shall also be allowed an additional 5 percent administrative fee
for processing.
8.
The phrases “additional expenses”, “escalated expenses”, “additional costs” and
“escalated costs” shall include expenses and costs above or below those normally
incurred in the performance of the work, less any appropriate credit, and/or attributable,
with appropriate credits, to the performance of work or portions of work in a different
time period than that which was indicated on the approved progress schedule.

K.

The parties agree that, with regard to delay damages, the State will have no liability for the
following items and the Contractor further agrees it shall make no claim for the following items:
1.
Profit, in excess of that provided for above.
2.
Loss of anticipated or unanticipated profit.
3.
Labor inefficiencies and loss of productivity.
4.
Home office overhead in excess of that provided for above.
5.
Consequential damages, including but not limited to interest on monies in dispute,
including interest which is paid on such monies, loss of bonding capacity, bidding
opportunities, or interest on retainage or investment, or any resultant insolvency.
6.
Indirect costs or expenses of any nature.
7.
Direct or indirect costs attributable to performance of work where the Contractor,
because of situations or conditions within its control, has not progressed in a manner
satisfactory to the Executive Director.
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8.
L.

Attorneys’ fees, or claims preparation expenses.

Remedies Exclusive: With respect to extra costs and delay damages, the parties agree that the
State shall have no liability to the Contractor for expenses, costs, or items of damage other than
those which are specifically identified as payable above. In the event any legal action is instituted
against the State by the Contractor on account of any extra work or for additional compensation,
whether on account of delay, acceleration, breach of contract, or otherwise, the Contractor agrees
that the State’s liability will be limited to those items which are specifically identified as
compensable above. The Contractor further agrees to make no claim for expenses other than
those which are specifically identified as compensable above.

PART 2

PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3

EXECUTION (Not Used)

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 013000
ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

RELATED REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Other requirements pertaining to payments are included in the General
Conditions and in the various sections of the Specifications.

B.

Cost Computations: Section 012200.

C.

Submittals: Section 013300.

WAIVER OF CERTAIN SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
A.

1.03

The Electronic Contractor Payments (ECP) program facilitates electronic
submission of payment applications and related documents and information via a
secure web-based portal. This portal is hereinafter referred to as the “Vendor
Interface”. Hardcopy (paper) submission of the following forms is waived, and
the information required by these forms shall be submitted via the Vendor
Interface:
1.
BDC 169 (Contractor’s Application for Payment form).
2.
BDC 187 (Detailed Estimate form).
3.
BDC 329 (Contractor’s List of Subcontractors–Suppliers).

SCHEDULES AND RECORDS
A.

Updated 04/21/2015
Printed 11/05/2020

Submit the following information not later than 15 days after approval of the
Contract unless the Contractor or the Director determines an earlier submission is
required to properly schedule or progress the Work.
1.
CONTRACTOR’S LIST OF SUBCONTRACTORS – SUPPLIERS: An
affirmative review of the subcontractor’s responsibility will be
conducted. Any subcontractor disapprovals resulting from negative
information derived from the State’s review will result in written notice
(by letter or e-mail) to the Contractor. A responsibility meeting may
result from these actions. The Contractor will defer to the provisions of
Article 6, General Conditions, regarding its responsibility to prosecute
the work.
a.
Submit the CONTRACTOR’S LIST OF SUBCONTRACTORS
– SUPPLIERS information using the required electronic entry
process via the Vendor Interface.
b.
Indicate the items of Work proposed to be accomplished by
subcontractors, the name and address of each proposed
subcontractor, the dollar value of the subcontract, and Minority
and Women-Owned Business Enterprise (MWBE) information.
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1)

c.
d.

B.

1.04

Attach a properly completed and executed NEW YORK
STATE VENDOR RESPONSIBILITY
QUESTIONNAIRE – FOR PROFIT CONSTRUCTION
(CCA-2) and forward to the Vendor Responsibility Unit
for each subcontractor whose subcontract is valued at
$100,000.00 or more unless requested otherwise by the
Contracting Officer and/or the Director’s Representative.
2)
As an alternative to submitting a paper version of the
form, subcontractors may opt to submit the CCA-2 online via the New York State VendRep System.
Information on this system and the New York State
vendor responsibility requirements is available at:
http://www.osc.state.ny.us/vendrep/index.htm.
Indicate the names and addresses of proposed suppliers, the
dollar value of the supplies, and MWBE information.
Failure in providing this information may result in payments
being withheld and referral to the Contracting Officer for a
responsibility determination.

If after initial approval, circumstances require a change in a subcontractor or
supplier or require additional subcontractors or suppliers to be used, use the
Vendor Interface to submit a revised BDC 329 form that reflects the changes or
additions.

DETAILED ESTIMATE
A.

Before making the first requisition for a progress payment, prepare a detailed
estimate of quantities and prices for materials, labor and other items required for
the Work, which shall aggregate the contract sum.
1.
Submit the DETAILED ESTIMATE information using the required
electronic entry process via the Vendor Interface.

B.

The detailed estimate shall be supported by such evidence, including certified
copies of subcontracts, as the Director may require.

C.

The detailed estimate must be approved by the Director who may revise it as, in
his reasonable judgment, is necessary to make the various items conform to their
true values.
1.
The value of each requisition for payment shall be based on the approved
detailed estimate.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 013113
PROJECT SCHEDULE

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

RELATED REQUIREMENTS AND INFORMATION SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Summary of the Work: Section 011000.

B.

Administrative Requirements: Section 013000.

C.

Project Meetings: Section 013119.

SUMMARY
A.

1.03

SUBMITTALS
A.

1.04

Section includes administrative and procedural requirements to plan, schedule,
and document the progress of the Project, and predict and prevent delays to
established activities and milestones during performance of the Work.

Waiver of Submittals: The “Waiver of Certain Submittal Requirements” in
Section 013300 does not apply to this Section.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Activity: A task or grouping of tasks containing an anticipated start-date and
corresponding duration in work days, anticipated labor resources, person
responsible for the work, restricted work period, contract reference document,
sequence of work, and budgeted cost (if required) comprising a generalized
portion of the Work, that can be identified and measured for planning,
coordinating, monitoring, and controlling the project.

B.

Activity Duration: Duration with no activities in any baseline or recovery
schedule longer than one (1) reporting period as defined in Section 013119,
except for submittal items. All procurement and work activities must be
provided in sufficient detail to meet this requirement.

C.

Baseline Project Schedule: The schedule derived from the Contractors’ Project
Work Plan activities and their prescribed durations, predecessor activities, etc.,
recognizing the completion of the Work of the Project Work Plan in accordance
with the Contract duration. The Baseline Project Schedule will remain unaltered
as a tool to measure progress outlined and anticipated during the Initial Schedule
Meetings and from the agreed-upon Baseline Project Schedule. The Project
Team will agree to the resulting schedule by signing the CMU-01 Agreement.
OGS Scheduling will maintain the CMU-01 approved Baseline Project Schedule
as the assigned project baseline schedule.
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D.

Calendar: The calendar utilized for each activity, set according to the direction
of OGS Scheduling to accurately reflect anticipated State and Federal holidays.
Calendars reflecting additional shifts or non-traditional work hours must be
reviewed with the Director’s Representative and approved by OGS Scheduling
and prior to use in the schedule.

E.

CMU-01 Agreement: The sign-off document for Section 013113 which will
contain a list of attached reports, noting that the information has been reviewed
and is accepted for use in coordinating, scheduling, and monitoring the work of
all related contracts.

F.

Data Date: The progress point or “status date” for activities/tasks in the project.
Project status is up-to-date as of the Data Date. OGS Scheduling will specify the
Data Date for each Project Update Reporting Period.

G.

Float: The measure of latitude in starting and/or completing an activity without
impeding the successful realization of Project Milestones. It is an expiring
Project resource that is jointly owned, not for the exclusive use or benefit of
either the State or the Contractors. Float is available as needed to meet scheduled
milestones and Project completion. Recognizing float within an activity, or chain
of activities, does not permit the Contractors to disrupt progress or to delay
completion of an activity.

H.

Milestone: A significant start or finish to Work on a given set of activities on the
Project, defined by both the Director’s Representative and the Contractors. The
Project Team will identify milestones, activities, or summary activities for
incorporation into the Baseline or Project Schedule to assist in planning,
scheduling, and coordinating the Project. This may include Bid Milestones or
phases identified and included in the Contract Documents to be utilized by the
Contractors and Project Team in developing the Baseline Project Schedule.

I.

OGS Project Work Plan System (OGS PWPS): The collaborative online system
provided by OGS for Contractors to establish their Project Work Plan activities,
duration, prerequisites, resources and budgeted cost (if required) for Work of the
Project. All work is entered into the OGS PWPS by the Contractor’s Supervision
staff.
1.
Importing of any information is not allowed.
2.
Time lags are not allowed to be scheduled between activities.

J.

OGS Scheduling: The department responsible for assisting and training the
Project Team, and reviewing and interpreting the Contractor Project Work Plan
and related information.

K.

Preliminary Project Schedule: A contract award requirement noted in the
Summary of Work (Section 011000). This schedule is a summary outline of the
Contractor’s anticipated Project Work Plan for the sequence of work of this
Contract through Substantial Completion. The activities are developed using
anticipated dates and are coordinated among the Contractor(s). The resulting
Schedule outlines and aligns the sequence of work for the individual Contract
and coordinates the Contracts that are part of a multiple trade Project. The work
plan needs to address sequencing of the work, long lead items, and impact of
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weather and restricted work periods as noted in Section 002219. The Project
Team will agree to the resulting schedule by signing the CMU-01 Agreement.
L.

Project: Work to be performed as part of one or more Contracts.

M.

Project Team: Persons acting on behalf of the State and/or Contractors to
successfully plan, schedule, and coordinate the Work of the Project.

N.

Project Update Reporting Period (Project Schedule Updates): A regular
reporting period as stipulated for this Project in Section 013119, that is concluded
by a Project Update Meeting for review, evaluation, and adjustments to the
Project Work Plan and Activity progress.

O.

Project Work Plan: A comprehensive list of Contractor tasks, prerequisite
activities, durations, labor resources, budgeted cost (if required), etc. used to
develop the Project Schedule as entered by the Contractor’s Supervision staff in
the OGS PWPS.

P.

Recovery Project Schedule: Revised schedule developed from recovery options
presented by the Contractor to the Director’s Representative when Project Update
Reporting indicates the Work is 15 or more work days behind the current
Substantial Completion dates of the agreed-to Baseline Project Schedule. The
Contractor will update their Project Work Plan accordingly for the revision. The
Project Team will agree to the resulting recovery project schedule by signing the
CMU-01 Agreement. OGS Scheduling will maintain the CMU-01 approved
Recovery Project Schedule as the assigned Baseline Project Schedule.
1.
The Recovery Project Schedule will only be reviewed by OGS when it is
entered in the OGS PWPS.

Q.

Resource: Any labor (workers), material, or equipment, shared or exclusive,
required for the completion of the Work or an Activity, for which an associated
cost is recognized.

R.

Schedule: A comprehensive plan of necessary procedural tasks, including task
sequencing, projected start and finish dates, and resource allocation required to
successfully complete the Work by the Project completion date. The dates in the
Schedule are the result of the sequence, duration, and requirements from the
Project Work Plan.

PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

SCHEDULE SOFTWARE
A.

Project Work Plan Software: Project Work Plan software (Oracle Primavera) is
provided by OGS through the OGS PWPS for use on this OGS contract only.

B.

Contractors are required to have Internet access to utilize the OGS PWPS for all
parts of this section.
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C.

Meetings will be held in accordance with Section 013119 and will be conducted
via WebExTM or an equivalent online method provided by OGS.

D.

OGS will provide training for access and use of the OGS PWPS. Additional
support is available by OGS Scheduling as requested.

PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

3.02

3.03

PROJECT AWARD
A.

Upon notification of award, OGS Scheduling will contact the Director’s
Representative to establish the Contractor account. Each Contractor receives
only one account.

B.

The Initial Schedule and Training Meeting is coordinated by the Director’s
Representative and Project Team. Prior to the meeting all Contractor accounts
need to be set up by OGS Scheduling.

INITIAL SCHEDULE MEETING – (15 DAYS AFTER AWARD)
A.

The meeting is mandatory for the members of the Project Team and will be
conducted by OGS Scheduling for the purpose of defining the intent of the
specification and reporting structure of the Project. The mutual agreements
reached at this and subsequent meetings form the basis for the Baseline and other
Project Schedule(s), and will be used for coordinating, scheduling, and
monitoring the Work of all related contracts.

B.

This meeting also includes training for the Project Team using the OGS PWPS.
Each session will be one hour (total of two hours) via WebExTM.
1.
SESSION 1: Preliminary Project Schedule Training.
2.
SESSION 2: Baseline Project Schedule Training.

PRELIMINARY PROJECT SCHEDULE – (15 DAYS AFTER AWARD)
A.

In the OGS PWPS the Contractor will develop their Project Work Plan activities
and provide information relating to activity naming, anticipated work dates,
resources, and budgeted cost on the OGS PWPS. The Project Team will
establish a focused work breakdown structure (WBS). The activities are
developed using anticipated dates and are coordinated among the Contractor(s).

B.

Activities are to be appropriately placed within the OGS PWPS. Activity
durations are only limited by the requirements of coordinating the work of the
Project by the Project Team. For the purposes of coordinating this schedule
predecessors and successors are not required between the activities.

C.

The Preliminary Project Schedule must be approved by the Project Team and the
CMU-01 Agreement signed by each Contractor and the Director’s
Representative.

Updated 08/31/2018
Printed 11/05/2020
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3.04

3.05

BASELINE PROJECT SCHEDULE – (45 DAYS AFTER AWARD)
A.

The Contractor(s) shall provide Project Work Plan activities which adequately
represent the required coordination of the Project and scope of the Work. This
includes, but is not limited to, sequence requirements, identification of logical
connections to other work critical to Substantial Completion, accounting for
critical submittals or submissions, the fabrication and delivery of long-lead
materials, products, specialized equipment or services, and the recognition of
critical testing, inspection, or commissioning durations for coordination and
tracking.

B.

Each activity will identify the Contractor’s anticipated duration for the activity
defined in workdays, resources, and budgeted cost (if required) of the activity.
The Contractor is responsible to provide the mandatory requirements outlined by
OGS and the online OGS PWPS layout within the project structure provided by
OGS. Revisions to the project structure must be agreed upon by the Project
Team.

C.

Activity durations cannot exceed the time frame in work days of the Project
Reporting Period as defined in Section 013119.

D.

The Contractors will identify each activity with a unique Activity Name that
clearly communicates the scope of the work item to the rest of the Project Team.
No Activity Name or Activity ID will be altered without approval of the
Director’s Representative and OGS Scheduling after the Baseline Project
Schedule has been approved by the Director’s Representative.

E.

The Contractor will sign the CMU-01 Agreement (blank form included in
Section 013113).

PROJECT SCHEDULE UPDATES (PERIOD DEFINED BY SECTION 013119)
A.

Schedule meetings will be led by the Director’s Representative and held to
review Contractor updates to the actual starts, actual finishes, and remaining
duration of in-progress activities, and consider logic changes, predecessor
alterations, duration amendments, time impact events, and scope changes, for the
purpose of determining the status of construction progress for the updated Project
Schedule. At each meeting the Project Team will:
1.
Agree to the completed Activity dates.
2.
Coordinate and approve the next 6-week Project Work Plan.
3.
Evaluate and acknowledge any impact to the Contractor’s ability to
execute the Project Schedule according to the approved Baseline Project
Schedule.

B.

During the progress of Work on the Project, the Contractors are required to
document actual start, actual finish, and remaining duration on a daily basis.
Information will be posted by the Contractor to the OGS PWPS as defined during
the Initial Schedule Meeting.

Updated 08/31/2018
Printed 11/05/2020
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3.06

C.

Contractors must update the status of all their activities two (2) days prior to the
Project Schedule Meeting. The Contractors will notify the Director’s
Representative and OGS Scheduling when their information is complete.
1.
Any variation of 5 days (+/-) in the start or finish date for each activity
must be explained and posted to each activity.
2.
All necessary initiated documents such as Request for Information (RFI),
3.
Information Bulletins (IB), Field Orders (FO), Change Orders (CO), and
Notice of Claim (NOC) must be incorporated by the Contractor into the
Contractor’s Work Plan.
4.
Any Contractor failing to progress their Work as outlined in the updated
Project Work Plan will be informed of their deficiencies and, if required,
be requested to provide a recovery option.

D.

The Contractors will furnish all Project Work Plan information requested by the
Director’s Representative. Any Contractor who fails to furnish accurate
information two (2) days prior to the Project Schedule meeting will be required
to provide all resources necessary to execute the updated Project Work Plan
based on progress information documented and recorded by the Director’s
Representative.

RECOVERY PROJECT SCHEDULE
A.

When the Project Schedule completion date is projected to be greater than the
approved Baseline Project Schedule’s Substantial Completion date by 15 or more
work days, the Contractor(s) will revise the existing Project Work Plan as
necessary to restore or gain approval of the projected on-time completion date.

B.

Contractor recovery options may include, but are not limited to, allocating
additional resources to reduce activity duration or modify activity sequencing.

C.

Any Contractor failing to furnish recovery options to the Director’s
Representative for a Recovery Work Plan within 10 calendar days after the
monthly Project Schedule update meeting, will be required to provide all
resources necessary to execute an updated Project Work Plan, defined by the
Director’s Representative.

D.

Alterations to the Project Schedule by a Recovery Work Plan will require the
approval of the Contractor(s) and the Director’s Representative. Approved
alterations to the Project Schedule by a Recovery Work Plan will constitute the
updated Project Schedule.

E.

The previous Baseline Project Schedule will be retained. The new agreed-upon
Baseline Project Schedule will be used to measure progress moving forward.

F.

The Contractor will sign the CMU-01 Agreement (blank form included in
Section 013113).

Updated 08/31/2018
Printed 11/05/2020
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3.07

3.08

SCHEDULE CLOSEOUT (AS-BUILT SCHEDULE)
A.

A schedule meeting must occur to update the project schedule with the actual
progress dates and to confirm that all activities are complete for Substantial
Completion.

B.

The Director’s Representative will determine if any of the original Substantial
Completion activities need to be tracked for Physical Completion in the project
schedule.

TIME IMPACT AND TIME IMPACT ANALYSIS
A.

Contractors will represent the impact of any change relative to the approved
contract scope of work (assigned Baseline Project Schedule and CMU-01) in the
OGS PWPS. The Contractor will incorporate the impact of any change in their
Work Plan per the current OGS PWPS requirements for impacts. The
requirements include, but are not limited to:
1.
A day-for-day tracking of the impact to illustrate the sequence of the
impact from the initiating event.
2.
All information required to create an Activity and the associated codes
for the change in the OGS PWPS as defined previously.
3.
Modification of existing activities so that the name of each associated
task enhances the reader’s understanding of the impact. Modification of
the associated codes for the change in the OGS PWPS.
4.
The addition of new activities to illustrate how the modified scope
impacts the approved assigned Baseline Project Schedule and CMU-01.

B.

Contractors and the Project Team will use the most current Project Work Plan
update to prepare the Time Impact representation.

C.

If Project Work Plans have not been updated in accordance with this
specification, an update by the Contractor must be generated which includes an
accurate realization of the Work performed and progressed up to the Time Impact
event. Failure to maintain Project Work Plan updates in accordance with this or
related specifications will not absolve the Contractors of the responsibility to
identify Time Impact as defined by, but not limited to, this article of Section
013113 or the General Conditions.

D.

OGS Scheduling will assist the Contractor with this process as requested.

E.

A Request for Time Extension will require Time Impact recognition within the
OGS PWPS and Schedule.

F.

Time Impact events will be reviewed for accuracy and are to be updated in
accordance with relevant new information regarding time for resolution and
impact to the remaining work on the Project.

G.

All impacts (sequence, duration, and scope) must be agreed to by the Project
Team.
END OF SECTION

Updated 08/31/2018
Printed 11/05/2020
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NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF GENERAL SERVICES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION GROUP

PROJECT NO.

CMU-01 AGREEMENT

_____________

PROJECT NAME:
REPORT DATE:
REPORT NAME(S):

It is agreed that the referenced Project Schedule defined by the above listed reports has been reviewed and is
accepted for use in coordinating, scheduling, and monitoring the work of all related contracts.

FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK CONTRACTOR: _____________________________________ DATE:

FOR DIRECTOR'S REPRESENTATIVE: ___________________________________________ DATE:

Updated 08/31/2018
Printed 11/05/2020
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SECTION 013119
PROJECT MEETINGS

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

INITIAL JOB MEETING
A.

1.02

1.03

The Director’s Representative will notify all parties concerned of the time and
place of the initial job meeting. The meeting will be conducted by the Director’s
Representative. The agenda will be based on the Format for Initial Job Meeting.
All items on the format, as they apply, will be discussed.
1.
A copy of the Facility’s current Visitor Identification Policy will be
distributed.

PROJECT SCHEDULE MEETINGS
A.

The Initial Schedule Meeting will be held within 15 days of Project award. The
Director’s Representative will notify all members of the Project Team of the time
and place of the meeting. The meeting will be conducted by the Director’s
Representative and OGS Scheduling via WebExTM or an equivalent online
method for the following purposes:
1.
Define the intent of the specification.
2.
Review the reporting structure of the Project.
3.
Provide training to the Project Team.

B.

The Director’s Representative will notify all members of the Project Team of any
Schedule development/coordination meetings conducted by the Director’s
Representative and OGS Scheduling via WebExTM or an equivalent online
method.

C.

The Project will have monthly project update reporting periods. The update
meetings will be conducted by the Director’s Representative and OGS
Scheduling via WebExTM or an equivalent online method for the following
purposes:
1.
Agree to the completed Activity dates.
2.
Coordinate and approve the next 6-week Project Work Plan.
3.
Evaluate and acknowledge any impact to the Contractor’s ability to
execute the Project Schedule according to the approved Baseline Project
Schedule.

BI WEEKLY JOB MEETINGS
A.

Updated 09/05/2018
Printed 01/11/2021

Unless otherwise directed, job meetings will be held bi weekly, at a time and
place agreed upon by the Director’s Representative, the Contractor, and the
Facility Representative. Other interested parties may attend when needed, e.g.,
subcontractors and representatives from suppliers, public utilities, and local
government. The meetings will be conducted by the Director’s Representative
for the following purposes:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
1.04

1.05

Review job progress, quality of Work, and approval and delivery of
materials.
Identify and resolve problems which impede planned progress.
Coordinate the efforts of all concerned so that the project progresses on
schedule to on-time completion.
Maintain sound working relationships between the Contractors and the
Director’s Representative, and a mutual understanding of the project
requirements.
Maintain sound working procedures.

PRE-INSTALLATION MEETINGS
A.

Pre-installation meetings will be held to review the specifications, Project
Schedule, drawings, and approved submittals in preparation for start of a
particular activity.

B.

The meetings shall be attended by the Director’s Representative, a Design
Representative, and the Contractor’s Representative, including installer and
representatives of manufacturers & fabricators involved in or affected by the
installation and its coordination with other materials/trades.

C.

The Director’s Representative shall schedule the meetings prior to the start of the
work. The goal of these meetings is to ensure the quality of construction and to
maintain the schedule.

ATTENDANCE
A.

A Contractor’s Representative shall be required to attend all meetings scheduled
by the Director’s Representative, as set forth above.

B.

If the Contractor’s Representative fails to attend two scheduled meetings without
prior approval, the Contractor will be directed to replace the current Contractor’s
Representative. Further incidents of non-attendance by the Contractor’s
Representative will form the basis for review of the Contractor’s responsible
vendor status.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION

Updated 09/05/2018
Printed 01/11/2021
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SECTION 013300
SUBMITTALS

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

1.03

RELATED REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Other requirements pertaining to submittals are included in the General
Conditions and in the various sections of the Specifications.

B.

Summary of the Work: Section 011000.

C.

Administrative Requirements: Section 013000.

D.

Contract Closeout Submittals: Section 017716.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Deviation: Changes in products, materials, equipment and methods of
construction from those required by the Contract Documents and proposed by the
Contractor.

B.

Acceptable Manufacturer, Company or Product: A manufacturer, company or
product capable of achieving the requirements established in the Contract
Documents and demonstrating compliance.

C.

Portable Document Format (PDF): An open standard file format used for
representing documents in a device-independent and display resolutionindependent fixed layout document format.

DEVIATIONS FROM REQUIREMENTS OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
A.

1.04

Deviations from the requirements of the Contract Documents will not be allowed
unless a request for deviation is made in writing prior to or at the time of
submission and the specific deviation is approved by the Director’s
Representative subject to the requirements of Article 4 of the General Conditions.
The request for deviation shall be made utilizing the CONTRACT DOCUMENT
DEVIATION REQUEST FORM (Form BDC 49) accessible from the OGS Web
Site.
1.
The submission of a deviation shall be done in a timely manner
according to the schedule of submittals to allow the Director sufficient
time for review.

“OR EQUAL” TO BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
A.

Updated 10/19/2015
Printed 11/05/2020

Whenever a product is specified by brand name, a comparable brand, equal to
that named, may be submitted for approval subject to the requirements of Article
5 of the General Conditions.
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1.

2.

1.05

WAIVER OF CERTAIN SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
A.

1.06

The Contractor shall bear the burden of proving that the proposed
product is equal to the specified product. The submission of an “or
equal” shall be done in a timely manner to allow the Director sufficient
time to review the proposed product.
Whenever a color or pattern is indicated by a specific manufacturer’s
name or number, the intent is to communicate the required color or
pattern of the material. Other manufacturers’ comparable colors or
patterns may be submitted for approval as equal.

Unless otherwise specified, the requirement to submit product data and samples
for approval will be waived for products specified by brand name if the
specifically named products are furnished for the Work. In such cases, submit
required Product Data to the Director’s Representative via Submittal Exchange®
for information only.

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
A.

Participate in the OGS’s hosted web-based collaboration service (Submittal
Exchange® at www.submittalexchange.com) to transmit and track Contractor
provided project related documents.

B.

Identify submittals by project title and number. Include Contractor’s name, date,
and revision date. On shop drawings, product data and samples, also include the
name of the supplier and subcontractor (if any), and applicable specification
section number. Stamp each submittal and initial or sign the stamp to certify
review and approval of submittal.

C.

Assemble submittals in accordance with the requirements in the individual
sections of the Specifications and as required by this section. It is the
Contractor's responsibility to review and verify that all information required for
each submittal is included in the submittal package. Errors or omissions found
by the Contractor are to be corrected prior to the submission of the submittal
package for approval. Incomplete submittal packages that have been submitted
for review and approval will be returned.
1.
It is the Contractor's responsibility to verify that portions of the submittal
package to be provided by a subcontractor (or supplier) are complete, as
well as portions of the submittal package being provided directly by the
Contractor.
2.
Do not combine the submittals of more than one specification section
with submittals required by other specification sections unless
specifically stated in the contract Specifications.

D.

If a submittal is based on, or the result of, a change order or field order to the
Contract Documents, include copies of the applicable change order or field order
with the submittal.

E.

Coordination: Coordinate preparation and processing of submittals with
performance of construction activities.

Updated 10/19/2015
Printed 11/05/2020
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1.
2.

3.

4.

F.

1.07

Schedule of Submittals acknowledgement: Provide written acknowledgement
that the Schedule of Submittals has been received and reviewed with Critical
Submittals identified and Contractor’s Projected Dates (three dates inserted into
each column) are entered for each specification item.

RE-EVALUATION FEE
A.

1.09

Processing Time: Allow time for submittal review, including time for
resubmittals, as follows. Time for review shall commence on uploading the
submittal to Submittal Exchange®. No extension of the project schedule will be
authorized because of failure to transmit submittals enough in advance of the
Work to permit processing, including resubmittals.
1.
Initial Review: Allow time for the initial review of each submittal.
Allow additional time if coordination with subsequent submittals is
required. The Designer of Record will advise the Director’s
Representative when a submittal being processed must be delayed for
coordination.
2.
Resubmittal Review: Allow time for review of each resubmittal.
3.
Sequential Review: Where sequential review of submittals by the project
team is necessary for coordination, allow time for review.

SUBMITTALS
A.

1.08

Coordinate each submittal with fabrication, purchasing, testing, delivery,
other submittals, and related activities that require sequential activity.
Submit all submittal items required for each specification section
concurrently unless instructions for partial submittals are required in a
specific specification section requiring sequential submissions.
Submit action submittals and informational submittals required by the
same specification section as separate packages under separate
transmittals.
Coordinate transmittals of different types of submittals for related parts
of the Work so processing will not be delayed because of need to review
submittals concurrently for coordination.
a.
The Director’s Representative reserves the right to withhold
action on a submittal requiring coordination with other
submittals until related submittals are received.

In accordance with Article 4.7 of the General Conditions, a re-evaluation
processing fee will be levied against the Contractor for each re-evaluation of a
Submittal or Submittal Package submission that was returned for failure to
comply with the submittal requirements relative to completeness, content or
format.

ELECTRONIC SUBMITTALS
A.

Updated 10/19/2015
Printed 11/05/2020

Submittal Exchange® is used to provide an on-line database and repository
which shall be used to transmit and track project related documents. The intent
for using this service is to expedite the construction process by reducing
paperwork, improving information flow, and decreasing submittal review
turnaround time.
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1.

2.

Project submittals (shop drawing, product data and quality assurance
submittals) shall be transmitted by the Contractor in PDF to Submittal
Exchange®, where it will be tracked and stored for retrieval for review.
After the submittal is reviewed it is uploaded back to Submittal
Exchange® for action or use by the Contractor and Director’s
Representatives.
The service also tracks and stores documents related to the project such
as RFI’s (Request for Information), IB’s (Information Bulletins), CAD
Coordination, Minutes, Testing, Closeout, and SWPPP documents.

B.

For each submittal, the Contractor shall review and apply electronic stamp
certifying that the submittal complies with the requirements of the Contract
Documents, including verification of manufacturer/product, dimensions and
coordination of information with other parts of the work.

C.

It is the Contractor’s responsibility to provide submittals in PDF. The Contractor
may use the following options:
1.
Subcontractors and suppliers provide electronic submittals in PDF to the
Contractor through Submittal Exchange®.
2.
Subcontractors and suppliers provide paper submittals to the Contractor,
who electronically scans and converts them to PDF.
3.
Contract a Scanning Service, which will allow the Contractor and the
Contractor’s subcontractors and suppliers to provide paper submittals to
the Scanning Service, which electronically scans and converts them to
PDF. It will be the Contractor’s responsibility to transmit the scanned
submittals to Submittal Exchange®.

D.

Image Quality:
1.
Image resolution: The PDF files shall be created at a minimum
resolution of 200 dots per inch utilizing the original document size. The
Contractor will be responsible to increase the resolution of the scanned
file or images being submitted as required to adequately present the
information.
2.
Image Color Rendition: When information represented requires color to
convey the intent and compliance, provide full color PDF reproduction.

E.

Internet Service and Equipment Requirements:
1.
The Contractor will be required to have an Email address and Internet
access at Contractor’s main office.
2.
Unless the Contractor will exclusively be using a Scanning Service to
create PDF documents, the Contractor will be required to own a PDF
reviewing, creating and editing software, such as Adobe Acrobat
(www.adobe.com), Bluebeam PDF Revu® (www.bluebeam.com), or
other similar PDF reviewing, creating and editing software for applying
electronic stamps and comments.

F.

Training and Support:
1.
Submittal web-based collaboration training and support shall be
available, free of charge from Submittal Exchange®, for project
participants using the submittals website.

Updated 10/19/2015
Printed 11/05/2020
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2.

G.

1.10

Training schedule will be coordinated through the Director’s
Representative.

Paper prints (hardcopies) of reviewed submittals:
1.
Record Copy: Each Contractor shall provide one paper copy of each
submittal they are responsible for to the Director’s Representative within
14 days of receipt of a released submittal (i.e. marked “Approved”,
“Approved As Noted”, or other implied acceptance of a submittal), or
meeting the requirements of Waiver Of Certain Submittal Requirements
Article of this specification section.
a.
Exception: Paper copies are not required for a submittal that is
disapproved or requiring resubmission.
b.
Paper copies shall be printed in a size format equal to the
original document.
c.
Scaled Shop Drawings shall be printed to the scale noted on the
drawings.
d.
The resolution of the printed copy shall be equal to that of the
PDF file that it is being printed from.
e.
The Record Copy shall be used by the Director’s Representative
during the construction of the project and shall be retained as a
turn-over item to the facility at the end of the project as required
under Section 017716 Contract Closeout.
2.
Use for Construction: Retain complete copies of submittals on project
site. The Contractor shall not commence work for related activities until
the appropriate submittals are approved and the corresponding record
copies are delivered to the Director’s Representative.
3.
Distribution: The Contractor will furnish copies of final submittals to
manufacturers, subcontractors, suppliers, fabricators, installers,
authorities having jurisdiction, and others as necessary for performance
of construction activities. Maintain transmittal forms indicating
distribution of submittals.

SHOP DRAWINGS
A.

Provide shop drawings in the format required by the Specifications. Show the
information, dimensions, connections and other details necessary to insure that
the shop drawings accurately interpret the Contract Documents. Show adjoining
construction in such detail as required indicating proper connections. Where
adjoining connected construction requires shop drawings or product data, submit
such information for approval at the same time so that connections can be
accurately checked.

B.

Have shop drawings prepared by a qualified detailer. Shop drawings shall be
neatly drawn and clearly legible. Machine duplicated copies of Contract
Drawings will not be accepted as shop drawings.
1.
Where shop drawings are indicated to be drawn to scale:
a.
Use scale normally found on an “Architect” or “Engineer” scale.
b.
Written Scale: Clearly label scales being used on each drawing
and/or on each detail on the drawing.
1)
Examples:
1/8” = 1’-0”
1” = 40’-0”.

Updated 10/19/2015
Printed 11/05/2020
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c.

2.

C.

1.11

1.12

Graphic Scale: Adjacent to each Written Scale, provide a
graphic scale delineating the scale being used. Graphic scale
shall be divided into measuring units relating to the accuracy
required for the drawing or details.
d.
Clearly dimension key elements of the drawing or detail.
When the drawing sheet is printed full size, the minimum text size shall
be 1/8" (3.2 mm) for hand drafting and 3/32" (2.5 mm) for CADD
drawings.

Submit the shop drawings through Submittal Exchange®. The shop drawings
will be reviewed and the review results will be posted on Submittal Exchange®.
Contractor will receive email notice of completed review. If the review results in
disposition of “DISAPPROVED” or “RETURNED FOR CORRECTION”,
promptly correct the deficiencies and resubmit the shop drawings meeting
Contract requirements.

PRODUCT DATA
A.

Provide product data in the format required by the Specifications. Modify
product data by deleting information that is not applicable to the project or by
marking the product data to identify pertinent products. Supplement standard
information, if necessary, to provide additional information applicable to project.

B.

Submit the product data through Submittal Exchange®. The product data will be
reviewed and the review results will be posted on Submittal Exchange®.
Contractor will receive email notice of completed review. If the review results in
disposition of “DISAPPROVED” or “RETURNED FOR CORRECTION”,
promptly correct the deficiencies and resubmit the product data meeting Contract
requirements.

C.

Comply with applicable federal and State of New York Right-to-Know Law
provisions. Provide Safety Data Sheets (SDS) documents for products that have
SDS data prior to use on the project site.
1.
Upload and maintain electronic SDS documents on the Submittal
Exchange® SDS tab.
2.
SDS tab is organized by prime contracts. To be readily identified, name
products with SDS by specification section number and product name.
3.
Supply and maintain one hard copy of the appropriate SDS on the project
site and one hard copy with the Facility’s Right-to-Know Information
Officer.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Provide quality assurance information in the format required by the
Specifications, including supporting documentation as required.

B.

Submit the quality assurance information through Submittal Exchange®. The
quality assurance information will be reviewed and the review results will be
posted on Submittal Exchange®. Contractor will receive email notice of
completed review. If the review results in disposition of “DISAPPROVED” or

Updated 10/19/2015
Printed 11/05/2020
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“RETURNED FOR CORRECTION”, promptly correct the deficiencies and
resubmit the quality assurance information meeting Contract requirements.
1.13

1.14

SAMPLES
A.

Submit 2 (unless a different number is specified) of each sample required by the
Specifications.

B.

Samples will become the property of the State when submitted and will not be
incorporated in the Work unless specifically stated otherwise.

C.

The electronic submittal process is not intended for color samples, color charts,
or physical material samples.

D.

Record transmittal of each sample required by the Specifications through
Submittal Exchange®.

E.

Consult with the Director’s Representative for direction on where Samples will
be sent for review.

F.

The sample will be reviewed and the review results will be posted on Submittal
Exchange®. Contractor will receive email notice of completed review.

REVIEW OF SUBMITTALS
A.

Updated 10/19/2015
Printed 11/05/2020

Items submitted for review will be reviewed for compliance with the Contract
Documents, based upon the information submitted. The items will be acted upon
with the following dispositions:
1.
Approved:
Where the submittal is marked “Approved”, the work covered by the
submittal may proceed provided it complies with the Contract
Documents. Final acceptance will depend on that compliance.
2.
Approved as Noted:
Where the submittal is marked “Approved as Noted”, the work covered
by the submittal may proceed provided it complies with the review
comments noted on the submittal and the Contract Documents. Final
acceptance will depend on that compliance.
3.
Disapproved:
Where the submittal is marked “Disapproved”, do not proceed with the
work covered by the submittal, including purchasing, fabrication,
delivery or other activity for the item submitted. Prepare a new submittal
according to the review comments noted on the submittal and meeting
the Contract Documents.
4.
Returned for Correction:
Where the submittal is marked “Returned for Correction”, do not
proceed with the work covered by the submittal, including purchasing,
fabrication, delivery or other activity for the item submitted. Revise or
prepare a new submittal according to the review comments noted on the
submittal and meeting the Contract Documents.
5.
Acknowledged:
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6.

7.

1.15

Where the submittal is marked “Acknowledged”, receipt of the submittal
is acknowledged and has been recorded.
No Action:
Where the submittal is marked “No Action” or “No Action Taken”, no
review was made of this item, see comments noted on submittal and take
appropriate action.
Multi-Action:
Where the submittal is marked “Multi-Action”, separate dispositions
were made for the items submitted, see the review comments for the
disposition of each item submitted.

SCHEDULES AND RECORDS
A.

Updated 10/19/2015
Printed 11/05/2020

Submit the following Schedules and Records information not later than 15 days
after approval of the Contract unless the Contractor or the Director determines an
earlier submission is required to properly schedule or progress the Work.
1.
SCHEDULE OF SUBMITTALS (S.O.S.):
a.
Follow the Instructions to the Contractor in the S.O.S (cover
page of the Microsoft Excel form supplied by the State).
b.
Confirm submittal items listed and indicate in the spaces
following each item, the date the item will be submitted
(Projected Transmittal Date).
c.
Confirm critical submittals and long lead items identified by the
Architect / Engineer. Identify and mark with “X” additional
submittals deemed as critical or having long lead times. In
addition to the date each item will be submitted, include the date
approval is required (allow at least 3 weeks), and the date
delivery of the material or equipment is necessary for timely
completion of the Work in accordance with the Project Schedule.
d.
Notify the Director’s Representative of modifications and/or
additional submittals necessary for the project prior to requesting
revisions with Submittal Exchange®.
2.
SUBMITTALS WEBSITE LOG:
a.
The submittal website log will be populated by Submittal
Exchange® by means of the S.O.S.
b.
Review the log and verify that all long lead items and critical
submittals are properly indicated according to the latest version
of the S.O.S. For each item to be submitted indicate the
following:
i.
In the “Date Expected” column insert the date the item
will be submitted for review and approval (this is the
same date as the S.O.S “Projected Transmittal Date”).
ii.
In the “Date Requested on Site” column insert the date
the item will be delivered to the project site (this is the
same date as the S.O.S “Projected Delivery Date”).
c.
The submission date that is entered shall provide sufficient time
for the item to be reviewed, ordered, delivered and installed for
timely completion of the Work in accordance with the Project
Schedule. The date entered for submittal of each item is the last
day a deviation will be considered.
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1.16

TRANSMITTALS
A.

Submittal Transmittal (Form BDC 42) accessible from the OGS Web Site:
1.
Furnish separate Form BDC 42 for each submitted item sent to Submittal
Exchange® for review.
a.
Contractor may utilize their own Transmittal Form (or
Transmittal Letter) in lieu of utilizing the Form BDC 42,
contingent on the Contractor’s Transmittal Form includes all
information and certifications required by Form BDC 42.
2.
Clearly identify applicable specification section number of submitted
item (product data, shop drawing, etc.) on the Form BDC 42.

B.

All Contracts:
1.
Transmit items designated in the Schedule of Submittals (and project
Specifications) to the Submittal Exchange®.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 014100
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

COMPLIANCE
A.

1.02

Comply with applicable regulatory requirements and various codes referenced in
these specifications. Where conflicts exist between local, State, and/or Federal
regulatory requirements, codes, or these specifications advise the Director’s
Representative. The Director’s Representative will assist in resolving the
conflicts to the satisfaction of the regulatory agencies prior to commencing the
Work.

UNIFORM CODE, ENERGY CODE, AND CONTRACTOR QUALIFICATIONS
A.

All Work shall comply with OSHA (including site-specific safety plans required
on all projects), and the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building
Code (the "Uniform Code"), which includes the publications incorporated by
reference in Title 19 NYCRR Part 1219 through 1228:
1.
2020 Building Code of New York State (the “Building Code”)
2.
2020 Fire Code of New York State (the “Fire Code”)
3.
2020 Existing Building Code of New York State (the “Existing Building
Code”)
4.
All other standards referenced in 19 NYCRR Parts 1219 through 1228.

B.

The contractor shall be aware of, and comply with, contractor requirements
identified in the above-referenced codes and standards; for example, but not
limited to:
1.
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration).
2.
2020 Building Code Chapter 33 Safeguards During Construction.
3.
2020 Existing Building Code Chapter 15 Construction Safeguards.
4.
2020 Fire Code Chapter 33 Fire Safety During Construction and
Demolition
5.
Fire Code Chapter 35 Welding and Other Hot Work (which governs
safety during construction).

C.

All Work shall comply with the 2020 Energy Conservation Construction Code of
New York State (“Energy Code”) promulgated pursuant to Article 11 of the New
York State Energy Law. The Energy Code is contained in 19 NYCRR, Part 1240,
and in the publications incorporated by reference in 19 NYCRR Part 1240. The
publications incorporated by reference in 19 NYCRR Part 1240 include:
1.
The publication entitled “2020 Energy Conservation Construction Code”
published by International Code Council, Inc.
2.
The publication entitled “ANSI / ASHRAE / IES Standard 90.1-2016,
“Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings”
published by American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and AirConditioning Engineers, Inc.

Updated 04/20/2020
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3.

1.03

STATE-REQUIRED PERMITS AND INSPECTIONS
A.

1.04

Equipment and materials for which Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. (UL)
provides product listing service, shall be listed and bear the listing mark.
1.
Alternately, any product listed and bearing the mark from one of the
other Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratories (NRTL – as
recognized by OSHA) shall be an acceptable alternative to being UL
listed and marked, if the listed product has been tested to the applicable
standard.

FIRE-RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND ASSEMBLIES
A.

1.06

No Work shall commence without a Construction Permit issued by the OGS
Division of Codes and Construction Permitting. Contractors shall not file for and
not pay for Construction Permits for Work located on New York State property.

LISTINGS
A.

1.05

The other referenced standards mentioned and/or referred to in 19
NYCRR Part 1240.

Conform to the fire rating classifications based upon the test methods and
acceptance criteria in the “Standard for Fire Tests of Building Construction and
Materials” for which Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. (UL) provides listings.
1.
Materials and assemblies shall comply with the acceptance criteria,
detailed description of the assembly, its performance in the fire test, and
other pertinent details such as specification of materials, Classification
coverage, and alternate assembly details.
2.
Alternatively, fire resistance rating classifications by other issuing
organizations listed in the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and
Building Code are acceptable.

MATERIALS WITH TRACE AMOUNTS OF ASBESTOS
A.

Perform Work required to remove, disturb, or repair any material that contains
less than 1 percent by weight of asbestos (trace) in accordance with all applicable
OSHA regulations (29 CFR Part 1926.1101).

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 015000
CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES & TEMPORARY CONTROLS

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

RELATED WORK SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

1.02

PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.

1.03

1.04

Provide construction facilities and temporary controls necessary for the Work.

TEMPORARY LIGHT AND POWER
A.

Electric energy will be made available without charge, at source or sources
directed, for lighting and for power tools. Power supply for motors rated in
excess of 1/2 hp will be made available within the limits of the existing circuitry
and usage.

B.

Provide temporary lighting as required to maintain a minimum of 10 foot candles
in the work areas.

C.

Provide ground-fault protection for personnel (such as portable plug-in type
ground-fault circuit-interrupters) on single phase 15 and 20 ampere receptacle
outlets which are in use.

D.

Receptacle outlets and portable cord connectors shall have standard NEMA
configuration.

E.

Provide temporary wiring and equipment in conformance with the National
Electrical Code.

TEMPORARY WATER
A.

1.05

Disposal of Asbestos-Containing Materials: Section 028213.

Water will be made available for the Work without charge at source or sources
directed within the limits of the existing supply and usage.

TEMPORARY TOILETS
A.

Existing toilet rooms to be used by the Contractor’s and subcontractors
employees will be designated by the Director’s Representative. Maintain
assigned toilet rooms in a sanitary condition.

Updated 03/17/2016
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1.06

1.07

1.08

BARRIERS AND ENCLOSURES
A.

Provide barriers during performance of the Work to:
1.
Prevent unauthorized entry to work areas.
2.
Allow for State’s occupancy of Site.
3.
Protect existing facilities and adjacent properties from damage.
4.
Protect vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

B.

Temporary Dust Barriers: Provide temporary dust barriers around each door in
Wing C while work is being performed on that door. Provide temporary dust
barrier at door between Wing C and the Wing where work is being performed.
Construct the dust barriers of a metal pole and 6 mil polyethylene film system
such as ZipWall. Secure the dust barriers in place without damaging existing
construction.

TEMPORARY FENCE ENCLOSURE
A.

Provide temporary fence not less than 8 feet in height above grade.

B.

Fabric: #9 gage galvanized steel, or equal gage aluminum, woven together into 2
inch diamond mesh, with both top and bottom edges having a twisted and barbed
finish.

C.

Posts, Rails, and Connections: Standard galvanized steel products of an
approved manufacturer, of the size and types as required and approved. Provide
top and bottom rails between all posts secured with bolted connections.

D.

Gates: Provide access gates for passage of employees and materials, complete
with padlock. Fabricate gates with galvanized steel pipe perimeter covered with
same fabric specified for fence. Furnish the Director’s Representative with 2
keys per gate.

E.

Erection: Set posts 4 feet into the ground and not more than 10 feet apart.
Install bottom rail not more than 2 inches above existing grade. Pull fabric taut
and wire tightly to posts and rails at not more than 2 feet on center.

PROTECTION OF WORK AND EXISTING PROPERTY
A.

Protect installed Work and existing construction and finishes during performance
of the Work.

B.

Maintain the building in a watertight condition during performance of the Work.

C.

Provide temporary and removable protection for installed products. Control
activity in immediate work area to prevent damage.

D.

Provide protective coverings at wall projections, jambs, sills, and soffits of
openings.

Updated 03/17/2016
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E.
F.

1.09

Protect finished floors, stairs, and other surfaces from traffic, dirt, wear, damage,
and movement of heavy objects by covering them with durable sheet materials.
Protect smoke detectors from airborne dust and debris.
1.
At the beginning of each work day, provide protective coverings over
smoke detectors in areas where airborne dust and debris will be
generated by the Work.
2.
At the end of the work day, clean the areas in which the smoke detectors
are located by whatever means necessary to assure that airborne dust and
debris will not contaminate the smoke detectors, then remove protective
coverings.
3.
Provide signs, instructions and alternate methods for reporting a fire
during the periods that the smoke detectors are covered.
4.
Notify the Director’s Representative and have procedures approved.

G.

Prohibit traffic or storage upon waterproofed and roofed surfaces. If traffic or
activity is necessary, obtain recommendations for protection from waterproofing
or roofing material manufacturer.

H.

Protect existing trees and plants during performance of the Work unless
otherwise indicated. Box trees and plants within the grading limit lines. Do not
deposit excavated materials or store building materials around trees or plants.
Do not attach guy wires to trees.

I.

Prohibit traffic from landscaped areas.

J.

Cleaning tools of cementitious and other insoluble materials:
1.
Do not wash tools in sinks or other sanitary drainage systems. Protect all
drainage systems from debris that can clog or damage piping and
fixtures.
2.
Take all precautions necessary to prevent cementitious and other
insoluble materials from flowing into floor drains.
3.
Dispose of excess cementitious and other insoluble debris with the other
rubbish.

SECURITY
A.

Key Deposits: A $25 deposit will be required for each key issued by the
Facility. Deposits will be refunded upon return of the keys.

B.

Facility Key Regulations:
1.
Sign Facility keys out and in on a daily basis unless otherwise directed.
2.
Keep keys on person at all times while on the premises. Do not loan or
give keys to other persons.
3.
Do not remove keys from the premises without written permission from
the Director’s Representative.
4.
Report lost, missing, or stolen keys immediately to the Facility
Safety/Security Department. Assume responsibility for cost of necessary
key and lock replacement as a result of lost, missing, or stolen keys.

C.

Identification Cards: As required by Facilities Security Regulations.

Updated 03/17/2016
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D.
E.

F.

1.10

Remove all tools and materials from patient occupied work areas when the work
areas are not attended by employees and at the end of each work day. Store tools
in a locked tool box, cabinet, or shed. Store materials where directed in a
location secure from access by patients and clients.

WATER CONTROLS
A.

1.11

Promptly relock doors and security screens located in access routes, storage
areas, and work areas after use.
Restore, by the end of each work day, existing in place safety/security items such
as doors, screens, alarm systems components, that required removal,
replacement, or adjustment to perform the Work, unless otherwise authorized in
writing by the Director’s Representative.

Provide and maintain pumping equipment necessary to keep the work areas free
from water. Discharge water into existing storm drainage systems or otherwise
disperse as directed.

FIRE PREVENTION
A.

Take precautions necessary to prevent fires.

B.

Fuel for cutting and heating torches shall be gas only, and shall be contained in
Underwriters Laboratory approved containers.

C.

Furnish and maintain a currently inspected 20 pound capacity multi-class A B C
fire extinguisher in the immediate vicinity where welding tools or torches are in
use.

D.

Furnish and maintain a currently inspected fire extinguisher of the appropriate
class and size whenever the temporary storage of materials changes that areas
classification of fire load or life safety.

E.

Do not use flammable liquids, other than those specified, within a building
without written approval from the Director’s Representative.

F.

Tarpaulins shall be flameproof and shall be securely anchored when attached to
scaffolding or when used to enclose any portion of a building.

G.

If required by the nature of the work and facility regulations, the Contractor shall
obtain from the facility and pay all costs associated with “Hot Work Permits”
including fire watches to execute the work of its contract. Perform hot work in
accordance with the Fire Code of New York State and the Hot Work Program
approved for the work. Prior to, during and after performing hot work, inspect
the hot work area for compliance with the requirements of the permitted Hot
Work Program.

Updated 03/17/2016
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1.

Post signage “Caution: Hot Work In Progress - Stay Clear” in
conspicuous locations warning others before they enter a hot work area
where the area is accessible to persons other than the operator of the hot
work equipment.
2. See applicable facility permits and conditions bound in the Appendix.
1.12

1.13

1.14

TEMPORARY FIRE PROTECTION
A.

If the existing building is to be partially occupied during the course of the
project, all existing exits, fire walls, fire barriers and fire protection systems
shall be continuously maintained in the occupied phases in compliance with the
Fire Code of New York State. Comply with NFPA 241 for items not specifically
addressed in the Fire Code of New York State.

B.

Those portions occupied by the facility must be available for their use 24 hours a
day, seven days a week during the contract period unless otherwise scheduled in
these documents.

C.

Prior to removal of existing fire walls, fire barriers and fire protection systems, if
such removal is part of the work, install equivalent temporary fire walls, fire
barriers and fire protection systems as defined in these documents and as
approved by the Director’s Representative and/or the facilities representative.

D.

The cost of all labor, fire watches, variances, materials, installations,
maintenance and removal of such temporary fire protection systems or
modifications to the existing systems are the responsibility of the Contractor.
Install permanent fire walls, fire barriers and fire protection systems, if provided
as part of the work, as soon as practical.

ACCESS ROADS
A.

Routes of ingress and egress on the premises to the location of the Work shall be
as directed.

B.

Keep designated access roads clear of dirt and debris resulting from the Work.

C.

Provide means of removing mud from vehicle wheels before entering paved
roads.

PARKING
A.

1.15

Parking areas shall be where designated by the Director’s Representative.
1.
Keep designated parking areas clear of dirt and debris resulting from the
Work.
2.
If requested, register vehicles which are to be parked at the Facility with
the Facility Safety/Security Department.
3.
Remove ignition key from unattended vehicles and lock doors.

RUBBISH REMOVAL

Updated 03/17/2016
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A.

Clean up and containerize the rubbish (refuse, debris, waste materials, and
removed materials and equipment) resulting from the Work at the end of each
work day and leave work areas broom clean, except where more stringent
cleaning is specified. Locate containerized rubbish where directed.

B.

Remove rubbish from State property at least once a week and more often if the
rubbish presents a hazard. Properly dispose of rubbish.
Burning of rubbish will not be permitted.

C.
1.16

RELOCATION AND REMOVALS
A.

Should a change in location of any construction facilities and temporary controls
be necessary in order to progress the Work properly, remove and relocate such
items as directed.

B.

Remove the construction facilities and temporary controls when they are no
longer required. Restore permanent facilities used for or connected to temporary
facilities to their original condition or better.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 016500
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

RELATED REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

1.02

PRODUCT LABELS
A.

1.03

1.04

Specific requirements pertaining to materials and equipment specified elsewhere are
additional to the provisions of this Section.

When materials or equipment are specified to conform to ASTM, Federal or other reference
specifications, the materials delivered to the site shall bear the manufacturer’s printed labels
stating that the materials meet the requirements of such referenced specifications.

TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver factory packaged materials and equipment in the manufacturer’s original containers.

B.

Transport and handle materials and equipment in such a manner as to prevent their damage.

C.

Arrange for delivery of materials and equipment during the hours of the day established by
the Director’s Representative.

D.

Have workers available to receive and unload materials and equipment delivered to the site.
Do not deliver, or have delivered, any materials and equipment to the site unless such forces
are available.

E.

Facility personnel are not authorized to sign for receipt of Contractor’s material or
equipment.

STORAGE AND PROTECTION
A.

Neatly pile, store, protect, and secure materials and equipment in locations where directed.

B.

Protect materials and equipment subject to damage by temperature or other weather
conditions.

C.

Do not store volatile liquids in a State building.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
Updated 04/20/2011
Printed 11/05/2020
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SECTION 017329
REMOVALS, CUTTING, AND PATCHING

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

RELATED WORK SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Rubbish Removal: Section 015000.

B.

Asbestos Abatement: Section 028213.

DEFINITIONS
A.

1.03

Remove: Detach items from existing construction and dispose of them off-site
unless indicated to remain the Property of the State.
1.
Hardware: Refer to drawings door schedule and Specification Section
087100 for the requirement to turnover hardware at non-ACM doors to
the Director’s Representative.
2.
Signage: Removals include signage removal and re-installation which is
applicable at stair and restroom doors.

PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.

Existing Conditions: Do not disturb existing structures, construction, materials
or equipment unless required by the Contract.
1.
Do not cut, drill or remove structural members such as joists, beams or
columns supporting construction that is to remain unless expressly
required by the Contract Documents.

PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

MATERIALS
A.

Match the appearance and performance of existing corresponding materials as
closely as practicable, unless otherwise indicated.

PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

EXAMINATION
A.

Prior to cutting, drilling or removal, investigate both sides of the surface
involved. Determine the exact location of structural members.

Updated 07/28/2014
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B.

If unforeseen obstructions are encountered, take precautions necessary to prevent
damage and obtain instructions from the Director’s Representative before
proceeding with the Work.
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3.02

3.03

3.04

3.05

PREPARATION
A.

Provide temporary shoring and other supports necessary to prevent settlement or
other damage to existing construction which is to remain.

B.

Prepare existing surfaces properly to receive and, where required, bond with the
Work.

REMOVALS, CUTTING, AND ALTERING
A.

In addition to the items indicated to be removed on the Drawings, remove
existing construction superseded by the Work except items such as pipes,
conduits, recessed boxes, and ducts which are built into existing construction
that is to remain. Cut off and conceal such items at face of remaining
construction. Provide cover plates on recessed boxes.

B.

Remove and alter existing construction as required to install and connect the
Work to adjacent construction in an approved manner.

C.

Cut and alter existing materials as required to perform the Work. Limit cutting
to the smallest amount necessary. Core drill round holes and saw cut other
openings where possible.

D.

Perform cutting, drilling, and removals in a manner which will prevent damage
to construction which is to remain.

PATCHING
A.

Patch existing construction and finishes defaced, damaged, or left incomplete
due to alterations and removals. Patching, except as otherwise indicated, shall
be limited to the areas which have been cut or altered. Finish patched surfaces to
match existing adjacent surfaces as closely as practicable.

B.

Perform patching around items penetrating existing construction in a manner that
will maintain the water and fire resistive capability of the existing construction.

C.

Where surfaces exposed by removals are to remain as exposed surfaces, paint
such areas to match existing adjacent surfaces as closely as practicable using
same type of paint.

REINSTALLATION
A.

Where reinstallation of removed items is indicated, reinstall them to a condition
equal to or better than their condition before removal.
END OF SECTION

Updated 07/28/2014
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SECTION 017716
CONTRACT CLOSEOUT

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

RELATED REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

1.02

CONTRACT CLOSEOUT INSPECTIONS
A.

1.03

Other provisions pertaining to this Section are included in Article 9 of the
General Conditions.

The following 3 inspections will be made in addition to the normal inspections to
ensure that all Contract requirements are met and that the Work is complete and
acceptable. The purpose of each of these inspections is to furnish the Contractor
a written list of Contract exceptions, omissions, and incompletions so that the
Work can be progressed to timely completion in accordance with the Contract
Documents.
1.
Detailed Inspection: The “Detailed Inspection” will be made when the
Work is substantially complete. A copy of the detailed inspection list
will be furnished to the Contractor. When this inspection progresses
over any length of time, copies of the list will be furnished as the
inspection progresses so that the Contractor may proceed with the
required Work without delay.
2.
Final Inspection: The Contractor will be advised by letter of the date and
time of final inspection. A copy of the final inspection list containing all
incomplete or unsatisfactory items and the time allowed to complete the
Work will be furnished to the Contractor.
3.
Joint Inspection for Physical Completion: The joint inspection for
physical completion may be made to verify completion of the exception
items listed on the final inspection list so that the physical completion
date (defined in the General Conditions) may be established.

FINAL CLEANING
A.

Perform final cleaning prior to joint inspection for physical completion. Leave
the premises in a neat, unobstructed condition, the work areas broom clean
(except where more thorough cleaning is specified), and everything in perfect
repair and adjustment.

B.

Clean site; sweep paved areas, rake clean landscaped surfaces.

C.

Remove tools, equipment, waste and surplus materials, rubbish, and construction
facilities from the premises as soon as possible upon completion of the Work.

Updated 10/13/2015
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1.04

PROJECT RECORD DOCUMENTS
A.

Maintain on site, 2 sets of the following record documents; record actual
revisions to the Work:
1.
Contract Drawings.
2.
Project Manual.
3.
Addenda.
4.
Change Orders and other modifications to the Contract.
5.
Reviewed shop drawings, product data, and samples.

B.

Store record documents separate from documents used for construction.

C.

Record information concurrent with construction progress.

D.

Record Documents and Shop Drawings: Legibly mark each item to record actual
construction including:
1.
Measured depths of foundations in relation to finish (first) (main) floor
datum.
2.
Measured horizontal and vertical locations of underground utilities and
appurtenances, referenced to permanent surface improvements.
3.
Measured locations of internal utilities and appurtenances concealed in
construction, referenced to visible and accessible features of the Work.
4.
Field changes of dimension and detail.
5.
Details not on original Contract Drawings.

E.

Construction Work Contract, Protected EPDM Roofing System Work, Section
075553: Maintain, at the site, 2 sets of the membrane manufacturer’s sheet
layout drawings for recording joint locations. Mark up the drawings in red as
follows:
1.
Show the actual size of membrane sheets.
2.
Dimension the location of end and edge joints, and factory and field
fabricated patches in the membrane. Show dimensions taken from fixed
locations such as parapet walls, gravel stops, etc. Dimensions shall be
accurate to within one foot.
3.
Show the type and location of penetrations through the roof.

F.

Upon completion of the work, create electronic versions of the project record
documents. Black and white documents are to be scanned into TIFF format
using CCIT Group 4 compression. Documents with color, which include black
line documents with color notations, are to be scanned into TIFF format using a
minimum of 8 colors and “packbit” compression.
1.
The scanned images are to be put on a compact disc (CD) using ISO
9660 format. Name the electronic files with the same name as the
drawing. Create a folder on the CD for each trade and one for Shop
Drawings.
2.
Label the CD with the project number, name, and title as it appears on
the project manual cover. If there is more than one CD include notation
to that effect on the label; i.e., 1 of 3, 2 of 3, 3 of 3. The project record
documents and CD(s) are to be turned over to the Director’s
Representative.
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G.

1.05

Applications for progress payments will not be approved if the record documents
are not kept current. Application for final payment will not be approved until the
project record documents are delivered to the Director’s Representative.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA
A.

Prepare 2 sets comprised of 8-1/2 x 11 inch text pages bound in capacity
expansion binders with durable plastic covers identified with printed title
“OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS”, title of project, and
subject matter of binder when multiple binders are required. Prepare a printed
Table of Contents for each volume, with each product or system description
identified. Internally subdivide the binder contents with permanent page
dividers, logically organized as described below, with tab titles clearly printed
under reinforced laminated plastic tabs:
Part 1: Directory, listing names, addresses, and telephone numbers of
Architect/Engineer, Contractor, subcontractors, and major equipment suppliers.
Part 2: Operation and maintenance instructions, arranged by system and
subdivided by specification section. For each category, identify names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of subcontractors and suppliers. Identify the
following:
1.
Significant design criteria.
2.
List of equipment.
3.
Parts list for each component.
4.
Operating instructions.
5.
Maintenance instructions for equipment and systems.
6.
Maintenance instructions for finishes, including recommended cleaning
methods and materials and special precautions identifying detrimental
agents.
Part 3:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Project documents and certificates, including the following:
Shop drawings and product data.
Air and water balance reports.
Certificates.
Photocopies of warranties.

B.

Submit one copy of completed volumes in final form 15 days prior to final
inspection. This copy will be returned after final inspection, with the Director’s
comments. Revise content of documents as required prior to final submittal.

C.

Submit 2 volumes prior to final Application for Payment.
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1.06

1.07

WARRANTIES
A.

Furnish warranty certification and copies of warranties that extend beyond the
one year period required by the General Conditions. Warranties submitted
without warranty certification will not be accepted.
1.
Warranty Certification: Written certification from the warrantor that
invoices for installation, service, supplies, and warranty fees have been
paid in full to persons or firms due payment, and that the warranty is in
effect and non-retractable due to any of the specified conditions.

B.

Prepare printed Table of Contents and assemble warranty certifications and
warranty copies in a binder with a durable plastic cover.

C.

Deliver the binder to the Director’s Representative prior to final Application for
Payment.

D.

For items of Work delayed beyond date of Substantial Completion, provide
updated submittal within 10 days after acceptance, indicating date of acceptance
as start of warranty period.

E.

Applications for final payment will not be approved until the warranty
certification and warranty documents are delivered to the Director’s
Representative.

SPARE PARTS AND MAINTENANCE MATERIALS
A.

Label and deliver spare parts, maintenance items, and extra materials to the Site.
Place in locations as directed.
1.
Include “NOT FOR WARRANTY REPAIRS” on the labels.
2.
Obtain receipt prior to final payment.

B.

Do not use the spare parts and maintenance materials required by the Contract
Documents to remedy defects during the one-year period described in Paragraph
9.8 of the General Conditions except when approved otherwise by authorized
Facility Representative. In such cases, replace items used.

C.

Furnish the names, business addresses, and telephone numbers of fully equipped
authorized service organizations to the Director’s Representative.

D.

Applications for final payment will not be approved until these items are
delivered to the Director’s Representative.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (Not Used)

PART 3 EXECUTION (Not Used)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 028213
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

SUMMARY
A.

This Section specifies the procedures for disturbance and removal of existing
asbestos-containing materials (ACM) and disposal of removed materials. The
results of the testing for ACM are listed in the Building Asbestos Survey Report
bound in the Appendix. Also see Document 003126.
1.
The Building Asbestos Survey report was compiled by an ELAP certified
laboratory.
2.
In order to determine asbestos content, samples were analyzed by
polarized light microscopy (PLM) and/or transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).
3.
The report is intended for State Design and estimate purposes only, and
is included to provide bidders with the same information available to the
State.
4.
The Bulk Samples are representative of like materials in the Work area.
All ACM may not have been sampled.

B.

Type of Asbestos Abatement Project:
1.
Large Asbestos Abatement Project: An asbestos project involving the
removal, disturbance, repair or handling of more than 160 square feet or
260 linear feet of ACM.

C.

Scope of Work:
1.
Remove and dispose of doors and hardware as ACM/PACM. Remove
doors in such a manner that no exposure or disturbance of ACM/PACM
occurs.
2.

1.02

Asbestos containing door frame header insulation (door is non-acm).
Unfasten and Refasten hardware at the door frame with ACM in such a
manner that no exposure or disturbance of ACM occurs.

RELATED WORK SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Existing Hazardous Material Information: Document 003126.

B.

Summary of the Work: Section 011000.

C.

Construction Facilities and Temporary Controls: Section 015000.

D.

Removals, Cutting, and Patching: Section 017329.
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1.03

1.04

1.05

REFERENCES
A.

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) 6NYCRR:
1.
Part 360 Solid Waste Management Facilities.
2.
Part 364 Waste Transporter Permits.
3.
Part 370 Hazardous Waste Management System-General.
4.
Part 371 Identification and Listing of Hazardous Wastes.
5.
Part 372 Hazardous Waste Manifest System and Related Standards for
Generators, Transporters and Facilities.
6.
Part 373 Hazardous Waste Management Facilities.

B.

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA): Asbestos Regulations
(29 CFR Part 1926.1101).

C.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA):
1.
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants; Asbestos
NESHAP Revision; Final Rule.
2.
Asbestos Emergency Response Act (AHERA) (40 CFR Part 763,
Subpart E).

D.

New York State Department of Labor (DOL): Industrial Code Rule 56.
1.
The Department of Labor has issued a Site Specific Variance (File No.
19-1558), subject to conditions, for the portion of the Work of this
Project involving asbestos containing materials. A copy of the DOL
approved Site Specific Variance is included in the Appendix.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Authorized Personnel: Facility or the Director’s Representative, and all other
personnel who are authorized officials of any regulating agency, be it State,
Local, Federal or Private entity who possess legal authority for enforcement or
inspection of the work.

B.

Clearance Criteria: Shall be determined and established by a Certified Asbestos
Project Monitor with an independent testing lab employed by the Director’s
Representative, conforming to all standards set forth by all authorities having
jurisdiction, mentioned in the references, and issue the certification of cleaning.

C.

Site Specific Variance: Relief in accordance with section 30 of the Labor Law
from specific sections of Industrial Code Rule 56 for a specific project.

D.

Phase I & II: Asbestos Project phases as defined and subcategorized in ICR 56-2.

ABBREVIATIONS
A.
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1.06

B.

CFR: Code of Federal Regulations
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

C.

DOL: New York State Department of Labor
Harriman State Office Building Campus
Albany, NY 12240

D.

NIOSH: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
Building J.N.E. Room 3007
Atlanta, GA 30333

E.

OSHA: Occupational Safety and Health Administration
200 Constitution Avenue
Washington, DC 20210

F.

USEPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street SW
Washington, DC 20460

ASBESTOS SITE SPECIFIC VARIANCE
A.

1.07

If an additional site specific variance is sought, the application must be submitted
by the contractor’s NYS DOL Certified Asbestos Project Designer with 14 days
after the Contract Agreement is approved by the Comptroller. Forward the
required forms to the Department of Labor for their action.

SUBMITTALS
A.

Product Data: Catalog sheets, specifications and installation instructions for each
item specified.

B.

Asbestos Site Specific Variance Submittals; if an additional site specific variance
is sought submit the following:
1.
One copy of the completed DOSH-751 and DOSH-465 forms.
2.
One copy of the New York State Department of Labor site specific
variance decision.

C.

Quality Control Submittals:
1.
Notification Compliance Data: Within 2 days after notification is sent to
the regulatory agencies submit one copy of each notice sent to each
regulatory agency (USEPA and DOL).
2.
Asbestos Removal Company Data: Name and address of proposed
asbestos removal company and abatement contractor license issued by
DOL.
3.
Asbestos Worker Certification Data: Name and address of proposed
asbestos abatement workers and licenses issued by DOL.
4.
Work Plan: For information only, submit one copy of the work plan
required under Quality Assurance Article.
5.
Waste Transporter Permit: One copy of transporter’s current waste
transporter permit from NYS DEC (NYS Part 364 Permit).
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6.

7.

1.08

1.09

Landfill: Landfill to be used for ACM disposal shall be licensed to
receive asbestos waste by NYS DEC (NYS Part 360 Permit) and by
USEPA. Out of state landfills shall provide licenses from local agencies
having jurisdiction.
Negative Air Pressure Equipment: Copy of manufacturer’s and
performance data of all units and HEPA filters used.

D.

Asbestos Work Closeout Submittals:
1.
Waste Shipment Records and Disposal Site Receipts: Copy of waste
shipment record and disposal site receipt showing that the ACM has been
properly disposed.
a.
Waste shipment record and disposal site receipt must be received
within 35 days of the ACM waste leaving the Site. If receipts
are not received within the specified time period, the Director’s
Representative will notify USEPA in writing within 45 days of
the ACM waste leaving the Site.

E.

Contract Closeout Submittals:
1.
Daily Log: Submit copy of Project Monitor’s daily air sample log and a
copy of Asbestos Abatement Contractor’s Daily project log.
2.
Air Monitoring Data: Submit copy of air test results and chain of
custody.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Regulatory Requirements: Comply with the referenced standards.

B.

Pre-Work Conference: Before the Work of this Section is scheduled to
commence, a conference will be held by the Director’s Representative at the Site
for the purpose of reviewing the Contract Documents, discussing requirements
for the Work, and reviewing the Work procedures.
1.
The conference shall be attended by the Contractor, the asbestos removal
subcontractor, and the testing laboratory employed by the Director.

C.

Work Plan: At the conclusion of the pre-work conference, before the physical
abatement Work begins, prepare a detailed work plan.
1.
The work plan shall include, but not be limited to, work procedures,
types of equipment, details of equipment used, decontamination unit
locations, crew size, and emergency procedures for fire and medical
emergencies and for failure of containment barriers.
2.
If a site specific variance is sought, do not finalize the work plan until the
Department of Labor decision is received.

PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.
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1.10

B.

Shut-down of Air Handling System: Complete the Work of this Section within
the time limitation allowed for shut-down of the air handling system serving the
work area.
1.
The air handling system will not be restarted until approval of the air
monitoring tests following the last cleaning.
2.
If total shut down of the system is not acceptable, follow all regulations
for local isolation and provision for temporary HVAC as per DOL
regulations.

C.

Maintain electric services to those portions of the building and remaining facility
not a part of the asbestos abatement work area at all times. Follow all regulations
for electric power shut down exemptions as per DOL regulations.

D.

Do not obstruct any aisle or passageway so as to reduce its required width as an
exit.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
A.

1.11

1.12

Where in the performance of the work, workers, supervisory personnel or subcontractors may encounter, disturb, or otherwise function in the immediate
vicinity of contaminated items and materials, all personnel shall take appropriate
continuous measures as necessary to protect all ancillary building occupants from
the potential ACM exposure.
1.
Such measures shall include the procedures and methods described
herein and shall be in compliance with all applicable regulations of
Federal, State and Local agencies.

FIRE PROTECTION, EMERGENCY EGRESS AND SECURITY
A.

Establish emergency and fire exits from the work area containment. Provide first
aid kits and two full sets of protective clothing and respirators for use by
qualified emergency personnel outside of the work area.

B.

Provide a logbook throughout the entire term of the project. All persons who
enter the regulated abatement work area or enclosure shall sign the logbook.
Document any intrusion or incident in the log book.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
A.

Workers must wear personal protective equipment for all projects as per OSHA
and DOL regulations. Provide respiratory protection in accordance with OSHA
regulation 1910.134 and ANSI Z88.2.

B.

Workers must be trained as per OSHA and DOL requirements, have medical
clearance and must have recently received pulmonary function test (PFT) and
respirator fit tested by a trained professional.
1.
A personal air sampling program shall be in place as required by OSHA.
2.
The use of respirators must also follow a complete respiratory protection
program as specified by OSHA.
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PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

DISPOSAL BAGS
A.

2.02

2.03

EQUIPMENT
A.

Temporary lighting, heating, hot water heating units, ground fault interrupters,
and all other equipment on site shall be UL listed.

B.

All electrical equipment shall be in compliance with the National Electric Code,
Article 305 - Temporary Wiring.

GLOVE BAGS
A.

2.04

Type: Minimum 6 mil thick, clear, fire retardant polyethylene.

RESPIRATORS
A.

2.07

Type: Local exhaust system, capable of maintaining negative air pressure within
the containment, and provides for HEPA filtration of efficiency not less than
99.97 percent with 0.3 micron particles. Equip the unit with filter alarms lights
and operation time meter.

PLASTIC SHEETS
A.

2.06

Type: Minimum 6 mil thick, clear, fire retardant polyethylene. Select glove bag
sizes appropriate for the size and location of the project.

NEGATIVE AIR PRESSURE UNITS
A.

2.05

Type: Minimum 6 mil thick, black, and preprinted with a Caution Label.

Type: As approved by the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA),
Department of Labor, or the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH), Department of Health and Human Services.

VACUUM CLEANERS
A.

Type: Vacuums equipped with HEPA filters.

PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIAL HANDLING AND REMOVAL
PROCEDURES
A.

3.02

Comply with the standards referenced in Part 1 of this Section.

CLEAN UP PROCEDURES
A.
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3.03

3.04

PROJECT AIR SAMPLING, MONITORING AND ANALYSIS
A.

Air Sampling and Analysis: The Director will employ the services of an
independent testing laboratory to perform air sample monitoring. The laboratory
shall use the methods described in standards referenced in Part 1 of this Section.
1.
The equipment, duration, flow rate, calibration of equipment, number
and location of samples are as per ICR 56-4.
2.
Air sampling technician shall be on site to observe and maintain air
sampling equipment for the duration of the air sampling collection.
3.
Period of time permitted between completion of air sample collection
and receipt of results on the project site shall be equal or less than 48
hours.

B.

If air samples collected outside the regulated work area indicate airborne fiber
concentrations at or above 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter, or the established
background level, which ever is greater, work shall stop immediately for
inspection of barriers and negative air ventilation systems. Clean up surfaces
outside the regulated work area using HEPA filter equipped vacuums and wet
cleaning methods. Work methods shall be altered to reduce fiber concentrations
to acceptable levels.

C.

Elevated air sample results, if any, along with background and all other air
sample results collected during Phase IIA through Phase IIC shall be submitted to
the Commissioner of appropriate Asbestos Control Bureau within the same
business day of receipt of results.

FINAL CLEANING AND CLEARANCE PROCEDURES
A.

Negative Pressure Ventilation: Negative air pressure machines if used, shall
remain in continuous operation during the entire length of the project.

B.

Cleaning and Visual Inspection: After first, second, third cleaning and required
waiting/settling and drying periods, perform a final visual inspection.
1.
Final clearance air sampling shall commence after the waiting/settling
and drying time as per ICR 56 has elapsed.

C.

Project Monitor Visual Inspection: The Director will employ the services of a
DOL certified asbestos project monitor employed by an independent testing
laboratory to perform visual inspection as required by ICR 56.

D.

Final Clearance Air Sampling: The Director will employ the services of an
independent testing laboratory to perform final air sampling.
1.
The laboratory shall use the methods described in standards referenced in
Part 1 of this Section.
2.
The equipment, duration, flow rate, calibration of equipment, number
and location of samples are as per ICR 56-4.
3.
If initial Post-Abatement (Clearance Air) Monitoring results do not
comply with the standards referenced in Part 1 of this Section the
Contractor shall either re-clean or order a full set of TEM analysis.
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a.

4.

E.

3.05

Results of the TEM analysis will be conclusive, and if the results
do not comply with the standards referenced in Part 1 of this
Section, the Contractor shall re-clean and additional full set of
air samples will be collected and analyzed until the standards are
met.
b.
All satisfactory PCM clearance air sample results along with
background air sample results, if they are greater than or equal to
0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter, shall be submitted to the
Commissioner of appropriate Asbestos Control Bureau within
two business days of receipt of satisfactory clearance air results.
c.
All satisfactory TEM results of previously unsatisfactory PCM
clearance air sample results, along with the unsatisfactory PCM
results shall be submitted to the Commissioner of appropriate
Asbestos Control Bureau within two business days of receipt of
satisfactory clearance air results.
Prior to removal of isolation barriers the Director’s Representative at the
site will receive an affidavit from the air monitoring laboratory certifying
the final air samples comply with the standards referenced in Part 1 of
this Section.

Dismantling of Regulated Abatement Work Area:
1.
Remove all tools and equipment after proper decontamination as per Part
1 of this section.
2.
Dismantle and remove each tent enclosure and air lock and any barriers
only after final clearance air monitoring has been performed and
satisfactory results obtained.
3.
All remaining polyethylene, duct tape, expandable foam and other barrier
materials shall be bagged, wrapped, containerized and labeled as
asbestos waste.
4.
Remove all temporary hard walled barriers from site.
5.
Dismantle any remote decontamination units and plastic sheeting shall be
disposed as asbestos waste.
6.
Remove all waste generated to the holding area, lockable trailer or
dumpster.
7.
Contractor’s Supervisor shall certify in writing to the Director that
abatement work is complete and no debris/residue remains.

DISPOSAL OF ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIAL AND RELATED
DEBRIS
A.

Remove all waste generated as part of the asbestos project from the project site
within ten calendar days from the site after completion of Phase IIC of the project
or within one day of the waste disposal container/trailer becomes full, whichever
occurs first.

B.

Transport and dispose of all the asbestos-containing waste, related debris, and
waste water to the approved disposal site.

C.

All generated waste removed from the site must be documented, accounted for
and disposed of in compliance with the requirements of USEPA NESHAP.
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D.
3.06

Comply also with the standards referenced in Part 1 of this Section.

RESTORATION
A.

Remove temporary decontamination facilities and restore area designated for
these facilities to its original condition or better.

B.

Where existing work is damaged or contaminated, restore work to its original
condition or better.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 079200
JOINT SEALERS

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

RELATED WORK SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

1.02

SUBMITTALS
A.

1.03

1.04

Glazing Sealants: Section 088853.

Product Data: Catalog sheets, specifications, and installation instructions for
each product specified except miscellaneous materials.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Container Labels: Include manufacturer's name, trade name of product, kind of
material, federal specification number (if applicable), expiration date (if
applicable), and packaging date or batch number.

B.

Test and validate sealants used for exterior weathersealing per the Sealant
Waterproofing Restoration Institute (SWRI).

PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.

Environmental Requirements:
1.
Temperature: Unless otherwise approved or recommended in writing by
the sealant manufacturer, do not install sealants at temperatures below
40 degrees F or above 85 degrees F for non-silicone sealants and below
minus 20 degrees F or above 125 degrees F for silicone sealants.
2.
Humidity and Moisture: Do not install the Work of this section under
conditions that are detrimental to the application, curing, and
performance of the materials.
3.
Ventilation: Provide sufficient ventilation wherever sealants, primers,
and other similar materials are installed in enclosed spaces. Follow
manufacturer's recommendations.

B.

Protection:
1.
Protect all surfaces adjacent to sealants with non-staining removable
tape or other approved covering to prevent soiling or staining.
2.
Protect all other surfaces in the Work area with tarps, plastic sheets, or
other approved coverings to prevent defacement from droppings.
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PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

SEALANTS
A.

Type 2 Sealant: One-part acrylic polymer sealant; Pecora AVW-920, PTI 738,
or Tremco Mono.

B.

Type 3 Sealant: One-part butyl rubber sealant; Pecora BC-158, PTI 707, or
Bostik Chem-Calk 300 (not SWRI).

C.

Sealant Colors: For exposed materials provide color as indicated or, if not
indicated, as selected by the Director from manufacturer's standard colors. For
concealed materials, provide the natural color which has the best overall
performance characteristics.

PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

EXAMINATION
A.

3.02

PREPARATION
A.

3.03

Examine all joint surfaces for conditions that may be detrimental to the
performance of the completed Work. Do not proceed until satisfactory
corrections have been made.

Clean joint surfaces immediately before installation of sealant and other
materials specified in this Section.
1.
Remove all loose materials, dirt, dust, rust, oils and other foreign matter
that will impair the performance of materials installed under this
Section.
2.
Remove lacquers, protective coatings and similar materials from joint
faces with manufacturer's recommended solvents.
3.
Do not limit cleaning of joint surfaces to solvent wiping. Use methods
such as grinding, acid etching or other approved and manufacturer's
recommended means, if required, to clean the joint surfaces, assuring
that the sealant materials will obtain positive and permanent adhesion.

SEALANT INSTALLATION
A.

Except as shown or specified otherwise, install sealants in accordance with the
manufacturer's printed instructions.

B.

Install sealants with ratchet hand gun or other approved mechanical gun. Where
gun application is impractical, install sealant by knife or by pouring as
applicable.

C.

Types 2 and 2A Sealants: If low temperature makes application difficult,
preheat sealants using manufacturer's recommended heating equipment.
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D.

3.04

Finishing: Tool all vertical, non-sag sealants so as to compress the sealant,
eliminating all air voids and providing a neat smoothly finished joint. Provide
slightly concave joint surface, unless otherwise indicated or recommended by the
manufacturer.
1.
Use tool wetting agents as recommended by the sealant manufacturer.

CLEANING
A.

Immediately remove misapplied sealant and droppings from metal surfaces with
solvents and wiping cloths. On other materials, remove misapplied sealant and
droppings by methods and materials recommended in writing by the
manufacturer of the sealant material.

B.

After sealants are applied and before skin begins to form on sealant, remove all
masking and other protection and clean up remaining defacement caused by the
Work.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 081102
STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES
PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

SECTION INCLUDES
A.

1.02

1.03

Steel doors and frames, including borrowed lites; sidelights; vision lites; glass
moldings and stops; louvers; panels; hardware reinforcements; and accessories
as shown in the contract documents.

REFERENCES
A.

ANSI- American National Standard Institute
1.
A240: Standard Specification for Chromium and Chromium-Nickel
Stainless Steel Plate, Sheet and Strip for Pressure Vessels and for
General Applications.
2.
A250.4-2001 Test Procedure and Acceptance Criteria for Physical
Endurance for Steel Doors and Hardware Reinforcing.

B.

NAAMM National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers
1.
HMMA 830-1997 Hardware Preparations and Locations for Hollow
Metal Doors and Frames.
2.
HMMA 831-1997 Recommended Hardware Locations for Hollow Metal
Doors and Frames.
3.
HMMA 840-1999 Guide Specification for Installation and Storage of
Hollow Metal Doors and Frames.
4.
HMMA 861-2000 Guide Specification for Commercial Hollow Metal
Doors and Frames.

C.

NFPA National Fire Protection Association
1.
NFPA 80- 2010 Standard for Fire Doors and other Opening Protectives.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Steel Door and Frame Manufacturer: Manufacturer of steel doors and frames
regularly engaged in the manufacturing of such products for use in commercial,
institutional, educational and other similar applications.

B.

Company Field Advisor(s): An employee of the steel door and frame
manufacturer who is certified in writing by the manufacturer to be technically
qualified in design, installation, and servicing of products.

C.

Steel Door and Frame Distributor: Distribution Company who regularly engages
in the distribution of steel doors and frames of the manufacturer whose doors and
frames are submitted for this project.

D.

Certified Installation Supervisor: Designated supervisor/installer, who has a
minimum three years’ experience in steel frame and door installation and is
certified in writing by the steel door and frame manufacturer as qualified and
responsible to ensure approved steel frames and doors are installed, adjusted,
and operate properly.
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1.04

SUBMITTALS
A.

Waiver of Submittals: "Waiver of Certain Submittal Requirements" in Section
01330 does not apply to this Section.

B.

Submittals Packages
1.
Door and Frame Schedule and Shop Drawings Package: Submit as a
complete package. Incomplete packages will be returned unreviewed.
a.
Field Measurements: Measure the existing doors and frames to
obtain dimensions needed for preparation of submittal.
Submittals without this information will returned unreviewed.
1)
Review in the field with the finish hardware and steel
doors and frames company field advisor’s the method
for measuring and the measurements required.
b.
Quality Assurance Submittal
1)
Certification of Compliance as described in the Quality
Assurance Article.
2)
Company Field Advisor’s Qualification Data
a)
Name of Company Field Advisor and
Employer’s name, business address and
telephone number and e-mail address.
b)
Names and addresses of 3 similar projects
Company Field Advisor has worked on during
the past three years.
c)
Written certification on steel door and frame
manufacturer’s letterhead that Company Field
advisor is technically qualified in design,
installation, and servicing of the products
furnished for this Project.
3)
Certified Supervisor’s and Installer’s Qualification Data
a)
Name of Supervisor and each Installer
performing Work, and Employer’s name,
business address and telephone number.
b)
Names and addresses of 3 similar projects
Supervisor and each Installer has worked on
during the past three years.
c)
Written certification on steel door and frame
manufacturer’s letterhead that Supervisor/Installer is
technically qualified to ensure approved steel frames
and doors are installed, adjusted, and operate properly.
c.
Door and Frame Schedule:
1)
Include a Cover Sheet that lists:
a)
OGS project name, project number, and project
address.
b)
Manufacturer’s name, address, and telephone
number.
c)
Distributor’s name, address, and telephone
number.
d)
Shop drawing preparer’s name, and telephone
number and e-mail address.
e)
Submission date.
2)
List by opening
a)
Door and Frame number and location by
building and room name. Use same reference
numbers for openings and as those shown on
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Contract Drawings.
Door width, height, thickness, type, gage, and
options
c)
Frame type, width, height, jamb depth, gage,
anchor type and options.
d)
Door and frame elevations; head and jamb
profiles and details; welding requirements; and
reinforcements.
e)
Fire Rating.
f)
Glass type.
g)
Undercut.
h)
Electric preparations, if any.
i)
Hardware Set.
j)
Show dimensioned elevations; construction
details of each door including vertical and
horizontal edge details; and frame details for
each type, including dimensions profiles;
locations for finish hardware, including cutouts
and reinforcements; gage of reinforcements;
details of connections; anchors and accessories;
and details of conduit and preparations for
electrified door hardware and controls.
Product Data: Manufacturer's catalog sheets,
specifications, and detailed installation instructions.
Highlight products and options pertaining to this
Project. Cross out information irrelevant to this Project.
Manufacturer’s Written Certification of Compliance that
their products conform to the requirements of the
references named in the References Article of this
specification section, and as modified by this
specification.
Samples:
a)
Frames: Corner sample of each type, 18 x 18
inches, with mortises and reinforcements,
factory primed, or factory finished, as required.
b)
Doors: Corner sample of each type
construction, 18 x 18 inches, with mortises and
reinforcements, factory primed, or factory
finished, as required.
b)

3)

4)

5)

3.

Closeout Submittals: Submit as a complete package.
a.
Operation and Maintenance Manuals: Furnish 2 (two) hard
cover three ring binders with project name and number
prominently displayed on the front cover and the spine.
b.
Listing of Manufacturer, address and contact information
c.
Approved Door and Frame Submittal including shop drawings
and product data sheets
d.
Manufacturer’s dated warranty for this specific project
identified by Facility, OGS project number, and manufacturer’s
order number.
e.
Certification: Written certification from the Company Field
Advisor that their products are installed according to
manufacturer’s printed installation instructions and are operating
properly.
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1.05

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Uniformity and single source responsibility:
1.
Provide steel doors and frames from a single source manufacturer who
specializes in this type of work.

B.

Certification of Compliance: A statement, written on steel door and frame
manufacturer’s letterhead, that certifies their products, submitted for this Project,
have been tested and comply with references named in the References Article of
this specification section, and as modified by other requirements this
specification.

C.

Construction Verification: In order to determine if the products furnished
comply with the specifications, the Director may choose one or more doors and
frames for examination. The examination may involve cutting doors to expose
the internal construction to inspect reinforcements, cores, welds and other
construction details.

D.

Field Measurements: Verify existing openings by field measurements before
fabrication and indicate measurements on shop drawings.

E.

Pre-Submittal Conference: Pre-Submittal Conference: Before the steel door and
frame submittals are written, the contractor, the steel door and frame distributor,
the steel door and frame shop drawing preparer, and the steel door and frame
designer shall attend a conference to discuss the contract requirements for the
steel door and frame submittal package, including but not limited to, quality
assurance items to be submitted, the cover sheet, index, page numbering,
schedule formatting, product nomenclature, installation notes, preparations for
electric hardware.

F.

Pre-installation Conference: When steel frames are on site, and before steel
frame installation begins, the Director’s Representative shall call a conference at
the site to review the approved Steel Door and Frame Submittal, approved Finish
Hardware Submittals, and proper installation procedures for the Work as well as:
1.
Pre-installation inspection of Doors and Frames
a.
Use and coordination of approved Steel Door and Frame
submittals with approved Finish Hardware Submittals in the preinstallation inspection process
b.
Reading and understanding manufacturer’s Door and Frame tags
c.
Inspection and verification of labeling and label placement
1)
Specified fire labels (attached metal labels) on doors and
frames,
2)
Label locations
3)
Label legibility
d.
Inspection and verification of proper welding of frames
e.
Inspection and verification of hardware reinforcement and
preparations in frame head and jambs.
f.
Inspection and verification of required anchors and fasteners.
g.
Inspection and verification of glass kit preparations in doors
h.
Inspection and verification of Electric hardware preparation in
frames and doors
2.
Review of maximum allowable clearances between frames and doors;
doors and floor; and meeting stiles of doors, and verification methods.
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3.
4.

1.06

Verification of plumb, square and level frame installation with jamb
rabbets parallel to one another.
Review of proper frame installation tools. The contractor, frame
installers, certified Company Field Advisor, OGS designer; and OGS
inspector shall attend the conference. Facility personnel may attend. The
OGS designer will present installation information.

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver doors and frames in heavy paper cartons or other protective packaging.
Remove any plastic protective wrap from the package.

B.

Store doors and frames under cover, in a dry area, on raised platforms in vertical
position with minimum 4-inch blocking between units to allow air circulation.

C.

Clearly label packaging, and doors and frames, for identification and installation
location.

PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

2.02

MATERIALS
A.

Hot-Rolled Steel Sheets and Strip: Commercial quality carbon steel, pickled and
oiled, complying with ASTM A1011/A1011M-04a 2004.

B.

Cold-Rolled Steel Sheets: Commercial quality carbon steel complying with
ASTM A1008/A1008M-04b 2004.

C.

Galvannealed Steel Sheets: Zinc Iron Alloy-Coated carbon steel sheets of
commercial quality complying with ASTM A 653/653M, with A 60 zinc coating.

D.

Anchors and Supports: Fabricate of not less than 16 gage sheet steel unless
otherwise indicated.
1.
Galvanized Units: Galvanize anchors and supports to be used with
galvanized frames, complying with ASTM A 153, Class B.

E.

Anchorage Devices, Bolts, and Other Fasteners: Manufacturer's standard units
unless otherwise indicated.
1.
Galvanized Units: Galvanize items and comply with ASTM A 153,
Class C or D as applicable.

F.

Solid Block polyurethane core with minimum .07 U Factor.

G.

Polystyrene slab with a minimum .24 U factor.

DOORS
A.

General:
1.
Design and Thickness: 2 outer stretcher-leveled steel sheets not less
than 14 gage, seamless, hollow construction, 1-3/4 inches thick.
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2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Construct doors with smooth flush surfaces without visible joints or
seams on exposed faces or stile edges, except around glass and louver
panels. Continuously MIG, ARC or laser weld vertical edges full height
of door, grind smooth, and dress to achieve seamless edge. Tack welded;
putty filled edges are not acceptable.
Reinforce vertical edges by a continuous steel channel not less than 14ga
extending the full height of door.
Close top and bottom of horizontal edges with 14 gage steel channel
spot-welded to the inside of the face sheets a maximum of 4 inches on
center.
Continuously weld the closing end channels to the vertical edge
reinforcing channel at all four corners producing a fully welded exterior.
Provide minimum 16 gage flush steel top and bottoms caps, notched at
both ends to fit hinge and lock channels, installed with a minimum of 6
welds per cap. Grind welds, body fill and finish smooth.
Sound Deadening (ASTM E 90): Minimum Sound Transmission Class
of 25.
Door Edges: Bevel lock stile edge of single acting hinged doors 1/8 inch
in 2 inches. “V” bevel meeting stiles of pairs of doors, except at double
egress locations where meeting stiles are parallel.
Glazing Stops and Beads: Fixed steel stops, formed integral with door
on non-threat side of doors. Removable steel beads, of not less than 14
gage formed steel sheet or solid bar stock, on other side of doors secured
with torx head machine screws. Form corners with butted hairline joints.
Coordinate width of rabbet between fixed stop and removable bead, and
depth of rabbet, with type of glass and glazing required.

B.

Fire Rated Assemblies: Wherever a fire resistance classification is shown or
scheduled for steel doors and frames; provide fire rated units that have been
tested as fire door assemblies and comply with National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) Standard No. 80 and these specifications.
1.
Identify each door and frame with a factory applied metal UL, FM, or
WHI label.
2.
Label shall remain legible and shall not be obscured by prime painting or
finish painting.
3.
Indicate the applicable fire rating on the door label.
4.
Locate labels on the hinge edge of door and jamb rabbet of frame.
5.
Where continuous hinges are specified, apply labels on the header rabbet
of frame and on top exposed edge of door. Locate labels as close to
hinge edge as possible.
6.
At the manufacturer’s and/or contractor’s expense, retain a third-party
inspector to recertify fire rated doors and frames, and to replace primed
and finish painted labels.

C.

Oversize Assemblies Requiring Fire Rating: Whenever fire rated assemblies are
larger than size limitations established by NFPA and testing laboratories,
provide the manufacturer’s certification, by affixing a metal label construction
label, that the assemblies have been constructed with materials and methods
equivalent to requirements for fire rated construction.

D.

Exterior Doors:
1.
Fabricate exterior doors with 2 outer stretcher leveled, A60 galvanized
steel sheets.
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2. Reinforce inside of doors with the following:
a.

E.

2.03

Interior Doors:
1.
Fabricate doors with 2 outer stretcher leveled, A60 galvanized steel
sheets.
2.
Reinforce inside of doors with polystyrene slab with a minimum .24 U
factor, permanently bonded to inside of each face sheet.

FRAMES
A.

General:
1.
Furnish steel frames for doors, transoms, sidelites, borrowed lites, and
other openings, as shown, of size and profile as indicated.
2.
Construction: Full welded unit construction, with corners mitered and
continuously welded full depth and width of frame, unless otherwise
specified or shown. Knock-down type frames will not be accepted.
a.
Fixed Stops: Integral 5/8-inch stop unless otherwise shown.
b.
Removable Beads: Removable steel beads secured with
machine screws. Form corners with butted hairline joints.
3.
Do not drill frames for silencers.
4.
Weld steel shipping spreaders to the underside of the jamb legs,
requiring removal of the spreaders prior to frame installation.

B.

Interior and Exterior Frames: Form of hot-rolled steel sheets, not less than 14
gage, zinc alloy iron coated A60 galvannealed.

C.

Wall Anchors: Unless otherwise specified or shown, formed of not less than 16
gage galvannealed steel.
1.

D.

2.04

Solid block polyurethane core, with a minimum .07 U factor,
that fills the entire door cavity and is chemically bonded to all
surfaces.

Anchors for Completed Openings: Anchorage devices designed to
secure frame to in-place concrete or in-place masonry construction, as
applicable. Furnish at least 5 anchors per jamb up to 7’-6” jamb height;
6 anchors per jamb to 8-foot jamb height; one additional anchor per
jamb for each 12 inches or fraction thereof over 8 feet high.

Floor Anchors: Furnish floor anchor for each jamb and mullion which extends to
floor, formed of not less than 16 gage steel, with 2 holes to receive fasteners,
welded to bottom of jamb or mullion, and galvanized if used with galvanized
frames.

FABRICATION
A.

Fabricate steel door and frame units to be rigid, neat in appearance, and free
from warp, buckle and defects. Accurately form metal to required sizes and
profiles, with minimum radius for thickness of metal. Where practical, fit and
assemble units in manufacturer's plant. To assure proper assembly at Project
site, clearly identify items that cannot be permanently factory-assembled before
shipment.
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B.

Exposed Fasteners: Countersunk flat, or oval head torx center pin screws and
bolts. Unless otherwise indicated, locate fasteners 2 inches from ends of
members and not more than 12 inches apart.

C.

Finish Hardware Reinforcements:
1.
Minimum 10 gage continuous reinforcement for continuous hinges.
2.
Install 7 gage reinforcement for butt hinges, or hinge reinforcement in
door edge may be one piece 12 gage channel full door height with
extruded hinge screw holes having an average minimum thread pull-out
strength of 1600 pounds per hole.
3.
Minimum 12 gage reinforcement for other hardware.
4.
Weld 14 gage steel tongues, 1-1/2 inches high, inside lock mortise to
keep lock body centered in door.
5.
Closer reinforce doors and provide full profile closer reinforcement in
frames for full width of opening, whether or not closers are specified.

D.

Finish Hardware Preparation:
1.
Factory prepare doors and frames to receive mortised and concealed
hardware, including cutouts; reinforcing; drilling and tapping, in
accordance with approved Finish Hardware Schedule and templates
furnished by hardware manufacturers.
2.
Factory reinforced doors and frames to receive surface applied hardware.
Drill and tap for surface applied hardware at project site.

E.

Finish Hardware Locations: Locate hardware reinforcements and mortises so
hardware locations comply with requirements of HMMA 831, “Recommended
Hardware Locations for Custom Hollow Metal Doors and Frames”, and as
follows:
1.
Knobs, Levers, Crescents: Centerline 3’2” from finished floor.
2.
Mortise Deadlocks: Centerline not to exceed 48” above finished floor.

F.

Clearances: Fabricate doors for their respective frames within the following
clearances:
1.
Jambs and Head: 3/32 to 1/8 inch.
2.
Meeting Edges of Pairs: 1/8 to 3/16 inch.
3.
Bottom (no threshold): 3/4-inch, maximum to finished surface.
4.
Bottom (at threshold): 3/8-inch, maximum to top of threshold or carpet.
5.
Fire Rated Doors: Comply with clearances specified in NFPA Standard
No.80.
6.
Measure door clearances from stile edge to jamb.

G.

Factory Prime Painting:
1.
Chemically wash, rinse, and dry exposed and concealed surfaces of
fabricated units.
2.
Apply one coat of primer with vinyl binder to surfaces and oven-bake
units.
3.
Units shall be capable of passing the following tests:
a.
Salt Spray Test complying with ASTM B 117-97 for 120
continuous hours.
b.
Water Fog Test complying with ASTM D 1735-97 for 240 continuous
hours.
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PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

EXAMINATION
A.

3.02

3.03

Verification of Conditions: Examine substrates, areas and conditions, with
installer present under which frames are to be installed for defects that will
adversely affect execution and quality of Work. Do not proceed until
unsatisfactory conditions are corrected.

PREPARATION
A.

Prior to installation adjust and securely brace door frames for squareness,
alignment, twist, and plumb to the following tolerances:
1.
Squareness: Plus, or minus 1/16 inch, measured at door rabbet on a line
90 degrees from jamb perpendicular to frame head.
2.
Alignment: Plus, or minus 1/16 inch, measured at jambs on a horizontal
line parallel to plane of wall.
3.
Twist: Plus, or minus 1/16”, measured at opposite face corners of jambs
on parallel lines, and perpendicular to plane of wall.
4.
Plumbness: Plus, or minus 1/16 inch, measured at jamb face on a
perpendicular line from head to floor.

B.

Drill and tap doors and frames to receive non-templated mortised and surface
mounted hardware.

INSTALLATION
A.

General: Install steel doors and frames plumb, rigid, properly aligned, and
securely fastened in place; comply with Drawings and manufacturer's
written
instructions.
1.
Frames: Install frame of size and profile indicated. Set frames
accurately in position; plumbed, aligned, and braced securely until
permanent anchors are set.
a)
Remove temporary braces necessary for installation only after
frames have been properly set and secured.
b)
Check plumb, squareness, and twist of frames as walls are
constructed. Adjust as necessary to comply with installation
tolerances.
2.
Installation Tolerances: Adjust door frames for squareness, alignment,
twist, and plumb to the following tolerances:
a)
Squareness: Plus, or minus 1/16 inch, measured at door rabbet
on a line 90 degrees from jamb perpendicular to frame head.
b)
Alignment: Plus, or minus 1/16 inch, measured at jambs on a
horizontal line parallel to plane of wall.
c)
Twist: Plus, or minus 1/16 inch, measured at opposite face
corners of jambs on parallel lines, and perpendicular to plane of
wall.
d)
Plumbness: Plus, or minus 1/16 inch, measured at jambs at
floor.

B.

Doors: Fit non-fire-rated doors accurately in frames with the following
clearances:
1.
Jambs and Head: 1/8 inch plus or minus 1/16 inch.
2.
Between Bottom of Door and Top of Threshold: Maximum 3/8 inch.
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3.
3.04

3.05

Between Bottom of Door and Top of Finish Floor (No Threshold):
Maximum 3/4 inch.

ADJUSTING AND CLEANING
A.

Final Adjustments:
1.
Check and readjust operating hardware items immediately before final
inspection.
2.
Leave work in complete and proper operating condition.
3.
Remove and replace defective work including doors or frames that are
warped, bowed, or otherwise unacceptable.

B.

Clean foreign materials off steel doors and frames immediately after installation.

FINAL INSPECTION
A.

Upon completion of the project, the Director’s representative will schedule a
final inspection to verify doors and frames are properly installed and adjusted.
The contractor, door and frame installer, and design representative will attend.

B.

Upon verification, the design representative will certify in writing components are
properly installed and adjusted within referenced tolerances in accordance with
this specification. Include this certification in the Close-out Submittals.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 081400
WOOD AND PLASTIC DOORS

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

RELATED WORK SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Steel Doors and Frames: Section 081102.

B.

Security Glazing: Section 088853

REFERENCES
A.

1.03

1.04

1.05

Standards: Unless otherwise specified, comply with the applicable requirements
of the "Architectural Woodwork Standards" (First Edition-2009) (AWS).

SUBMITTALS
A.

Shop Drawings: Show details, elevation, and construction for each door type,
location and installation requirements for Finish Hardware (including cutouts
and reinforcements), and accessory items.
1.
Include a schedule of doors using the same reference numbers for details
and openings as those on the Contract Drawings.

B.

Product Data: Catalog sheets, specifications, and installation instructions for
each type door specified.

C.

Samples:
1.
12 x 12-inch corner sample of each door type, with panel (if any).
a.
Factory Finished Doors: Include shop finish on samples.

D.

Quality Control Submittals:
1.
Affidavit required under Quality Assurance Article.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Certifications: Affidavit by door manufacturer certifying that each door meets
the specified requirements and standards.

B.

Fire Rated Doors: Carry metal label, fastened on hinge edge with drive screws,
indicating fire class/rating certified by an independent testing agency.

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Factory Finished Doors: Deliver doors in factory applied plastic bags or heavy
paper protective cartons. Mark packaging with sufficient identification to insure
proper door location.
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1.06

B.
Comply with manufacturer’s storage instructions.
PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.

Environmental Requirements: Do not store doors within the building or install
doors until after completion of cast-in-place concrete, masonry, plastering,
gypsum board and tile Work, and until after the building has dried out.

PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

MATERIALS
A.

Lumber: Comply with applicable AWS species requirements for door type and
grade.
1.
Exposed Surfaces: As indicated on the Drawings or specified. Furnish
matching exposed surface material on both faces and both edges of each
door unless otherwise indicated.
2.

2.02

Fire Rated Doors: Exposed faces to match non-fire rated doors in same
building area.

B.

Wood Veneers: Comply with applicable AWS species requirements for door
type and grade.

C.

Glue: Type I waterproof adhesives for bonding faces and crossbands to core, for
both exterior and interior door fabrication.

D.

Metal Louvers:
1.
Steel: 20 gage minimum; galvanized and factory primed for paint finish.
2.
Natural Anodized Aluminum: Extruded aluminum, with natural
anodized finish complying with NAAMM AA-C22A31 (0.4 mil minimum
thickness).
3.
Color Anodized Aluminum: Extruded aluminum, with color anodized
finish complying with NAAMM AA-C22A32 (0.4 mil minimum thickness).
Color as selected.

E.

Fire Rated Louvers: Door manufacturer’s listed, fusible link, self- closing type.

FABRICATION
A.

Interior Flush Wood Doors (Non-Fire Rated): 2 or 3 ply face panel construction
each side over a structural composite lumber (SCL) core edge bonded to stiles
and rails, complying with AWS SCLC-5 or SCLC-7.
1.

Exposed Surfaces for Transparent Finish: AWS Premium Grade.
a.
Face Veneer Cut and Species: Quarter sliced, matched, select
birch veneer face panels.
b.

Face Veneer Matching:
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1)

2)

3)

B.

Interior Flush Wood Doors (3/4, 1, and 1-1/2 Hour Fire Rated): 2 or 3 ply face
panel construction each side over fire rated solid mineral core, with hinge stile
construction having equivalent stile edge split resistance and screw withdrawal
resistance of one inch thick wood, and complying with applicable AWS FD for
the indicated fire rating.
1.

C.

2.03

Exposed Surfaces for Transparent Finish: AWS Premium Grade,
Quarter sliced, matched, select birch veneer face panels.

Interior Flush Wood Doors (1/3 Hour Fire Rated): 2 or 3 ply face panel
construction each side over a solid glued wood block (stave) core edge bonded to
stiles and rails, complying with AWS FD 1/3.
1.

D.

Matching of Pairs and Sets of Doors: Continuous
sequence of veneer on door faces. Comply with
additional requirements for veneer quality and matching.
Matching of Doors and Transoms: Where door and
transom panels are not interrupted by transom bar or
similar trim, furnish continuous grain match between
door and transom panel with full length face veneers.
Comply with additional requirements for veneer quality
and matching.
Label door and panel assembly match relationships to
insure proper field assembly.

Exposed Surfaces for Transparent Finish: AWS Premium Grade,
Quarter sliced, matched, select birch veneer face panels.

Light and Louver Openings: Fully trimmed openings. Comply with the
applicable provisions of the referenced standards for core treatment and stop
application.
1.
Light Openings for Non-Fire Rated Doors: Factory cut openings. Trim
openings with solid wood mouldings.
2.
Light Openings for Fire Rated Doors: Factory cut and trim openings to
comply with applicable codes.
3.
Louver Openings for Non-Fire Rated Doors: Factory cut openings for
louvers specified. Factory install louvers and trim in prepared openings.

FACTORY FINISHING, PREFITTING, AND PREPARATION FOR
HARDWARE
A.

Factory Finishing: Prefinish wood doors at the factory or finishing shop as
follows:
1.
Comply with AWS factory finishing recommendations including final
sanding requirements.
2.
Finishing System: Comply with the requirements of the following AWS
Finish System:
a.
Transparent Finish: System No. 5 - Conversion Varnish,
Premium Grade.
1)
Sheen: Dull satin; 15 to 20 degrees.
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2)
3)
B.

Stain Color: As selected.
If Open Grain Wood: Filled finish.

Factory Prefitting and Premachining for Hardware: Prefit doors scheduled or
indicated to receive factory finishing. Premachine these doors for hardware.
1.
Comply with AWS clearance requirements for prefitting. Machine
doors for hardware requiring cutting of doors. Comply with finish
hardware schedule, door frame shop drawings, and hardware templates
to insure proper fit and alignment of doors and hardware.
2.

Verify hardware mortises in steel frames in the field to verify
dimensions and proper alignment prior to proceeding with factory
machining of doors.

PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

3.02

PREPARATION
A.

Condition doors to average prevailing humidity in installation area prior to
hanging.

B.

Prepare doors to receive scheduled mortise hardware. Coordinate doors with the
finish hardware schedule and with the door frame shop drawings for proper
location of mortise hardware. Machine doors for hardware.

C.

Touch-up cut surfaces of factory primed doors with primer compatible with
primer specified for factory priming.

INSTALLATION
A.

Install the Work of this Section in accordance with manufacturer’s printed
installation instructions, except as shown or specified otherwise.

B.

Fit doors to prepared frames for proper fit. Allow 3/32 to 1/8-inch clearance at
head and both jambs. Trim doors when necessary by planning. Slightly chamfer
edge of lock stiles. Bevel lock stile as follows:
1.
Non-fire Rated Doors: 1/8 inch in 2 inches.
2.
Fire Rated Doors: 1/16 inch in 2 inches.

C.

Prefit Doors: Do not alter prefit factory finished doors.

D.

Fire Rated Doors: Install doors in corresponding fire rated frames in accordance
with the requirements of NFPA No. 80.

E.

Factory Finished Doors: Field touch-up and restore finishes damaged during
installation.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 087100
FINISH HARDWARE

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

REFERENCES
A.

NFPA 80 Fire Doors and Windows (2019).

B.

NFPA 101 Life Safety Code (2018).

C.

New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code (2019)

D.

ICC/ANSI A117.1-2017 Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities.

E.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.1 Butts and Hinges (2016).

F.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.4 Door Controls – Closers (2019).

G.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.6 Architectural Door Trim (2015).

H.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.7 Template Hinge Dimensions (2016).

I.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.8 Door Controls – Overhead Stops and Holders
(2015).

J.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.13 Mortise Locks and Latches Series 1000 (2017).

K.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.16 Auxiliary Hardware (2018).

L.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.18 Materials and Finishes (2016).

M.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.22 Door Gasketing Systems (2017).

N.

ANSI/BHMA Standard A156.26 Continuous Hinges (2017).

O.

DHI - Door and Hardware Institute.

P.

NAAM Standard HMMA 800-96- Introduction to Custom Hollow Metal.

Q.

NAAM Standard HMMA 831-13 Recommended Hardware Locations for
Custom Hollow Metal Doors and Frames.

R.

Americans with Disabilities Act State and Local Governments (Title 11) (2010)
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1.02

1.03

DEFINITIONS
A.

Architectural Hardware Consultant (AHC): A Door and Hardware Institute
certified expert in complex architectural openings requiring advanced knowledge
of model building codes and safety standards, ADA requirements, access control
knowledge and installation expertise.

B.

Architectural Hardware Distributor: A company that regularly purchases
architectural hardware from manufacturers and specializes in the sale, service
and support of that hardware to contractors and/or end users.

C.

Company Field Advisor(s): Hardware manufacturers’ representatives who are
certified in writing by manufacturer to be technically qualified in design,
installation, and servicing of products.

D.

Installation Supervisor: Designated supervisor/installer, who has a minimum
three years’ experience in finish hardware installation and is qualified and
responsible to ensure approved finish hardware is installed, adjusted, and
operates properly.

E.

Benchmark: Finish hardware installed on full size door and frame assembly that
is constructed on-site. Benchmarks are constructed to verify qualities of
materials and execution; to review coordination between frames, doors, and
architectural hardware; to show interface between partitions and frames; and to
demonstrate compliance with specified installation tolerances. Benchmarks are
not samples. Unless otherwise indicated, approved benchmarks establish the
standard by which the Work will be judged. The approved benchmark may be
incorporated into the work of this section.

SUBMITTALS
A.

Waiver of Submittals: The Waiver of Certain Submittal Requirements in
Section 013300 does not apply to this Section.

B.

Re-Evaluation Fee: In accordance with the General Conditions 07213 Article
4.7.

C.

Submittal Package Cover Sheets: The Hardware Distributor shall provide a
cover sheet, which identifies each package by:
1.
OGS project number.
2.
Project name.
3.
Facility name and location.
4.
Submittal Package name.
5.
Specification section name and number.
6.
Construction Contractor’s company name, address, e-mail address, and
telephone number.
7.
Finish Hardware Distributor’s company name, address, e-mail address,
and telephone number.
8.
Certified Architectural Hardware Consultant’s name, company name,
address, e-mail address, and telephone number.
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9.
D.

Submittal Date.

Submittal Packages
1.
Quality Control Package: Do not submit balance of packages until this
package is approved.
a.
Architectural Hardware Consultant Data:
1)
Provide name, business address, and telephone number
of DHI certified Architectural Hardware Consultant.
2)
Submit photocopy of Door and Hardware Institute’s
certificate demonstrating individual is an Architectural
Hardware Consultant.
b.
Company Field Advisor Data:
1)
Provide name, business address, and telephone number
of Company Field Advisor(s) for continuous hinges,
door bolts, locksets, overhead stops, door closers, and
gaskets.
2)
List services and products for which company field advisor(s)
is/are certified by manufacturer. Provide written certifications.
c.
Hardware Distributor’s Qualification Data:
1)
Provide the Finish Hardware Distributor’s company
name, address, e-mail address, and telephone number.
2)
Provide the hardware distributor’s company history,
including number of years in the hardware distribution
business, the number of AHC’s employed, and the
number of employees. Describe the distributor’s major
market.
3)
Include the names and contact information of physical
plant managers for 3 facilities, similar to this project, for
which the distributor has furnished architectural
hardware within the past 2 years.
d.
Supervisor’s/Installer’s Qualification Data:
1)
Name of Supervisor and each installer performing Work, and
employer’s name, business address and telephone number.
2)
Names and addresses, and contact information of
physical plant managers for 3 facilities, similar to this
project, on which each installer has worked on during
past 2 years.
2.

Finish Hardware Package:
a.
Finish Hardware Schedule: Use vertical format and indicate
finish hardware items, both mechanical and electrical in one
document, required to complete Work of this section. Submit
Hardware Schedule that includes complete hardware sets for
each door and frame shown on Door Schedule.
1)
Preface schedule with following:
a)
Certified Architectural Hardware Consultant’s
statement of preparation of/or certification of,
Finish Hardware Schedule.
b)
Index.
c)
List of manufacturers.
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b.

c.
3.

d)
List of finishes.
e)
Explanation of abbreviations.
f)
Keying instructions and key schedule.
2)
Create hardware groups, each group consisting of
similar doors and hardware. Do not combine labeled
and non-labeled openings. Do not combine doors and
frames with dissimilar door sizes and/or materials.
3)
For each opening include the following:
a)
Door and frame materials and dimensions.
b)
Fire rating.
c)
Door number, location and handing.
d)
Degree of opening required for closer and/or
overhead stop.
e)
Installation and detailing notes.
4)
Under each group heading, list hardware items in detail,
required for ordering. For each hardware item include:
a)
Type (Hinges).
b)
Quantity (Hinges 3ea).
c)
Manufacturers’ name (Hinges 3ea Hagar).
d)
Catalog number (Hinges 3ea Hagar AB800).
e)
Size (Hinges 3ea Hagar AB800 4 ½ x 4 ½ ).
f)
Options or accessories (Hinges HTAB800 4 ½ x 4 ½ ).
g)
Finish (Hinges HTAB800 4 ½ x 4 ½ x 630).
h)
Fasteners (Hinges HTAB800 4 ½ x 4 ½ x 630 x torx with
center security pin).
i)
Indicate location of protection plates: Push side
or pull side.
j)
Installation Notes, as written in this section, for
each hardware group.
5)
Use a separate hardware group in Hardware Schedule that
lists attic stock hardware items, key cabinets, key control
system, special tools required to install hardware, lubricants,
and Operations and Maintenance Manuals.
Product Data: Furnish six copies of manufacturers’ catalog sheets,
specifications, sizing charts, and installation instructions, for each
item specified. Highlight information pertaining specifically to
product (s) submitted.
Submit samples as requested.

Closeout Submittals Package: Submit as a complete package.
a.
Operation and Maintenance Manuals: Furnish 2 hardcover three
ring binders with the project name and number displayed on the
front cover and spine. Include:
1)
List of Manufacturers.
2)
Approved Finish Hardware Schedule.
3)
Approved Manufacturers’ Product Data Sheets.
4)
Manufacturer’s operation, installation, maintenance, and
repair instructions for each type of hardware furnished.
5)
Templates for kind of hardware furnished.
6)
Parts List for each type of finish hardware furnished.
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7)

b.

1.04

TEMPLATES
A.

1.05

1.06

Manufacturers’ dated written warranty for each type of
finish hardware furnished.
8)
Certifications: Written certification from Company Field
Advisors that their products are installed according to
manufacturers’ printed installation instructions, are
operating properly, and manufacturers’ written warranty will
be in effect upon physical completion of the Work.
9)
Special Tools: List of special tools required to install
hardware, and their purpose.
Special Tools:
1)
At conclusion of finish hardware installation, turn over
to Director’s Representative 2 of each special tool
required to install hardware together with a list of these
tools and their purpose.

After receipt of approved submittals, furnish templates to affected trades, to
enable fabricators to make provision for finish hardware without delaying the
Work of the Project.

DELIVERY AND STORAGE
A.

Coordinate delivery to avoid delay.

B.

Clearly label each item for identification and installation location as it
corresponds to the approved Finish Hardware Schedule and subsequent
information bulletins.

C.

Deliver hardware to the jobsite in the manufacturers’ original packages complete
with fasteners, parts, installation instructions, and templates required for proper
installation.

D.

Inventory hardware at jobsite to identify shortages or backorders. Resolve
delivery shortages and damaged items prior to installing hardware.

E.

Store finish hardware where directed by Director’s Representative. Provide
locked, dry storage for finish hardware.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Hardware Distributor’s Qualification:
1.
Hardware Distributor who has been in the business of furnishing, and/ or
installing finish hardware for a minimum of three years.
2.
Hardware Distributor shall have the DHI certified Architectural
Hardware Consultant prepare or certify the Finish Hardware Submittal
meets specification requirements, and the schedule is written accurately
and in accordance with DHI recommendations, and requirements of this
specification.
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B.

Company Field Advisors: Employ advisor(s) for continuous hinges, door bolts,
mortise locksets, surface overhead stops, door closers, and gaskets.

C.

Installation Supervisor: Employ a qualified Installation Supervisor who will be
responsible to ensure approved finished hardware is installed, adjusted and
operates properly.

D.

Installers: Employ experienced finish hardware installers who have been
regularly employed by a Company installing finish hardware for a minimum of 5
years.

E.

Pre-submittal Conference: Before Finish Hardware Submittals are written for
submission, the Director’s Representative will call a teleconference to review
Finish Hardware Submittal requirements including but not limited to format,
cover sheet, headings, hardware sets, level of detail, installation notes,
description of operation, keying, and product data sheets. The Contractor, the
Finish Hardware Distributor, the Finish Hardware Detailer, and consulting
hardware designer, and OGS Designers shall attend. The OGS Finish Hardware
Reviewer shall conduct the conference.

F.

On Site Pre-installation Conference: Before finish hardware installation begins, the
Director’s Representative will call a conference at the site to review Finish Hardware
Specifications, approved Finish Hardware Submittals, and to discuss requirements for
the Work including:
1.
Hardware delivery and storage.
2.
Hardware labeling by door number.
3.
Hardware locations.
4.
Potential location conflicts.
5.
Hardware installation sequence and responsibility.
6.
Required accessories and fasteners.
7.
Continuous hinge installation.
8.
Surface overhead stops and closer template and adjustments.
9.
Special tools and maintenance items.
10.
Hardware Closeout requirements.
11.
Hardware Warranties.

G.

Pre-installation Conference Attendance: The Construction Contractor, Company Field
Advisors, authorized Finish Hardware Installers, and the Finish Hardware Distributor’s
Architectural Hardware Consultant shall attend the conference. OGS’s Finish Hardware
Reviewer conducts the meeting. OGS designers and facility personnel may attend. The
Company Field Advisors will present installation instruction and advice.

H.

Pre-Benchmark-Construction Meeting: Prior to the construction of the mock-up,
a meeting will be held at the site or as conference call to review the requirements
and discuss the intent of the mock-up. The meeting will be scheduled by the
Director’s Representative and conducted by the Hardware Designer. The
meeting shall be attended by the Director’s Representative, the Hardware
Designer, the Contractor’s onsite foreman, the person supervising this phase of
the Work (if different), and the person (people) who will be performing the
work.
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1.08

1.09

I.

Construction of Benchmark: Before installing portions of the Work requiring
benchmarks, install benchmarks for each form of construction required to
comply with the following requirements, using materials indicated for the
completed Work.
1.
Build hardware benchmark in door and frame assembly, specified in
section 081102, in locations as directed, and include continuous hinge,
lockset, closer, surface overhead stop and gaskets.
2.
Notify the Director’s Representative in advance of dates and times when
benchmark will be constructed.
3.
Install benchmark with supervisor oversight and workers who will be
employed during the construction of the Work.
4.
Construct benchmarks using the exact materials, products, methods, and
workmanship that were approved for the Work.
5.
Obtain Director’s Representative’s approval of benchmarks before
starting work, fabrication, or construction.
6.
Maintain benchmarks during construction in an undisturbed condition as
a standard for judging the completed Work.
7.
Failure to maintain this standard of quality will be cause for rejection of
the Work.
8.
Benchmark may be used in the Work unless otherwise indicated.

J.

Uniformity of Hardware and Single Source Responsibility: For each kind of
hardware provide product(s) of a single manufacturer.

K.

Size Variations: Manufacturers’ products may vary slightly from sizes specified
except where minimum size or thickness is specified.

WARRANTY
A.

Manufacturer’s Warranty: Fifteen-year minimum warranty for door closers.

B.

Manufacturer’s Warranty: Three year minimum for locksets.

MAINTENANCE
A.

Special Tools: At the conclusion of finish hardware installation, turn over to
Owner’s Representative 2 sets of each special tools required for proper
installation and adjustment of hardware, together with a list of these tools and
their purpose.

B.

Lubricants: Provide manufacturer’s recommended lubricants for locksets and
closers sufficient for 1 year of maintenance. Turn over to Director’s
Representative.

PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

ACCESSORIES
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A.

Provide brackets, plates, arms, spacers, and special templates to mount door
closers in combination with overhead stops and coordinators, on narrow top rails
and for special ceiling and jamb conditions.
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B.

2.02

2.03

Provide curved lip strikes, with wrought boxes, specific to individual lock
functions. Universal strikes that fit a variety of lock functions are not acceptable.
As the majority of frames and strike preps are existing. Where necessary provide
custom strike plates to ensure proper deadlatch function.

FASTENINGS
A.

Provide fasteners that harmonize with finish hardware material and finish.

B.

Provide torx center pin security fasteners for all exposed hardware, including full
mortise butt and Continuous hinges.

C.

Provide machine screws for hardware secured to metal; and machine screws and
metal expansion shields for attachment to masonry substrates. Self-tapping or
self-drilling screws are not acceptable.

D.

Provide undercut shallow head torx center pin security fasteners where necessary
for proper seating.

E.

Attach door closers and overhead stops with sex bolts to wood doors.

MATERIALS AND FINISHES
A.

General: Requirements for design, grade, function, finish, size, and other
distinctive qualities of each type of finish hardware are indicated in this section
and in the Hardware Groups.

B.

Continuous Hinges
1.
Full height barrel-type manufactured from 14-gauge 304 stainless steel.
Confirm door heights on site.
2.
.25” diameter stainless steel pins. With Hospital Tips. Marked Top of
Hinge. Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Center Pin Torx
3.
Provide hinges without covers.

C.

Butt Hinges
1.
Hinges ball bearing, heavy weight , non removable pins with hospital tips.
2.
Hinges are to be fabricated from stainless steel with a brushed finish.
3.
Doors up to 3’ wide to have 4 ½” hinges. Over 3’ up to 4’ to have 5”
Hinges
4.
Doors up to 7’ to have 3 ea. hinges. Over 7’ tall add one hinge for each
additional 2’

D.

Locks, Latches and Bolts
1.
Comply with UL requirements for throw of bolts and latch bolts on rated
fire openings.
2.
Provide 3/4” minimum throw on other latch bolts.
3.
Provide 1” minimum throw deadbolts.

E.

Closers and Door Control Devices
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.04
A.

Closer bodies: Provide closer bodies with the same hole template
pattern regardless of type or application.
Closer arms: Track Type .
Closer size: Provide sized closers.
Provide all-weather fluid to eliminate seasonal adjustment of closer
speed.
Powder coat closer body, arm, and adapter plate or pre-treat closer body,
arm, and adapter plate with rust-inhibiting coating before painted finish
is applied.

FINISH HARDWARE
SET # 1

Pipe / Plumbing Chase

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
MK
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
3 Ea. Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
IV
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
AC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
BE
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
LC
Frames with existing no lip strikes may reuse the existing strike prep for new no lip
strikes.
B.

SET # 2

SET # 3

689

AC
BE

630
630
626

Medication Room Dutch Door

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9134 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Balance of hardware to remain.
D.

PRI
630
630
626

Patient Rooms / Toilet

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Balance of hardware to remain.
C.

630

BE

630
630
626

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
AC

PRI
630
630
626

SET # 4

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

AC

Patient Area Toilet / Shower Rooms
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9134 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset

BE
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E.

F.

1 Ea. Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
SET # 5
Patient Area Toilet / Shower

LC
IV
IV

689
630
630

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Balance of hardware to remain.

AC
BE

630
630
626

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

LC
IV
IV

689
630
630

AC
BE

630
630
626

LC

689

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

LC
IV
IV
GJ

689
630
630
630

SET # 6

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

1 Ea.
1 Ea.
1 Ea.
G.

SET # 7

Patient Area / Therapy Rooms/ Toilet
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Patient Area Storage / Laundry / Exam Rooms

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Balance of hardware to remain.
H.

SET # 8

Patient Area Storage / Laundry / Exam Rooms
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
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I.

SET # 9

Patient Area Stairwell

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
3 Ea. Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
2 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
1 Ea. Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Existing alarm to remain
J.

MK

630

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

LC
IV
IV
IV
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

MK

630

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

LC
IV
IV
GJ
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
2

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

1
1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

LC
IV
IV
GJ
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

SET # 9A

Patient Area Stairwell

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
3 Ea. Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
2 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
1 Ea. Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Existing alarm to remain
K.

SET # 10

Patient Area Corridor Entrance
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Institutional CH9160 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
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L.

M.

SET # 10A Patient Area Corridor Entrance
1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
2

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

1
1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

LC
IV
IV
GJ
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

LC
IV
GJ

689
630
630

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
2

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

LC
IV
IV
IV

689
630
630
630

SET # 11

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

1 Ea.
1 Ea.
1 Ea.
N.

SET # 12

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Activity Room/Staff Break Room
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Patient Area Dining
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
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O.

P.

Q.

SET # 12A Patient Area Dining
1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx

MK

630

3
1
1
2

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

LC
IV
IV
IV

689
630
630
630

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
2

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

LC
IV
IV
GJ

689
630
630
630

AC
BE

630
630
626

LC

689

AC
BE

630
630
626

GJ

630

SET # 12B Patient Area Dining

SET # 13

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Patient Area Storage / Laundry / Exam Rooms

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9134 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Balance of hardware to remain.
R.

SET # 14

Patient Rooms

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
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S.

SET # 15

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

GJ

630

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
SE

PRI
630
630
626

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

1 Ea.
T.

U.

Patient Area Activity / Therapy Rooms

SET # 16

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Patient Seclusion Room
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Seclusion Lock
USL-K3-IHB
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system

SET # 16A Patient Seclusion Room
1 Ea. Seclusion Lock
USL-K3-IHB
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
and specified Lockset

V.

BE

SE
BE

630
630
626

MK

630

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
626

LC
626
GJ
IV
IV
GJ

689

SET # 17 Patient Area Multi-Purpose
2 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
6 Ea. Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
2 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Set Auto Flushbolts
FB32 GJ
1 Ea. Coordnator
COR Series w/ required brackets
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
2 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
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689
630
630
630

W. SET # 17A Electrical Closet
2 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

6 Ea.
1 Ea.
1 Ea.

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
626

LC
626
GJ
IV
IV
GJ

689
689
630
630
630

2 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

6
2
2
4
2
1
1

IV
IV
LC
IV
LC
NG
NG

PRI
630
689
630
689
CA
CA

AC
BE

630
630
626

LC

689

AC

630
630
626

2
1
1
1
1
2
X.

Y.

Ea.
Set
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

SET # 18

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

SET # 19

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9134 SEC
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Auto Flushbolts
FB32 GJ
Coordnator
COR Series w/ required brackets
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Patient Area Cross Corridor
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Push Plates
8200 4” x 16” x B4E X Torx
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Magnetic Holdopens SEM7840 X 24 VDC
Door Seal
700NA x Perimeter x Torx
Astragal
Patient Area Day Room

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Balance of hardware to remain.
Z.

SET # 20

Anti-Ligature Storeroom

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Balance of hardware to remain.

BE
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AA. SET # 21

Storage

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

1 Ea.
1 Ea.
1 Ea.

BE
BE

630
630
626

LC
IV
IV
IV

689
630
630
630

AC
BE

630
630
626

MK

630

BE
BE

630
626

GJ

630

MK

630

AC
BE

630
630
626

IV

630

MK

630

BE

630
630
630

1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

BB. SET # 22

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Mortise Storeroom 45H7D15M LC x CP Torx
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
7Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Office / Exam / Dayroom

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Balance of hardware to remain.
CC. SET # 23

Office / Exam

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
1 Ea. Mortise Classroom 45H7R15M LC x CP Torx
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
DD. SET # 24

New Patient Room

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Balance of Hardware Existing
EE. SET # 25

Staff Toilet

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
1 Ea. Mortise Privacy
45H7L15M x CP Torx
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx

IV
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FF. SET # 26

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

6
1
1
1

IV
AC
IV

PRI
630
630
630

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
2

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

IV
BE
BE

PRI
630
630
626

1
1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

LC
IV
IV
IV
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

IV
BE
LC
IV
IV
IV
NG
NG
NG

PRI
630
630
689
630
630
630
CA
CA
CA

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
AC

PRI
630
630
630

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

GG. SET # 27

HH. SET # 28

II.

Patient Area Toilet / Shower Rooms– NOT USED

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Mortise Privacy
CH9140 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Interior Stairwell
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Mortise Institution 45H7D15W LC x CP Torx
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Exterior Stairwell
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Mortise Passage
45H7N15W LC x CP Torx
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Door Bottom
200N x DW x Torx
Threshold
425 AL x DW x Torx
Co-ordinate Jamb Depth.

SET # 29 Nurse Station ½ Door

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx

IV
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JJ. SET # 30

Patient Area Exterior Stairwell

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

IV
AC
LC
IV
IV
IV
NG
NG
NG

PRI
630
630
689
630
630
630
CA
CA
CA

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
2

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

LC
IV
IV
IV
NG
NG
NG

689
630
630
630
CA
CA
CA

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

KK. SET # 31

LL. SET # 32

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Passage
CH9125
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Door Bottom
200N x DW x Torx
Threshold
425 AL x DW x Torx
Co-ordinate Jamb Depth.
Exterior Patient Locking
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Door Bottom
200N x DW x Torx
Threshold
425 AL x DW x Torx
Co-ordinate Jamb Depth.
Classroom Pair

6 Ea. Hinges

HTFBB191 NRP x Torx
ST
Confirm number, location and size of existing hinges
to suit existing door frames.
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
AC
2 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
BE
2 Ea, Closer
4510T Series x SRI
LC
2 Ea. Flushbolts
555
IV
2 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
GJ
2 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
IV
2 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
IV
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630

630
626
689
626
630
630
630

MM.SET # 33

Area Corridor Entrance

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3 Ea.
1 Ea.
1 Ea.

IV
BE
BE

PRI
630
626

LC
IV
IV
GJ
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

1
1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

NN. SET # 34

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Mortise Storeroom 45H7D15W LC x CP Torx
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Dutch Door

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

630

1 Ea.
1 Ea.
1 Ea.

630
630
626

1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea,
Ea.
Ea.

OO. SET # 35

FM300HT-DD x Marked Top of Hinge
MK
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx Dutch Door
Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
AC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
BE
and specified Lockset
Dead Bolt
Closer
4510T Series x SRI
LC
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
GJ
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
IV
Patient Area / Therapy Rooms/ Toilet

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
PP. SET # 36

AC
BE

630
630
626

LC
IV
IV

689
630
630

AC
BE

630
630
626

LC
IV
IV

689
630
630

Patient Area Toilet / Shower Rooms

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9134 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4210T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
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1

Ea.

QQ. SET # 37

Patient Area Storage / Laundry / Exam Rooms

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
RR. SET # 38

LC
IV
IV
GJ

689
630
630
630

AC
BE

630
630
626

LC
IV
IV
GJ
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

AC
BE

630
630
626

LC
IV
IV
IV
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

BE
BE

630
630
626

LC
IV
IV
IV

689
630
630
630

Patient Area Stairwell

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
2 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
1 Ea. Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain. Existing alarm to remain
TT. SET # 40

BE

630
630
626

Patient Area Corridor Entrance

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Institutional CH9160 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
2 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
1 Ea. Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
SS. SET # 39

AC

Storage

1 Ea. Mortise Storeroom 45H7D15M LC x CP Torx
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
7Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
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UU. SET # 41

Office / Exam

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

IV

PRI

AC
BE

630
630
626

MK

630

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

LC

689

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

LC
IV
IV

689
630
630

AC

630
630
630

3 Ea. Filler Plates

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
To fill existing frame hinge preps.

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Balance of hardware to remain.
VV. SET # 42

Patient Area Day Room

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
3 Ea. Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Balance of hardware to remain.
WW. SET # 43

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

1 Ea.
1 Ea.
1 Ea.
XX. SET # 44

Pantry
FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Patient Area Toilet / Shower Rooms

1 Ea. Mortise Privacy
CH9140 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.

IV
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YY. SET # 45

Patient Area Storage / Laundry / Exam Rooms

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9159-SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
Balance of hardware to remain.
ZZ. SET # 46

AC

LC

689

BE
BE

630
630
626

LC
IV
IV
IV
NG

689
630
630
630
CA

AC
BE

630
630
626

LC
IV
IV
GJ

689
630
630
630

AC
BE

630
630
626

GJ

630

Interior Stairwell

1 Ea. Mortise Institution 45H7D15W LC x CP Torx
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
2 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
1 Ea. Door Seal
700N x Perimeter x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
AAA.SET # 47

BE

630
630
626

Patient Area Storage / Laundry / Exam Rooms – NOT USED

1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Door Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Kickplate
8400 10” x 1 ½” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Mop Plate
8400 4” x 1” LDW x B4E x Torx
1 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
BBB. SET # 48 Office/Break Room
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
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CCC. SET # 49

Patient Area Activity / Therapy Rooms

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
AC
BE

PRI
630
630
626

MK

630

AC
BE

630
630
626

IV

630

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

MK

630

3
1
1
1

IV
AC

PRI
630
630
630

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

1 Ea.
GJ 630

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9145 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx

DDD. SET # 50

Visitor and Staff Break Room – NOT USED

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Classroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Balance of Hardware Existing
EEE.

SET # 51 Nurse Station ½ Door

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

FFF. SET # 52

FM300HT x Marked Top of Hinge
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins
Filler Plates
To fill existing frame hinge preps.
Anti-Lig Institutional CH9158 SEC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx

IV

Dutch Door

1 Ea. Continuous Hinge

630

1 Ea.
1 Ea.
1 Ea.

630
630
626

1
1
1
1

Ea.
Ea,
Ea.
Ea.

FM300HT-DD x Marked Top of Hinge
MK
X Tack Welded top/bottom pins x Torx Dutch Door
Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9145 SEC
AC
Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
BE
and specified Lockset
Dead Bolt
Closer
4510T Series x SRI
LC
Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
GJ
Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
IV
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689
630
630

GGG. SET # 52A Dutch Door
1 Ea. Anti-Lig Storeroom CH9145 SEC
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function.
1 Ea. Cylinder
Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea, Closer
4510T Series x SRI
1 Ea. Overhead Door Stop GJ90S Series x Torx
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
HHH. SET # 53

BE

630
630
626

LC
GJ
IV

689
630
630

BE
BE

630
630
626

IV

630

Storage

1 Ea. Mortise Storeroom 45H7D15M LC x CP Torx
1 Ea. Custom ASA strike to ensure proper deadlatch function
1 Ea. Cylinder
7Compatible with existing system
and specified Lockset
1 Ea. Wall Stop
WS406 CVX x Torx
Balance of hardware to remain.
2.05

AC

KEYING
A.

Continue existing Best (By Stanley) key system established for Facility.
1.
Stamp key symbol on one side of key, and “Do Not Duplicate” on other
side of key.
3.
Furnish one copy of factory bitting list to facility.
4.
Factory key cylinders.
5.
Furnish 3 cut keys for each master key.
6.
Furnish 7 cut keys for each keyed lockset.
7.
These cut key quantities are for bidding purposes only. Actual number
of cut keys required will be determined at keying meeting.
8.
When lockset and cylinder are by different manufacturers, identify and
furnish correct cylinder cam to operate lockset.
9.
Provide compression rings and spacers to achieve proper spacing
relationship between cylinder and face of door.

B.

Keying Conference
1.
Immediately following contract award, Director’s Representative
will schedule a keying conference to develop a written key
schedule that reflects Facility’s specific keying requirements.
Facility Representative(s), Hardware Distributor, Consulting Hardware
Designer, and OGS’s Hardware Designer will attend.
2.
Incorporate this schedule in Finish Hardware Submittals for approval.
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PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

3.02

EXAMINATION
A.

Examine doors and frames and related items for conditions such as, but not
limited to, incorrect handing, hardware preparation, misaligned lock and strike
preparations, that would prevent proper application of finish hardware. Do not
proceed until defects are corrected.

B.

Report conditions or hardware applications that are incorrect to the Director’s
Representative.

INSTALLATION
A.

Do not proceed with installation of finish hardware prior to attending referenced
pre-installation conference.

B.

Installation Sequence: Use proper installation sequence, i.e., install coordinators,
and overhead stops and holders before surface mounted door closers.

C.

Install hardware in accordance with manufacturer’s printed installation
instructions, and adjust for smooth operation, free of sticking, binding or rattling.
1.
Template surface overhead stops and holders for proper operation
2.
Template and adjust closers for proper operation.

D.

Use proper tools and methods to prevent scratches, burrs or other defacement.

E.

Threshold Installation:
1.
Drill holes 3 inches from each end of threshold and intermediate holes
12 inches maximum o.c. for required fasteners. Prepare holes for
countersunk fasteners.
2.
Level and align thresholds with frames and doors. Where required, use
non-corrosive shims.
3.
Exterior Doors: Set thresholds in a solid bed of Type 3 sealant.
4.
Secure thresholds to substrate with countersunk fasteners.

F.

Door Bottom Installation:
1.
Mount sweep type door bottom protection/drip caps on exterior side of
doors.
2.
Before mounting apply Type 2 sealant on the back side of bearing
surface. Secure to door with required fasteners.

G.

Gasket Installation:
1.
Install continuous stripping at each opening without unnecessary
interruptions.
2.
Where fasteners are required, secure fasteners for stripping and seals so
they will not work loose during door operation. Exposed heads of
fasteners shall be free of sharp edges.
3.
Coordinate meeting stile gasket with hardware before installation.
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4.
H.

I.

3.03

All locksets, Cylinders and Door closers that are removed from non-ACM doors
are to be turned over to the Director’s Representative. Cylinders are to be tagged
with their existing door numbers.

LOCATIONS
A.

3.04

Install units plumb and level at the optimum location to maintain a
permanent effective seal.
After installation, cover and protect hardware to prevent damage during
remaining construction. Remove protection upon completion of construction.

Locate hardware as follows:
1.
Door Closers: Template for maximum door swing allowed by wall
placement and jamb conditions. Where overhead stop prevents door
from swinging to wall, template the closer to exceed degree of opening
allowed by overhead stop.
2.
Protection Plates: 1/8 inch from door bottom.
3.
Wall Stops: Centerline of bumper to match centerline of locking trim.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A.

Post Installation Review: After hardware is adjusted for proper operation,
Director’s Representative will hold a Post-Installation Review with the
Contractor, Hardware Designer, Company Field Advisors, Hardware Distributor
and Hardware Installers.
1.
Physically inspect to verify proper application, installation, adjustment
and operation of finish hardware, and in particular that:
a)
Latches engage freely without binding. Filing of strike plates to
relieve latch bind is not acceptable.
b)
Closers are adjusted for proper spring power; sweep speed,
latching speed; and hydraulic back check.
c)
Locations and proper attachment of installed protective
hardware are as specified.
d)
There is no field modification of fasteners.
e)
Damaged fasteners are replaced.
2.
Defective hardware is repaired or replaced.
3.
Hardware is to be left clean and free from disfigurement.

B.

Turn referenced Operations and Maintenance Manuals over to Facility through
Director’s Representative.

END OF SECTION
BTH
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SECTION 088853
SECURITY GLAZING

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

1.03

RELATED WORK SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A.

Steel Doors and Frames: Section 081102.

B.

Wood Doors: Section 081400

REFERENCES
A.

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), ASTM International,
100 Barr Harbor Dr., PO Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA, 19428-2959,
www.astm.org

B.

H. P. White Laboratory, Inc., 3114 Scarboro Rd., Street, MD 21154-1822,
www.hpwhite.com.

C.

Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062-2096,
www.ul.com.

D.

Glass Association of North America, 2945 SW Wanamaker Dr., Suite A,
Topeka, KS 66614-5321, www.glasswebsite.com.

E.

American Architectural Manufacturers Association, 1827 Walden Office Square,
Suite 550, Schaumburg, IL 60173-4268, www.aamanet.org.

DEFINITIONS
A.

1.04

Sheet Materials: The term “Sheet Materials” as used in this Section refers to
monolithic polycarbonate sheets, glass clad polycarbonate sheets, and laminated
polycarbonate sheets specially fabricated for ballistics and/or forced-entry
resistance.

SUBMITTALS
A.

Waiver of Submittals: The “Waiver of Certain Submittals Requirements” in
Section 013300 does not apply to this Section.

B.

Product Data: Catalog sheets, specifications, glazing details, and installation
instructions for each type of sheet materials, and glazing materials specified.

C.

Samples:
1.
Sheet Materials: 12 x 12-inch pieces for each type specified.
2.
Setting blocks: Full size, not less than 4 inches long.
3.
Glazing Tape: 4 inches long.
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4.
5.
D.

E.

1.05

Color Samples for Glazing Materials: Manufacturer’s standard colors.
Spacer Shims: 4 inches long.

Quality Control Submittals:
1.
Test Reports: Test data to substantiate sheet material assembly’s
compliance with the requirements of this Section.
2.

Manufacturer’s Qualifications Data: Written certification that the
manufacturer has been actively marketing security glazing materials for
the past 3 years.

3.

Installer’s Qualifications Data:
a.
Name of each person who will be installing the Work of this
Section and their employer’s name, business address and
telephone number.
b.
Names and addresses of 3 similar projects that each person has
worked on during the past 5 years.

4.

Compatibility: Written certification from sheet materials manufacturer
that all proposed glazing materials are compatible with specified sheet
material.

Contract Closeout Submittals:
1.
Maintenance Data: Deliver 2 copies, covering installed products, to the
Director’s Representative.
2.
Warranty: Copy of specified Warranty.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Testing Laboratory: Independent testing laboratory with the test facilities,
experience, and capability to demonstrate the proposed sheet material assemblies
compliance with the requirements of this Section to the satisfaction of the
Director.

B.

Manufacturer’s Qualifications:
1.
The manufacturer shall have been actively marketing security glazing
materials in the United States for a minimum of 3 years.
2.
The manufacturer shall have the technical expertise and qualified
technical representatives to resolve questions or problems that may arise
both during and after the Work is completed.

C.

Installer’s Qualifications: The persons installing the security glazing and their
Supervisor shall be personally experienced in security glazing systems and shall
have been regularly employed by a Company installing security glazing systems
for a minimum of 5 years.

D.

Product Identification Labels:
1.
Identify each piece of forced entry resistant sheet material with a oneinch high x 3 inches long self-adhesive transparent label, indicating the
manufacturer and product name. Place the stencil on the glass, if
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applicable, readable from the secure side. Locate label in the upper right
corner 2 inches from the top and side of the frame.

1.06

1.07

E.

Laminated Glass Imperfections: Imperfections such as bubbles, blow-in, fuse,
hair, lint, inside dirt (dirt spot), delamination, discoloration, short interlayer,
unlaminated area chip, interlayer scuff, streak, scratches, will be cause for
rejection of product. Comply with ASTM C-1349 for Glass Clad Polycarbonates

F.

Mismatch of Laminations:
1.
Maximum Allowable Mismatch: 3/16 inches.
2.
Length and Width Tolerances of Symmetrical Glass Clad Polycarbonate
Laminates: Comply with ASTM C 1349, Table 2.

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver and store sheet material assemblies with manufacturer’s labels intact.

B.

Deliver exposed polycarbonate sheets with strippable water-resistant protective
masking intact. Do not capture protective masking in frame when installing sheet
material. Protective masking to remain intact during installation. Where sheet
material is in direct sunlight, remove protective masking.

C.

Protect sheet material assemblies from damage during handling, storage, and
installation.

PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.

1.08

Environmental Requirements: Comply with glazing materials manufacturer’s
printed recommendations regarding environmental conditions under which
glazing materials can be installed.

WARRANTY
A.

Special Warranty: The one-year period required by Paragraph 9.8 of the General
Conditions is extended to 2 years for Type S-1 Glass. Refer to Supplementary
Conditions.

B.

Manufacturer’s Warranties: In addition to the 2-year period specified above,
furnish Type S-1 glass manufacturer’s warranties as follows:
1.
Ten-year warranty against breakage or coating failure.
2.
Ten-year warranty against excessive yellowing (ASTM D 1925; less
than 5.0 after 3 years and less than 10.0 after 10 years as measured with
a Gardner Colorimeter).
3.
Ten-year warranty against excessive light transmission loss. ASTM D
1003, not more than 3 percent decrease after 3 years, and not more than
7 percent decrease after 10 years.
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PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

2.02

COMPANIES
A.

SABIC Innovative Plastics, Structured Products Department, One Plastics Ave.,
Pittsfield, MA 01201-3662, (800) 451-3147, www.geplastics.com.

B.

Sheffield Plastics, Inc., 119 Salisbury Rd., Sheffield, MA 01257-9706, (800)
628-5084, www.sheffieldplastics.com.

MATERIALS
A.

2.03

FORCED ENTRY RESISTANT SECURITY GLAZING TYPES
A.

2.04

Polycarbonate: Extruded polycarbonate, UV stabilized, mar-resistant surface
coating, smoke density rating less than 75, ASTM D 2843; extent of burning
characteristics less than one inch when tested in accordance with ASTM D 635.

Type S-1 Sheet:
1.
Monolithic Polycarbonate.
2.
Forced Entry Resistance: H.P. White TP-0500.01 Level l, or ASTM F
1233 Class II, (Step 5).
3.
Overall Nominal Thickness: 1/2 inch.
4.
Color: Clear.
5.
Ripple Pattern: Horizontal.
6.
Products:
a.
Lexan MR 10 by SABIC Innovative Plastics.
b.
Makrolon AR by Sheffield Plastics.

GLAZING MATERIALS
A.

Setting Blocks: Comply with ASTM C 864, Shore A durometer hardness of 85
+/- 5 percent ASTM Test Method D 2240. Provide compatible setting blocks
specifically recommended by the by the sheet material manufacturer for use with
sheet materials and glazing materials used.

B.

Spacer Shims: Shore A durometer hardness of 50 to 60 ASTM Test Method D
2240. Provide compatible spacer shims of material, size, and shape specifically
recommended by the sheet material manufacturer for the materials used.

C.

Glazing Tape: Preformed, 100 percent solid, butyl-based elastomeric tape or
ribbon (coiled on release paper), non-staining and non-migrating, with
continuous built-in shim (pre-shimmed), if recommended in writing by the
glazing manufacturer for the application indicated, comply with AAMA 800.
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D.

Glazing Sealant: Silicone, ASTM C 920, Type S, Grade NS, Class 25, Use G.
Verify compatibility of sealant with sheet material other glazing materials, and
frame with sealant manufacturer.

E.

Sealant Colors: For exposed materials provide color as indicated or, if not
indicated, as selected by the Director from the manufacturer’s standard colors.
For concealed materials, provide any of the manufacturer’s standard colors.

F.

Cleaners, Primers, and Sealers: Types recommended by glazing material
manufacturer, compatible with polycarbonate

PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

3.02

3.03

EXAMINATION
A.

Examine glazing channels and stops for defects that will prevent satisfactory
installation of sheet glazing system. Report unsatisfactory conditions to the
Director in writing. Do not proceed with installation until unsatisfactory
conditions have been corrected.

B.

Inspect each piece of sheet material immediately before installation. Remove
from the Site pieces that have observable damage or face imperfections.

PREPARATION
A.

Remove coatings that are not firmly bonded to the substrate.

B.

Clean the glazing channel, and other framing members to receive sheet material,
immediately before glazing.

C.

Immediately prior to installation, peel back factory applied protective masking
only to a dimension sufficient for edge engagement. Do not totally remove
masking from sheet.

INSTALLATION
A.

Each installation shall withstand normal temperature changes without sheet
material delamination, failure of glazing materials to remain watertight and
airtight, deterioration of glazing materials and other defects in the work.

B.

Install sheet and glazing material in accordance with the recommend standards
detailed in the “Glazing Manual” of the Glass Association of North America
except as indicated and specified otherwise, and except as specifically
recommended otherwise by the manufacturers of the sheet material and glazing
materials.

C.

Primer: Apply primer to surfaces when recommended by glazing material
manufacturer.
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3.04

D.

Setting Blocks:
1.
Install a minimum of 2 identical setting blocks sized to provide 0.1-inchlong for each square foot of sheet material area but not less than 4 inches
long.
2.
Height of setting blocks to provide the recommended nominal bite and
minimum edge clearance for the security glazing used.
3.
Width as required providing proper support of sheet materials but
allowing water passage to weep holes.
4.
Install at quarter points in heal bead of sealant, do not block weeps.

E.

Glazing Tape:
1.
Cut glazing tape to proper length prior to application. Install strips in 4
separate sections. Do not run continuously around corners.
2.
Install tape continuously against permanent stop 3/16 to 1/4 inch below
sightline. Do not permit gaps or joints in tape except at corners. Do not
lap adjoining lengths of tape. Miter or butt ends of tape at corners and
seal with compatible sealant.

F.

Sheet Glazing: Set sheet material on setting blocks and press against tape with
sufficient pressure to ensure full contact and adhesion at perimeter. Install
removable stop.

G.

Spacer Shims: Insert continuous spacer shims between sheet material and
applied stop to keep sheet in compression against tape, do not displace glazing
tape. Install shims in 4 separate sections. Do not run continuously around
corners or come in contact with sheet material cut edges.

H.

Glazing Sealant: Provide continuous cap bead on both sides of sheet material in
conformance with the door manufacturer’s requirements.

PROTECTION AND CLEANING
A.

Remove factory installed protective masking from sheet that is in high humidity
or direct sunlight immediately after installation. Prolonged exposure can make
removal of masking difficult.

B.

Mark glazed openings immediately upon installation of sheet material by
attaching crossed streamers to framing. Do not apply markers of any type to
surfaces of sheet material.

C.

Protect exposed surfaces of polycarbonate from construction operations with
temporary covering. Do not apply tape to sheet material.

D.

Replace sheet material included in the Work that is broken or otherwise damaged
from the time Work is started at the site until the date of physical completion.
Maintain sheet material in a reasonably clean condition until the date of physical
completion.
1.
Clean and trim excess glazing material from the sheet material and stops
or frames promptly after installation.

E.
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F.

When directed, or just before the project is turned over to the State, remove
temporary covering, dirt and other foreign material from both surfaces of sheet
material installed under this Contract, and clean sheet material on both sides.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 099101
CONSTRUCTION PAINTING

PART 1 GENERAL
1.01

1.02

DEFINITIONS
A.

The word “paint” in this Section refers to substrate cleaners, fillers, sealers,
primers, undercoats, enamels and other first, intermediate, last or finish coatings.

B.

The word “primer” in this Section refers to substrate cleaners, fillers, sealers,
undercoats, and other first or intermediate coats beneath the last or finish
coating.

C.

The words “finish paint” in this Section refers to the last or final coat and
previous coats of the same material or product directly beneath the last or final
coat.

D.

Finish Paint Systems: Finish paint and primers applied over the same substrate
shall be considered a paint system of products manufactured or recommended by
the finish coat manufacturer.
1.
Finish paint products shall meet or exceed specified minimum physical
properties.

SUBMITTALS
A.

1.03

Finish Paint Type Samples: Two finish paint samples applied over
recommended primer for each substrate to be painted.
1.
Samples shall be in the designated color and specified ASTM D 523
reflectance.
3.
Leave a 1-inch wide exposed strip of unpainted substrate and each coat
of primer and finish paint.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Field Examples:
1.
Prior to on-site painting, at locations designated by the Director’s
Representative, apply field examples of each paint type to be applied.
2.
Field examples to be applied on actual substrates to be painted and shall
duplicate earlier approved paint samples.
a.
Interior field examples to be applied in rooms and spaces to be
painted with the same products.
b.
Field Example Minimum Wet and Dry Film Thickness: As
indicated on approved product data sheet.
c.
Application: Apply each coat in a smooth uniform wet mil
thickness without brush marks, laps, holidays, runs, stains,
cloudiness, discolorations, nail holes and other surface
imperfections.
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1)

3.

4.

1.04

Leave a specified exposed width of each previous coat
beneath each subsequent coat of finish paint and primer.
d.
Use of Field Examples: Field examples shall serve as a quality
control standard for acceptance or rejection of painting Work to
be done under this Section.
Field Example Sizes:
a.
Door and Frame Examples: One door and frame with 12-inch
wide horizontal strips.
Do not begin applying paints represented by field examples until
examples have been reviewed and approved by the Director’s
Representative.
a.
Protect and maintain approved field examples until all painting
work represented by the example has been completed and
approved.

PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.

Environmental Requirements:
1.
Ambient Air Temperature, Relative Humidity, Ventilation, and Surface
Temperature: Comply with paint manufacturer’s published product data
sheet or other printed product instructions.
2.
If paint manufacturer does not provide environmental requirements, use
the following:
a.
Ambient Air Temperature: Between 45 degrees F and .75
degrees F.
b.
Relative Humidity: Below 75 percent.
c.
Ventilation: Maintain the painting environment free from fumes
and odors throughout the Work of this Section.
d.
Surface Temperature: At least 5 degrees F above the surface
dewpoint temperature.
3.
Maintain environmental requirements throughout the drying period.

B.

The following items are not to be painted unless otherwise specified, noted or
directed:
1.
Exposed stainless steel, chrome, copper, bronze, brass, and aluminum.
2.
Factory prefinished items.

PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.01

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS
A.

Cleaning Solvents: Low toxicity with flash point in excess of 100 degrees F.

B.

Glazing Compound: ASTM C 669.

C.

Masking Tape: Removable paper or fiber tape, self-adhesive and nonstaining.

D.

Primer: As recommended for each substrate to be painted.
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2.02

FINISH PAINT TYPES
A.

Interior Finish Paint Types:
1.
Paint Type IAL-3: Interior Acrylic Latex, Semigloss Enamel.

PART 3 EXECUTION
3.01

EXAMINATION
A.

3.02

Examine surfaces to be prepared, primed, or painted for compliance with
contract documents, required environmental conditions, manufacturer’s product
data sheets, product label instructions and other written requirements.
1.
Do not begin any phase of the work without first checking and verifying
that surfaces and environmental conditions are acceptable for such work
and that any earlier phase deficiencies and discrepancies have been
properly corrected.
a.
The commencement of new work shall be interpreted to mean
acceptance of surfaces to be affected.

PREPARATION
A.

Protection: Cover and protect surfaces to be painted, adjacent surfaces not to be
painted, and removed furnishings and equipment from existing paint removals,
airborne sanding particles, cleaning fluids and paint spills using suitable drop
cloths, barriers and other protective devices.
1.
Adjacent exterior surface protections include roofs, walls, landscaping,
driveways and walkways. Interior protections include floors, walls,
furniture, furnishings and electronic equipment.
2.
Remove and replace removable hardware, lighting fixtures, telephone
equipment, other devices and cover plates over concealed openings in
substrates to be painted.
a.
Cover and neatly mask permanently installed hardware, lighting
fixtures, cover plates and other devices which cannot be
removed and are not scheduled for painting.
3.
Schedule and coordinate surface preparations so as not to interfere with
work of other trades or allow airborne sanding dust particle to fall on
freshly painted surfaces.
4.
Provide adequate natural or mechanical ventilation to allow surfaces to
be prepared and painted in accordance with product manufacturer’s
instructions and applicable regulations.
5.
Provide and maintain “Wet Paint” signs, temporary barriers and other
protective devices necessary to protect prepared and freshly painted
surfaces from damages until Work has been accepted.

B.

Clean and prepare surfaces to be painted in accordance with specifications, paint
manufacturer’s approved product data sheets and printed label instructions. In
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the event of conflicting instructions or directions, the more stringent
requirements shall apply.
1.
Cleaners: Use only approved products manufactured or recommended
by finish paint manufacturer. Unless otherwise recommended by cleaner
manufacturer, thoroughly rinse with clean water to remove surface
contaminants and cleaner residue.

3.03

C.

Surfaces:
1.
Steel Doors and Frames: Fill indentations and cracks with metal filler;
sand smooth to match adjacent undamaged surfaces.

D.

Painting Material Preparations:
1.
Prepare painting materials in accordance with manufacturer’s approved
product data sheets and printed label instructions.
a.
Stir materials before and during application for a consistent
mixture of density. Remove container surface paint films before
stirring and mixing.
b.
Slightly tint first opaque finish coat where primer and finish
coats are the same color.
c.
Do not thin paints unless allowed and directed to do so in
writing within limits stated on approved product data sheets.

APPLICATION
A.

Environmental Conditions:
1.
Water-based Paints: Apply when surface temperatures will be 50
degrees Fahrenheit to 90 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the drying
period.
2.
Other Paints: Apply when surface temperatures will be 45 degrees
Fahrenheit to 95 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the drying period.
3.
Apply exterior paints during daylight hours free from rain, snow, fog and
mist when ambient air conditions are more than 5 degrees above the
surface dewpoint temperature and relative humidity less than 85 percent.
a.
When exterior painting is allowed or required during
nondaylight hours, provide portable outdoor weather recording
station with constant printout showing hourly to diurnal air
temperature, humidity, and dewpoint temperature.
4.
Exterior Cold Weather Protection: Provide heated enclosures necessary
to maintain specified temperature and relative humidity conditions
during paint application and drying periods.

B.

Install approved paints where specified, or shown on the drawings, and to match
approved field examples.
1.
Paint Applicators: Brushes, rollers or spray equipment recommended by
the paint manufacturer and appropriate for the location and surface area
to be painted.
a.
Approved minimum wet and dry film thicknesses shall be the
same for different application methods and substrates.
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3.04

C.

Paint Type Coats To Be Applied: Unless specified otherwise by finish paint
manufacturer’s product data sheet, the number of coats to be applied for each
paint type are as follows:
1.
Paint Types IAL:
a.
New Unpainted Surfaces: Apply 1 coat of primer and 2 coats of
finish paint.
b.
Existing Painted Surfaces:
1)
Apply 2 coats of finish paint when existing paint has a
lower gloss.
2)
Apply one coat of primer and 2 finish coats when
existing paint has a higher gloss.
c.
Paint Types IAL: Provide mildewcide additive for bathrooms,
kitchens, janitor closets, laundry rooms, restrooms and other wet
or damp areas.

D.

Surfaces: Unless otherwise specified or shown on the drawings, paint surfaces
as follows:
1.
Doors and Frames: Unless otherwise noted, paint doors and frames the
same color in the next highest gloss as adjacent wall surfaces.
a.
Where walls are not the same color on both sides of a door
frame, change frame color at the inside corner of the frame stop.
b.
Prime and finish paint door faces and edges before installation.
1)
Paint door edges the same paint type color as the
exterior side of the door.
c.
Do not paint door components which are clearly not intended to
be painted such as non-ferrous hardware, frame mutes, and
weather stripping.
d.
Do not allow doors and frames to touch until paint is thoroughly
dry on both surfaces.
2.
Ferrous Metal Door and Window Hardware: Unless otherwise noted,
prime and paint to match adjacent doors, windows and frames.

ADJUSTING AND CLEANING
A.

Reinstall removed items after painting has been completed.
1.
Restore damaged items to a condition equal to or better than when
removed. Replace damaged items that cannot be restored.

B.

Touch up and restore damaged finish paints. Touch up and restoration paint
coats are in addition to the number of specified finish paint coats.

C.

Remove spilled, splashed, or spattered paint without marring, staining or
damaging the surface. Restore damaged surfaces to the satisfaction of the
Director’s representative.

D.

Remove temporary barriers, masking tape, and other protective coverings upon
completion of painting, cleaning and restoration work.
END OF SECTION
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1511 Route 22, Suite C24
Brewster, NY 10509 845.278.7710
90 State Street, Suite 700
Albany, NY 12207 518.874.0617
1967 Wehrle Drive, Suite One
Buffalo, NY 14221 716.402.4580
E-mail: adelaidemail@adelaidellc.com
Fax: 845.278.7750

December 10, 2020

Mr. Edward Smith/Ravi Pilar
New York Department of Labor
Engineering Services Unit
Building 12, State Office Campus
Albany, New York 12240

Re: Re-Opening request 19-1558 – Greater Binghamton Health Center – Door Removal Project
Dear Mr. Smith/Pilar:
Adelaide petitioned for and was granted a variance for the abatement work at the above referenced property.
The project has not started yet and we would like to extend the termination date to accommodate for the upcoming work.
If you have any questions or comments please feel free to call me at (845) 278-7710.

APPROVED

December 11, 2020

New York State Dept. of Labor
Engineering Service Unit

Edward A Smith, P.E.

Termination date extended to December 31, 2021

Over Three Decades of Service • Woman-Owned Business Enterprise • GSA Contract GS-10F-0080V
Asbestos and Lead Consulting • Hazardous Material Investigations • Mold/Bacteria Consulting
Indoor Air Quality Assessments • Industrial Hygiene Investigations

Design and Construction
AN ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFIED ORGANIZATION
Office of Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprises, 29th Floor, Corning Tower
The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12242
Phone: (518) 486-9284

FAX: (518) 486-9285

CONTRACTOR’S MWBE UTILIZATION PLAN

Revised Plan
Contract No.:
REMINDER: Utilize the New York State Contract System located at https://ny.newnycontracts.com/Default.asp?TN=ny&XID=8353 to report MWBE payments on a monthly basis. Making false representations or including information evidencing
a lack of good faith as part of, or in conjunction with, the submission of a Utilization Plan is prohibited by law and may result in penalties including, but not limited to, termination of a contract for cause, loss of eligibility to submit future bids, and/or
withholding of payments. Firms that do not perform commercially useful functions may not be counted toward MWBE utilization.
Bid Date:
Contractor’s Name, Address and Federal ID No.:
Contract Description/Location:
MWBE GOALS
MBE%

WBE%

Contract Amount:
Federal ID No.:
Certified MBE/WBE Name, Address and Phone No.

MBE

WBE

Description of Subcontracting/Supplies

Anticipated
performance/purchase
date(s)

Dollar Value of
Subcontract/Supplies

FOR OGS USE ONLY

Federal ID No.:

SEE BDC
328.1

Federal ID No.:

Federal ID No.:

Federal ID No.:
Pursuant to Executive Law Article 15-A, my firm will engage in a good
faith effort to achieve the MWBE goals on this contract.
Contractor’s Signature:

Contractor’s Comments:

Enter Name:
FOR OGS USE ONLY
Title:

Accepted
MBE %

E-Mail Address:

BDC 328 (Rev04)

Date:

Accepted as Noted
MBE $

OGS Authorized Signature:

WBE %
Enter Name:

Notice of Deficiency Issued
WBE $
Date:

Design and Construction
AN ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFIED ORGANIZATION
Office of Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprises, 29th Floor, Corning Tower
The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12242
Phone: (518) 486-9284

CONTRACTOR’S LIST OF SUBCONTRACTORS/SUPPLIERS
Contractor’s Name, Address and Federal ID No.:

FAX: (518) 486-9285

Contract No.

Project Description/Location:

Date Submitted:

Bid Date:

MWBE Goals
MBE

Submittal No.:

Construction Contracts Exceeding $100,000

WBE

Contract Amount:

Commodity or Service Contracts Exceeding $25,000

Federal ID No.

Subcontractor/Supplier
Name, Address, Phone No. and Federal ID No.
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December 17, 2015
Mr. Scott Bard
New York State Office of Mental Health
Capital District Psychiatric Center, Unit R
75 New Scotland Avenue
Albany, New York 12208

Re:

Limited Asbestos Survey & Testing Report
Greater Binghamton Health Center
Garvin Bldg. 75 Door Replacement Project
URS Project No. 60449869

Dear Mr. Bard:
This report and attachments document the limited asbestos survey & testing conducted for the
Greater Binghamton Health Center (GBHC), Garvin Building located on the GBHC Campus, 425
Robinson Street, Binghamton, New York.

I

Introduction

The sampling was conducted by Ron Russo Jr. between March 11 and March 23, 2015, with an
additional investigation on November 6, 2015. URS Corporation (URS) is licensed by the New
York State Department of Labor (NYSDOL) to conduct asbestos related activities in New York
State. Mr. Russo is a NYSDOL certified Asbestos Building Inspector. Copies of applicable
licenses and certificates are provided in Attachment A.

II

Discussion - Asbestos Survey Methodology

URS collected eight bulk samples of suspect asbestos-containing materials (ACM) associated with
accessible doors throughout the Garvin Building. Each door and door frame type was dismantled,
drilled, or existing holes were utilized to view the core of the door and frame to determine if there
were any suspect ACM’s present.
Friable samples were submitted to AmeriSci New York for analysis by Polarized Light Microscopy
(PLM), Environmental Laboratory Approval Program (ELAP) Method 198.1. Friable samples were
analyzed utilizing serial analysis.

III

Results

Laboratory reports and sample chain-of-custody forms are included in Attachment B. Identified
asbestos-containing materials are shown in BOLD text in Table 1 below. Figures showing sample
locations and asbestos-containing material locations are provided in Attachment C.

URS Corporation
40 British American Boulevard
Latham, New York 12110
Phone: 518-951-2200
Fax: 518-951-2300

Greater Binghamton Health Center
Garvin Bldg. #75
December 17, 2015
Page 2 of 3

Table 1- Asbestos Bulk Sample Laboratory Results
Sample No.

Material Sampled

5A-DOOR-101A

Light gray door Insulation
(Aircell – corrugated)

4A-DOOR-101B
5A-DFRAME-102A

Light gray door frame
header insulation

4A-DFRAME-102B
5A-DOOR-103A
4A-DOOR-103B
1C-DOOR-104A
1C-DOOR-104B

IV

Brown corrugated paper door
insulation (cardboard)

White gypsum material inside
wood door

Sample Location

Lab Results
(% Asbestos)

Rm 5-14

50% chrysotile
asbestos

Rm 4-5

Not analyzed /
positive stop

Rm 5-14
Rm 4-18
Rm 5-5
Rm 4-2B
Safety – Rm 161
Safety – Rm 161

40% chrysotile
asbestos
Not analyzed /
positive stop
No Asbestos
Detected
No Asbestos
Detected
No Asbestos
Detected
No Asbestos
Detected

Findings

The following table identifies the type of materials found to be asbestos-containing during this
survey. All materials identified are enclosed within doors, or within the door frame headers, and
therefore found to be in good condition. There were many non-asbestos containing doors
identified that were hollow or contained fiberglass, Styrofoam, or wood that did not require any
sample collection.
In accordance with New York State Industrial Code Rule 56, materials determined to be asbestoscontaining must be removed by a licensed contractor prior to building renovation.

Material Description

Light gray door insulation
(within numerous styles of metal doors)
Light gray door frame header insulation (located in
in the top/header of most original steel door frames

Location/Quantity
466 Doors located throughout the building
(wherever there is an ACM door, there is also an
ACM door frame header which is included in the
quantity below)
974 Door frame headers throughout the building

Drawings indicating locations of identified ACM doors, and ACM door frame headers throughout
the building are provided in Attachment C of this report.

URS Corporation
40 British American Boulevard
Latham, New York 12110
Phone: 518-951-2200
Fax: 518-951-2300

Greater Binghamton Health Center
Garvin Bldg. #75
December 17, 2015
Page 3 of 3

A photographic log has been provided in Attachment D, containing representative photographs of
samples that were collected during this survey and examples of different doors/door frame
headers.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide the Greater Binghamton Health Center and the New York
State Office of Mental Health with these services. If you should have any questions pertaining to
this report please feel free to contact the undersigned at your convenience.
Sincerely,
URS Corporation

Ron Russo Jr.
Industrial Hygienist

Mary Beaton
Project Manager I

Attachments
A
B
C
D

Licenses and Certifications
Laboratory Data & Chain of Custody Forms
Sample Location Figures & Identified ACM Location Figures
Photographic Log

URS Corporation
40 British American Boulevard
Latham, New York 12110
Phone: 518-951-2200
Fax: 518-951-2300

Attachment A
Licenses & Certifications

New York State

Department of Labor

Division of Safety and Health
License and Certificate Unit
State Campus, Building 12
Albany, NY 12240

ASBESTOS HANDLING LICENSE
URS Corporation-New York
Ste 600
One Penn Plaza
New York, NY 10119

Duly Authorized Representative

FILE NUMBER: 05-0274
LICENSE NUMBER: 28573
LICENSE CLASS: RESTRICTED
DATE OF ISSUE: 03/31/2015
EXPIRATION DATE: 03/31/2016

Danielle Schaefer:

This license has been issued in accordance with applicable provisions of Article 30 of the Labor Law of New York State and of
the New York State Codes, Rules and Regulations (12 NYCRR Part 56). It is subject to suspension or revocation for a (1)
serious violation of state, federal or local laws with regard to the conduct of an asbestos project, or (2) demonstrated lack of
responsibility in the conduct of any job involving asbestos or asbestos material.
This license is valid only for the contractor named above and this license or a photocopy must be prominently displayed at the
asbestos project worksite. This license verifies that all persons employed by the licensee on an asbestos project in New York
State have been issued an Asbestos Certificate, appropriate for the type of work they perform, by the New York State
Department of Labor.

SH 432 (8/12)

Eileen M. Franko, Director
For the Commissioner of Labor

URS Corporation
40 British American Blvd
Latham, New York 12110
Phone: 518-951-2200
Fax: 518-951-2300

Attachment B
Laboratory Data & Chain of Custody Forms
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Please Reply To:

AmeriSci New York
I

AurnlScr
FAC

To:
Fax

#:

S I M I LE T E

LE COP Y TRA NSM'SS'OA/
From:
AmeriSci Job #:

Mark Fiorini
AECOM Environment

Ella Babayeva
215032570

ELAP-PLM-FRIABLE 3 day Result

Subject:

(315) 437-0509

Client Project:

Email:

17 EAST 3OTH ST.

NEWYORK, NY 10016
rEL: (2'12) 679-8600 . FAX: (212) 679-3114

60302986-3; DASNY; GBHC,
Garvin Bldg., Binghamton, NY

Mark.Fiorini@aecom.com,ronald.russo@aecom.com

Date: Monday, March 16,2015
Time: l0:56:57

Number of Pages:
(including cover sheet)

Comments:

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Unless otherwise indicated, the information contained in this communication is confidential information intended for use
of the individual named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying ofthis communication is prohibited. Ifyou have received this communication in error, please immediately noti! the sender by
telephone and return the original message to the above address via the US Postal Service at our expense. Preliminary data reported here will be verified
before final report is issued. Samples are disposed of in 60 days or unless otherwise instructed by the protocol or special instructions in writing. Thank
you.

CertiJied

Analysis

Service 24 Hours A

Day'

7 Days
visit our web site - ww.amerisci.com

A

lYeek

Boston . Los Angeles . New York. Richmond

Competitive Prices

,ffi
AurnLScr

1 17 EAST 3OTH ST.
NEW YORK, NY .10016

TEL: (212) 679-8600 . FIX: (212) 679-3114

PLM Bulk Asbestos Report
Date Received 03ll3lt5 Amerisci Job #

AECOM Environment

Attn: Mark

AmeriSci New York

Date Examined

Fiorini

5015 Campuswood Drive
Suite 104
East Syracuse, NY 13057-4232

5A-DOOR-101A

11480

2LSO32S7O

P.O. #

Page 1 of

2

RE:60302986-3; DASNY; GBHC, Garvin Bldg., Binghamton, NY

Lab No.

Glient No. / HGA

101

ELAP#

03116115

Asbestos Present

215032570-01

Yes

Location: Rm. 5-14 - Door lnsulation, Aircell-Corrugated, Lt. Gray

Total % Asbestos
50

o/o

(by NYS ELAP 198.1)
by Ella Babayeva
on 03/16/15

Analyst Description: Light Grey, Homogeneous, Fibrous, Bulk Material
Asbestos Types: Chrysotile 50.0 %
Other Material: Cellulose 25 %, Non-fibrous 25 %

4A-DOOR-1018
10'1

215032570-02

NA/PS

Location: Rm. 4-5 - Door lnsulation, Aircell-Corrugated, Lt. Gray

Analyst Description: Bulk Material
Asbestos Types:
Other Material:

5A-DFRAME-102A
Location:
102

215032570-03

Yes

Rm. 5-14 - Door Frame Header lnsulation, Lt. Gray

40

o/o

(by NYS ELAP 198.1)
by Ella Babayeva
on 03/16/15

Analyst Description: Light Grey, Homogeneous, Fibrous, Bulk Material
Asbestos Types: Chrysotile 40.0 Yo
Other Material: Non-fibrous 60 %

4A-DFRAME.102B
215032570-04
Location: Rm.4-18 - Door Frame Header lnsulation, Lt. Gray
102

NA/PS

Analyst Description: Bulk Material
Asbestos Types:
Other Material:

5A-DOOR-103A
103

215032570-05

A/o

Location: Rm. 5-5 - Corrugated Paper Door lnsulation (Cardboard), Brown

NAD
(by NYS ELAP 198.1)
by Ella Babayeva
on 03/16/15

Analyst Description: Brown, Homogeneous, Fibrous, Bulk Material
Asbestos Types:
Other Material: Cellulose 1OO o/o, Non-fibrous Trace
See Reporting notes on last page

AmeriSci Job

#: 215032570

Page 2 of 2

Client Name: AECOM Environment

PLM Bulk Asbestos Report

Client No. / HGA
4A-DOOR-1038
103

Lab No.

Asbestos Present

215032570-06

IVo

Location: Rm. 4-2B - Corrugated Paper Door lnsulation (Cardboard), Brown

Total % Asbestos
NAD
(by NYS ELAP 198.1)
by Ella Babayeva
on 03/16/15

Analyst Description: Brown, Homogeneous, Fibrous, Bulk Material
Asbestos Types:
Other Material: Cellulose 100 %, Non-fibrous Trace

Reporting Notes:

_')

Analyzed by: Ella Babayeva
-NAD/NSD
stop; PLM Bulk Asbestos Analysis by EPA 600/M4-82-020 per 40
ily/ec
=no asbestos aet5iadd; NA =not analy2ed; NA,/PS=ng{analy/ed/positive
friable samples, which includes the identification and quantitation of
CFR 763 (NVLAP Lab Code 200546-0), ELAP PLM Method '198.1 for vV
NY rrr
vermiculite or198.6 for NOB samples or EPA 400 pt ct by epd OOOIU+-42-020 (NY ELAP Lab |D11480); Note:PLM is not consistently reliable in
detecting asbestos in floor coverings and similar non-friable organically bound materials. NAD or Trace results by PLM are inconclusive, TEM is
currently the only method that can be used to determine if this material can be considered or treated as non asbestos-containing in NY State (also see
EPA Advisory for floor tile, FR 59,146,38970,811194) National lnstitute of Standards and Technology Accreditation requirements mandate that this reporl
must not be reproduced except in full without the approval of the lab.This PLM report relates ONLY to the items tested. AIHA Lab # 102843, Rl
Cert#AAL-094, CT Cert#P H-0 1 86, Mass Cert#AA000054.
Reviewed By:

END OF REPORT

,EiCOM

Asbestos Bulk Sample Chain-of-Gustody
Client:
DASNY
Project #: I OOSOZgaG-a
Proiect: GBHC
DateSampled: I g-t Z-lq
GAcrrrrv Bvoo
Sampled By: JR

5015 Campuswood Dr.
Suite 104
East Syracuse, NY 13052
Ph. (315) 432-0506
Fax (31 5) 437-0509

Analysis:

_

Binghamton NY

Report Results to:
Fax (315) 437-0509

t
t{A -DOol4-(0 [

A

5A, UrnAr4E-ro2
r{A - bFFAr}rE.l0Z

A

rA'lqog - roi_
- 1oj

.{[-*r*

NY ELAP PLM/TEM w/ NOB prep

Other:

Email:
Ronald. russo@aecom.com
I Hour Turnaround Time
Wriften/lnvoice: 1 0 Davs
Golor
Sample Description
Sample Location

12_

Homogenous Material#

-5&nooe-to

x

PLM only

A

lA. 0r^'1
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^,

A

b

Brr,{ n

R,n.
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lL{

DooP Tr..s.rta'f1An
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R^
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]frue,
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Rrt 4-7b

2L503257C

* Please

Analyze all layers and/or Mastics* Sena
DUPLICATE OR TRIPLICAIE Sef** **1
Chain of Custodv:

ALL Joint

*lStop at First Positive for each
***

Comments:
Please E-mail results to
Ronald. Russo@aecom.com
when complete

FLVCT- Floor Tile FLVCS- Sheet Flooring FLMAS- Floor Mastic RFSI-I- Roof Shingle RLRF- Roiled Roof CAULK- Caulking
SRSheetrock JG- Joint Compound FLASH- Roof Cement Dl- Duct lnsulation VAP- Va[or Barrier PlpE- pipe lnsulation ASpH--Asphall
Siding FIT- Pipe Fitting TRAN- Transite WLMAS- Wall Mastic Cet- Ceiting Tiles pLA'ST- plaster

Please RePIY To:

/'t

Amerisci

{

AuenLScr

To:

F ACSI M I LE TE LECO PY TRANSM'SS'ON
From: Ella Babayeva
Mark Fiorini
AmeriSci Job #:
Subject:
Client Project:

AECOM Environmenl
Fax

#:

Email:

Yf'r,I3lf

NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212)
679-8600
TEL:
'FIX: (212) 679-3114

(315) 437-0509

2rs032915
ELAP-PLM-FRIABLE rush Results
60302986-3; DASNY; GBHC ;
Garvin Bldg. ; Binghamton, NY

Mark.Fiorini@aecom.com,ronald'russo@aecom'com

Date: TuesdaY, March 17,2015
Time: ll:05.27

Number of Pages:
(including cover sheet)

Comments:

is confidential infonnation intended for use

contained in this communication
CoNFIDENTIALITy NorlcE: unless otherwise indicated, the information
not the intende.d recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination'
of the individual named above. If the reader of this communication is
sender by
received this communication in error, please immediately notifu the
distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited. lf you have
data reported here will be verified
postal
Preliminary
expense.
our
at
Service
us
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th"
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byihe protocol or special instructions in writing Thank
is issued. Samples are disposed of in 60 days or unless otherwise instructed
before final report
you.

Cerffied Analysis

Service 24 Hours A Day

' port A Week Competitive Prices

7
visit our web site - www.amerisci'com

Boston . Los Angeles'New York'Richmond
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Amerisci New York
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AurnLSct
AECOM Environment
Attn: Mark Fiorini
5015 CamPuswood Drive

PLM Bulk Asbestos RePort
Date Received o3lL7lt5 Amerisci Job #
Date Examined 03117115 P'O' #
11480 Page 1 of
ELAP #

1

Lab No.

Asbestos Present

Total % Asbestos

215032915-01

No

NAD

Client No. / HGA

104

215032915

NY
RE:60302986-3; DASNY; GBHC ; Garvin Bldg' ; Binghamton'

Suite 104
East Syracuse, NY L3057-4232

1C-DOOR-104A

17 EAST 3OTH ST.

NEWYORK, NY 10016
(212)
679-8600
TEL:
'FIX (2121679-3114

Location: White / Gypsum Material lnside Wood On Door / Safety Rm'

161

7

(by NYS ELAP 1e8.1)
by Ella BabaYeva

on 03117115

Analyst Description: White, Homogeneous, Non-Fibrous, Bulk Material
Asbestos TYPes:
Other Material: Cellulose Trace, Non-fibrous 100 %

1C-DOOR-1048
104

NAD

No

215032915-02

Location: white / Gypsum Material lnside wood on Door / safety - Rm.

161

7

(by NYS ELAP 1e8.1)
by Ella Babayeva

on 03117115

Analyst Description: white, Homogeneous, Non-Fibrous, Bulk Material
Asbestos TyPes:
Other Material: Cellulose Trace, Non-fibrous 100 %

Reporting Notes:
(

1)

io;

Insufficient material

Analyzed by: Ella BabaYeva
"NAi/NSo'=no asbestos deteifted; NA =n6t analyzedi
CFR 763 (NVLAP Lab Code 200546-0), ELAP PLM

during PLM analysis (no QC possible)'
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Attachment C

Sample Location Figures
and
Identified ACM Location Figures
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ASBESTOS DOOR INVENTORY MAP
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Attachment D

Photographic Log

URS Corporation

1 of 7

5A-DOOR-101: Asbestos-containing light gray door insulation

5A-DFRAME-102: Asbestos-containing light gray door frame header insulation
(Located within door frame header – shown in red box on photo above)

Greater Binghamton Health Center: Garvin Building

December 2015: Asbestos Door Survey

URS Corporation

2 of 7

5A-DOOR-103: Brown corrugated paper door insulation (cardboard).
This material does not contain asbestos.

1C-DOOR-104: White gypsum material inside wood door.
This material does not contain asbestos.

Greater Binghamton Health Center: Garvin Building

December 2015: Asbestos Door Survey

URS Corporation

3 of 7

Example photo of a door and door frame header both containing Asbestos insulation. Rm 5-11

Example photo of a door and door frame header both containing Asbestos insulation. Rm 5-5

Greater Binghamton Health Center: Garvin Building

December 2015: Asbestos Door Survey

URS Corporation

4 of 7

Example photo of a door and door frame header both containing Asbestos insulation. Rm 4-18

Example photo of a door and door frame header both containing Asbestos insulation. Rm 4-79

Greater Binghamton Health Center: Garvin Building

December 2015: Asbestos Door Survey

URS Corporation

5 of 7

Example photo of a door and door frame header both containing Asbestos insulation.
Chase access door.

Example photo of a door and door frame header both containing Asbestos insulation. Rm LT-53/54

Greater Binghamton Health Center: Garvin Building

December 2015: Asbestos Door Survey

URS Corporation

6 of 7

Example photo of a door and door frame header both containing Asbestos insulation.
Electrical panel access door

Example photo of a door and door frame header both containing Asbestos insulation.
Fire department connection/fire extinguisher access door.

Greater Binghamton Health Center: Garvin Building

December 2015: Asbestos Door Survey

URS Corporation

7 of 7

Example photo of an original door frame that has asbestos insulation within the header. All door
frames with this door stop hardware on them contain asbestos within the header. Please note that
there are several frames without this hardware that also contain asbestos.

Example photo of a newer door that looks like the older style doors and hardware, the older doors
hardware looks the same as above but has a brass finish. This door and door frame header does
not contain asbestos. This photo is of the door to room 4-138A.

Greater Binghamton Health Center: Garvin Building

December 2015: Asbestos Door Survey

Andrew M. Cuomo, Governor

Roberta Reardon, Commissioner

Design & Construction

Schedule Year
Date Requested
PRC#

Teresa Schillinger, Program Aide
Corning Tower, 35th Floor
Empire State Plaza
Albany NY 12242

Location
Project ID#
Project Type

2020 through 2021
12/22/2020
2020012642

Greater Binghamton Health Cent
45061-C
Replace Doors & Hardware, Building 75

PREVAILING WAGE SCHEDULE FOR ARTICLE 8 PUBLIC WORK PROJECT
Attached is the current schedule(s) of the prevailing wage rates and prevailing hourly
supplements for the project referenced above. A unique Prevailing Wage Case Number
(PRC#) has been assigned to the schedule(s) for your project.
The schedule is effective from July 2020 through June 2021. All updates, corrections, posted
on the 1st business day of each month, and future copies of the annual determination are
available on the Department's website www.labor.ny.gov. Updated PDF copies of your
schedule can be accessed by entering your assigned PRC# at the proper location on the
website.
It is the responsibility of the contracting agency or its agent to annex and make part, the
attached schedule, to the specifications for this project, when it is advertised for bids and /or
to forward said schedules to the successful bidder(s), immediately upon receipt, in order to
insure the proper payment of wages.
Please refer to the "General Provisions of Laws Covering Workers on Public Work
Contracts" provided with this schedule, for the specific details relating to other
responsibilities of the Department of Jurisdiction.
Upon completion or cancellation of this project, enter the required information and mail OR
fax this form to the office shown at the bottom of this notice, OR fill out the electronic
version via the NYSDOL website.
NOTICE OF COMPLETION / CANCELLATION OF PROJECT
Date Completed:

Date Cancelled:

Name & Title of Representative:

Phone: (518) 457-5589 Fax: (518) 485-1870
W. Averell Harriman State Office Campus, Bldg. 12, Room 130, Albany, NY 12240

www.labor.ny.gov.

PW 200

Ask.PWAsk@labor.ny.gov

General Provisions of Laws Covering Workers on Article 8 Public Work Contracts
Introduction
The Labor Law requires public work contractors and subcontractors to pay laborers, workers, or mechanics employed in
the performance of a public work contract not less than the prevailing rate of wage and supplements (fringe benefits) in the
locality where the work is performed.

Responsibilities of the Department of Jurisdiction
A Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) includes a state department, agency, board or commission: a county,
city, town or village; a school district, board of education or board of cooperative educational services; a sewer, water, fire,
improvement and other district corporation; a public benefit corporation; and a public authority awarding a public work
contract.
The Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) awarding a public work contract MUST obtain a Prevailing Rate
Schedule listing the hourly rates of wages and supplements due the workers to be employed on a public work project.
This schedule may be obtained by completing and forwarding a "Request for wage and Supplement Information" form (PW
39) to the Bureau of Public Work. The Prevailing Rate Schedule MUST be included in the specifications for the contract to
be awarded and is deemed part of the public work contract.
Upon the awarding of the contract, the law requires that the Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) furnish the
following information to the Bureau: the name and address of the contractor, the date the contract was let and the
approximate dollar value of the contract. To facilitate compliance with this provision of the Labor Law, a copy of the
Department's "Notice of Contract Award" form (PW 16) is provided with the original Prevailing Rate Schedule.
The Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) is required to notify the Bureau of the completion or cancellation of
any public work project. The Department's PW 200 form is provided for that purpose.
Both the PW 16 and PW 200 forms are available for completion online.

Hours
No laborer, worker, or mechanic in the employ of a contractor or subcontractor engaged in the performance of any public
work project shall be permitted to work more than eight hours in any day or more than five days in any week, except in
cases of extraordinary emergency. The contractor and the Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) may apply to
the Bureau of Public Work for a dispensation permitting workers to work additional hours or days per week on a particular
public work project.
There are very few exceptions to this rule. Complete information regarding these exceptions is available on the "Request
for a dispensation to work overtime" form (PW30) and "4 Day / 10 Hour Work Schedule" form (PW 30.1).

Wages and Supplements
The wages and supplements to be paid and/or provided to laborers, workers, and mechanics employed on a public work
project shall be not less than those listed in the current Prevailing Rate Schedule for the locality where the work is
performed. If a prime contractor on a public work project has not been provided with a Prevailing Rate Schedule, the
contractor must notify the Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) who in turn must request an original Prevailing
Rate Schedule form the Bureau of Public Work. Requests may be submitted by: mail to NYSDOL, Bureau of Public Work,
State Office Bldg. Campus, Bldg. 12, Rm. 130, Albany, NY 12240; Fax to Bureau of Public Work (518) 485-1870; or
electronically at the NYSDOL website www.labor.ny.gov.
Upon receiving the original schedule, the Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) is REQUIRED to provide
complete copies to all prime contractors who in turn MUST, by law, provide copies of all applicable county schedules to
each subcontractor and obtain from each subcontractor, an affidavit certifying such schedules were received. If the original
schedule expired, the contractor may obtain a copy of the new annual determination from the NYSDOL website
www.labor.ny.gov.
The Commissioner of Labor makes an annual determination of the prevailing rates. This determination is in effect from
July 1st through June 30th of the following year. The annual determination is available on the NYSDOL website
www.labor.ny.gov.

Payrolls and Payroll Records
Every contractor and subcontractor MUST keep original payrolls or transcripts subscribed and affirmed as true under
penalty of perjury. As per Article 6 of the Labor law, contractors and subcontractors are required to establish, maintain,
and preserve for not less than six (6) years, contemperaneous, true, and accurate payroll records. At a minimum, payrolls
must show the following information for each person employed on a public work project: Name, Address, Last 4 Digits of
Social Security Number, Classification(s) in which the worker was employed, Hourly wage rate(s) paid, Supplements paid

or provided, and Daily and weekly number of hours worked in each classification.
The filing of payrolls to the Department of Jurisdiction is a condition of payment.Every contractor and subcontractor shall
submit to the Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency), within thirty (30) days after issuance of its first payroll and
every thirty (30) days thereafter, a transcript of the original payrolls, subscribed and affirmed as true under penalty of
perjury. The Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) shall collect, review for facial validity, and maintain such
payrolls.
In addition, the Commissioner of Labor may require contractors to furnish, with ten (10) days of a request, payroll records
sworn to as their validity and accuracy for public work and private work. Payroll records include, but are not limited to time
cards, work description sheets, proof that supplements were provided, cancelled payroll checks and payrolls. Failure to
provide the requested information within the allotted ten (10) days will result in the withholding of up to 25% of the
contract, not to exceed $100,000.00. If the contractor or subcontractor does not maintain a place of business in New York
State and the amount of the contract exceeds $25,000.00, payroll records and certifications must be kept on the project
worksite.
The prime contractor is responsible for any underpayments of prevailing wages or supplements by any subcontractor.
All contractors or their subcontractors shall provide to their subcontractors a copy of the Prevailing Rate Schedule
specified in the public work contract as well as any subsequently issued schedules. A failure to provide these schedules
by a contractor or subcontractor is a violation of Article 8, Section 220-a of the Labor Law.
All subcontractors engaged by a public work project contractor or its subcontractor, upon receipt of the original schedule
and any subsequently issued schedules, shall provide to such contractor a verified statement attesting that the
subcontractor has received the Prevailing Rate Schedule and will pay or provide the applicable rates of wages and
supplements specified therein. (See NYS Labor Laws, Article 8 . Section 220-a).

Determination of Prevailing Wage and Supplement Rate Updates Applicable to All Counties
The wages and supplements contained in the annual determination become effective July 1st whether or not the new
determination has been received by a given contractor. Care should be taken to review the rates for obvious errors. Any
corrections should be brought to the Department's attention immediately. It is the responsibility of the public work
contractor to use the proper rates. If there is a question on the proper classification to be used, please call the district
office located nearest the project. Any errors in the annual determination will be corrected and posted to the NYSDOL
website on the first business day of each month. Contractors are responsible for paying these updated rates as well,
retroactive to July 1st.
When you review the schedule for a particular occupation, your attention should be directed to the dates above the
column of rates. These are the dates for which a given set of rates is effective. To the extent possible, the Department
posts rates in its possession that cover periods of time beyond the July 1st to June 30th time frame covered by a
particular annual determination. Rates that extend beyond that instant time period are informational ONLY and may be
updated in future annual determinations that actually cover the then appropriate July 1st to June 30th time period.

Withholding of Payments
When a complaint is filed with the Commissioner of Labor alleging the failure of a contractor or subcontractor to pay or
provide the prevailing wages or supplements, or when the Commissioner of Labor believes that unpaid wages or
supplements may be due, payments on the public work contract shall be withheld from the prime contractor in a sufficient
amount to satisfy the alleged unpaid wages and supplements, including interest and civil penalty, pending a final
determination.
When the Bureau of Public Work finds that a contractor or subcontractor on a public work project failed to pay or provide
the requisite prevailing wages or supplements, the Bureau is authorized by Sections 220-b and 235.2 of the Labor Law to
so notify the financial officer of the Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) that awarded the public work contract.
Such officer MUST then withhold or cause to be withheld from any payment due the prime contractor on account of such
contract the amount indicated by the Bureau as sufficient to satisfy the unpaid wages and supplements, including interest
and any civil penalty that may be assessed by the Commissioner of Labor. The withholding continues until there is a final
determination of the underpayment by the Commissioner of Labor or by the court in the event a legal proceeding is
instituted for review of the determination of the Commissioner of Labor.
The Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency) shall comply with this order of the Commissioner of Labor or of the
court with respect to the release of the funds so withheld.

Summary of Notice Posting Requirements
The current Prevailing Rate Schedule must be posted in a prominent and accessible place on the site of the public work
project. The prevailing wage schedule must be encased in, or constructed of, materials capable of withstanding adverse
weather conditions and be titled "PREVAILING RATE OF WAGES" in letters no smaller than two (2) inches by two (2)
inches.

The "Public Work Project" notice must be posted at the beginning of the performance of every public work contract, on
each job site.
Every employer providing workers. compensation insurance and disability benefits must post notices of such coverage in
the format prescribed by the Workers. Compensation Board in a conspicuous place on the jobsite.
Every employer subject to the NYS Human Rights Law must conspicuously post at its offices, places of employment, or
employment training centers, notices furnished by the State Division of Human Rights.
Employers liable for contributions under the Unemployment Insurance Law must conspicuously post on the jobsite notices
furnished by the NYS Department of Labor.

Apprentices
Employees cannot be paid apprentice rates unless they are individually registered in a program registered with the NYS
Commissioner of Labor. The allowable ratio of apprentices to journeyworkers in any craft classification can be no greater
than the statewide building trade ratios promulgated by the Department of Labor and included with the Prevailing Rate
Schedule. An employee listed on a payroll as an apprentice who is not registered as above or is performing work outside
the classification of work for which the apprentice is indentured, must be paid the prevailing journeyworker's wage rate for
the classification of work the employee is actually performing.
NYSDOL Labor Law, Article 8, Section 220-3, require that only apprentices individually registered with the NYS
Department of Labor may be paid apprenticeship rates on a public work project. No other Federal or State Agency of
office registers apprentices in New York State.
Persons wishing to verify the apprentice registration of any person must do so in writing by mail, to the NYSDOL Office of
Employability Development / Apprenticeship Training, State Office Bldg. Campus, Bldg. 12, Albany, NY 12240 or by Fax
to NYSDOL Apprenticeship Training (518) 457-7154. All requests for verification must include the name and social
security number of the person for whom the information is requested.
The only conclusive proof of individual apprentice registration is written verification from the NYSDOL Apprenticeship
Training Albany Central office. Neither Federal nor State Apprenticeship Training offices outside of Albany can provide
conclusive registration information.
It should be noted that the existence of a registered apprenticeship program is not conclusive proof that any person is
registered in that program. Furthermore, the existence or possession of wallet cards, identification cards, or copies of
state forms is not conclusive proof of the registration of any person as an apprentice.

Interest and Penalties
In the event that an underpayment of wages and/or supplements is found:

- Interest shall be assessed at the rate then in effect as prescribed by the Superintendent of Banks pursuant to
section 14-a of the Banking Law, per annum from the date of underpayment to the date restitution is made.

- A Civil Penalty may also be assessed, not to exceed 25% of the total of wages, supplements, and interest due.
Debarment
Any contractor or subcontractor and/or its successor shall be ineligible to submit a bid on or be awarded any public work
contract or subcontract with any state, municipal corporation or public body for a period of five (5) years when:

- Two (2) willful determinations have been rendered against that contractor or subcontractor and/or its successor
within any consecutive six (6) year period.

- There is any willful determination that involves the falsification of payroll records or the kickback of wages or
supplements.

Criminal Sanctions
Willful violations of the Prevailing Wage Law (Article 8 of the Labor Law) may be a felony punishable by fine or
imprisonment of up to 15 years, or both.

Discrimination
No employee or applicant for employment may be discriminated against on account of age, race, creed, color, national
origin, sex, disability or marital status.
No contractor, subcontractor nor any person acting on its behalf, shall by reason of race, creed, color, disability, sex or
national origin discriminate against any citizen of the State of New York who is qualified and available to perform the work
to which the employment relates (NYS Labor Law, Article 8, Section 220-e(a)).

No contractor, subcontractor, nor any person acting on its behalf, shall in any manner, discriminate against or intimidate
any employee on account of race, creed, color, disability, sex, or national origin (NYS Labor Law, Article 8, Section 220e(b) ).
The Human Rights Law also prohibits discrimination in employment because of age, marital status, or religion.
There may be deducted from the amount payable to the contractor under the contract a penalty of $50.00 for each
calendar day during which such person was discriminated against or intimidated in violation of the provision of the contract
(NYS Labor Law, Article 8, Section 220-e(c) ).
The contract may be cancelled or terminated by the State or municipality. All monies due or to become due thereunder
may be forfeited for a second or any subsequent violation of the terms or conditions of the anti-discrimination sections of
the contract (NYS Labor Law, Article 8, Section 220-e(d) ).
Every employer subject to the New York State Human Rights Law must conspicuously post at its offices, places of
employment, or employment training centers notices furnished by the State Division of Human Rights.

Workers' Compensation
In accordance with Section 142 of the State Finance Law, the contractor shall maintain coverage during the life of the
contract for the benefit of such employees as required by the provisions of the New York State Workers' Compensation
Law.
A contractor who is awarded a public work contract must provide proof of workers' compensation coverage prior to being
allowed to begin work.
The insurance policy must be issued by a company authorized to provide workers' compensation coverage in New York
State. Proof of coverage must be on form C-105.2 (Certificate of Workers' Compensation Insurance) and must name this
agency as a certificate holder.
If New York State coverage is added to an existing out-of-state policy, it can only be added to a policy from a company
authorized to write workers' compensation coverage in this state. The coverage must be listed under item 3A of the
information page.
The contractor must maintain proof that subcontractors doing work covered under this contract secured and maintained a
workers' compensation policy for all employees working in New York State.
Every employer providing worker's compensation insurance and disability benefits must post notices of such coverage in
the format prescribed by the Workers' Compensation Board in a conspicuous place on the jobsite.

Unemployment Insurance
Employers liable for contributions under the Unemployment Insurance Law must conspicuously post on the jobsite notices
furnished by the New York State Department of Labor.

Andrew M. Cuomo, Governor

Roberta Reardon, Commissioner

Design & Construction

Schedule Year
Date Requested
PRC#

Teresa Schillinger, Program Aide
Corning Tower, 35th Floor
Empire State Plaza
Albany NY 12242

Location
Project ID#
Project Type

2020 through 2021
12/22/2020
2020012642

Greater Binghamton Health Cent
45061-C
Replace Doors & Hardware, Building 75

Notice of Contract Award
New York State Labor Law, Article 8, Section 220.3a requires that certain information
regarding the awarding of public work contracts, be furnished to the Commissioner of Labor.
One "Notice of Contract Award" (PW 16, which may be photocopied), MUST be completed
for EACH prime contractor on the above referenced project.
Upon notifying the successful bidder(s) of this contract, enter the required information and
mail OR fax this form to the office shown at the bottom of this notice, OR fill out the
electronic version via the NYSDOL website.
Contractor Information
All information must be supplied
Federal Employer Identification Number:
Name:
Address:
aaa
City:

State:

Amount of Contract:

$

Approximate Starting Date:

- - - - /- - - - /

Approximate Completion Date:

- - - - /- - - - /

Zip:
Contract Type:
[ ] (01) General Construction
[ ] (02) Heating/Ventilation
[ ] (03) Electrical
[ ] (04) Plumbing
[ ] (05) Other :

Phone: (518) 457-5589 Fax: (518) 485-1870
W. Averell Harriman State Office Campus, Bldg. 12, Room 130, Albany, NY 12240

www.labor.ny.gov.

PW 16

Ask.PWAsk@labor.ny.gov

Social Security Numbers on Certified Payrolls:
The Department of Labor is cognizant of the concerns of the potential for misuse or inadvertent
disclosure of social security numbers. Identity theft is a growing problem and we are
sympathetic to contractors' concern regarding inclusion of this information on payrolls if another
identifier will suffice.
For these reasons, the substitution of the use of the last four digits of the social security number
on certified payrolls submitted to contracting agencies on public work projects is now acceptable
to the Department of Labor. This change does not affect the Department's ability to request and
receive the entire social security number from employers during its public work/ prevailing wage
investigations.

Construction Industry Fair Play Act: Required Posting for Labor Law Article 25-B § 861-d
Construction industry employers must post the "Construction Industry Fair Play Act" notice in a
prominent and accessible place on the job site. Failure to post the notice can result in penalties
of up to $1,500 for a first offense and up to $5,000 for a second offense. The posting is included
as part of this wage schedule. Additional copies may be obtained from the NYS DOL website,
www.labor.ny.gov. https://labor.ny.gov/formsdocs/ui/IA999.pdf
If you have any questions concerning the Fair Play Act, please call the State Labor Department
toll-free at 1-866-435-1499 or email us at: dol.misclassified@labor.ny.gov .

Worker Notification: (Labor Law §220, paragraph a of subdivision 3-a)
Effective June 23, 2020
This provision is an addition to the existing wage rate law, Labor Law §220, paragraph a of
subdivision 3-a. It requires contractors and subcontractors to provide written notice to all
laborers, workers or mechanics of the prevailing wage and supplement rate for their particular
job classification on each pay stub*. It also requires contractors and subcontractors to post a
notice at the beginning of the performance of every public work contract on each job site that
includes the telephone number and address for the Department of Labor and a statement
informing laborers, workers or mechanics of their right to contact the Department of Labor if
he/she is not receiving the proper prevailing rate of wages and/or supplements for his/her job
classification. The required notification will be provided with each wage schedule, may be
downloaded from our website www.labor.ny.gov or be made available upon request by
contacting the Bureau of Public Work at 518-457-5589. *In the event the required information
will not fit on the pay stub, an accompanying sheet or attachment of the information will suffice.
(12.20)

To all State Departments, Agency Heads and Public Benefit Corporations
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING PUBLIC WORK ENFORCEMENT FUND

Budget Policy & Reporting Manual

B-610
Public Work Enforcement Fund
effective date December 7, 2005

1. Purpose and Scope:
This Item describes the Public Work Enforcement Fund (the Fund, PWEF) and its
relevance to State agencies and public benefit corporations engaged in construction or
reconstruction contracts, maintenance and repair, and announces the recently-enacted
increase to the percentage of the dollar value of such contracts that must be deposited into
the Fund. This item also describes the roles of the following entities with respect to the
Fund:
-

New York State Department of Labor (DOL),
The Office of the State of Comptroller (OSC), and
State agencies and public benefit corporations.

2. Background and Statutory References:
DOL uses the Fund to enforce the State's Labor Law as it relates to contracts for
construction or reconstruction, maintenance and repair, as defined in subdivision two of
Section 220 of the Labor Law. State agencies and public benefit corporations participating
in such contracts are required to make payments to the Fund.
Chapter 511 of the Laws of 1995 (as amended by Chapter 513 of the Laws of 1997,
Chapter 655 of the Laws of 1999, Chapter 376 of the Laws of 2003 and Chapter 407 of the
Laws of 2005) established the Fund.

3. Procedures and Agency Responsibilities:
The Fund is supported by transfers and deposits based on the value of contracts for
construction and reconstruction, maintenance and repair, as defined in subdivision two of
Section 220 of the Labor Law, into which all State agencies and public benefit corporations
enter.
Chapter 407 of the Laws of 2005 increased the amount required to be provided to this fund
to .10 of one-percent of the total cost of each such contract, to be calculated at the time
agencies or public benefit corporations enter into a new contract or if a contract is amended.
The provisions of this bill became effective August 2, 2005.

To all State Departments, Agency Heads and Public Benefit Corporations
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING PUBLIC WORK ENFORCEMENT FUND
OSC will report to DOL on all construction-related ("D") contracts approved during the
month, including contract amendments, and then DOL will bill agencies the appropriate
assessment monthly. An agency may then make a determination if any of the billed
contracts are exempt and so note on the bill submitted back to DOL. For any instance
where an agency is unsure if a contract is or is not exempt, they can call the Bureau of
Public Work at the number noted below for a determination. Payment by check or journal
voucher is due to DOL within thirty days from the date of the billing. DOL will verify the
amounts and forward them to OSC for processing.
For those contracts which are not approved or administered by the Comptroller, monthly
reports and payments for deposit into the Public Work Enforcement Fund must be provided
to the Administrative Finance Bureau at the DOL within 30 days of the end of each month
or on a payment schedule mutually agreed upon with DOL.
Reports should contain the following information:
-

-

Name and billing address of State agency or public
benefit corporation;
State agency or public benefit corporation contact and
phone number;
Name and address of contractor receiving the award;
Contract number and effective dates;
Contract amount and PWEF assessment charge (if
contract amount has been amended, reflect increase or
decrease to original contract and the adjustment in the
PWEF charge); and
Brief description of the work to be performed under each
contract.

Checks and Journal Vouchers, payable to the "New York State Department of Labor"
should be sent to:
Department of Labor
Administrative Finance Bureau-PWEF Unit
Building 12, Room 464
State Office Campus
Albany, NY 12240
Any questions regarding billing should be directed to NYSDOL's Administrative Finance
Bureau-PWEF Unit at (518) 457-3624 and any questions regarding Public Work Contracts
should be directed to the Bureau of Public Work at (518) 457-5589.

Required Notice under Article 25-B of the Labor Law

Attention All Employees, Contractors and Subcontractors:
You are Covered by the Construction Industry Fair Play Act
The law says that you are an employee unless:
• You are free from direction and control in performing your job, and
• You perform work that is not part of the usual work done by the business that hired you, and
• You have an independently established business.
Your employer cannot consider you to be an independent contractor unless all three of these facts
apply to your work.
It is against the law for an employer to misclassify employees as independent
contractors or pay employees off the books.
Employee Rights: If you are an employee, you are entitled to state and federal worker protections.
These include:
• Unemployment Insurance benefits, if you are unemployed through no fault of your own, able to
work, and otherwise qualified,
• Workers’ compensation benefits for on-the-job injuries,
• Payment for wages earned, minimum wage, and overtime (under certain conditions),
• Prevailing wages on public work projects,
• The provisions of the National Labor Relations Act, and
• A safe work environment.
It is a violation of this law for employers to retaliate against anyone who asserts their rights under
the law. Retaliation subjects an employer to civil penalties, a private lawsuit or both.
Independent Contractors: If you are an independent contractor, you must pay all taxes and
Unemployment Insurance contributions required by New York State and Federal Law.
Penalties for paying workers off the books or improperly treating employees as independent
contractors:
•

Civil Penalty

First offense: Up to $2,500 per employee
Subsequent offense(s): Up to $5,000 per employee

•

Criminal Penalty

First offense: Misdemeanor - up to 30 days in jail, up to a $25,000 fine
and debarment from performing public work for up to one year.
Subsequent offense(s): Misdemeanor - up to 60 days in jail or up to a
$50,000 fine and debarment from performing public work for up to 5
years.

If you have questions about your employment status or believe that your employer may have
violated your rights and you want to file a complaint, call the Department of Labor at
(866) 435-1499 or send an email to dol.misclassified@labor.ny.gov. All complaints of fraud and
violations are taken seriously. You can remain anonymous.
Employer Name:
IA 999 (09/16)

New York State Department of Labor
Bureau of Public Work

Attention Employees
THIS IS A:

PUBLIC WORK
PROJECT

If you are employed on this project as a
worker, laborer, or mechanic you are entitled to
receive the prevailing wage and supplements rate
for the classification at which you are working.
Chapter 629 of
the Labor Laws
of 2007:

These wages are set by law and must be posted
at the work site. They can also be found at:
www.labor.ny.gov
If you feel that you have not received proper wages or benefits,
please call our nearest office.*
Albany
Binghamton
Buffalo
Garden City
New York City
Newburgh

(518) 457-2744
(607) 721-8005
(716) 847-7159
(516) 228-3915
(212) 932-2419
(845) 568-5156

Patchogue
Rochester
Syracuse
Utica
White Plains

(631) 687-4882
(585) 258-4505
(315) 428-4056
(315) 793-2314
(914) 997-9507

* For New York City government agency construction projects, please
contact the Office of the NYC Comptroller at (212) 669-4443, or
www.comptroller.nyc.gov – click on Bureau of Labor Law.
Contractor Name:
Project Location:
PW 101 (4.15)

Requirements for OSHA 10 Compliance
Article 8 §220-h requires that when the advertised specifications, for every contract for public work, is $250,000.00 or more the
contract must contain a provision requiring that every worker employed in the performance of a public work contract shall be
certified as having completed an OSHA 10 safety training course. The clear intent of this provision is to require that all
employees of public work contractors, required to be paid prevailing rates, receive such training “prior to the performing any
work on the project.”

The Bureau will enforce the statute as follows:
All contractors and sub contractors must attach a copy of proof of completion of the OSHA 10 course to the first certified payroll
submitted to the contracting agency and on each succeeding payroll where any new or additional employee is first listed.

Proof of completion may include but is not limited to:
•

Copies of bona fide course completion card (Note: Completion cards do not have an expiration date.)

•

Training roster, attendance record of other documentation from the certified trainer pending the issuance of the card.

•

Other valid proof

**A certification by the employer attesting that all employees have completed such a course is not sufficient proof that the course
has been completed.
Any questions regarding this statute may be directed to the New York State Department of Labor, Bureau of Public Work at 518457-5589.

WICKS
Public work projects are subject to the Wicks Law requiring separate specifications and bidding for the plumbing, heating and
electrical work, when the total project's threshold is $3 million in Bronx, Kings, New York, Queens and, Richmond counties; $1.5
million in Nassau, Suffolk and Westchester counties; and $500,000 in all other counties.
For projects below the monetary threshold, bidders must submit a sealed list naming each subcontractor for the plumbing, HVAC
and electrical and the amount to be paid to each. The list may not be changed unless the public owner finds a legitimate
construction need, including a change in specifications or costs or the use of a Project Labor Agreement (PLA), and must be open to
public inspection.
Allows the state and local agencies and authorities to waive the Wicks Law and use a PLA if it will provide the best work at the
lowest possible price. If a PLA is used, all contractors shall participate in apprentice training programs in the trades of work it
employs that have been approved by the Department of Labor (DOL) for not less than three years. They shall also have at least one
graduate in the last three years and use affirmative efforts to retain minority apprentices. PLA's would be exempt from Wicks, but
deemed to be public work subject to prevailing wage enforcement.
The Commissioner of Labor shall have the power to enforce separate specification requirement s on projects, and may issue stopbid orders against public owners for non-compliance.
Other new monetary thresholds, and similar sealed bidding for non-Wicks projects, would apply to certain public authorities including
municipal housing authorities, NYC Construction Fund, Yonkers Educational Construction Fund, NYC Municipal Water Finance
Authority, Buffalo Municipal Water Finance Authority, Westchester County Health Care Association, Nassau County Health Care
Corp., Clifton-Fine Health Care Corp., Erie County Medical Center Corp., NYC Solid Waste Management Facilities, and the
Dormitory Authority.
Contractors must pay subcontractors within a 7 days period.
(07.19)
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Introduction to the Prevailing Rate Schedule
Information About Prevailing Rate Schedule
This information is provided to assist you in the interpretation of particular requirements for each classification of worker contained in the
attached Schedule of Prevailing Rates.

Classification
It is the duty of the Commissioner of Labor to make the proper classification of workers taking into account whether the work is heavy and
highway, building, sewer and water, tunnel work, or residential, and to make a determination of wages and supplements to be paid or
provided. It is the responsibility of the public work contractor to use the proper rate. If there is a question on the proper classification to be
used, please call the district office located nearest the project. District office locations and phone numbers are listed below.
Prevailing Wage Schedules are issued separately for "General Construction Projects" and "Residential Construction Projects" on a countyby-county basis.
General Construction Rates apply to projects such as: Buildings, Heavy & Highway, and Tunnel and Water & Sewer rates.
Residential Construction Rates generally apply to construction, reconstruction, repair, alteration, or demolition of one family, two family, row
housing, or rental type units intended for residential use.
Some rates listed in the Residential Construction Rate Schedule have a very limited applicability listed along with the rate. Rates for
occupations or locations not shown on the residential schedule must be obtained from the General Construction Rate Schedule. Please
contact the local Bureau of Public Work office before using Residential Rate Schedules, to ensure that the project meets the required criteria.
Payrolls and Payroll Records
Contractors and subcontractors are required to establish, maintain, and preserve for not less that six (6) years, contemporaneous, true, and
accurate payroll records.
Every contractor and subcontractor shall submit to the Department of Jurisdiction (Contracting Agency), within thirty (30) days after issuance
of its first payroll and every thirty (30) days thereafter, a transcript of the original payrolls, subscribed and affirmed as true under penalty of
perjury.

Paid Holidays
Paid Holidays are days for which an eligible employee receives a regular day's pay, but is not required to perform work. If an employee
works on a day listed as a paid holiday, this remuneration is in addition to payment of the required prevailing rate for the work actually
performed.

Overtime
At a minimum, all work performed on a public work project in excess of eight hours in any one day or more than five days in any workweek is
overtime. However, the specific overtime requirements for each trade or occupation on a public work project may differ. Specific overtime
requirements for each trade or occupation are contained in the prevailing rate schedules.
Overtime holiday pay is the premium pay that is required for work performed on specified holidays. It is only required where the employee
actually performs work on such holidays.
The applicable holidays are listed under HOLIDAYS: OVERTIME. The required rate of pay for these covered holidays can be found in the
OVERTIME PAY section listings for each classification.

Supplemental Benefits
Particular attention should be given to the supplemental benefit requirements. Although in most cases the payment or provision of
supplements is straight time for all hours worked, some classifications require the payment or provision of supplements, or a portion of the
supplements, to be paid or provided at a premium rate for premium hours worked. Supplements may also be required to be paid or provided
on paid holidays, regardless of whether the day is worked. The Overtime Codes and Notes listed on the particular wage classification will
indicate these conditions as required.

Effective Dates
When you review the schedule for a particular occupation, your attention should be directed to the dates above the column of rates. These
are the dates for which a given set of rates is effective. The rate listed is valid until the next effective rate change or until the new annual
determination which takes effect on July 1 of each year. All contractors and subcontractors are required to pay the current prevailing rates
of wages and supplements. If you have any questions please contact the Bureau of Public Work or visit the New York State Department of
Labor website (www.labor.ny.gov) for current wage rate information.

Apprentice Training Ratios
The following are the allowable ratios of registered Apprentices to Journey-workers.
For example, the ratio 1:1,1:3 indicates the allowable initial ratio is one Apprentice to one Journeyworker. The Journeyworker must be in
place on the project before an Apprentice is allowed. Then three additional Journeyworkers are needed before a second Apprentice is
allowed. The last ratio repeats indefinitely. Therefore, three more Journeyworkers must be present before a third Apprentice can be hired,
and so on.
Please call Apprentice Training Central Office at (518) 457-6820 if you have any questions.
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Title (Trade)

Ratio

Boilermaker (Construction)

1:1,1:4

Boilermaker (Shop)

1:1,1:3

Carpenter (Bldg.,H&H, Pile Driver/Dockbuilder)

1:1,1:4

Carpenter (Residential)

1:1,1:3

Electrical (Outside) Lineman

1:1,1:2

Electrician (Inside)

1:1,1:3

Elevator/Escalator Construction & Modernizer

1:1,1:2

Glazier

1:1,1:3

Insulation & Asbestos Worker

1:1,1:3

Iron Worker

1:1,1:4

Laborer

1:1,1:3

Mason

1:1,1:4

Millwright

1:1,1:4

Op Engineer

1:1,1:5

Painter

1:1,1:3

Plumber & Steamfitter

1:1,1:3

Roofer

1:1,1:2

Sheet Metal Worker

1:1,1:3

Sprinkler Fitter

1:1,1:2

If you have any questions concerning the attached schedule or would like additional information, please contact the nearest BUREAU of
PUBLIC WORK District Office or write to:
New York State Department of Labor
Bureau of Public Work
State Office Campus, Bldg. 12
Albany, NY 12240

District Office Locations:

Telephone #

FAX #

Bureau of Public Work - Albany

518-457-2744

518-485-0240

Bureau of Public Work - Binghamton

607-721-8005

607-721-8004

Bureau of Public Work - Buffalo

716-847-7159

716-847-7650

Bureau of Public Work - Garden City

516-228-3915

516-794-3518

Bureau of Public Work - Newburgh

845-568-5287

845-568-5332

Bureau of Public Work - New York City

212-932-2419

212-775-3579

Bureau of Public Work - Patchogue

631-687-4882

631-687-4902

Bureau of Public Work - Rochester

585-258-4505

585-258-4708

Bureau of Public Work - Syracuse

315-428-4056

315-428-4671

Bureau of Public Work - Utica

315-793-2314

315-793-2514

Bureau of Public Work - White Plains

914-997-9507

914-997-9523

Bureau of Public Work - Central Office

518-457-5589

518-485-1870
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Broome County General Construction
Boilermaker

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Boilermaker

DISTRICT 1

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Broome, Chenango, Columbia, Delaware, Essex, Fulton, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Montgomery, Otsego, Rensselaer, Saratoga,
Schenectady, Schoharie, Tioga, Warren, Washington

WAGES
Per hour
07/01/2020
Boilermaker

$ 38.59

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour
07/01/2020
Journeyperson

$ 24.81
+ 1.24*

* This portion of the benefit is NOT subject to the SAME PREMIUM as shown for overtime.

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q, V) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6, 15, 25) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Note: When a holiday falls on Sunday, the day observed by the State or Nation shall be observed, and when Christmas Day and New Year's
fall on Saturday, Friday will be observed as the holiday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour
( 1/2 ) year terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage.
1st
65%

2nd
65%

3rd
70%

4th
75%

5th
80%

6th
85%

7th
90%

8th
95%

Supplemental Benefits per hour
07/01/2020
1st
18.60
+1.24*

2nd
18.60
+1.24*

3rd
19.50
+1.24*

4th
20.37
+1.24*

5th
21.26
+1.24*

6th
22.15
+1.24*

7th
23.04
+1.24*

8th
23.92
+1.24*

* This portion of the benefit is NOT subject to the SAME PREMIUM as shown for overtime.
1-197

Carpenter - Building

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Carpenter - Building

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Tioga

WAGES
Per hour:
Carpenter
Floor Coverer
Carpet Layer
Dry-Wall
Diver-Wet Day
Diver -Dry Day
Diver Tender

07/01/2020
$ 27.55
27.55
27.55
27.55
36.25
28.55
28.55

NOTE ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS PAID FOR THE FOLLOWING WORK LISTED BELOW (per hour worked):
- Pile Drivers/Dock Builders shall receive $0.25 per hour over the journeyman's rate of pay when performing piledriving/dock building work.
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- Certified welders shall receive $1.00 per hour over the journeyman's rate of pay when the employee is required to be certified and
performs DOT or ABS specified welding work
- When an employee performs work within a contaminated area on a State and/or Federally designated hazardous waste site, and where
relevant State and/or Federal regulations require employees to be furnished and use or wear required forms of personal protection, then the
employee shall receive his regular hourly rate plus $1.50 per hour.
- Depth pay for Divers based upon deepest depth on the day of the dive (per diem payment):
0' to 80' no additional fee
81'to 100' additional $.50 per foot
101'to 150' additional $0.75 per foot
151'and deeper additional $1.25 per foot
- Penetration pay for Divers based upon deepest penetration on the day of the dive (per diem payment):
0' to 50' no additional fee
51' to 100' additional $.75 per foot
101' and deeper additional $1.00 per foot
- Diver rates applies to all hours worked on dive day.
Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 19.86

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, *E2, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
* Note - Saturday is payable at straight time if the employee misses work, except where a doctor's or hospital verification of illness is
produced Monday through Friday when work was available to the employee.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Note: Any holiday which occurs on Sunday shall be observed the following Monday. If Christmas falls on a Saturday, it shall be observed on
the prior Friday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
ALL APPRENTICES indentured prior to 01/01/2016
Wages per hour (One year terms at the following percentage of journeyman's base wage):
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
50%
60%
70%
80%
Supplemental Benefits per hour:
$ 11.80
$ 11.80
$ 14.45
$14.45
CARPENTER APPRENTICES indentured after 01/01/2016
Wages per hour (1300 hour terms at the following percentage of journeyman's base wage):
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
50%
60%
65%
70%
80%
Supplemental Benefits per hour:
$ 11.80
$ 11.80
$ 14.45
$ 14.45
$ 14.45
PILEDRIVER/DOCK BUILDER APPRENTICES indentured after 01/01/2016
Wages per hour (1300 hour terms at the following percentage of journeyman's base wage):
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
50%*
60%*
70%*
80%*
*Pile Driver/Dock Builder apprentices shall receive an additional $0.25 per hour worked when performing piledriving/dock building work.
Supplemental Benefits per hour:
$ 11.80
$ 11.80
$ 14.45
$ 14.45
LINOLEUM, RESILIENT TILE, AND CARPET LAYER APPRENTICES indentured after 01/01/2016
Wages per hour (1300 hour terms at the following percentage of journeyman's base wage):
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
50%
60%
70%
80%
Supplemental Benefits per hour:
$ 11.80
$ 11.80
$ 14.45
$ 14.45
ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS PAID PER HOUR WORKED TO APPRENTICES FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF WORK PERFORMED:
- Certified welders shall receive $1.00 per hour over the apprentices rate of pay when the apprentice is required to be certified and performs
DOT or ABS specified welding work
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- When an apprentice performs work within a contaminated area on a State and/or Federally designated hazardous waste site, and where
relevant State and/or Federal regulations require the apprentice to be furnished and use or wear required forms of personal protection, then
the apprentice shall receive his regular hourly rate plus $1.50 per hour.
2-277B-Bro

Carpenter - Building / Heavy&Highway

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Carpenter - Building / Heavy&Highway

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Delaware, Erie, Essex,
Franklin, Fulton, Genesee, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Niagara, Oneida,
Onondaga, Ontario, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Rensselaer, Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben,
Sullivan, Tioga, Tompkins, Ulster, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Wyoming, Yates

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Orange: The area lying on Northern side of Orange County demarcated by a line drawn from the Bear Mountain Bridge continuing west to
the Bear Mountain Circle, continue North on 9W to the town of Cornwall where County Road 107 (also known as Quaker Rd) crosses under
9W, then east on County Road 107 to Route 32, then north on Route 32 to Orrs Mills Rd, then west on Orrs Mills Rd to Route 94, continue
west and south on Route 94 to the Town of Chester, to the intersection of Kings Highway, continue south on Kings Highway to Bellvale Rd,
west on Bellvale Rd to Bellvale Lakes Rd, then south on Bellvale Lakes Rd to Kain Rd, southeast on Kain Rd to Route 17A, then north and
southeast along Route 17A to Route 210, then follow Route 210 to NJ Border.

WAGES
Wages per hour:
Carpenter - ONLY for
Artificial Turf/Synthetic
Sport Surface

07/01/2020

07/01/2021
Additional

$ 31.48

$ 1.15

Note - Does not include the operation of equipment. Please see Operating Engineers rates.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 23.65

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q, X) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6, 16) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Notes:
When a holiday falls upon a Saturday, it shall be observed on the preceding Friday. Whan a holiday falls upon a Sunday, it shall be
observed on the following Monday.
An employee taking an unexcused day off the regularly scheduled day before or after a paid Holiday shall not receive Holiday pay.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour:
One year terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
55%
60%
70%
80%
Supplemental Benefits per hour:
1st year term
2nd year term
3rd year term
4th year term

$ 11.80
11.80
14.45
14.45
2-42AtSS

Carpenter - Heavy&Highway

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Carpenter - Heavy&Highway

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Cayuga, Chemung, Chenango, Cortland, Delaware, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Madison, Oneida, Onondaga, Oswego, Otsego,
Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins, Yates

WAGES
Per hour
Carpenter
Piledriver
Diver-Wet Day

07/01/2020
$ 32.18
32.18
57.18

07/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.50
1.50
1.50
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33.18
33.18

1.50
1.50

NOTE ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS PAID FOR THE FOLLOWING WORK LISTED BELOW (per hour worked):
- When project owner mandates a single irregular work shift, the employee will receive an additional $2.00 per hour. A single irregular work
shift can start any time from 5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
- State or Federal designated hazardous site, requiring protective gear shall be an additional $2.00 per hour.
- Certified welders when required to perform welding work will receive an additional $1.50 per hour.
ADDITIONAL NOTES PERTAINING TO DIVERS/TENDERS:
- Divers and Tenders shall receive one and one half (1 1/2) times their regular diver and tender rate of pay for Effluent and Slurry diving.
- Divers and tenders being paid at the specified rate for Effluent and Slurry diving shall have all overtime rates based on the specified rate
plus the appropriate overtime rates (one and one half or two times the specified rate for Slurry and Effluent divers and tenders).
- The pilot of an ADS or submersible will receive one and one-half (1 1/2) times the Diver-Wet Day Rate for time submerged.
- All crew members aboard a submersible shall receive the Diver-Wet Day rate.
- Depth pay for Divers based upon deepest depth on the day of the dive (per diem payment):
0' to 50' no additional fee
51'to 100' additional $.50 per foot
101'to 150' additional $0.75 per foot
151'and deeper additional $1.25 per foot
- Penetration pay for Divers based upon deepest penetration on the day of the dive (per diem payment):
0' to 50' no additional fee
51' to 100' additional $.75 per foot
101' and deeper additional $1.00 per foot
- Diver rates applies to all hours worked on dive day.
Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Friday, provided the project duration is more than
forty (40) hours.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 23.65

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
In the event a Holiday falls on a Saturday, the Friday before will be observed as a Holiday. If a Holiday falls on a Sunday, then Monday will
be observed as a Holiday. Employee must work scheduled work day before and after the Holiday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
ALL APPRENTICES indentured prior to 01/01/2016
Wages per hour (One year terms at the following percentage of journeyman's base wage):
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
55%
60%
70%
80%
Supplemental Benefits per hour:
$ 11.80
$ 11.80
$ 14.45
$ 14.45
CAPRENTER APPRENTICES indentured after 01/01/2016
Wages per hour (1300 hour terms at the following percentage of journeyman's base wage):
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
55%
60%
65%
70%
80%
Supplemental Benefits per hour:
$ 11.80
$ 11.80
$ 14.45
$ 14.45
$ 14.45
PILEDRIVER/DOCKBUILDER APPRENTICES indentured after 01/01/2016
Wages per hour (1300 hour terms at the following percentage of journeyman's base wage):
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
55%
60%
70%
80%
Supplemental Benefits per hour:
$ 11.80
$ 11.80
$ 14.45
$ 14.45
NOTE ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS PAID PER HOUR WORKED TO APPRENTICES FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF WORK PERFORMED:
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- When project owner mandates a single irregular work shift, the employee will receive an additional $2.00 per hour. A single irregular work
shift can start any time from 5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
- State or Federal designated hazardous site, requiring protective gear shall be an additional $2.00 per hour.
- Certified welders when required to perform welding work will receive an additional $1.50 per hour.
2-277HH-Bro

Electrician

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Electrician

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Chenango: Entire County except the Townships of Columbus, New Berlin and Sherburne.
Delaware: Only the Townships of Davenport, Delhi, Deposit, Franklin, Hamden, Masonville, Meredith, Sidney, Tompkins and Walton
Townships,and that portion of Colchester and Hancock Townships north of the east branch of the Delaware River.
Otsego: Only the Townships of Butternuts, Hartwick, Laurens, Maryland, Milford, Morris, Oneonta, Otego, Unadilla and Westford.
Tioga: Only the Townships of Berkshire, Newark Valley, Owego, Richford and Tioga.

WAGES
Per hour:

07/01/2020

Electrician (base wage)
Cable Splicer

06/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.63
1.63

$ 34.80
41.05

06/01/2022
Additional
$ 1.86
1.86

ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF JOBSITE CONDITIONS (amount subject to any overtime premiums):
Additional $ 0.50 per hour when required to work underground, such as in tunnels for roads, railroads, or water.
Additional $ 0.50 per hour when required to work at a height of 40 feet above the ground or roof level.
SHIFT WORK / SINGLE IRREGULAR WORK SHIFT:
When shift work or a single irregular work shift is mandated in the job specifications or by the contracting agency, the following journeyman
hourly rates apply. The starting hours of a shift may be adjusted up to two (2) hours in order to meet the needs of the contracting agency.
Between the hours
of 8:00AM and 4:30PM
$ 34.80
Between the hours
of 4:30PM and 1:00AM
40.82
Between the hours
of 12:30AM and 9:00AM
45.73
TEMPORARY HEAT:
On any job requiring temporary heat outside the regular working hours, where electrical power is used pertaining to this heat, it shall be
manned on a shift work basis by an electrician at the base wage plus 25%.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 27.78 plus
3% of wage

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, *E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
*Double time after 8 hours on Saturday.
NOTE: WAGE CAP...Double the straight time hourly base wage shall be the maximum hourly wage compensation for any hour worked.
Contractor is still responsible to pay the hourly benefit amount for each hour worked.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6, *8, 16) on HOLIDAY PAGE
When a dated holiday falls on a Saturday it shall be celebrated on Friday. When a dated holiday falls on a Sunday, it shall be celebrated on
Monday.
*Good Friday may be celebrated the following Monday by mutual agreement of Employer and Employees.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES: Terms at the following percentages of Journeyman's wage.
1st
0-2000 Hrs
42%

2nd
2000-3500 Hhrs
48%

3rd
3500-5000 Hrs
55%

4th
5000-6500 Hrs
65%

5th
6500-8000 Hrs
75%

ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF JOBSITE CONDITIONS (amount subject to any overtime premiums):
Additional $ 0.50 per hour when required to work underground, such as in tunnels for roads, railroads, or water.
Additional $ 0.50 per hour when required to work at a height of 40 feet above the ground or roof level.
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SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
1st term
2nd term
3rd term
4th term
5th term

$9.00 plus 3% of hourly wage
$23.12 plus 3% of hourly wage
$23.83 plus 3% of hourly wage
$23.83 plus 3% of hourly wage
$23.83 plus 3% of hourly wage
2-325

Elevator Constructor

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Elevator Constructor

DISTRICT 6

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Cayuga, Chenango, Cortland, Franklin, Jefferson, Lewis, Onondaga, Oswego, St. Lawrence, Tioga, Tompkins

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Delaware: Only the towns of: Tompkins, Walton, Masonville, Sidney, Franklin and Deposit.
Madison: Only the towns of: Cazenovia, DeRuyter, Eaton, Fenner, Georgetown, Lebanon, Lenox, Nelson and Sullivan.
Oneida: Only the towns of: Camden, Florence and Vienna.

WAGES
Per hour:
Elevator Constructor
Helper

07/01/2020

01/01/2021

01/01/2022

$ 48.12
33.684

$ 49.73
34.81

$ 51.43
36.00

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked for New Construction and Modernization Work at straight time during a week, Monday thru
Thursday, or Tuesday thru Friday
*** Four(4), ten (10) hour days are not permitted for Contract Work/Repair Work
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 34.765*

$ 35.825*

$ 37.485*

*NOTE - add 6% of regular hourly rate for all hours worked. Add 8% of regular hourly rate if more than 5 years of service.

OVERTIME PAY
See (D, O) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5, 6, 15, 16) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6, 15, 16) on HOLIDAY PAGE
NOTE: When a paid holiday falls on a Saturday, it shall be observed on Friday. When a paid holiday falls on Sunday, it shall be observed on
Monday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES per hour: 1 year terms at the following percentage of the Elevator Constructor wage.
0-6 months
50%

6-12 months
55%

2nd
65%

3rd
70%

4th
80%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
0-6 months: 6% of the hourly apprentice rate paid, no additional supplemental benefits.
All other terms: Same as Journeyman.
6-62.1

Glazier

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Glazier

DISTRICT 5

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Chemung, Chenango, Delaware, Otsego, Schuyler, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins
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WAGES
Per hour:

07/01/2020

Glazier

05/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.25

$ 25.75

** IMPORTANT NOTICE **
Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 24.60

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E*, E2, Q**) on OVERTIME PAGE.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
1000 hour terms at the following percentage of journeyman's wage.
1st.
50%

2nd.
55%

3rd.
60%

4th.
65%

5th.
70%

6th.
75%

7th.
80%

8th.
90%

Supplemental Benefits per hour:
1st term
2nd term
3rd term
4th term
5th term
6th term
7th term
8th term

$ 11.48
12.23
12.69
13.24
13.98
14.52
15.25
16.35
5-677z3

Insulator - Heat & Frost

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Insulator - Heat & Frost

DISTRICT 6

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Cayuga, Chemung, Chenango, Cortland, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Madison, Oneida, Onondaga, Oswego, Otsego, Schuyler,
Seneca, St. Lawrence, Tioga, Tompkins

WAGES
Per hour:
Asbestos Installer
Insulation Installer
(On mechanical systems only)

07/01/2020
$ 33.50

05/01/2021
Additional
$ 2.00

05/01/2022
Additional
$ 2.00

NOTE: THE FOLLOWING RATES WILL APPLY ON ALL CONTRACTING AGENCY MANDATED SHIFTS WORKED.
1ST SHIFT
2ND SHIFT
3RD SHIFT

$ 33.50
38.53
41.88

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
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Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 23.84

OVERTIME PAY
See (*B1, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
*NOTE: First 10 hours on Saturday

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (4,6) on HOLIDAY PAGE.
Triple time for Labor Day if worked.

NOTE: When a holiday falls on Sunday, the following Monday shall be observed as a holiday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES per hour: One year terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage
1st
50%
$ 16.75

2nd
60%
$ 20.10

3rd
70%
$ 23.45

4th
80%
$ 26.80

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
1st & 2nd years
3rd & 4th years

$ 21.84
23.84
6-30-Syracuse

Ironworker

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Ironworker

DISTRICT 6

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Cayuga, Cortland, Onondaga, Oswego, Seneca, Tioga, Tompkins

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Chenango: Only the Townships of Lincklaen, Otselic, Pitcher, Pharsalia, German, McDonough, Preston, Norwich, Smithville, Oxford,
Guilford, Greene, Coventry, Bainbridge and Afton.
Jefferson: Only the Townships of Alexandria, Theresa, Clayton, Orleans, Cape Vincent, Lyme, Brownville, Pamelia, LeRay, Hounsfield,
Watertown, Rutland, Adams, Henderson, Rodman, Ellisburg, Lorraine and Worth.
Madison: Only the Townships of Sullivan, Lenox, Lincoln, Fenner, Smithfield, Cazenovia, Nelson, DeRuyter and Georgetown.
Schuyler: Only the Townships of Cayuta, Catharine, Hector and Montour.
Wayne: Only the Townships of Galen, Savannah, Rose, Butler, Huron and Wolcott

WAGES
Structural, Reinforcing, Re-bar, Machinery Mover & Rigger, Ornamental & Curtain Wall, Window Wall, Pre-Glazed Metal Framed Windows
Attached to Steel or Masonry Including Caulking, Fence Erector (Chain Link/Security), Sheeter/Bridge Rail, Pre-Cast Erector, Stone
Derrickman, Pre-Engineered Building Erector, Welder
Per hour:

07/01/2020
$ 30.75

01/01/2021
$ 31.25

NOTE: Shift work mandated by the project owner. All shifts will be (8) hours.
1st Shift
2nd Shift
3rd Shift

$ 30.75
33.83
35.36

$ 31.25
34.38
35.94

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 28.05

$ 28.05

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
NOTE: Any holiday which occurs on Sunday shall be observed the following Monday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES per hour: One year terms at the following rates.
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4th
$ 22.50

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

$ 11.25
19.09
20.21
21.33
6-60

Laborer - Building

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Laborer - Building

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Chenango: Entire County except the Townships of Sherburne, Columbus and New Berlin.
Delaware: Only the Townships of Sidney, Masonville, Walton, Tompkins, Deposit, Hancock and Colchester.
Tioga: Entire County except the Townships of Candor and Spencer.

WAGES
Per hour:
GROUP #1: Basic Laborer - excavation, concrete vibrator, power-driven buggie, demolition (including acetylene torch work) that is
customarily done by a laborer
GROUP #2: Air Tool Operators, Mason Tenders
GROUP #3: Blaster, Rock Drill (compressor driven)
GROUP #4: Asbestos, Hazardous, Toxic Waste, Lead and Mold Remediation
07/01/2020
GROUP #1
GROUP #2
GROUP #3
GROUP #4

07/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

$ 24.45
24.95
25.95
25.95

IMPORTANT NOTE: Wage and supplement rates for the operation of forklift and skid steer may be found under the classification "Operating
Engineer".
Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Friday, provided the project duration is more than
forty (40) hours.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman:

$ 19.40

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, *E2, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
*If working four (4) ten (10) hour days the make up day will be on Friday.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
When a Holiday falls on Sunday it shall be observed on the following Monday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES: 1000 hour terms at the following percent of Journeyman's wage
1st
60%

2nd
70%

3rd
80%

4th
90%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
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$ 12.10
13.35
14.60
15.85
2-785 (7)

Laborer - Heavy&Highway

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Laborer - Heavy&Highway

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Chenango: Entire County except the Townships of Sherburne, Columbus and New Berlin.
Delaware: Only the Townships of Sidney, Masonville, Walton, Tompkins, Deposit, Hancock and Colchester.
Tioga: Entire County except the Townships of Candor and Spencer.

WAGES
Per hour:
GROUP A: Drill Helper, Flagman, Outboard and Hand Boats.
GROUP B: Basic Rate, Bull Float (where used for strike off only), Chain Saw, Concrete Aggregate Bin, Concrete Bootmen, Gin Buggy,
Hand or Machine Vibrator, Jack Hammer, Mason Tender, Mortar Mixer, Pavement Breaker, Handlers of Steel Mesh, Small Generators for
Laborers Tools, Installation of Bridge Drainage Pipe, Pipe Layers, Vibrator Type Rollers, Tamper, Drill Doctor, Water Pump Operators (1-1/2"
& Single Diaphragm), Nozzle (Asphalt, Gunite, Seeding, and Sand Blasting), Laborers on Chain Link Fence Erection, Rock Splitter and
Power Unit, Pusher Type Concrete Saw and all other Gas, Electric, and Air Tool Operators, Wrecking Laborer.
GROUP C: Drilling equipment - only where a separate air compressor unit supplies power, Acetylene Torch Operators, Asphalt Raker,
Powder Man, Tail or Screw Operator on Asphalt Paver.
GROUP D: Blasters, Form Setters (slab steel forms on highways, roads, streets & airport runways), Stone or Granite Curb Setters.
GROUP E: Hazardous Waste defined as when an employee performs hazardous waste removal, lead abatement and removal, asbestos
abatement and removal work on State and/or Federally designated waste site, and were relevant State and/or Federal regulations require
employees to use or wear required forms of personal protection.
07/01/2020
07/01/2021
Additional
GROUP A
$ 30.16
$ 1.60
GROUP B
30.36
1.60
GROUP C
30.56
1.60
GROUP D
30.76
1.60
GROUP E
32.86
1.60
NOTE ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS FOR THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- A single irregular work shift starting any time between 5:00 PM and 1:00 AM on governmental mandated night work shall be paid an
additional $2.50 per hour.
- When an employee is required by the employer and/or by the material data safety sheets of a product, during its application, to wear a half
or full face replaceable cartridge respirator for more then (2) hours, then in such case said employee(s) will be paid the Group E rate for the
shift.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Wage and supplement rates for the operation of forklift and skid steer may be found under the classification "Operating
Engineer".

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 22.15

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
If Holiday falls on Sunday, it will be celebrated on Monday. If the Holiday falls on Saturday, it will be celebrated on Saturday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES: 1000 hour terms at the following percentage of Journeymans wage.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
60%
70%
80%
90%
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SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
1st term
$ 19.15
2nd term
19.90
3rd term
20.65
4th term
21.40
2-785 (7)

Laborer - Tunnel

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Laborer - Tunnel

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Chenango: Entire County except the Townships of Sherburne, Columbus, and New Berlin.
Delaware: Only the Townships of Sidney, Masonville, Walton, Tompkins, Deposit, Hancock and Colchester.
Tioga: Entire County except the Townships of Candor and Spencer.

WAGES
Per hour:
GROUP A: Change House Man
GROUP B: Miners and all Machine Men, Safety Miner, All Shaft work, Caisson work, Drilling, Blow Pipe, all Air Tools, Tugger, Scaling,
Nipper, Guniting pot to nozzle, Bit Grinder, Signal Man (top and bottom), Concrete Man, Shield Driven Tunnels, mixed face and soft ground,
liner plate tunnels in free air.
GROUP C: Blaster
GROUP D: Hazardous waste removal work on a State and/or Federally designated waste site where relevant State and/or Federal
regulations require employees to use or wear required forms of personal protection.
07/01/2020
Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

07/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60

$ 33.34
33.54
35.84
36.04

NOTE ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS FOR THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
- A single irregular work shift starting any time between 5:00 PM and 1:00 AM on governmental mandated night work shall be paid an
additional $2.50 per hour.
- When an employee is required by the employer and/or by the material data safety sheets of a product, during its application, to wear a half
or full face replaceable cartridge respirator for more then (2) hours, then in such case said employee(s) will be paid the Group D rate for the
shift.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Wage and supplement rates for the operation of forklift and skid steer may be found under the classification "Operating
Engineer".

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 22.15

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
If the holiday falls on Saturday, it will be celebrated on Friday. If the holiday falls on Sunday, it will be celebrated on Monday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES: 1000 hour terms at the following percentage of Group B wage
1st
60%

2nd
70%

3rd
80%

4th
90%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
1st Term
2nd Term

$ 7.00
7.00
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14.55
22.15
2-785T (BCDT)

Lineman Electrician

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Lineman Electrician

DISTRICT 6

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Delaware, Dutchess,
Erie, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Genesee, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Niagara,
Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Orange, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Putnam, Rensselaer, Rockland, Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie,
Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Sullivan, Tioga, Tompkins, Ulster, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Wyoming, Yates

WAGES
Per hour:
NOTE: Includes Teledata Work within ten (10) feet of High Voltage Transmission Lines
Below rates applicable on all overhead and underground distribution and maintenance work, and all overhead and underground transmission
line work and the installation of fiber optic cable where no other construction trades are or have been involved. (Ref #14.01.01)
07/01/2020
Lineman, Technician
Crane, Crawler Backhoe
Welder, Cable Splicer
Digging Mach. Operator
Tractor Trailer Driver
Groundman, Truck Driver
Equipment Mechanic
Flagman

$ 53.50
53.50
53.50
48.15
45.48
42.80
42.80
32.10

Additional $1.00 per hour for entire crew when a helicopter is used.
Below rates applicable on all electrical sub-stations, switching structures, fiber optic cable and all other work not defined as "Utility outside
electrical work". (Ref #14.02.01-A)
Lineman, Technician
Crane, Crawler Backhoe
Cable Splicer
Certified Welder Pipe Type Cable
Digging Mach. Operator
Tractor Trailer Driver
Groundman, Truck Driver
Equipment Mechanic
Flagman

$ 53.50
53.50
58.85
56.18
48.15
45.48
42.80
42.80
32.10

Additional $1.00 per hour for entire crew when a helicopter is used.
Below rates apply on switching structures, maintenance projects, railroad catenary install/maintenance third rail installation, bonding of rails
and pipe type cable and installation of fiber optic cable. (Ref #14.02.01-B)
Lineman, Tech, Welder
Crane, Crawler Backhoe
Cable Splicer
Certified Welder Pipe Type Cable
Digging Mach. Operator
Tractor Trailer Driver
Groundman, Truck Driver
Equipment Mechanic
Flagman

$ 54.82
54.82
60.30
57.56
49.34
46.60
43.86
43.86
32.89

Additional $1.00 per hour for entire crew when a helicopter is used.
Below rates applicable on all overhead and underground transmission line work & fiber optic cable where other construction trades are or
have been involved. This applies to transmission line work only, not other construction. (Ref #14.03.01)
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$ 56.01
56.01
56.01
50.41
47.61
44.81
44.81
33.61

Additional $1.00 per hour for entire crew when a helicopter is used.
NOTE: THE FOLLOWING RATES WILL APPLY ON ALL CONTRACTING AGENCY MANDATED MULTIPLE SHIFTS OF AT LEAST FIVE
(5) DAYS DURATION WORKED BETWEEN THE HOURS LISTED BELOW:
1ST SHIFT
2ND SHIFT
3RD SHIFT

8:00 AM to 4:30 PM REGULAR RATE
4:30 PM to 1:00 AM REGULAR RATE PLUS 17.3 %
12:30 AM to 9:00 AM REGULAR RATE PLUS 31.4 %

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
Tuesday thru Friday may be worked with no make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour worked (also required on non-worked holidays):
The following SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS apply to all classification categories of CONSTRUCTION, TRANSMISSION and
DISTRIBUTION.
Journeyman

$ 24.90
*plus 6.75% of
hourly wage

*The 6.75% is based on the hourly wage paid, straight time rate or premium rate.

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q,) on OVERTIME PAGE. *Note* Double time for all emergency work designated by the Dept. of Jurisdiction.
NOTE: WAGE CAP - Double the straight time hourly base wage shall be the maximum hourly wage compensation for any hour worked.
Contractor is still responsible to pay the hourly benefit amount for each hour worked.

HOLIDAY
Paid
Overtime

See ( 5, 6, 8, 13, 25 ) on HOLIDAY PAGE plus Governor of NYS Election Day.
See ( 5, 6, 8, 13, 25 ) on HOLIDAY PAGE plus Governor of NYS Election Day.

NOTE: All paid holidays falling on Saturday shall be observed on the preceding Friday. All paid holidays falling on Sunday shall be observed
on the following Monday. Supplements for holidays paid at straight time.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES per hour: 1000 hour terms at the following percentage of the applicable Journeyman Lineman wage.
1st
60%

2nd
65%

3rd
70%

4th
75%

5th
80%

6th
85%

7th
90%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour: Same as Journeyman
6-1249a

Lineman Electrician - Teledata

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Lineman Electrician - Teledata

DISTRICT 6

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Delaware, Dutchess,
Erie, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Genesee, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Niagara,
Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Orange, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Putnam, Rensselaer, Rockland, Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie,
Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Sullivan, Tioga, Tompkins, Ulster, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Westchester, Wyoming, Yates

WAGES
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Per hour:
For outside work, stopping at first point of attachment (demarcation).
07/01/2020
01/01/2021
Cable Splicer
Installer, Repairman
Teledata Lineman
Tech., Equip. Operator
Groundman

$ 33.77
$ 32.05
$ 32.05
$ 32.05
$ 16.99

$ 34.78
$ 33.01
$ 33.01
$ 33.01
$ 17.50

NOTE: EXCLUDES Teledata work within ten (10) feet of High Voltage (600 volts and over) transmission lines. For this work please see
LINEMAN.
NOTE: THE FOLLOWING RATES WILL APPLY ON ALL CONTRACTING AGENCY MANDATED MULTIPLE SHIFTS OF AT LEAST FIVE
(5) DAYS DURATION WORKED:
1ST SHIFT
2ND SHIFT
3RD SHIFT

REGULAR RATE
REGULAR RATE PLUS 10%
REGULAR RATE PLUS 15%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 5.06
*plus 3% of
wage paid

$ 5.06
*plus 3% of
wage paid

*The 3% is based on the hourly wage paid, straight time rate or premium rate.

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
NOTE: WAGE CAP - Double the straight time hourly base wage shall be the maximum hourly wage compensation for any hour worked.
Contractor is still responsible to pay the hourly benefit amount for each hour worked.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6, 16) on HOLIDAY PAGE
6-1249LT - Teledata

Lineman Electrician - Traffic Signal, Lighting

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Lineman Electrician - Traffic Signal, Lighting

DISTRICT 6

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Cortland, Delaware, Erie, Essex, Franklin,
Fulton, Genesee, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Niagara, Oneida, Onondaga,
Ontario, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Rensselaer, Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Sullivan,
Tioga, Tompkins, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Wyoming, Yates

WAGES
Lineman/Technician shall perform all overhead aerial work. A Lineman/Technician on the ground will install all electrical panels, connect all
grounds, install and connect all electrical conductors which includes, but is not limited to road loop wires; conduit and plastic or other type
pipes that carry conductors, flex cables and connectors, and to oversee the encasement or burial of such conduits or pipes.
A Groundman/Groundman Truck Driver shall: Build and set concrete forms, handle steel mesh, set footer cages, transport concrete in a
wheelbarrow, hand or machine concrete vibrator, finish concrete footers, mix mortar, grout pole bases, cover and maintain footers while
curing in cold weather, operate jack hammer, operate hand pavement breaker, tamper, concrete and other motorized saws, as a drill helper,
operate and maintain generators, water pumps, chainsaws, sand blasting, operate mulching and seeding machine, air tools, electric tools,
gas tools, load and unload materials, hand shovel and/or broom, prepare and pour mastic and other fillers, assist digger operator equipment
operator in ground excavation and restoration, landscape work and painting. Only when assisting a lineman technician, a
groundman/groundman truck driver may assist in installing conduit, pipe, cables and equipment.
A flagger's duties shall consist of traffic control only.
(Ref #14.01.01)
Per hour:
Lineman, Technician
Crane, Crawler Backhoe
Certified Welder
Digging Machine

07/01/2020
$ 46.20
46.20
48.51
41.58
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39.27
36.96
36.96
27.72

Above rates are applicable for installation, testing, operation, maintenance and repair on all Traffic Control (Signal) and Illumination (Lighting)
projects, Traffic Monitoring Systems, and Road Weather Information Systems. Includes digging of holes for poles, anchors, footer
foundations for electrical equipment; assembly of all electrical materials or raceway; placing of fish wire; pulling of cables, wires or fiber optic
cable through such raceways; splicing of conductors; dismantling of such structures, lines or equipment.
NOTE: THE FOLLOWING RATES WILL APPLY ON ALL CONTRACTING AGENCY MANDATED MULTIPLE SHIFTS OF AT LEAST FIVE
(5) DAYS DURATION WORKED BETWEEN THE HOURS LISTED BELOW:
1ST SHIFT
2ND SHIFT
3RD SHIFT

8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM REGULAR RATE
4:30 PM TO 1:00 AM REGULAR RATE PLUS 17.3%
12:30 AM TO 9:00 AM REGULAR RATE PLUS 31.4%

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
Tuesday thru Friday may be worked with no make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour worked (but also required on non-worked holidays):
Journeyman

$ 24.90
*plus 6.75% of
hourly wage

*The 6.75% is based on the hourly wage paid, straight time rate or premium rate.
Supplements paid at STRAIGHT TIME rate for holidays.

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE. *Note* Double time for all emergency work designated by the Dept. of Jurisdiction.
NOTE: WAGE CAP - Double the straight time hourly base wage shall be the maximum hourly wage compensation for any hour worked.
Contractor is still responsible to pay the hourly benefit amount for each hour worked.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See ( 5, 6, 8, 13, 25 ) on HOLIDAY PAGE plus Governor of NYS Election Day.
Overtime: See ( 5, 6, 8, 13, 25 ) on HOLIDAY PAGE plus Governor of NYS Election Day.
NOTE: All paid holidays falling on Saturday shall be observed on the preceding Friday. All paid holidays falling on Sunday shall be observed
on the following Monday. Supplements for holidays paid at straight time.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES per hour: 1000 hour terms.

1st term
2nd term
3rd term
4th term
5th term
6th term
7th term

07/01/2020
$ 27.72
30.03
32.34
34.65
36.96
39.27
41.58

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour: Same as Journeyman
6-1249a-LT

Lineman Electrician - Tree Trimmer

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Lineman Electrician - Tree Trimmer

DISTRICT 6

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Delaware, Dutchess,
Erie, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Genesee, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Niagara,
Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Orange, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Putnam, Rensselaer, Rockland, Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie,
Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Sullivan, Tioga, Tompkins, Ulster, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Wyoming, Yates

WAGES
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Applies to line clearance, tree work and right-of-way preparation on all new or existing energized overhead or underground electrical,
telephone and CATV lines. This also would include stump removal near underground energized electrical lines, including telephone and
CATV lines.
Per hour:

07/01/2020

Tree Trimmer
Equipment Operator
Equipment Mechanic
Truck Driver
Groundman
Flag person

01/03/21

$ 26.56
23.49
23.49
19.56
16.11
11.80

$ 27.36
24.19
24.19
20.15
16.59
12.50*

01/02/22

01/01/23

$ 28.25
24.98
24.98
20.80
17.13
12.50

$ 29.59
26.17
26.17
21.79
17.94
12.94

$ 10.23
*plus 3% of
hourly wage

$ 10.48
*plus 3% of
hourly wage

*RATE GOES INTO EFFECT 12/31/2020

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour worked (but also required on non-worked holidays):
Journeyman

$ 9.98
*plus 3% of
hourly wage

$ 9.98
*plus 3% of
hourly wage

* The 3% is based on the hourly wage paid, straight time rate or premium rate.

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
NOTE: WAGE CAP - Double the straight time hourly base wage shall be the maximum hourly wage compensation for any hour worked.
Contractor is still responsible to pay the hourly benefit amount for each hour worked.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5, 6, 8, 15, 16, 25) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6, 8, 15, 16, 25) on HOLIDAY PAGE
NOTE: All paid holidays falling on a Saturday shall be observed on the preceding Friday.
All paid holidays falling on a Sunday shall be observed on the following Monday.
6-1249TT

Mason - Building

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Mason - Building

DISTRICT 5

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Chenango, Delaware, Otsego, Tioga

WAGES
Per hour:
Building:
Bricklayer, Cement
Mason, Plasterer, Stone
Mason, Tuck Pointer

07/01/2020

07/01/2021

$ 31.21

Additional
$ 1.15

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 22.49

OVERTIME PAY
See (B,E,E2*,Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
*Note - Or other conditions beyond the employer's control such as fire or natural disaster.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour:
One year terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage:
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1st
$ 19.17

2nd
$ 23.85

3rd
$ 25.72
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4th
$ 28.09

Supplemental benefits per hour:
1st
$ 20.49

2nd
$ 20.49

3rd
$ 21.74

4th
$ 22.49
5-3B - Bing - Z2

Mason - Heavy&Highway

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Mason - Heavy&Highway

DISTRICT 5

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Allegany, Broome, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Cortland, Delaware, Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Orleans, Otsego,
Schuyler, Seneca, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins, Wayne, Wyoming, Yates

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Cattaraugus: Enitre county except in the Township of Perrysburg and the Village of Gowanda only the Bricklayer classification applies.
Erie: Only the Bricklayer classification applies.
Niagara: Only the Bricklayer classification applies.

WAGES
Per hour:
Heavy & Highway:
Cement Mason
Bricklayer

07/01/2020

07/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.15

$ 31.58
31.58

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 22.93

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, E2, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour:
1500 hour terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage:
1st
50%

2nd
60%

3rd
70%

4th
80%

Supplemental benefits per hour:
1st term
2nd - 4th term

$ 14.13
22.93
5-3h

Mason - Tile Finisher

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Mason - Tile Finisher

DISTRICT 5

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Chemung, Chenango, Cortland, Delaware, Otsego, Schuyler, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Allegany: Towns of Alfred, Almond, Andover and Burns.

WAGES
Wages
Per hour:
Building:

07/01/2020

07/01/2021
Additional
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$ 27.59

$ 1.15

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 18.11

OVERTIME PAY
See (B,E,E2*,Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
*Note - Or other conditions beyond the employer's control such as fire or natural disaster.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour:
One year terms at the following percentage of Joureyman's wage:
1st
$ 16.55

2nd
$ 19.31

3rd
$ 22.07

Supplemental benefits per hour:
1st
$ 11.85

2nd
$ 12.01

3rd
$ 15.84
5-3TF - Z4

Mason - Tile Setter

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Mason - Tile Setter

DISTRICT 5

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Chemung, Chenango, Cortland, Delaware, Otsego, Schuyler, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Allegany: Towns of Alfred, Almond, Andover and Burns.

WAGES
Wages
Per Hour:
Building:
Marble, Slate, Terrazzo
and Tile Setter

07/01/2020
$ 30.20

07/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.15

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 21.15

OVERTIME PAY
See (B,E,E2*,Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
*Note - Or other conditions beyond the employer's control such as fire or natural disaster.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour:
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One year terms at the following percentage of Joureyman's wage:
1st
$ 18.12

2nd
$ 21.14

3rd
$ 24.16

4th
$ 27.18

Supplemental benefits per hour:
1st
$ 12.33

2nd
$ 12.42

3rd
$ 20.97

4th
$ 21.06
5-3TS - Z4

Millwright

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Millwright

DISTRICT 7

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Allegany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Herkimer, Madison, Seneca, Tioga, Yates

WAGES
Per hour:
Building
Heavy & Highway*

07/01/2020
$ 29.03
31.03

*Effective 5/1/2019, all Heavy and Highway Millwright construction will be paid at the rate indicated above.
NOTE: ADDITIONAL PREMIUMS PAID FOR THE FOLLOWING WORK LISTED BELOW (amount subject to any overtime premiums):
- Certified Welders shall receive an additional $1.75 per hour provided he/she is directed to perform certified welding.
- On Building projects, If a work site has been declared a hazardous site by the Owner and the use of protective gear (including, as a
minimum, air purifying canister-type chemical respirators) are required, then that employee shall receive an additional $1.50 per hour.
- H/H work performed on hazardous waste sites where employees are required to wear protective gear shall receive an additional $2.00 per
hour over the Millwright H/H rate for all hours worked on the day protective gear was worn.
- An employee performing the work of a machinist shall receive an additional $2.00 per hour. For the purposes of this premium to apply, a
"machinist" is a person who uses a lathe, Bridgeport, milling machine or similar type of tool to make or modify parts.
- When performing work underground at 500 feet and below, the employee shall receive an additional $1.00 per hour.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 22.80

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, *E2, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
*Note - Saturday may be used as a make-up day and worked at the straight time rate of pay during a work week when conditions such as
weather, power failure, fire, or natural disaster prevent the performance of work on a regular scheduled work day.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
NOTE: Any holiday that falls on Sunday shall be observed the following Monday. Any holiday that falls on a Saturday shall be observed the
preceding Friday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES per hour: One year terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage:
Appr. 1st year
Appr. 2nd year
Appr. 3rd year
Appr. 4th year

60 %*
70 %*
80 %*
90 %*

*NOTE: Additional premium for the following work listed below:
Certified Welder
Hazardous Waste Work (Bldg)
Hazardous Waste Work (H/H)
Machinist
Underground
(500' and below)

$ 1.75
1.50
2.00
2.00
1.00

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
Appr. 1st year

$ 10.90
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19.23
20.42
21.61
7-1163 Zone 2

Operating Engineer - Building

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Operating Engineer - Building

DISTRICT 1

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Chenango, Tioga

WAGES
CLASS A1:
Crane, hydraulic cranes, tower crane, locomotive crane, piledriver, cableway, derricks,whirlies, dragline, boom trucks over 5 tons.
CLASS A:
Shovel, all Excavators (including rubber tire full swing), Gradalls, power road grader, all CMI equipment, front-end rubber tire loader, tractormounted drill (quarry master), mucking machine, concrete central mix plant, concrete pump, belcrete system, automated asphalt concrete
plant, and tractor road paver, boom trucks 5 tons and under, maintenance engineer, self-contained crawler drill-hydraulic rock drill.
CLASS B:
Backhoes (rubber tired backhoe/loader combination), bulldozer, pushcat, tractor, traxcavator, scraper, LeTourneau grader, form fine grader,
self-propelled soil compactor (fill roller), asphalt roller, blacktop spreader, power brooms, sweepers, trenching machine, Barber Green loader,
side booms, hydro hammer, concrete spreader, concrete finishing machine, one drum hoist, power hoisting (single drum), hoist two drum or
more, three drum engine, power hoisting (two drum and over), two drum and swinging engine, three drum swinging engine, hod hoist, A-L
frame winches, core and well drillers (one drum), post hole digger, model CHB Vibro-Tamp or similar machine, batch bin and plant operator,
dinky locomotive, skid steer loader, track excavator 5/8 cubic yard or smaller, front end rubber tired loader under four cubic yards, vacum
machine(mounted or towed).
CLASS C:
Fork lift, high lift, all terrain fork lift: or similar, oiler, fireman and heavy-duty greaser, boilers and steam generators, pump, vibrator, motor
mixer, air compressor, dust collector, welding machine, well point, mechanical heater, generators, temporary light plants, electric
submersible pumps 4" and over, murphy type diesel generator, conveyor, elevators, concrete mixer, beltcrete power pack (belcrete system),
seeding, and mulching machines, pumps.
* In the event that equipment listed above is operated by robotic control, the classification covering the operation will be the same as if
manually operated.
WAGES per hour
07/01/2020
Class # A1
Class # A
Class # B
Class # C

07/01/2021

$ 42.94
40.54
40.08
37.77

43.85
41.45
40.99
38.68

Additional $0.50 per hr for Tower Cranes.
Additional $1.25 per hr for Cranes with Boom length & jib 150ft. and over.
Additional $2.25 per hr for Cranes with Boom length & jib 200ft. and over.
Additional $2.50 per hr over B rate for Nuclear Leader work.
Additional $0.40 per hr for tunnel or excavation of shaft 40' or more deep.
Additional $2.50 per hour if work requires Personal Protective Equipment for hazardous waste site activities with a level C or over rating.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour
Journeyman

$27.70

$28.85

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Note: If a holiday falls on Sunday, it will be celebrated on Monday. If the holiday falls on Saturday, it will be celebrated on Friday.
Employees who work a Saturday holiday shall be paid double time plus the holiday pay.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour
1000 hours terms at the following percentage of Journeyperson's wage Class B:
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4th
90%

Supplemental Benefits per hour worked
07/01/2020
All terms

$ 23.20

07/01/2021
$24.35
1-158 BCT

Operating Engineer - Heavy&Highway

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Operating Engineer - Heavy&Highway

DISTRICT 1

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Broome, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Montgomery, Otsego, Rensselaer,
Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Tioga, Warren, Washington

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Dutchess: Defined as north of the northern boundary line of City of Poughkeepsie then due east to Route 115 to Bedelt Road then east
along Bedelt Road to VanWagner Road then north along VanWagner Road to Bower Road then east along Bower Road to Rte. 44 east to
Route 343 then along Route 343 east to the northern boundary of Town of Dover Plains and east along the northern boundary of Town of
Dover Plains to Connecticut.

WAGES
CLASSIFICATION A:
Asphalt Curb Machine (Self Propelled, Slipform), Asphalt Paver, Automated Concrete Spreader (CMI Type), Automatic Fine Grader,
Backhoe (Except Tractor Mounted, Rubber Tired), Backhoe Excavator Full Swing (CAT 212 or similar type), Back Filling Machine, Belt
Placer (CMI Type), Blacktop Plant (Automated), Boom truck, GPS operated Bull Dozer, Cableway, Caisson Auger, Central Mix Concrete
Plant (Automated), Concrete Curb Machine (Self Propelled, Slipform), Concrete Pump, Crane, Cherry Picker, Derricks (steel erection),
Dragline, Overhead Crane (Gantry or Straddle type), Pile Driver, Truck Crane, Directional Drilling Machine, Dredge, Dual Drum Paver,
Excavator (All PurposeHydraulically Operated) (Gradall or Similar), Front End Loader (4 cu. yd. and Over), Head Tower (Sauerman or
Equal), Hoist (Two or Three Drum), Holland Loader, Maintenance Engineer, Mine Hoist, Mucking Machine or Mole, Pavement Breaker(SP)
Wertgen; PB-4 and similar type, Power Grader, Profiler (over 105 H.P.), Quad 9, Quarry Master (or equivalent), Scraper, Shovel, Side Boom,
Slip Form Paver (If a second man is needed, he shall be an Oiler), Tractor Drawn BeltType Loader, Truck or Trailer Mounted Log Chipper
(Self Feeder), Tug Operator (Manned Rented Equipment Excluded), Tunnel Shovel
CLASSIFICATION B:
Backhoe (Tractor Mounted, Rubber Tired), Bituminous Recycler Machine, Bituminous Spreader and Mixer, Blacktop Plant (NonAutomated),
Blast or Rotary Drill (Truck or Tractor Mounted), Brokk, Boring Machine, Cage Hoist, Central Mix Plant [(NonAutomated) and All Concrete
Batching Plants], Concrete Paver (Over 16S), Crawler Drill (Self-contained), Crusher, Diesel Power Unit, Drill Rigs, Tractor Mounted, Front
End Loader (Under 4 cu. yd.), Greaseman/Lubrication Engineer, HiPressure Boiler (15 lbs. and over), Hoist (One Drum), Hydro-Axe, Kolman
Plant Loader and Similar Type Loaders (If Employer requires another man to clean the screen or to maintain the equipment, he shall be an
Oiler), L.C.M. Work Boat Operator, Locomotive, Material handling knuckle boom, Mini Excavator (under 18,000 lbs.), Mixer (for stabilized
base selfpropelled), Monorail Machine, Plant Engineer, Prentice Loader, Profiler (105 H.P. and under), Pug Mill, Pump Crete, Ready Mix
Concrete Plant, Refrigeration Equipment (for soil stabilization), Road Widener, Roller (all above subgrade), Sea Mule, Self-contained Rideon Rock Drill(Excluding Air-Track Type Drill), Skidder, Tractor with Dozer and/or Pusher, Trencher, Tugger Hoist, Vacum machine (mounted
or towed), Vermeer saw (ride on, any size or type), Welder
CLASSIFICATION C:
A Frame Winch Hoist on Truck, Articulated Heavy Hauler, Aggregate Plant, Asphalt or Concrete Grooving Machine (ride on), Ballast
Regulator(Ride-on), Boiler (used in conjunction with production), Bituminous Heater (self-propelled), Boat (powered), Cement and Bin
Operator, Concrete Pavement Spreader and Finisher Concrete Paver or Mixer (16' and under), Concrete Saw (self-propelled), Conveyor,
Deck Hand, Directional Drill Machine Locator, Drill (Core and Well), Farm Tractor with accessories, Fine Grade Machine, Fireman, Fork Lift,
Form Tamper, Grout Pump, Gunite Machine, Hammers (Hydraulic self-propelled), Hydra-Spiker (ride-on), Hydraulic Pump (jacking system),
Hydro-Blaster (Water), Mulching Machine, Oiler, Parapet Concrete or Pavement Grinder, Post Hole Digger and Post Driver, Power Broom
(towed), Power Heaterman, Power Sweeper, Revinius Widener, Roller (Grade and Fill), Scarifier (ride-on), Shell Winder, Skid steer loader
(Bobcat or similar), Span-Saw (ride-on), Steam Cleaner, Tamper (ride-on), Tie Extractor (ride-on), Tie Handler (ride-on), Tie Inserter (rideon), Tie Spacer (ride-on), Tire Repair, Track Liner (ride-on), Tractor, Tractor (with towed accessories), Vibratory Compactor, Vibro Tamp,
Well Point, and the following hands-off equipment: Compressors, Dust Collectors, Generators, Pumps, Welding Machines, Light Plants and
Heaters
- Note for all above classifications of Operating Engineer - In the event that equipment listed above is operated by robotic control, the
classification covering the operation will be the same as if manually operated.
WAGES per hour

Master Mechanic
Class A*

07/01/2020

07/01/2021

$ 47.88
46.27

$ 49.43
47.82
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45.36
42.79

46.91
44.34

Additional $2.50 per hour for All Employees who work a single irregular work shift starting from 5:00 PM to 1:00 AM that is mandated by the
Contracting Agency.
Additional $2.50 per hr. for hazardous waste removal work on State and/or Federally designated waste site which require employees to wear
Level C or above forms of personal protection.
(*) Premiums for CRANES is based upon Class A rates with the following premiums:
- Additional $4.00 per hr for Tower Cranes, including self erecting.
- Additional $3.00 per hr for Lattice Boom Cranes and all other cranes with a manufacturers rating of fifty (50) tons and over.
- Additional $2.00 per hr for all Hydraulic Cranes and Derricks with a manufacturer's rating of 49 ton and below, including boom trucks.
Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour
Journeyperson

$ 28.45

$ 29.60

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Note: If the holiday falls on Sunday, it will be celebrated on Monday. If the Holiday falls on a Saturday employer can choose to celebrate
Saturday or give Friday off with pay.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour
1000 hours terms at the following percentage of Journeyperson's wage Class B
1st
60%

2nd
70%

3rd
80%

4th
90%

Supplemental Benefits per hour worked

All Terms

07/01/2020
$ 23.85

07/01/2021
$ 25.00
1-158H/H Alb

Operating Engineer - Survey Crew

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Operating Engineer - Survey Crew

DISTRICT 12

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Broome, Cayuga, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Greene, Hamilton,
Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Niagara, Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Oswego, Otsego, Rensselaer,
Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Yates

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Dutchess: The northern portion of the county from the northern boundary line of the City of Poughkeepsie, north.
Genesee: Only the portion of the county that lies east of a line down the center of Route 98 to include all area that lies within the City of
Batavia.

WAGES
These rates apply to Building, Tunnel and Heavy Highway.
Per hour:
SURVEY CLASSIFICATIONS:
Party Chief - One who directs a survey party.
Instrument Person - One who operates the surveying instruments.
Rod Person - One who holds the rods and assists the Instrument Person.
07/01/2020
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$ 44.39
40.78
30.22

Additional $3.00/hr. for Tunnel Work
Additional $2.50/hr. for Hazardous Work Site

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour worked:
Journeyman

$ 26.30

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, P, T) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES: 1000 hour terms based on the Percentage of Rod Persons Wage:
07/01/2020
0-1000
1001-2000
2001-3000

60%
70%
80%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFIT per hour worked:
0-1000
1001-2000
2001-3000

$ 18.08
21.10
24.13
12-158-545 D.H.H.

Operating Engineer - Survey Crew - Consulting Engineer
JOB DESCRIPTION Operating Engineer - Survey Crew - Consulting Engineer

12/01/2020
DISTRICT 12

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Broome, Cayuga, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Greene, Hamilton,
Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Niagara, Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Oswego, Otsego, Rensselaer,
Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Yates

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Dutchess: The northern portion of the county from the northern boundary line of the City of Poughkeepsie, north.
Genesee: Only the portion of the county that lies east of a line down the center of Route 98 to include all area that lies within the City of
Batavia.

WAGES
These rates apply to feasibility and preliminary design surveying, line and grade surveying for inspection or supervision of construction
when performed under a Consulting Engineer Agreement.
Per hour:
SURVEY CLASSIFICATIONS:
Party Chief - One who directs a survey party.
Instrument Person - One who operates the surveying instruments.
Rod Person - One who holds the rods and assists the Instrument Person.
07/01/2020
Party Chief
Instrument Person
Rod Person

$ 44.39
40.78
30.22

Additional $3.00/hr. for Tunnel Work.
Additional $2.50/hr. for EPA or DEC certified toxic or hazardous waste work.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour worked:
Journeyman

$ 26.30
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OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, P, T) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES: 1000 hour terms based on percentage of Rod Persons Wage:
07/01/2020
0-1000
1001-2000
2001-3000

60%
70%
80%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFIT per hour worked:
0-1000
1001-2000
2001-3000

$ 18.08
$ 21.10
$ 24.13
12-158-545 DCE

Operating Engineer - Tunnel

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Operating Engineer - Tunnel

DISTRICT 7

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Broome, Cayuga, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Greene, Hamilton,
Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Oswego, Otsego, Rensselaer,
Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Yates

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Dutchess: Northern part of Dutchess, to the northern boundary line of the City of Poughkeepie, then due east to Route 115 to Bedell Road,
then east along Bedell Road to VanWagner Road, then north along VanWagner Road to Bower Road, then east along Bower Road to Rte.
44 east to Rte. 343, then along Rte. 343 east to the northern boundary of the Town of Dover Plains and east along the northern boundary of
the Town of Dover Plains, to the borderline of the State of Connecticut.
Genesee: Only that portion of the county that lies east of a line drawn down the center of Route 98 and the entirety of the City of Batavia.

WAGES
CLASS A: Automatic Concrete Spreader (CMI Type); Automatic Fine Grader; Backhoe (except tractor mounted,rubber tired); Belt Placer
(CMI Type); Blacktop Plant (automated); Cableway; Caisson Auger; Central Mix Concrete Plant (automated); Concrete Curb Machine (selfpropelled slipform); Concrete Pump (8" or over); Dredge; Dual Drum Paver; Excavator; Front End Loader (4 cu. yd & over); Gradall; Head
Tower (Sauerman or Equal); Hoist (shaft); Hoist (two or three Drum); Log Chipper/Loader (self-feeder); Maintenance Engineer (shaft and
tunnel); any Mechanical Shaft Drill; Mine Hoist; Mining Machine(Mole and similar types); Mucking Machine or Mole; Overhead Crane (Gantry
or Straddle Type); Pile Driver; Power Grader; Remote Controlled Mole or Tunnel Machine; Scraper; Shovel; Side Boom; Slip Form Paver (If
a second man is needed, they shall be an Oiler); Tripper/Maintenance Engineer (shaft & tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt-Type Loader; Tug
Operator (manned rented equipment excluded); Tunnel Shovel
CLASS B: Automated Central Mix Concrete Plant; Backhoe (topside); Backhoe (track mounted, rubber tired); Backhoe (topside); Bituminous
Spreader and Mixer, Blacktop Plant (non-automated); Blast or Rotary Drill (truck or tractor mounted); Boring Machine; Cage Hoist; Central
Mix Plant(non-automated); all Concrete Batching Plants; Compressors (4 or less exceeding 2,000 c.f.m. combined capacity); Concrete
Pump; Crusher; Diesel Power Unit; Drill Rigs (tractor mounted); Front End Loader (under 4 cu. yd.); Grayco Epoxy Machine; Hoist (One
Drum); Hoist (2 or 3 drum topside); Knuckle Boom material handler; Kolman Plant Loader & similar type Loaders (if employer requires
another person to clean the screen or to maintain the equipment, they shall be an Oiler); L.C.M. Work Boat Operator; Locomotive;
Maintenance Engineer (topside); Maintenance Grease Man; Mixer (for stabilized base-self propelled); Monorail Machine; Plant Engineer;
Personnel Hoist; Pump Crete; Ready Mix Concrete Plant; Refrigeration Equipment (for soil stabilization); Road Widener; Roller (all above
sub-grade); Sea Mule; Shotcrete Machine; Shovel (topside); Tractor with Dozer and/or Pusher; Trencher; Tugger Hoist; Tunnel Locomotive;
Welder; Winch; Winch Cat
CLASS C: A Frame Truck; All Terrain Telescoping Material Handler; Ballast Regulator (ride-on); Compressors (4 not to exceed 2,000 c.f.m.
combined capacity; or 3 or less with more than 1200 c.f.m. but not to exceed 2,000 c.f.m.); Compressors ((any size, but subject to other
provisions for compressors), Dust Collectors, Generators, Pumps, Welding Machines, Light Plants (4 or any type combination)); Concrete
Pavement Spreaders and Finishers; Conveyor; Drill (core); Drill (well); Electric Pump used in conjunction with Well Point System; Farm
Tractor with Accessories; Fine Grade Machine; Fork Lift; Grout Pump (over 5 cu. ft.); Gunite Machine; Hammers (hydraulic-self-propelled);
Hydra-Spiker (ride-on); Hydra-Blaster (water); Hydro-Blaster; Motorized Form Carrier; Post Hole Digger and Post Driver; Power Sweeper;
Roller grade & fill); Scarifer (ride-on); Span-Saw (ride-on); Submersible Electric Pump (when used in lieu of well points); Tamper (ride-on);
Tie-Extractor (ride-on), Tie Handler (ride-on), Tie Inserter (ride-on), Tie Spacer (ride-on); Track Liner (ride-on); Tractor with towed
accessories; Vibratory Compactor; Vibro Tamp, Well Point
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CLASS D: Aggregate Plant; Cement & Bin Operator; Compressors (3 or less not to exceed 1,200 c.f.m. combined capacity); Compressors
((any size, but subject to other provisions for compressors), Dust Collectors, Generators, Pumps, Welding Machines, Light Plants (3 or less
or any type or combination)); Concrete Saw (self-propelled); Form Tamper; Greaseman; Hydraulic Pump (jacking system); Junior Engineer;
Light Plants; Mulching Machine; Oiler; Parapet Concrete or Pavement Grinder; Power Broom (towed); Power Heaterman (when used for
production); Revinius Widener; Shell Winder; Steam Cleaner; Tractor
Per hour:
Master Mechanic
CLASS A
CLASS B
CLASS C
CLASS D

07/01/2020

07/01/2021

07/01/2022

$ 49.45
47.04
45.82
43.03
40.02

$ 51.00
48.59
47.37
44.58
41.57

$ 52.60
50.19
48.97
46.18
43.17

Additional $5.00 per hour for Hazardous Waste Work on a state or federally designated hazardous waste site where the Operating Engineer
is in direct contact with hazardous material and when personal protective equipment is required for respiratory, skin and eye protection.
Fringe benefits will be paid at the hourly wage premium.
CRANES:
Crane 1: All cranes, including self-erecting to be paid $4.00 per hour over the Class A rate.
Crane 2: All Lattice Boom Cranes and all cranes with a manufacturer''s rating of fifty (50) ton and over to be paid $3.00 per hour over Class A
rate.
Crane 3: All hydraulic cranes and derricks with a manufacturer''s rating of forty nine (49) ton and below, including boom trucks, to be paid
$2.00 per hour over Class A rate.
Crane 1
Crane 2
Crane 3

$ 51.04
50.04
49.04

$ 52.59
51.59
50.59

$ 54.19
53.19
52.19

$ 22.80
+ 9.10*

$ 23.70
+ 9.35*

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
$ 21.90
+ 8.85*

* This portion of benefits subject to same premium rate as shown for overtime wages.

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, B2, E, Q, X) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
If a holiday falls on Sunday, it shall be observed on Monday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES:(1000) hours terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's Class B wage.
1st term
2nd term
3rd term
4th term

60%
65%
70%
75%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour: Same as Journeyman
7-158-832TL.

Painter

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Painter

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Chenango, Tioga

WAGES
Per hour:
07/01/2020
Journeyman Taper/Painter

$ 25.93

05/01/2021
Additional
$ 0.80

ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF JOBSITE CONDITIONS (amount subject to any overtime premiums):
- Additional $ 1.10 per hour for Brush and Roll Epoxy (Solvent Base Only)
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- Additional $ 0.60 per hour for Swing Scaffold, Boatswain chair, Spray helper, Steam cleaning acid and high pressure water, Paperhangers,
Vinyl hangers, Power grinders with respirator
- Additional $0.60 per hour for Structural steel (buildings) defined as new or old construction where ceilings, walls or the steel itself is to be
painted from open trusses which require climbing or crawling without the support of solid scaffolding or scaffolding starting at the floor or
ground level.
- Additional $ 1.00 per hour for Spray Painting
- Additional $ 1.00 per hour for Steeple Jack (Over 100 feet)
- Additional $ 1.50 per hour for Spray Epoxy (Solvent Based)
- Additional $ 0.90 per hour for Sandblasting
NOTE - SEE BRIDGE PAINTER RATES FOR BRIDGES & TANKS
** IMPORTANT NOTICE - EFFECTIVE 04/01/2009 **
Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Thursday. Friday may be used as a make-up day.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 20.90

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
A Holiday that falls on a Sunday will be celebrated on Monday, a holiday that falls on a Saturday will be celebrated on Friday.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES:
750 hour terms at the following percentage of Journeyman Taper/Painter:
Painter/Decorator: 750 hour terms at the following percentage of the Journeyman Basic wage rate:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
60%
60%
70%
70%
80%
80%
90%
90%
Taper/Drywall Finisher: 750 hour terms at the following percentage of the Journeyman Taper wage rate:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
60%
60%
70%
70%
75%
85%
ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF JOBSITE CONDITIONS (amount subject to any overtime premiums):
- Additional $ 1.10 per hour for Brush and Roll Epoxy (Solvent Base Only)
- Additional $ 0.60 per hour for Swing Scaffold, Boatswain chair, Spray helper, Steam cleaning acid and high pressure water, Paperhangers,
Vinyl hangers, Power grinders with respirator
- Additional $0.60 per hour for Structural steel (buildings) defined as new or old construction where ceilings, walls or the steel itself is to be
painted from open trusses which require climbing or crawling without the support of solid scaffolding or scaffolding starting at the floor or
ground level.
- Additional $ 1.00 per hour for Spray Painting
- Additional $ 1.00 per hour for Steeple Jack (Over 100 feet)
- Additional $ 1.50 per hour for Spray Epoxy (Solvent Based)
- Additional $ 0.90 per hour for Sandblasting
SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
Painter/Decorator:
1st
2nd
3rd
$ 5.36
$ 5.36
$ 5.36
Taper/Drywall Finisher:
1st
2nd
3rd
$ 5.36
$ 5.36
$ 5.36

4th
$ 5.36

5th
$ 6.42

6th
$ 6.42

4th
$ 6.42

5th
$ 6.42

6th
$ 7.67

7th
$ 7.67

8th
$ 7.67

2-178 B

Painter

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Painter

DISTRICT 3

ENTIRE COUNTIES
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Allegany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Cortland, Delaware, Erie, Genesee, Herkimer, Jefferson,
Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Niagara, Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence,
Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins, Wayne, Wyoming, Yates

WAGES
Per hour:
Bridge
Tunnel
Tank*

07/01/2020

05/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.00
1.00
1.00

$ 39.20
39.20
37.20

For Bridge Painting Contracts, ALL WORKERS on and off the bridge (including Flagmen) are to be paid Painter's Rate; the contract must be
ONLY for Bridge Painting.
Tank rate applies to indoor and outdoor tanks, tank towers, standpipes, digesters, waste water treatment tanks, chlorinator tanks, etc.
Covers all types of tanks including but not limited to steel tanks, concrete tanks, fiberglass tanks, etc.
Note an additional $1.00 per hour is required when the contracting agency or project specification requires any shift to start prior to 6:00am
or after 12:00 noon.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
$ 29.00

OVERTIME PAY
Exterior work only See ( B, E4, F*, R ) on OVERTIME PAGE.
All other work See ( B, F*, R ) on OVERTIME PAGE.
*Note - Saturday is payable at straight time if the employee misses work, except where a doctor's or hospital verification of illness is
produced Monday through Friday when work was available to the employee.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour:
750 hour terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage rate:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
50%
55%
60%
65%
75%
85%
Supplemental benefits per hour:
1st & 2nd terms
3rd & 4th terms
5th & 6th terms

$ 5.50
5.50
6.50
3-4-Bridge, Tunnel, Tank

Painter - Metal Polisher

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Painter - Metal Polisher

DISTRICT 8

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Bronx, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Delaware,
Dutchess, Erie, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Genesee, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Kings, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe,
Montgomery, Nassau, New York, Niagara, Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Orange, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Putnam, Queens, Rensselaer,
Richmond, Rockland, Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Suffolk, Sullivan, Tioga, Tompkins,
Ulster, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Westchester, Wyoming, Yates

WAGES
Metal Polisher
Metal Polisher*
Metal Polisher**

07/01/2020
$ 36.33
37.43
40.33

*Note: Applies on New Construction & complete renovation
** Note: Applies when working on scaffolds over 34 feet.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per Hour:
Journeyworker:
All classification

07/01/2020

$ 9.94

OVERTIME PAY
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See (B, E, P, T) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (5, 6, 11, 15, 16, 25, 26) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6, 9, 11, 15, 16, 25, 26) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour:
One (1) year term at the following wage rates:
07/01/2020
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

$ 16.00
17.00
18.00

1st year*
2nd year*
3rd year*

$ 16.39
17.44
18.54

1st year**
2nd year**
3rd year**

$ 18.50
19.50
20.50

*Note: Applies on New Construction & complete renovation
** Note: Applies when working on scaffolds over 34 feet.
Supplemental benefits:
Per hour:
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

$ 6.69
6.69
6.69
8-8A/28A-MP

Plumber

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Plumber

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Chenango

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Cortland: Only the Township of Marathon.
Delaware: Only the Townships of Andes, Bovina, Colchester, Davenport, Delhi, Deposit, Franklin, Hamden, Hancock, Harpersfield,
Kortright, Masonville, Meredith, Sidney, Stamford, Tompkins and Walton.
Madison: Only the Township of Georgetown.
Otsego: Only the Townships of Burlington, Butternuts, Decatur, Edmeston, Hartwick, Laurens, Maryland, Milford, Morris, New Lisbon,
Oneonta, Otego, Pittsfield, Unadilla, Westford and Worchester.
Tioga: Only the Townships of Newark Valley and Owego.

WAGES
Per hour:
Plumber
Steamfitter

07/01/2020

07/20/2020

$ 36.83
36.83

$ 35.98
$ 35.98

05/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.80
1.80

Agency-mandated shift operations:
1. Shift work shall start no earlier than 6AM Monday and will conclude no later than 9AM Saturday (overtime premiums applicable after 8
hours in a shift).
2. Single irregular shiftwork, less than 3 consecutive days will be paid at the rate of time and one-half of the regular hourly rate.
3. 3 consecutive work days or more:
First Shift - No Premium (Starting 6AM-9AM)
Second Shift - Regular hourly rate plus 12%
Third Shift - Regular hourly rate plus 18%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

07/01/2020

07/20/2020

$ 28.04

$ 28.89
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OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
When a Holiday falls on Sunday, it will be celebrated the following day. If the holiday falls on a Saturday, it will be observed that day unless
so determined by the Federal Government to be celebrated on a different day.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES: One year terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage.
1st.
40%

2nd.
50%

3rd.
60%

4th.
70%

5th.
85%

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
All terms:

$ 24.04

$ 24.89
2-112s-SF

Roofer

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Roofer

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Chemung, Chenango, Delaware, Otsego, Schoharie, Schuyler, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins

WAGES
Per hour:

07/01/2020

Roofer, Waterproofer

06/01/2021
Additional
$ 1.50

$ 27.55

06/01/2022
Additional
$ 1.50

NOTE ADDITIONAL PREMIUMS PAID FOR THE FOLLOWING WORK LISTED BELOW (amount not subject to overtime premiums):
- On days where more than one shift is worked on the job, the hours worked after 4:30 PM and before 6:30 AM will be paid an additional
$1.90 per hour premium. This premium is not for use in emergency repair situations.
- Premium of $0.75 per hour will be paid for the application, rip-off or handling of pitch products. The premium will be paid for pitch that is
showing, covered or buried on the roof.
- Premium of $0.70 per hour will be paid when half faced respirator is required by Employer, Building Owner, or Public Entity.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman

$ 16.79

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES: Six month terms at the following percentage of Journeyman's wage.
1st.
60%

2nd.
65%

3rd.
70%

4th.
75%

5th.
80%

6th.
90%

NOTE ADDITIONAL PREMIUMS PAID FOR THE FOLLOWING WORK LISTED BELOW (amount not subject to overtime premiums):
- On days where more than one shift is worked on the job, the hours worked after 4:30 PM and before 6:30 AM will be paid an additional
$1.90 per hour premium. This premium is not for use in emergency repair situations.
- Premium of $0.75 per hour will be paid for the application, rip-off or handling of pitch products. The premium will be paid for pitch that is
showing, covered or buried on the roof.
- Premium of $0.70 per hour will be paid when half faced respirator is required by Employer, Building Owner, or Public Entity.
SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
1st term
2nd term
3rd term
4th term
5th term
6th term

$ 13.33
13.77
14.20
14.63
15.07
15.92
2-203elmi
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Sheetmetal Worker

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Sheetmetal Worker

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Allegany, Broome, Chemung, Delaware, Otsego, Schuyler, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins

WAGES
Per hour:
07/01/2020
Sheetmetal Worker
Polyresin Fiberglass

05/01/2021
Additional
$ 2.00
2.00

$ 32.02
32.12

Four (4), ten (10) hour days may be worked at straight time during a week, Monday thru Friday, provided the project duration is more than
forty (40) hours.
NOTE - In order to use the '4 Day/10 Hour Work schedule', as your normal schedule, you must submit an 'Employer Registration for Use of 4
Day/10 Hour Work Schedule,' form PW30.1; and there must be a dispensation of hours in place on the project. If the PW30.1 is not
submitted you may be liable for overtime payments for work over 8 hours per day.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
Journeyman:

$ 19.88

OVERTIME PAY
See (*B1, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE
*On Saturday, time and one half of the hourly rate for the first ten (10) hours, then two (2) times the hourly wage rate for all hours after ten
(10) hours worked.

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Note: Holidays are observed on the Holiday, not on the day that it is locally observed.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
WAGES per hour:
Half Year Terms
07/01/2020

1st
16.01

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS per hour:
1st
07/01/2020
1.43

2nd
17.61

3rd
19.21

4th
20.81

5th
22.41

6th
24.02

7th
25.62

8th
28.82

2nd
1.51

3rd
17.01

4th
17.09

5th
17.17

6th
17.25

7th
17.32

8th
17.48
2-112

Sprinkler Fitter

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Sprinkler Fitter

DISTRICT 1

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Allegany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Delaware, Erie, Essex, Franklin,
Fulton, Genesee, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Niagara, Oneida, Onondaga,
Ontario, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Tioga, Tompkins, Washington, Wayne, Wyoming,
Yates

WAGES
Per hour
Sprinkler
Fitter

07/01/2020
$ 35.01

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour
Journeyperson

$ 26.62

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
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Note: When a holiday falls on Sunday, the following Monday shall be considered a holiday and all work performed on either day shall be at
the double time rate. When a holiday falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be considered a holiday and all work performed on either
day shall be at the double time rate.

REGISTERED APPRENTICES
Wages per hour
One Half Year terms at the following percentage of journeyperson's wage.
1st
$ 16.94

2nd
$ 18.82

3rd
$ 20.44

4th
$ 22.31

5th
$ 24.18

6th
$ 26.05

7th
$ 27.92

8th
$ 29.79

9th
$ 31.67

10th
$ 33.54

4th
$ 18.70

5th
$ 18.95

6th
$ 18.95

7th
$ 18.95

8th
$ 18.95

9th
$ 18.95

10th
$ 18.95
1-669

Supplemental Benefits per hour
1st
$ 8.27

2nd
$ 8.27

3rd
$ 18.70

Teamster - Building

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Teamster - Building

DISTRICT 6

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Cayuga, Cortland, Delaware, Onondaga, Seneca, Tompkins, Yates

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Allegany: Only the Townships of Almond, Burns, and Alfred.
Chenango: Only the Townships of Afton, Bainbridge, Coventry, Greene, Guilford, Oxford and Smithville.
Madison: Only the Townships of Cazenovia, DeRuyter, Fenner, Georgetown, Lenox, Nelson and Sullivan.
Oswego: All Townships except Redfield, Boylston and Sandy Creek.
Otsego: Only the Townships of Butternuts, Laurens, Maryland, Millford, Morris, Oneonta, Otego, Unadilla, and Worchester.
Steuben: Only the Townships of Prattsburg, Pulteney, Canisteo, Howard, Fremont, Avoca, Wheeler, Wayland, Cohoctan, Dansville, Hornell,
Hartsville, Greenwood, West Union, Troupsburg, and Jasper.
Tioga: Only the Townships of Berkshire, Candor, Newark Valley, Nichols, Owego, Richford, and Tioga. All territory east of
Nichols/Smithboro to Broome County, within State of New York.

WAGES
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP

A: Straight Trucks
B: Tractor Trailer, Farm Tractor, Fuel Truck.
C: Euclid.
D: On site Mechanic.

Per hour:

07/01/2020

06/01/2021

06/01/2022

Building: (under $ 5 million*)
GROUP A
GROUP B
GROUP C
GROUP D

$ 22.43
22.43
22.43
22.43

$ 23.43
23.43
23.43
23.43

$ 24.43
24.43
24.43
24.43

Building: (over $ 5 million*)
GROUP A
GROUP B
GROUP C
GROUP D

$ 23.48
23.58
23.83
23.63

$ 24.48
24.58
24.83
24.63

$ 25.48
25.58
25.83
25.63

* Total project cost including General Construction, Plumbing, HVAC and Electrical

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
(under $5 million*)
(over $5 million*)

$ 27.19

$ 27.86

$ 28.62

27.89

28.58

29.36

* Total project cost including General Construction, Plumbing, HVAC and Electrical

OVERTIME PAY
(D, O) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
Overtime:

See (1) on HOLIDAY PAGE
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
6-317
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Teamster - Heavy&Highway

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Teamster - Heavy&Highway

DISTRICT 2

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Broome, Delaware

PARTIAL COUNTIES
Chenango: Only the Townships of Smithville, Greene, Coventry, Oxford, Afton, Bainbridge and Guilford.
Otsego: Only the Townships of Butternuts, Laurens, Maryland, Milford, Morris, Oneonta, Otego, Unadilla and Worchester.
Tioga: Only the Townships of Nichols, Tioga, Candor, Richford, Berkshire, Newark Valley and Owego.

WAGES
Per hour:
GROUP #1: Warehousemen, Yardmen, Truck Helpers, Pickups, Panel Trucks, Flatboy Material Trucks (straight jobs), Single Axle Dump
Trucks, Dumpsters, Material Checkers and Receivers, Greasers, Truck Tiremen, Mechanic Helpers and Parts Chasers, Tandems and Batch
Trucks, Mechanics, Dispatcher. Semi-Trailers, Low-boy Trucks, Asphalt Distributor Trucks, Agitator, Mixer Trucks and Dumpcrete type
vehicles, Truck Mechanic, Fuel Trucks.
GROUP #2: Specialized Earth Moving Equipment-Euclid type or similar off-highway where not self-loading. Straddle (Ross) Carrier, and selfcontained concrete mobile truck. Off-highway Tandem Back-Dump, Twin Engine Equipment and Double-Hitched Equipment where not selfloading.
07/01/2020
$ 27.08
27.17

Group #1
Group #2

07/01/2021
$ 28.11
28.20

NOTE - An additional $1.50 per hour shall be paid to an employee who performs hazardous waste removal work on a City, County, State
and/or Federally designated waste site where employee is required to use or wear personal protective equipment.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS
Per hour:
07/01/2020
$ 25.01

07/01/2021
$ 25.72

OVERTIME PAY
See (B, E, Q, X) on OVERTIME PAGE

HOLIDAY
Paid:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
Overtime:
See (5, 6) on HOLIDAY PAGE
If a holiday falls on Sunday, it will be celebrated Monday.
2-317(Bing)

Welder

12/01/2020

JOB DESCRIPTION Welder

DISTRICT 1

ENTIRE COUNTIES
Albany, Allegany, Bronx, Broome, Cattaraugus, Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Columbia, Cortland, Delaware,
Dutchess, Erie, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Genesee, Greene, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Kings, Lewis, Livingston, Madison, Monroe,
Montgomery, Nassau, New York, Niagara, Oneida, Onondaga, Ontario, Orange, Orleans, Oswego, Otsego, Putnam, Queens, Rensselaer,
Richmond, Rockland, Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Suffolk, Sullivan, Tioga, Tompkins,
Ulster, Warren, Washington, Wayne, Westchester, Wyoming, Yates

WAGES
Per hour
Welder:

07/01/2020
To be paid the same rate of the mechanic performing the work.*

*EXCEPTION: If a specific welder certification is required, then the 'Certified Welder' rate in that trade tag will be paid.

OVERTIME PAY
HOLIDAY
1-As Per Trade
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Overtime Codes
Following is an explanation of the code(s) listed in the OVERTIME section of each classification contained in the attached schedule.
Additional requirements may also be listed in the HOLIDAY section.
NOTE: Supplemental Benefits are 'Per hour worked' (for each hour worked) unless otherwise noted

( AA )

Time and one half of the hourly rate after 7 and one half hours per day

(A )

Time and one half of the hourly rate after 7 hours per day

(B )

Time and one half of the hourly rate after 8 hours per day

( B1 )

Time and one half of the hourly rate for the 9th & 10th hours week days and the 1st 8 hours on Saturday.
Double the hourly rate for all additional hours

( B2 )

Time and one half of the hourly rate after 40 hours per week

(C )

Double the hourly rate after 7 hours per day

( C1 )

Double the hourly rate after 7 and one half hours per day

(D )

Double the hourly rate after 8 hours per day

( D1 )

Double the hourly rate after 9 hours per day

(E )

Time and one half of the hourly rate on Saturday

( E1 )

Time and one half 1st 4 hours on Saturday; Double the hourly rate all additional Saturday hours

( E2 )

Saturday may be used as a make-up day at straight time when a day is lost during that week due to inclement
weather

( E3 )

Between November 1st and March 3rd Saturday may be used as a make-up day at straight time when a day is
lost during that week due to inclement weather, provided a given employee has worked between 16 and 32
hours that week

( E4 )

Saturday and Sunday may be used as a make-up day at straight time when a day is lost during that week due
to inclement weather

( E5 )

Double time after 8 hours on Saturdays

(F )

Time and one half of the hourly rate on Saturday and Sunday

(G )

Time and one half of the hourly rate on Saturday and Holidays

(H )

Time and one half of the hourly rate on Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays

(I )

Time and one half of the hourly rate on Sunday

(J )

Time and one half of the hourly rate on Sunday and Holidays

(K )

Time and one half of the hourly rate on Holidays

(L )

Double the hourly rate on Saturday

(M )

Double the hourly rate on Saturday and Sunday

(N )

Double the hourly rate on Saturday and Holidays

(O )

Double the hourly rate on Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays

(P )

Double the hourly rate on Sunday

(Q )

Double the hourly rate on Sunday and Holidays

(R )

Double the hourly rate on Holidays

(S )

Two and one half times the hourly rate for Holidays
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( S1 )

Two and one half times the hourly rate the first 8 hours on Sunday or Holidays One and one half times the
hourly rate all additional hours.

(T )

Triple the hourly rate for Holidays

(U )

Four times the hourly rate for Holidays

(V )

Including benefits at SAME PREMIUM as shown for overtime

(W )

Time and one half for benefits on all overtime hours.

(X )

Benefits payable on Paid Holiday at straight time. If worked, additional benefit amount will be required for
worked hours. (Refer to other codes listed.)
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Holiday Codes
PAID Holidays:
Paid Holidays are days for which an eligible employee receives a regular day's pay, but is not required to perform work. If an employee
works on a day listed as a paid holiday, this remuneration is in addition to payment of the required prevailing rate for the work actually
performed.
OVERTIME Holiday Pay:
Overtime holiday pay is the premium pay that is required for work performed on specified holidays. It is only required where the employee
actually performs work on such holidays. The applicable holidays are listed under HOLIDAYS: OVERTIME. The required rate of pay for
these covered holidays can be found in the OVERTIME PAY section listings for each classification.
Following is an explanation of the code(s) listed in the HOLIDAY section of each classification contained in the attached schedule. The
Holidays as listed below are to be paid at the wage rates at which the employee is normally classified.

(1)

None

(2)

Labor Day

(3)

Memorial Day and Labor Day

(4)

Memorial Day and July 4th

(5)

Memorial Day, July 4th, and Labor Day

(6)

New Year's, Thanksgiving, and Christmas

(7)

Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, and Veterans Day

(8)

Good Friday

(9)

Lincoln's Birthday

( 10 )

Washington's Birthday

( 11 )

Columbus Day

( 12 )

Election Day

( 13 )

Presidential Election Day

( 14 )

1/2 Day on Presidential Election Day

( 15 )

Veterans Day

( 16 )

Day after Thanksgiving

( 17 )

July 4th

( 18 )

1/2 Day before Christmas

( 19 )

1/2 Day before New Years

( 20 )

Thanksgiving

( 21 )

New Year's Day

( 22 )

Christmas

( 23 )

Day before Christmas

( 24 )

Day before New Year's

( 25 )

Presidents' Day

( 26 )

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

( 27 )

Memorial Day

( 28 )

Easter Sunday
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New York State Department of Labor - Bureau of Public Work
State Office Building Campus
Building 12 - Room 130
Albany, New York 12240

REQUEST FOR WAGE AND SUPPLEMENT INFORMATION
As Required by Articles 8 and 9 of the NYS Labor Law

Fax (518) 485-1870 or mail this form for new schedules or for determination for additional occupations.
This Form Must Be Typed

Submitted By:

Contracting Agency

(Check Only One)

Architect or Engineering Firm

Public Work District Office

Date:

A. Public Work Contract to be let by: (Enter Data Pertaining to Contracting/Public Agency)
(Check if new or change)

1. Name and complete address

2. NY State Units (see Item 5)

01 DOT

04 State University
Construction Fund
05 Mental Hygiene
Facilities Corp.

12 County
13 Other Non-N.Y. State

02 OGS

03 Dormitory Authority

Telephone: (
E-Mail:

)

Fax: (

)

07 City
08 Local School District
09 Special Local District, i.e.,
Fire, Sewer, Water District
1O Village
11 Town

(Describe)

06 OTHER N.Y. STATE UNIT

check if new or change)
3. SEND REPLY TO
(
Name and complete address:

4. SERVICE REQUIRED. Check appropriate box and provide project
information.
New Schedule of Wages and Supplements.
APPROXIMATE BID DATE :

Additional Occupation and/or Redetermination

Telephone:(
E-Mail:

Fax: (

)

)

PRC NUMBER ISSUED PREVIOUSLY FOR

OFFICE USE ONLY

THIS PROJECT :

B. PROJECT PARTICULARS
5.

6.

Project Title
Description of Work

Location of Project:
Location on Site
Route No/Street Address

Village or City

Contract Identification Number

Town

Note: For NYS units, the OSC Contract No.

County

7. Nature of Project - Check One:
1. New Building
2. Addition to Existing Structure
3. Heavy and Highway Construction (New and Repair)
4. New Sewer or Waterline
5. Other New Construction (Explain)
6. Other Reconstruction, Maintenance, Repair or Alteration

7. Demolition
8. Building Service Contract

8.

OCCUPATION FOR PROJECT :

Construction (Building, Heavy
Highway/Sewer/Water)
Tunnel
Residential
Landscape Maintenance
Elevator maintenance
Exterminators, Fumigators
Fire Safety Director, NYC Only

9. Has this project been reviewed for compliance with the Wicks Law involving separate bidding?
10. Name and Title of Requester

PW-39 (04.11)

Signature

SEE PAGE TWO FOR LAWS RELATING TO PUBLIC WORK CONTRACTS

Guards, Watchmen
Janitors, Porters, Cleaners,
Elevator Operators
Moving furniture and
equipment
Trash and refuse removal
Window cleaners
Other (Describe)

YES

NO

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Public Work - Debarment List

LIST OF EMPLOYERS INELIGIBLE TO BID ON OR BE
AWARDED ANY PUBLIC WORK CONTRACT

Under Article 8 and Article 9 of the NYS Labor Law, a contractor, sub-contractor and/or
its successor shall be debarred and ineligible to submit a bid on or be awarded any
public work or public building service contract/sub-contract with the state, any municipal
corporation or public body for a period of five (5) years from the date of debarment when:

tive six-year (6)
period determining that such contractor, sub-contractor and/or its successor has
WILLFULLY failed to pay the prevailing wage and/or supplements
or the kickback of

The agency issuing the determination and providing the information, is denoted

fice.

NYSDOL Bureau of Public Work Debarment List

11/13/2020

Article 8

AGENCY

Fiscal Officer

FEIN

EMPLOYER NAME

DOL

NYC

*****9839

DOL

DOL

DOL

EMPLOYER
DBA NAME

ADDRESS

DEBARMENT
START DATE

DEBARMENT
END DATE

A.J.S. PROJECT
MANAGEMENT, INC.

149 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK NY 10010

12/29/2016

12/29/2021

*****4018

ADIRONDACK BUILDING
RESTORATION INC.

4156 WILSON ROAD EAST
TABERG NY 13471

03/26/2019

03/26/2024

AG

*****1812

ADVANCED BUILDERS & LAND
DEVELOPMENT, INC.

400 OSER AVE
#2300HAUPPAUGE NY 11788

09/11/2019

09/11/2024

DOL

DOL

*****1687

ADVANCED SAFETY
SPRINKLER INC

261 MILL ROAD
P.O BOX 296EAST AURORA
NY 14052

05/29/2019

05/29/2024

DOL

NYC

*****6775

ADVENTURE MASONRY
CORP.

1535 RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND NY 10314

12/13/2017

12/13/2022

DOL

NYC

AGOSTINHO TOME

405 BARRETTO ST
BRONX NY 10474

05/31/2018

05/31/2023

DOL

DOL

AJ TORCHIA

10153 ROBERTS RD
SAUQUOIT NY 13456

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

DOL

DOL

AMADEO J TORCHIA

10153 ROBERTS RD
SAUQUOIT NY 13456

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

DOL

NYC

AMJAD NAZIR

2366 61ST ST
BROOKLYN NY 11204

12/15/2016

12/15/2021

DOL

DOL

ANGELO F COKER

2610 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 14SYRACUSE NY 13205

09/17/2020

09/17/2025

DOL

DOL

ANGELO F COKER

2610 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 14SYRACUSE NY 13205

12/04/2018

12/04/2023

DOL

DOL

ANITA SALERNO

158 SOLAR ST
SYRACUSE NY 13204

01/07/2019

01/07/2024

DOL

NYC

ANTHONY J SCLAFANI

149 FIFTH AVE
NEW YORK NY 10010

12/29/2016

12/29/2021

DOL

DOL

ANTHONY PERGOLA

3 WEST MAIN ST/SUITE 208
ELMSFORD NY 10323

01/23/2017

01/23/2022

DOL

DOL

ANTONIO ESTIVEZ

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

ARNOLD A. PAOLINI

1250 BROADWAY ST
BUFFALO NY 14212

02/03/2020

02/03/2025

DOL

NYC

ARSHAD MEHMOOD

168-42 88TH AVENUE
JAMAICA NY 11432

11/20/2019

11/20/2024

DOL

DOL

ARVINDER ATWAL

65 KENNETH PLACE
NEW HYDE PARK NY 11040

07/19/2017

07/19/2022

DOL

NYC

*****6683

ATLAS RESTORATION CORP.

35-12 19TH AVENUE
ASTORIA NY 11105

08/02/2017

08/02/2022

DOL

NYC

*****5532

ATWAL MECHANICALS, INC

65 KENNETH PLACE
NEW HYDE PARK NY 11040

07/19/2017

07/19/2022

DOL

NYC

*****2591

AVI 212 INC.

260 CROPSEY AVENUE
APT 11GBROOKLYN NY 11214

10/30/2018

10/30/2023

DOL

AG

AVTAR SINGH

116-24 127TH STREET
SOUTH OZONE PARK NY
11420

12/22/2015

12/22/2020

DOL

NYC

AZIDABEGUM

524 MCDONALD AVENUE
BROOKLYN NY 11218

09/17/2020

09/17/2025

DOL

AG

BALDEV SINGH

116-24 127TH STREET
SOUTH OZONE PARK NY
11420

12/22/2015

12/22/2020

DOL

NYC

BALWINDER SINGH

421 HUDSON ST
SUITE C5NEW YORK NY 10014

02/20/2019

02/20/2024

DOL

NYC

*****3915

BEACON RESTORATION INC

SUITE B-8
782 PELHAM PARKWAY
SOUTHBRONX NY 10462

04/21/2016

04/21/2021

DOL

NYC

*****8416

BEAM CONSTRUCTION, INC.

50 MAIN ST
WHITE PLAINS NY 10606

01/04/2019

01/04/2024

DOL

DOL

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

TORCHIA'S
HOME
IMPROVEMEN
T

BIAGIO CANTISANI
*****4512

BOB BRUNO EXCAVATING,
INC

5 MORNINGSIDE DR
AUBURN NY 13021

05/28/2019

05/28/2024

BOGDAN MARKOVSKI

370 W. PLEASANTVIEW AVE
SUITE 2.329HACKENSACK NJ
07601

02/11/2019

02/11/2024

*****8551

BRANDY'S MASONRY

216 WESTBROOK STREET
P O BOX 304SAYRE PA 18840

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

*****1449

BRRESTORATION NY INC

140 ARCADIA AVENUE
OSWEGO NY 13126

09/12/2016

09/12/2021

BRUCE MORSEY

C/O KENT HOLLOW SIDING LL
29A BRIDGE STREETNEW
MILFORD CT 06776

01/15/2016

01/15/2021
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DOL

DOL

BRUCE P. NASH JR.

5841 BUTTERNUT ROAD
EAST SYRACUSE NY 13057

09/12/2018

09/12/2023

DOL

DOL

*****0225

C&D LAFACE
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

8531 OSWEGO RD
BALDWINSVILLE NY 13027

02/03/2020

01/09/2023

DOL

DOL

*****8809

C.B.E. CONTRACTING
CORPORATION

310 MCGUINESS BLVD
GREENPOINT NY 11222

03/07/2017

03/07/2022

DOL

DOL

*****9383

C.C. PAVING AND
EXCAVATING, INC.

2610 SOUTH SALINA ST
SUITE 12SYRACUSE NY 13205

09/17/2020

09/17/2025

DOL

DOL

*****9383

C.C. PAVING AND
EXCAVATING, INC.

2610 SOUTH SALINA ST
SUITE 12SYRACUSE NY 13205

12/04/2018

12/04/2023

DOL

NYC

CALVIN WALTERS

465 EAST THIRD ST
MT. VERNON NY 10550

09/09/2019

09/09/2024

DOL

DOL

CANTISANI & ASSOCIATES
LTD

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCSO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

CANTISANI HOLDING LLC

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

CARIBBEAN POOLS

C/O DOUGLAS L MALARKEY
64 VICTORIA
DRIVEBINGHAMTON NY 13904

02/04/2016

02/04/2021

DOL

DOL

CARMEN RACHETTA

8531 OSWEGO RD
BALDWINSVILLE NY 13027

02/03/2020

02/03/2025

DOL

DOL

CARMENA RACHETTA

8531 OSWEGO ROAD
BALDWINSVILLE NY 13027

02/03/2020

01/09/2023

DOL

DOL

*****3812

CARMODY "2" INC

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

*****1143

CARMODY BUILDING CORP

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

CARMODY CONCRETE
CORPORATION

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

CARMODY ENTERPRISES,
LTD.

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

CARMODY INC

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

CARMODY MAINTENANCE
CORPORATION

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

CARMODY MASONRY CORP

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

CBE CONTRACTING CORP

142 EAST MARKET STREET
LONG BEACH NY 11561

03/07/2017

03/07/2022

DOL

AG

CESAR J. AGUDELO

81-06 34TH AVENUE
APT. 6EJACKSON HEIGHTS NY
11372

02/07/2018

02/07/2023

DOL

DOL

CHAMPION CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES CORP

2131 SCHENECTADY AVENUE
BROOKLYN NY 11234

11/18/2015

11/18/2020

DOL

DOL

CHARLES ZIMMER JR

216 WESTBROOK STREET
P O BOX 304SAYRE PA 18840

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

DOL

DOL

CHRISTINE J HEARNE

C/O CJ-HEARNE
CONSTRUCTIO
131 PONCE DE LEON AVE
NEATLANTA GA 30308

12/01/2015

12/01/2020

DOL

DOL

CHRISTOPHER J MAINI

19 CAITLIN AVE
JAMESTOWN NY 14701

09/17/2018

09/17/2023

DOL

DOL

CHRISTOPHER
PAPASTEFANOU A/K/A CHRIS
PAPASTEFANOU

1445 COMMERCE AVE
BRONX NY 10461

05/30/2019

05/30/2024

DOL

DOL

*****0671

CJ-HEARNE CONSTRUCTION
CO

SUITE 204
131 PONCE DE LEON
AVENUEATLANTA GA 30308

12/01/2015

12/01/2020

DOL

DOL

*****1927

CONSTRUCTION PARTS
WAREHOUSE, INC.

5841 BUTTERNUT ROAD
EAST SYRACUSE NY 13057

09/12/2018

09/12/2023

DOL

NYC

*****2164

CREATIVE TRUCKING INC

58-83 54TH STREET
MASPETH NY 11378

02/26/2016

02/26/2021

DOL

DOL

*****2524

CSI ELECTRICAL &
MECHANICAL INC

42-32 235TH ST
DOUGLASTON NY 11363

01/14/2019

01/14/2024

DOL

DOL

*****7761

D L MALARKEY
CONSTRUCTION

64 VICTORIA DRIVE
BINGHAMTON NY 13904

02/04/2016

02/04/2021

DOL

DOL

*****7888

D L MALARKEY
CONSTRUCTION INC

64 VICTORIA DRIVE
BINGHAMTON NY 13904

02/04/2016

02/04/2021

DOL

DOL

*****5629

DAKA PLUMBING AND
HEATING LLC

2561 ROUTE 55
POUGHQUAG NY 12570

02/19/2016

02/19/2021

*****3812

*****8809

*****7655

CARMODY
CONTRACTIN
G AND
CARMODY
CONTRACTIN
G CORP.

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

CARMODY INDUSTRIES INC

CPW
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DOL

NYC

DALJIT KAUR BOPARAI

185-06 56TH AVE
FRESH MEADOW NY 11365

10/17/2017

10/17/2022

DOL

DOL

DANICA IVANOSKI

61 WILLETT ST.
PASSAIC NJ 07503

10/26/2016

10/26/2021

DOL

DOL

DARIAN L COKER

2610 SOUTH SALINA ST
SUITE 2CSYRACUSE NY 13205

09/17/2020

09/17/2025

DOL

DOL

DARIAN L COKER

2610 SOUTH SALINA ST
SUITE 2CSYRACUSE NY 13205

12/04/2018

12/04/2023

DOL

DOL

DAVID MARTINEZ

C/O EMPIRE TILE INC
6 TREMONT
COURTHUNTINGTON STATION
NY 11746

03/08/2016

03/08/2021

DOL

NYC

DAVID WEINER

14 NEW DROP LANE
2ND FLOORSTATEN ISLAND
NY 10306

11/14/2019

11/14/2024

DOL

DOL

DEBBIE STURDEVANT

29 MAPLEWOOD DRIVE
BINGHAMTON NY 13901

02/21/2017

02/21/2022

DOL

AG

DEBRA MARTINEZ

31 BAY ST
BROOKLYN NY 11231

03/28/2018

03/28/2023

DOL

DOL

DEDA GAZIVODAN

C/O DAKA PLUMBING AND H
2561 ROUTE 55POUGHQUAG
NY 12570

02/19/2016

02/19/2021

DOL

DOL

DELPHI PAINTING &
DECORATING CO INC

1445 COMMERCE AVE
BRONX NY 10461

05/30/2019

05/30/2024

DOL

DOL

DENNIS SCHWANDTNER

C/O YES SERVICE AND REPAI
145 LODGE AVEHUNTINGTON
STATION NY 11476

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

DOL

DOL

DF CONTRACTORS OF
ROCHESTER, INC.

1835 DAANSEN RD.
PALMYRA NY 14522

05/16/2017

05/16/2022

DOL

DOL

DF CONTRACTORS, INC.

1835 DAANSEN RD.
PALMYRA NY 14522

05/16/2017

05/16/2022

DOL

NYC

DIMITRIOS TSOUMAS

35-12 19TH AVENUE
ASTORIA NY 11105

08/02/2017

08/02/2022

DOL

DOL

DOMENICO LAFACE

8531 OSWEGO RD
BALDWINSVILLE NY 13027

02/03/2020

01/09/2023

DOL

DOL

1835 DAANSEN RD.
PALMYRA NY 14522

05/16/2017

05/16/2022

DOL

DOL

DONALD R. FORSAY

1835 DAANSEN RD.
PALMYRA NY 14522

05/16/2017

05/16/2022

DOL

NYC

DOSANJH CONSTRUCTION
CORP

9439 212TH STREET
QUEENS VILLAGE NY 11428

02/25/2016

02/25/2021

DOL

DOL

DOUGLAS L MALARKEY

64 VICTORIA DRIVE
B INGHAMTON NY 13904

02/04/2016

02/04/2021

DOL

NYC

DUARTE LOPES

66-05 WOODHAVEN BLVD.
STE 2REGO PARK NY 11374

04/20/2017

04/20/2022

DOL

DOL

EAGLE MECHANICAL AND
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
LLC

11371 RIDGE RD
WOLCOTT NY 14590

02/03/2020

02/03/2025

DOL

DOL

EAST COAST PAVING

2238 BAKER RD
GILLETT PA 16923

03/12/2018

03/12/2023

DOL

NYC

*****4269

EAST PORT EXCAVATION &
UTILITIES

601 PORTION RD
RONKONKOMA NY 11779

11/18/2016

11/18/2021

DOL

DOL

*****0780

EMES HEATING & PLUMBING
CONTR

5 EMES LANE
MONSEY NY 10952

01/20/2002

01/20/3002

DOL

DOL

*****3270

EMPIRE TILE INC

6 TREMONT COURT
HUNTINGTON STATION NY
11746

03/08/2016

03/08/2021

DOL

NYC

*****5917

EPOCH ELECTRICAL, INC

97-18 50TH AVE
CORONA NY 11368

04/19/2018

04/19/2024

DOL

DOL

*****7403

F & B PAINTING
CONTRACTING INC

2 PARKVIEW AVENUE
HARRISON NY 10604

09/26/2016

09/26/2021

DOL

DOL

FAIGY LOWINGER

11 MOUNTAIN RD
28 VAN BUREN DRMONROE
NY 10950

03/20/2019

03/20/2024

DOL

DOL

FAY MATTHEW

C/O CHAMPION
CONSTRUCTION
2131 SCHENECTADY
AVENUEBROOKLYN NY 11234

11/18/2015

11/18/2020

DOL

DOL

FAZIA GINA ALI-MOHAMMED

2131 SCHENECTADY AVENUE
BROOKLYN NY 11234

11/18/2015

11/18/2020

DOL

DOL

FRANK BENEDETTO

19 CATLIN AVE
JAMESTOWN NY 14701

09/17/2018

09/17/2023

*****3242

*****7404

*****5175

DONALD R. FORSAY

DF LAWN
SERVICE

MALARKEY
CONSTRUCTI
ON

C/O
CHAMPION
CONSTRUCTI
ON
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DOL

DOL

FRANK BENEDETTO

C/O F & B PAINTING CONTRA
2 PARKVIEW
AVENUEHARRISON NY 10604

09/26/2016

09/26/2021

DOL

DOL

19 CAITLIN AVE
JAMESTOWN NY 14701

09/17/2018

09/17/2023

DOL

NYC

FRANK MAINI

1766 FRONT ST
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS NY
10598

01/17/2018

01/17/2023

DOL

NYC

G & G MECHANICAL
ENTERPRISES, LLC.

1936 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
EAST MEDOW NY 11554

11/29/2019

11/29/2024

DOL

DOL

GABRIEL FRASSETTI

04/10/2019

04/10/2024

DOL

DOL

GALINDA ROTENBERG

C/O GMDV TRANS INC
67-48 182ND STREETFRESH
MEADOWS NY 11365

06/24/2016

06/24/2021

DOL

DOL

GEOFF CORLETT

415 FLAGGER AVE
#302STUART FL 34994

10/31/2018

10/31/2023

DOL

DA

GEORGE LUCEY

150 KINGS STREET
BROOKLYN NY 11231

01/19/1998

01/19/2998

DOL

DOL

GIGI SCHNECKENBURGER

261 MILL RD
EAST AURORA NY 14052

05/29/2019

05/29/2024

DOL

DOL

GIOVANNI LAFACE

8531 OSWEGO RD
BALDWINSVILLE NY 13027

02/03/2020

01/09/2023

DOL

NYC

*****3164

GLOBE GATES INC

405 BARRETTO ST
BRONX NY 10474

05/31/2018

05/31/2023

DOL

DOL

*****5674

GMDV TRANS INC

67-48 182ND STREET
FRESH MEADOWS NY 11365

06/24/2016

06/24/2021

DOL

NYC

GREAT ESTATE
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

327 STAGG ST
BROOKLYN NY 11206

10/10/2017

10/10/2022

DOL

DOL

GREGORY S. OLSON

P.O BOX 100
200 LATTA BROOK
PARKHORSEHEADS NY 14845

03/08/2018

03/08/2023

DOL

DOL

HANS RATH

24 ELDOR AVENUE
NEW CITY NY 10956

02/03/2020

02/03/2025

DOL

NYC

HARMEL SINGH

15 CLINTON LANE
HICKSVILLE NY 11801

02/25/2016

02/25/2021

DOL

NYC

HAROLD KUEMMEL

58-83 54TH STREET
MASPETH NY 11378

02/26/2016

02/26/2021

DOL

NYC

HEIGHTS ELEVATOR CORP.

1766 FRONT ST
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS NY
10598

01/17/2018

01/17/2023

DOL

DOL

HENRY VAN DALRYMPLE

2663 LANTERN LANE
ATLANTA GA 30349

12/01/2015

12/01/2020

DOL

DOL

*****8282

IDEMA DEVELOPMENT INC

91 COLLEGE AVENUE
POUGHKEEPSIE NY 12603

12/04/2015

12/04/2020

DOL

DOL

*****8282

IDEMA GENERAL
CONTRACTORS INC

91 COLLEGE AVENUE
POUGHKEEPSIE NY 12603

12/04/2015

12/04/2020

DOL

DOL

*****7001

INTEGRATED CONSTRUCTION
& POWER SYSTEMS INC

SUITE 100
2105 W GENESEE
STREETSYRACUSE NY 13219

01/06/2016

01/06/2021

DOL

DOL

*****5131

INTEGRITY MASONRY, INC.

722 8TH AVE
WATERVLIET NY 12189

06/05/2018

06/05/2023

DOL

DOL

IRENE KASELIS

32 PENNINGTON AVE
WALDWICK NJ 07463

05/30/2019

05/30/2024

DOL

AG

J A M CONSTRUCTION CORP

SUITE 125
265 SUNRISE
HIGHWAYROCKVILLE CENTRE
NY 10457

04/07/2016

04/07/2021

DOL

DOL

J.A. HIRES CADWALLADER

P.O BOX 100
200 LATTA BROOK
PARKHORSEHEADS NY 14845

03/08/2018

03/08/2023

DOL

DOL

JAMES B RHYNDERS

91 COLLEGE AVENUE
POUGHKEEPSIE NY 12603

12/04/2015

12/04/2020

DOL

DOL

JAMES C. DELGIACCO

722 8TH AVE
WATERVLIET NY 12189

06/05/2018

06/05/2023

DOL

DOL

JAMES E RHYNDERS

91 COLLEGE AVENUE
POUGHKEEPSIE NY 12603

12/04/2015

12/04/2020

DOL

AG

JAMES FALCONE

SUITE 125
265 SUNRISE
HIGHWAYROCKVILLE CENTRE
NY 10457

04/07/2016

04/07/2021

DOL

DOL

JAMES LIACONE

9365 WASHINGTON ST
LOCKPORT IL 60441

07/23/2018

07/23/2023

DOL

DOL

JAMES RACHEL

9365 WASHINGTON ST
LOCKPORT IL 60441

07/23/2018

07/23/2023

*****4722

*****6616

*****3228

FRANK BENEDETTO AND
CHRISTOPHER J MAINI

B&M
CONCRETE

GLOBAL
OVERHEAD
DOORS

M&R
CONCRETE
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DOL

DOL

JAMES RHYNDERS SR

91 COLLEGE AVENUE
POUGHKEEPSIE NY 12603

12/04/2015

12/04/2020

DOL

DOL

JASON W MILLIMAN

C/O ROCHESTER
ACOUSTICAL
P O BOX 799HILTON NY 14468

02/19/2016

02/19/2021

DOL

DOL

JCH MASONRY &
LANDSCAPING INC.

35 CLINTON AVE
OSSINING NY 10562

09/12/2018

09/12/2023

DOL

NYC

JENNIFER GUERRERO

1936 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
EAST MEADOW NY 11554

11/29/2019

11/29/2024

DOL

DOL

JESSICA WHITESIDE

C/O BRRESTORATION NY INC
140 ARCADIA
AVENUEOSWEGO NY 13126

09/12/2016

09/12/2021

DOL

AG

JOHN ANTHONY MASSINO

36-49 204TH STREET
BAYSIDE NY 11372

02/07/2018

02/07/2023

DOL

DOL

JOHN F. CADWALLADER

200 LATTA BROOK PARK
HORSEHEADS NY 14845

03/08/2018

03/08/2023

DOL

DOL

P.O BOX 100
200 LATTA BROOK
PARKHORSEHEADS NY 14845

03/08/2018

03/08/2023

DOL

DOL

JOHN GOCEK

14B COMMERCIAL AVE
ALBANY NY 12065

11/14/2019

11/14/2024

DOL

AG

JOHNCO CONTRACTING, INC.

36-49 204TH STREET
BAYSIDE NY 11372

02/07/2018

02/07/2023

DOL

DOL

JON E DEYOUNG

261 MILL RD
P.O BOX 296EAST AURORA
NY 14052

05/29/2019

05/29/2024

DOL

DOL

JORI PEDERSEN

415 FLAGER AVE
#302STUART FL 34994

10/31/2018

10/31/2023

DOL

DOL

JOSE CHUCHUCA

35 CLINTON AVE
OSSINING NY 10562

09/12/2018

09/12/2023

DOL

AG

JOSEPH FALCONE

SUITE 125
265 SUNRISE
HIGHWAYROCKVILLE CENTRE
NY 10457

04/07/2016

04/07/2021

DOL

NYC

JOSEPH FOLEY

66-05 WOODHAVEN BLVD.
STE 2REGO PARK NY 11374

04/20/2017

04/20/2022

DOL

DOL

JOSEPH M LOVETRO

P O BOX 812
BUFFALO NY 14220

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

DOL

NYC

JOSEPH MARTINO

1535 RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND NY 10314

12/13/2017

12/13/2022

DOL

DOL

JOY MARTIN

2404 DELAWARE AVE
NIGARA FALLS NY 14305

09/12/2018

09/12/2023

DOL

DOL

JULIUS AND GITA BEHREND

5 EMES LANE
MONSEY NY 10952

11/20/2002

11/20/3002

DOL

DOL

K R F SITE DEVELOPMENT
INC

375 LAKE SHORE DRIVE
PUTNAM VALLEY NY 10579

01/23/2017

01/23/2022

DOL

NYC

K.S. CONTRACTING CORP.

29 PHILLIP DRIVE
PARSIPPANY NJ 07054

02/13/2017

02/13/2022

DOL

DOL

KATIE BURDICK

2238 BAKER RD
GILLETT PA 16923

03/12/2018

03/12/2023

DOL

DOL

KENNETH FIORENTINO

375 LAKE SHORE DRIVE
PUTNAM VALLEY NY 10579

01/23/2017

01/23/2022

DOL

DOL

KENT HOLLOW SIDING LLC

29A BRIDGE STREET
NEW MILFORD CT 06776

01/15/2016

01/15/2021

DOL

DOL

KIM SOROCENSKI

C/O SOLUTION MATTERS INC
198 NORWOOD ROADPORT
JEFFERSON NY 11776

11/19/2015

11/19/2020

DOL

DOL

*****3490

L&M
CONSTRUCTION/DRYWALL
INC.

1079 YONKERS AVE
YONKERS NY 10704

08/07/2018

08/07/2023

DOL

DA

*****8816

LAKE CONSTRUCTION AND
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

150 KINGS STREET
BROOKLYN NY 11231

08/19/1998

08/19/2998

DOL

AG

*****4643

LALO DRYWALL, INC.

221 OLD FORD ROAD
NEW PLATZ NY 12561

05/20/2016

05/20/2021

DOL

DOL

*****4505

LARAPINTA ASSOCIATES INC

29 MAPLEWOOD DRIVE
BINGHAMTON NY 13901

02/21/2017

02/21/2022

DOL

DOL

LAVERN GLAVE

161 ROBYN RD
MONROE NY 10950

01/30/2018

01/30/2023

DOL

DOL

*****4388

LEN.J CONSTRUCTION, LLC

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

06/24/2016

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

*****4388

LEN.J CONSTRUCTION, LLC

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

06/24/2016

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

*****4388

LEN.J CONSTRUCTION, LLC

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

09/19/2017

09/19/2022

*****5368

*****4612

*****0600

*****9273

*****5062

*****9732

JOHN F. CADWALLADER, INC.

THE GLASS
COMPANY
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DOL

DOL

*****4388

LEN.J CONSTRUCTION, LLC

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

09/19/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

*****4388

LEN.J CONSTRUCTION, LLC

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

01/17/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

*****4388

LEN.J CONSTRUCTION, LLC

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

09/19/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

*****4388

LEN.J CONSTRUCTION, LLC

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

09/19/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

*****4388

LEN.J CONSTRUCTION, LLC

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

08/14/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

LEROY NELSON JR

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

09/19/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

LEROY NELSON JR

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

09/19/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

LEROY NELSON JR

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

09/19/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

LEROY NELSON JR

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

09/19/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DOL

LEROY NELSON JR

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

08/14/2017

08/14/2022

DOL

DOL

LEROY NELSON JR

PO BOX 10007
ALBANY NY 12201

01/17/2017

09/19/2022

DOL

DA

*****4460

LONG ISLAND GLASS &
STOREFRONTS, LLC

4 MANHASSET TRL
RIDGE NY 11961

09/06/2018

09/06/2023

DOL

AG

*****4216

LOTUS-C CORP.

81-06 34TH AVENUE
APT. 6EJACKSON HEIGHTS NY
11372

02/07/2018

02/07/2023

DOL

NYC

LUBOMIR PETER SVOBODA

27 HOUSMAN AVE
STATEN ISLAND NY 10303

12/26/2019

12/26/2024

DOL

AG

LUIS MARTINEZ

211 MAIN ST.
NEW PALTZ NY 12561

05/20/2016

05/20/2021

DOL

NYC

M & L STEEL & ORNAMENTAL
IRON CORP.

27 HOUSMAN AVE
STATEN ISLAND NY 10303

12/26/2019

12/26/2024

DOL

DOL

M ANVER BEIG

142 EAST MARKET STREET
LONG BEACH NY 11561

03/07/2017

03/07/2022

DOL

AG

M B DIN CONSTRUCTION INC

8831 20TH AVENUE/SUITE 6E
BROOKLYN NY 11214

11/17/2015

11/17/2020

DOL

DOL

M. ANVER BEIG

142 EAST MARKET STREET
LONG BEACH NY 11561

03/07/2017

03/07/2022

DOL

NYC

*****9590

MACK GLASSNAUTH IRON
WORKS INC

137 LIBERTY AVENUE
BROOKLYN NY 11212

12/21/2015

12/21/2020

DOL

DOL

*****1784

MADISON AVE
CONSTRUCTION CORP

39 PENNY STREET
WEST ISLIP NY 11795

11/02/2016

11/02/2021

DOL

DOL

MALARKEY'S BAR & GRILL
LLC

64 VICTORIA DRIVE
BINGHAMTON NY 13904

02/04/2016

02/04/2021

DOL

DOL

MALARKEY'S PUB & GRUB
LLC

64 VICTORIA DRIVE
BINGHAMTON NY 13904

02/04/2016

02/04/2021

DOL

DA

MANUEL P TOBIO

150 KINGS STREET
BROOKLYN NY 14444

08/19/1998

08/19/2998

DOL

DA

MANUEL TOBIO

150 KINGS STREET
BROOKLYN NY 11231

08/19/1998

08/19/2998

DOL

NYC

MAREK FABIJANOWSKI

50 MAIN ST
WHITE PLAINS NY 10606

01/04/2019

01/04/2024

DOL

DOL

MARIACHI'S PIZZERIA

C/O DOUGLAS L MALARKEY
64 VICTORIA
DRIVEBINGHAMTON NY 13904

02/04/2016

02/04/2021

DOL

NYC

MARTINE ALTER

1010 NORTHERN BLVD.
GREAT NECK NY 11021

03/09/2017

03/09/2022

DOL

DOL

MARVIN A STURDEVANT

29 MAPLEWOOD DRIVE
BINGHAMTON NY 13901

02/21/2017

02/21/2022

DOL

DOL

MASONRY CONSTRUCTION,
INC.

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

MASONRY INDUSTRIES, INC.

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

NYC

MATINA KARAGIANNIS

97-18 50TH AVE
CORONA NY 11368

04/19/2018

04/19/2023

DOL

DOL

MATTHEW IDEMA GENERAL
CONTRACTORS INC

91 COLLEGE AVENUE
POUGHKEEPSIE NY 12603

12/04/2015

12/04/2020

DOL

DOL

MATTHEW P. KILGORE

4156 WILSON ROAD EAST
TABERG NY 13471

03/26/2019

03/26/2024

DOL

DOL

MAURICE GAWENO

442 ARMONK RD
MOUNT KISCO NY 10549

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

MCCALL MASONRY

P O BOX 304
SAYRE PA 18840

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

*****6957

*****0705

*****3333

*****6416

LALO
DRYWALL
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DOL

DOL

MCLEAN "MIKKI BEANE"

1229 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE NY 13203

05/02/2017

05/02/2022

DOL

DOL

MCLEAN "MIKKI" DRAKE

1229 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE NY 13203

05/02/2017

05/02/2022

DOL

DOL

MCLEAN M DRAKE-BEANE

1229 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE NY 13203

05/02/2017

05/02/2022

DOL

DOL

*****9445

MCLEAN M WALSH

ELITE
PROFESSION
AL PAINTING
OF CNY

1229 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE NY 13203

05/02/2017

05/02/2022

DOL

DOL

*****9445

MCLEAN M WALSH

ELITE
PROFESSION
AL PAINTING
OF CNY

1229 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE NY 13203

05/02/2017

05/02/2022

DOL

NYC

*****5330

METRO DUCT SYSTEMS INC

1219 ASTORIA BOULEVARD
LONG ISLAND CITY NY 11102

04/16/2014

11/19/2020

DOL

DOL

MICHAEL A PASCARELLA

SUITE 100
2105 WEST GENESEE STREET
SYRACUSE NY 13219

01/06/2016

01/06/2021

DOL

NYC

MICHAEL HIRSCH

C/O MZM CORP
163 S MAIN STREETNEW CITY
NY 10956

01/28/2016

01/28/2021

DOL

DOL

MICHAEL LENIHAN

1079 YONKERS AVE
UNIT 4YONKERS NY 10704

08/07/2018

08/07/2023

DOL

AG

MICHAEL RIGLIETTI

31 BAY ST
BROOKLYN NY 11231

03/28/2018

03/28/2023

DOL

DOL

*****4829

MILESTONE ENVIRONMENTAL
CORPORATION

704 GINESI DRIVE
SUITE 29MORGANVILLE NJ
07751

04/10/2019

04/10/2024

DOL

NYC

*****9926

MILLENNIUM FIRE
PROTECTION, LLC

325 W. 38TH STREET
SUITE 204NEW YORK NY
10018

11/14/2019

11/14/2024

DOL

NYC

*****0627

MILLENNIUM FIRE SERVICES,
LLC

14 NEW DROP LNE
2ND FLOORSTATEN ISLAND
NY 10306

11/14/2019

11/14/2024

DOL

AG

MOHAMMED N CHATHA

8831 20TH AVENUE/SUITE 6E
BROOKLYN NY 11214

11/17/2015

11/17/2020

DOL

NYC

*****3826

MOVING MAVEN OF NY, INC.

1010 NORTHERN BLVD.
GREAT NECK NY 11021

03/09/2017

03/09/2022

DOL

NYC

*****3550

MOVING MAVEN, INC

1010 NORTHERN BLVD.
GREAT NECK NY 11021

03/09/2017

03/09/2022

DOL

AG

MSR ELECTRICAL
CONSTRUCTION CORP.

31 BAY ST
BROOKLYN NY 11231

03/28/2018

03/28/2023

DOL

DOL

MUHAMMAD BEIG

142 EAST MARKET STREET
LONG BEACH NY 11561

03/07/2017

03/07/2022

DOL

DOL

MUHAMMAD BEIG

142 EAST MARKET STREET
LONG BEACH NY 11561

03/07/2017

03/07/2022

DOL

DOL

MUHAMMAD PERVAIZ

C/O CHAMPION
CONSTRUCTION
2131 SCHENECTADY
AVENUEBROOKLYN NY 11234

11/18/2015

11/18/2020

DOL

NYC

MUHAMMED A. HASHEM

524 MCDONALD AVENUE
BROOKLYN NY 11218

09/17/2020

09/17/2025

DOL

NYC

*****3613

MZM CORP

163 S MAIN STREET
NEW CITY NY 10956

01/28/2016

01/28/2021

DOL

DA

*****9786

NATIONAL INSULATION & GC
CORP

180 MILLER PLACE
HICKSVILLE NY 11801

12/12/2018

12/12/2023

DOL

NYC

*****4839

NEW YORK RIGGING CORP

58-83 54TH STREET
MASPETH NY 11378

02/26/2016

02/26/2021

DOL

NYC

NICHOLAS FILIPAKIS

7113 FORT HAMILTON
PARKWA
BROOKLYN NY 11228

12/09/2016

12/09/2021

DOL

DOL

*****7429

NICOLAE I. BARBIR

444 SCHANTZ ROAD
ALLENTOWN PA 18104

09/17/2020

09/17/2025

DOL

DOL

*****6966

NORTH COUNTRY DRYWALL
AND PAINT

23167 COUNTY ROUTE 59
DEXTER NY 13634

10/24/2016

10/24/2021

DOL

DOL

*****0065

NORTHEAST LANDSCAPE
AND MASONRY ASSOC

3 WEST MAIN ST/SUITE 208
ELMSFORD NY 10523

01/23/2017

01/23/2022

DOL

DOL

*****1845

OC ERECTERS, LLC A/K/A OC
ERECTERS OF NY INC.

1207 SW 48TH TERRACE
DEERFIELD BEACH FL 33442

01/16/2018

01/16/2023

DOL

NYC

*****0818

ONE TEN RESTORATION, INC.

2366 61ST ST
BROOKLYN NY 11204

12/15/2016

12/15/2021

DOL

NYC

ORSON ARROYO

C/O METRO DUCT SYSTEMS
12-19 ASTORIA
BOULEVARDLONG ISLAND
CITY NY 11102

04/16/2014

11/19/2020

BESTUCCO
CONSTRUCTI
ON, INC.
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DOL

NYC

PARESH SHAH

29 PHILLIP DRIVE
PARSIPPANY NJ 07054

02/13/2017

02/13/2022

DOL

NYC

PELIUM CONSTRUCTION, INC.

22-33 35TH ST.
ASTORIA NY 11105

12/30/2016

12/30/2021

DOL

DOL

PETER M PERGOLA

3 WEST MAIN ST/SUITE 208
ELMSFORD NY 10523

01/23/2017

01/23/2022

DOL

DOL

PIERRE LAPORT

224 COUNTY HIGHWAY 138
BROADALBIN NY 12025

03/07/2017

03/07/2022

DOL

DOL

*****1543

PJ LAPORT FLOORING INC

224 COUNTY HIGHWAY 138
BROADALBIN NY 12025

03/07/2017

03/07/2022

DOL

NYC

*****5771

PMJ ELECTRICAL CORP

7113 FORT HAMILTON
PARKWA
BROOKLYN NY 11228

12/09/2016

12/09/2021

DOL

DOL

*****0466

PRECISION BUILT FENCES,
INC.

1617 MAIN ST
PEEKSKILL NY 10566

03/03/2020

03/03/2025

DOL

NYC

*****4532

PROFESSIONAL PAVERS
CORP.

66-05 WOODHAVEN BLVD.
REGO PARK NY 11374

04/20/2017

04/20/2022

DOL

DA

*****6817

QUADRANT METAL
BUILDINGS LLC

2740 SW MARTIN DOWNS
BLVD
PALM CITY FL 34990

08/25/2016

08/25/2021

DOL

NYC

RAMESHWAR ASU

137 LIBERTY AVENUE
BROOKLYN NY 11212

12/21/2015

12/21/2020

DOL

NYC

RASHEL CONSTRUCTION
CORP

524 MCDONALD AVENUE
BROOKLYN NY 11218

09/17/2020

09/17/2025

DOL

DOL

*****1068

RATH MECHANICAL
CONTRACTORS, INC.

24 ELDOR AVENUE
NEW CITY NY 10956

02/03/2020

02/03/2025

DOL

DOL

*****2633

RAW POWER ELECTRIC CORP

3 PARK CIRCLE
MIDDLETOWN NY 10940

01/30/2018

01/30/2023

DOL

AG

*****7015

RCM PAINTING INC.

69-06 GRAND AVENUE
2ND FLOORMASPETH NY
11378

02/07/2018

02/07/2023

DOL

DOL

REGINALD WARREN

161 ROBYN RD
MONROE NY 10950

01/30/2018

01/30/2023

DOL

DA

RIANN MULLER

2740 SW MARTIN DOWNS
BLVD
PALM CITY FL 34990

08/25/2016

08/25/2021

DOL

DOL

RICH T CONSTRUCTION

107 WILLOW WOOD LANE
CAMILLUS NY 13031

11/13/2018

11/13/2023

DOL

DOL

RICHARD MACONE

8617 THIRD AVE
BROOKLYN NY 11209

09/17/2018

09/17/2023

DOL

DOL

RICHARD REGGIO

1617 MAIN ST
PEEKSKILL NY 10566

03/03/2020

03/03/2025

DOL

DOL

108 LAMONT AVE
SYRACUSE NY 13209

10/16/2018

10/16/2023

DOL

DOL

RICHARD TIMIAN JR.

108 LAMONT AVE
SYRACUSE NY 13209

10/16/2018

10/16/2023

DOL

DOL

RICHARD TIMIAN JR.

108 LAMONT AVE
SYRACUSE NY 13209

11/13/2018

11/13/2023

DOL

DOL

ROBBYE BISSESAR

89-51 SPRINGFIELD BLVD
QUEENS VILLAGE NY 11427

01/11/2003

01/11/3003

DOL

DOL

ROBERT A. VALERINO

3841 LANYARD COURT
NEW PORT RICHEY FL 34652

07/09/2019

07/09/2024

DOL

DOL

ROBERT BRUNO

3 GAYLORD ST
AUBURN NY 13021

11/15/2016

11/15/2021

DOL

DOL

ROBERT BRUNO

5 MORNINGSIDE DRIVE
AUBURN NY 13021

05/28/2019

05/28/2024

DOL

NYC

ROBERT HOHMAN

149 FIFTH AVE
NEW YORK NY 10010

12/29/2016

12/29/2021

DOL

DOL

ROCHESTER ACOUSTICAL
CORP

P O BOX 799
HILTON NY 14468

02/19/2016

02/19/2021

DOL

DOL

RODERICK PUGH

404 OAK ST
SUITE 101SYRACUSE NY
13203

07/23/2018

07/23/2023

DOL

DOL

RODERICK PUGH
CONSTRUCTION INC.

404 OAK ST
SUITE 101SYRACUSE NY
13203

07/23/2018

07/23/2023

DOL

DOL

ROMEO WARREN

161 ROBYN RD
MONROE NY 10950

01/30/2018

01/30/2023

DOL

DOL

RONALD MESSEN

14B COMMERCIAL AVE
ALBANY NY 12065

11/14/2019

11/14/2024

DOL

DOL

ROSEANNE CANTISANI

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

RYAN ALBIE

02/21/2017

02/21/2022

*****9422

*****9148

*****9148

*****3859

*****4880

RICHARD TIMIAN

RICH T
CONSTRUCTI
ON
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DOL

DOL

*****3347

RYAN ALBIE CONTRACTING
INC

21 S HOWELLS POINT ROAD
BELLPORT NY 11713

02/21/2017

02/21/2022

DOL

DOL

*****1365

S & L PAINTING, INC.

11 MOUNTAIN ROAD
P.O BOX 408MONROE NY
10950

03/20/2019

03/20/2024

DOL

DOL

*****7730

S C MARTIN GROUP INC.

2404 DELAWARE AVE
NIAGARA FALLS NY 14305

09/12/2018

09/12/2023

DOL

NYC

SABIR MUHAMMED

SUITE B-8
782 PELHAM PARKWAY
SOUTHBRONX NY 10462

04/21/2016

04/21/2021

DOL

DOL

SALVATORE A FRESINA

08/26/2016

08/26/2021

DOL

DOL

SAM FRESINA

08/26/2016

08/26/2021

DOL

NYC

DOL

NYC

DOL

DOL

DOL

AG

DOL

NYC

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

DOL

*****0349

SAM WATERPROOFING INC

168-42 88TH AVENUE
APT.1 AJAMAICA NY 11432

11/20/2019

11/20/2024

SANDEEP BOPARAI

185-06 56TH AVE
FRESH MEADOW NY 11365

10/17/2017

10/17/2022

SCW CONSTRUCTION

544 OLD ROUTE 23
ACRE NY 12405

02/14/2017

02/14/2022

SERGIO RAYMUNDO

109 DUBOIS RD.
NEW PALTZ NY 12561

05/20/2016

05/20/2021

*****6597

SHAIRA CONSTRUCTION
CORP.

421 HUDSON STREET
SUITE C5NEW YORK NY 10014

02/20/2019

02/20/2024

*****1961

SHANE BURDICK

2238 BAKER ROAD
GILLETT PA 16923

03/12/2018

03/12/2023

SHANE BURDICK

2238 BAKER ROAD
GILLETT PA 16923

03/12/2018

03/12/2023

DOL

SHANE NOLAN

9365 WASHINGTON ST
LOCKPORT IL 60441

07/23/2018

07/23/2023

DOL

DOL

SHULEM LOWINGER

11 MOUNTAIN ROAD
28 VAN BUREN DRMONROE
NY 10950

03/20/2019

03/20/2024

DOL

DOL

*****0816

SOLAR ARRAY SOLUTIONS,
LLC

9365 WASHINGTON ST
LOCKPORT IL 60441

07/23/2018

07/23/2023

DOL

DOL

*****4025

SOLUTION MATTERS INC

198 NORWOOD ROAD
PORT JEFFERSON NY 11776

11/19/2015

11/19/2020

DOL

DOL

*****2221

SOUTH BUFFALO ELECTRIC,
INC.

1250 BROADWAY ST
BUFFALO NY 14212

02/03/2020

02/03/2025

DOL

DOL

*****3496

STAR INTERNATIONAL INC

89-51 SPRINGFIELD BLVD
QUEENS VILLAGE NY 11427

08/11/2003

08/11/3003

DOL

DOL

*****6844

STEAM PLANT AND CHX
SYSTEMS INC.

14B COMMERCIAL AVENUE
ALBANY NY 12065

11/14/2019

11/14/2024

DOL

DOL

*****9933

STEED GENERAL
CONTRACTORS, INC.

1445 COMMERCE AVE
BRONX NY 10461

05/30/2019

05/30/2024

DOL

DOL

STEFANOS PAPASTEFANOU,
JR. A/K/A STEVE
PAPASTEFANOU, JR.

256 WEST SADDLE RIVER RD
UPPER SADDLE RIVER NJ
07458

05/30/2019

05/30/2024

DOL

DOL

STEPHEN C WAGAR

544 OLD ROUTE 23
ACRE NY 12405

02/14/2017

02/14/2022

DOL

DOL

STEVE TATE

415 FLAGER AVE
#302STUART FL 34994

10/31/2018

10/31/2023

DOL

NYC

STEVEN GOVERNALE

601 PORTION RD
RONKONKOMA NY 11779

11/18/2016

11/18/2021

DOL

DOL

STEVEN MARTIN

2404 DELWARE AVE
NIAGARA FALLS NY 14305

09/12/2018

09/12/2023

DOL

DOL

STEVEN P SUCATO

15-68 208TH STREET
BAYSIDE NY 11360

06/23/2016

06/23/2021

DOL

DOL

STEVEN TESTA

50 SALEM STREET - BLDG B
LYNNFIELD MA 01940

01/23/2017

01/23/2022

DOL

NYC

*****9432

SUBLINK LTD

346 THIRD AVENUE
PELHAM NY 10803

11/19/2015

11/19/2020

DOL

NYC

*****5863

SUKHMANY CONSTRUCTION,
INC.

185-06 56TH AVE
FRESH MEADOW NY 11365

10/17/2017

10/17/2022

DOL

DOL

*****1060

SUNN ENTERPRISES GROUP,
LLC

370 W. PLEASANTVIEW AVE
SUITE 2.329HACKENSACK NJ
07601

02/11/2019

02/11/2024

DOL

DOL

*****8209

SYRACUSE SCALES, INC.

158 SOLAR ST
SYRACUSE NY 13204

01/07/2019

01/07/2024

DOL

DOL

TALAILA OCAMPA

1207 SW 48TH TERRACE
DEERFIELD BEACH FL 33442

01/16/2018

01/16/2023

DOL

DOL

TAP STEEL INC

ROUTE 26 3101
P O BOX 457CONSTABLEVILLE
NY 13325

01/28/2016

01/28/2021

*****9751

*****9751

*****9852

CENTRAL
TRAFFIC
CONTROL,
LLC.
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NYSDOL Bureau of Public Work Debarment List

11/13/2020

Article 8

DOL

DOL

TERRY THOMPSON

11371 RIDGE RD
WOLCOTT NY 14590

02/03/2020

02/03/2025

DOL

DOL

TEST

P.O BOX 123
ALBANY NY 12204

05/20/2020

05/20/2025

DOL

DOL

*****5570

TESTA CORP

50 SALEM STREET - BLDG B
LYNNFIELD MA 01940

01/23/2017

01/23/2022

DOL

DOL

*****5766

THE COKER CORPORATION

COKER
2610 SOUTH SALINA ST
CORPORATIO SUITE 14SYRACUSE NY 13205
N

12/04/2018

12/04/2023

DOL

DOL

*****5766

THE COKER CORPORATION

COKER
2610 SOUTH SALINA ST
CORPORATIO SUITE 14SYRACUSE NY 13205
N

09/17/2020

09/17/2025

DOL

DOL

*****8174

THE DALRYMPLE
CORPORATION

UNIT 278
541 10TH STREET
NWATLANTA GA 30318

12/01/2015

12/01/2020

DOL

DOL

*****8174

THE DALRYMPLE GROUP LLC

289 JONESBORO RD/ STE 216
MCDONOUGH GA 30253

12/01/2015

12/01/2020

DOL

DOL

TIMOTHY A PALUCK

C/O TAP STEEL INC
RTE 26 3101/ P O BOX
457CONSTABLEVILLE NY
13325

01/28/2016

01/28/2021

DOL

DOL

*****3453

TORCHIA'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT

10153 ROBERTS RD
SAUQUOIT NY 13456

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

DOL

DOL

*****8311

TRIPLE B FABRICATING, INC.

61 WILLETT ST.
PASSAIC NJ 07503

10/26/2016

10/26/2021

DOL

DOL

*****9407

TURBO GROUP INC

15-68 208TH STREET
BAYSIDE NY 11360

06/23/2016

06/23/2021

DOL

DOL

*****6392

V.M.K CORP.

8617 THIRD AVE
BROOKLYN NY 11209

09/17/2018

09/17/2023

DOL

NYC

VALERIE VISCONTI

346 THIRD AVENUE
PELHAM NY 10803

11/19/2015

11/19/2020

DOL

NYC

1010 NORTHERN BLVD.
GREAT NECK NY 11021

03/09/2017

03/09/2022

DOL

DOL

VICTOR ALICANTI

42-32 235TH ST
DOUGLASTON NY 11363

01/14/2019

01/14/2024

DOL

DOL

VICTOR ROTENBERG

C/O GMDV TRANS INC
67048 182ND STREETFRESH
MEADOWS NY 11365

06/24/2016

06/24/2021

DOL

NYC

VIKTAR PATONICH

2630 CROPSEY AVE
BROOKLYN NY 11214

10/30/2018

10/30/2023

DOL

DOL

VIKTORIA RATH

24 ELDOR AVENUE
NEW CITY NY 10956

02/03/2020

02/03/2025

DOL

NYC

VITO GARGANO

1535 RICHMOND AVE
STATEN ISLAND NY 10314

12/13/2017

12/13/2022

DOL

NYC

WALTERS AND WALTERS,
INC.

465 EAST AND THIRD ST
MT. VERNON NY 10550

09/09/2019

09/09/2024

DOL

DOL

23167 COUNTY ROUTE 59
DEXTER NY 13634

10/24/2016

10/24/2021

DOL

DOL

WESTERN NEW YORK
CONTRACTORS, INC.

3841 LAYNARD COURT
NEW PORT RICHEY FL 34652

07/09/2019

07/09/2024

DOL

DOL

WHITE PLAINS CARPENTRY
CORP

442 ARMONK RD

06/12/2018

06/12/2023

DOL

DOL

WILLIAM C WATKINS

1229 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE NY 13203

05/02/2017

05/02/2022

DOL

DOL

WILLIAM DEAK

C/O MADISON AVE CONSTR
CO
39 PENNY STREETWEST ISLIP
NY 11795

11/02/2016

11/02/2021

DOL

DOL

*****4043

WINDSHIELD INSTALLATION
NETWORK, INC.

200 LATTA BROOK PARK
HORSEHEADS NY 14845

03/08/2018

03/08/2023

DOL

DOL

*****4730

XGD SYSTEMS, LLC

415 GLAGE AVE
#302STUART FL 34994

10/31/2018

10/31/2023

DOL

DOL

*****7345

YES SERVICE AND REPAIRS
CORPORATION

145 LODGE AVE
HUNTINGTON STATION NY
11476

08/09/2016

08/09/2021

DOL

NYC

ZAKIR NASEEM

30 MEADOW ST
BROOKLYN NY 11206

10/10/2017

10/10/2022

DOL

NYC

ZHN CONTRACTING CORP

30 MEADOW ST
BROOKLYN NY 11206

10/10/2017

10/10/2022

*****7361

*****3673

VIABLE HOLDINGS, INC.

WAYNE LIVINGSTON JR

*****3296

*****8277

MOVING
MAVEN

NORTH
COUNTRY
DRYWALL
AND PAINT

TDI GOLF
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Design and Construction

Division of Construction, 35th Floor, Corning Tower
The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12242
Phone: (518) 474-0331
FAX: (518) 474-8201

SCHEDULE OF SUBMITTALS
PROJECT NO.: 45061-C
FACILITY: GREATER BINGHAMTON HEALTH CENTER, BUILDING 75
CONTRACTOR:
PROJECT MANAGER: STEVE HARRIS
DESIGN CONSULTANT: BERGMANN
ENGINEER-IN-CHARGE:
LEGEND
PACK: SUBMITTAL PACKAGE
SD: SHOP DRAWINGS
PD: PRODUCT DATA
SAM: SAMPLES
QCS: QUALITY CONTROL SUBMITTALS
LEED: LEED SUBMITTALS
CCS: CONTRACT CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS
SUBMITTAL REVIEW RESPONSIBILITY:
F: OGS FIELD OFFICE
F/O: OGS FIELD OFFICE / OFFICE (ALBANY)
D: CONSULTANT / DESIGNER
S: OGS SCHEDULING DEPARTMENT

RSM: Regional Safety Manager

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CONTRACTOR
1. Refer to Section 013300 Submittals of the Project Manual for
general requirements regarding submittals and to Section 017716 CONTRACT CLOSEOUT for project closeout submittals.
2. Refer to Sections of the specifications indicated herein for details
of the requirements for each submittal listed.
3. Indicate in the rows (spaces) following each item:
a. Critical submittals and long lead items (mark with an 'X').
Some critical submittals may already be identified by the design team.
Confirm that these are critical submittals.
b. The date the item will be submitted, and date approval is
required (allow at least 3 weeks), and the date delivery of the material
or equipment is necessary for completion of the work in accordance
with the Progress Schedule. The date entered for the submittal is the
last date a substitution will be considered. Proposed substitutions
must be made prior to the date entered if more than one substitution is
to be submitted for approval. Spaces which contain N/A do not
require dates.
4. An example of a Submittal Transmittal (BDC-42) can be located at:
http://www.ogs.ny.gov/BU/DC/forms/ContractorConstForms.asp
5. Submit Contract Closeout Submittals (CCS) prior to final
inspection.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CONSULTANT / DESIGNER
1. Cut and paste required information from each Division (Div.X) tab
and place in the S.O.S. tab.
2. Delete Division (Div.X) tabs after the S.O.S. tab has been in-filled.
3. Indicate F, F/O or D in column E. Items in Div.1 have defaults that
can be modified as necessary.
4. Indicate items that are critical submittals in column F.
Note:
The following list of submittals is furnished for your convenience in
scheduling submittals. The list is not warranted to be complete and
does not take precedence over the contract documents. Enter
additional submittals, as required and modify this schedule to the
specific project. This S.O.S. will be used to populate the submittals
website log.

Updated: 10/16/2015
Printed: 5/12/2020

Project No.45061-C

Design and Construction

Division of Construction, 34th Floor, Corning Tower
The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12242
Phone: (518) 474-0331
FAX: (518) 474-8201

SCHEDULE OF SUBMITTALS
PROJECT NO.: 45061-C
SUBMITTALS FOR APPROVAL

Spec
Section

Sub
Section

Type

Send
to:

Critical
Submittals

F
F/O
D
S

Mark "X"
for all
that apply

007213

Description
GENERAL CONDITIONS

007213

PD

ARTICLE 6: Designate in writing competent
supervision and/or management representatives as
required - include contact number in case of an
emergency after work hours, including weekends
and holidays (see 011000 Summary of Work)

F

007213

PD

ARTICLE 8: Permits and licenses

F

011100

1.04A

QCS

Site Specific Safety Plan

011100

1.04B

QCS

Employee Safety Orientation Training and Certificates

F

011100

1.04A

QCS

Emergency Action and Evacuation Plan

F

SUBMITTALS
Schedule of Submittals (This form completed and
editted)

F

013300
PD

017716

1.04

CCS

Projected
Delivery
Date:

Project Record Documents

F

017716

1.05

CCS

Operation and maintenance, 2 copies

F

017716

1.06

CCS

Warranties

F

017716

1.07

CCS

Spare Parts and Maintenance Materials

F

X

CONTRACT CLOSEOUT

017716

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT

028213
2.01

PD

Disposal Bags

D
D
D

028213

2.03

PD

Glove Bags

028213

2.04

PD

Negative Air Pressure Units

028213

2.04

PD

HEPA Filters (Negative Air Pressure Units)

D

028213

2.06

PD

HEPA Filters (Respirators)

D

028213

2.07

PD

HEPA Filters (Vacuum Cleaners)

D

028213

2.06

PD

Respirators

D

028213

2.07

PD

Vacuum Cleaners

D

QCS

Asbestos Site Specific Variance Submittals; if a site
specific variance is sought submit the following: One
copy of the completed DOSH-751 and DOSH-465
forms

F

F

028213

Projected
Approval
Date:

RSM

1.07

028213

Projected
Transmittal
Date:

SAFETY

011100

013300

Contractor's Projected Dates
Allow at least 4 weeks for Approval
(allows time for any resubmission)

1.07B

028213

1.07B

QCS

Asbestos Site Specific Variance Submittals; if a site
specific variance is sought submit the following: One
copy of the New York State Department of Labor site
specific variance decision.

028213

1.07C

QCS

Notification Compliance Data

D

028213

1.07C

QCS

Work Plan

D

Updated: 10/16/2015
Printed: 5/12/2020
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Project No.45061-C

SCHEDULE OF SUBMITTALS
PROJECT NO.: 45061-C
SUBMITTALS FOR APPROVAL

Spec
Section

Sub
Section

Critical
Submittals

F
F/O
D
S

Mark "X"
for all
that apply

028213

1.07C

QCS

Description
Abatement Contractor's Qualifications Data

028213

1.07C

QCS

Abatement Worker's Qualifications Data

D

028213

1.07C

QCS

Waste Transporter Permit

D

028213

1.07C

QCS

Landfill Permit

D

028213

1.07D

QCS

Waste Shipment Records and Disposal Site Receipts

F

QCS

Daily Log

F

1.07E

QCS

Air Monitoring Data

F

079200

2.01A

PD

Type 2 Sealant

D

079200

2.01B

PD

Type 3 Sealant

D

081102

1.04B

SD

Quality Assurance Package

081102

1.04B

SD

Door and Frame Schedule with Product Data Package

D

081102

1.04B

SAM

Door and Frame Samples

D

081102

1.04B

CCS

Closeout Submittal Package

F

081400

1.03A

SD

Door Elevation, Sections, Details

D

081400

1.03A

SD

Door Schedule

D

081400

2.02A

PD

D

081400

2.02B

PD

Interior Flush Wood Doors (Non-Fire Rated)
Interior Flush Wood Doors (3/4, 1, and 1-1/2 Hour Fire
Rated)

081400

2.02C

PD

Interior Flush Wood Doors (1/3 Hour Fire Rated)

D

081400

2.02D

PD

D

081400

1.03C

SAM

Light and Louver Openings
12 x 12 inch corner sample of each door type, with
panel

D

081400

1.03D

QCS

Affidavit required under Quality Assurance Article

D

087100

1.03D

SD

Quality Control Package

D

087100

1.03D

SD

Finish Hardware Package

D

087100

1.03D

CCS

Closeout Submittals Package

F

028213
028213

1.07E

Type

Send
to:

Projected
Transmittal
Date:

Projected
Approval
Date:

Projected
Delivery
Date:

D

JOINT SEALERS

079200

STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES

081102

D

WOOD AND PLASTIC DOORS

081400

D

FINISH HARDWARE

087100

SECURITY GLAZING

088853
088853

Contractor's Projected Dates
Allow at least 4 weeks for Approval
(allows time for any resubmission)

2.03

PD

Type S-1 Sheet

D
D

088853

2.04A

PD

Setting Blocks

088853

2.04B

PD

Spacer Shims

D

088853

2.04C

PD

Glazing Tape

D

088853

2.04D

PD

Glazing Sealant

D

088853

2.04E

PD

Sealant Colors

D

088853

2.04F

PD

D

088853

1.04C

SAM

Cleaners, Primers, and Sealers
Sheet Materials: 12 x 12 inch pieces for each type
specified

F
F

088853

1.04C

SAM

Setting Blocks

088853

1.04C

SAM

Glazing Tape

Updated: 10/16/2015
Printed: 5/12/2020
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Project No.45061-C

SCHEDULE OF SUBMITTALS
PROJECT NO.: 45061-C
SUBMITTALS FOR APPROVAL

Spec
Section

Sub
Section

Type

Send
to:

Critical
Submittals

F
F/O
D
S

Mark "X"
for all
that apply

088853

1.04C

SAM

Description
Color samples for Glazing Materials

088853

1.04C

SAM

Spacer Shims

F

088853

1.04D

QCS

Test Reports - Assembly Compliance

D

088853

1.05A

QCS

Testing Laboratory Qualifications

D

088853

1.04D

QCS

Manufacturer's Qualifications Data

D

088853

1.04D

QCS

Installer's Qualifications Data

D

088853

1.04D

QCS

Compatibility Certification

D

088853

1.04E

CCS

Maintenance Data - 2 copies

F

088853

1.04E

CCS

Warranty

F

099101

CONSTRUCTION PAINTING

099101

Finish Paint Samples: Two finish paint samples
applied over recommended primers for each substrate
to be painted.

1.02A

Updated: 10/16/2015
Printed: 5/12/2020
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Contractor's Projected Dates
Allow at least 4 weeks for Approval
(allows time for any resubmission)

Projected
Transmittal
Date:

Projected
Approval
Date:

Projected
Delivery
Date:

F

F

Project No.45061-C

SDVOB UTILIZATION PLAN

Initial Plan

Revised plan

Contract/Solicitation

#

INSTRUCTIONS: This Utilization Plan must contain a detailed description of the supplies and/or services to be provided by each NYS Certified Service-Disabled
Veteran-Owned Business (SDVOB) under the contract. By submission of this Plan, the Bidder/Contractor commits to making good faith efforts in the utilization of
SDVOB subcontractors and suppliers as required by the SDVOB goals contained in the Solicitation/Contract. Making false representations or providing information
that shows a lack of good faith as part of, or in conjunction with, the submission of a Utilization Plan is prohibited by law and may result in penalties including, but
not limited to, termination of a contract for cause, loss of eligibility to submit future bids, and/or withholding of payments. Firms that do not perform commercially
useful functions may not be counted toward SDVOB utilization. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

SDVOB Goals In Contract

BIDDER/CONTRACTOR INFORMATION
Bidder/Contractor Name:

NYS Vendor ID:

%

Bidder/Contractor Address (Street, City, State and Zip Code):
Bidder/Contractor Telephone Number:

Contract Work Location/Region:

Contract Description/Title:

CONTRACTOR INFORMATION
Prepared by (Signature):

Name and Title of Preparer:

Telephone Number:

Date:

Email Address:

If unable to meet the SDVOB goals set forth in the solicitation/contract, bidder/contractor must submit a request for waiver
on the SDVOB Waiver Form.
SDVOB Subcontractor/Supplier Name:
Please identify the person you contacted:

Federal Identification No.:

Address:

Email Address:

Telephone No.:

Detailed description of work to be provided by subcontractor/supplier:
Dollar Value of subcontracts/supplies/services (When $ value cannot be estimated, provide the estimated % of contract work the SDVOB will
perform): $
or
%
SDVOB Subcontractor/Supplier Name:
Please identify the person you contacted:

Federal Identification No.:

Address:

Email Address:

Telephone No.:

Detailed Description of work to be provided by subcontractor/supplier:
Dollar Value of subcontracts/supplies/services (When $ value cannot be estimated, provide the estimated % of contract work the SDVOB will
or
%
perform): $

FOR OGS USE ONLY
OGS Authorized Signature:
NAME (Please Print):

Accepted

SDVOB
%/$

Accepted as Noted

Date Received:

Notice of Deficiency

Date Processed:

Comments:
NYS CERTIFIED SDVOB SUBCONTRACTOR/SUPPLIER INFORMATION: The directory of New York State Certified SDVOBs can be
viewed at: https://ogs.ny.gov/Veterans/default.asp
Note: All listed Subcontractors/Suppliers will be contacted and verified by OGS.
SDVOB Utilization Plan – SDVOB 100 (9/16)

ADDITIONAL SHEET
Bidder/Contractor Name:

Contract/Solicitation

#

SDVOB Subcontractor/Supplier Name:
Please identify the person you contacted:

Federal Identification No.:

Address:

Email Address:

Telephone No.:

Detailed Description of work to be provided by subcontractor/supplier:
Dollar Value of subcontracts/supplies/services (When $ value cannot be estimated, provide the estimated % of contract work the SDVOB will
perform): $
or
%
SDVOB Subcontractor/Supplier Name:
Please identify the person you contacted:

Federal Identification No.:

Address:

Email Address:

Telephone No.:

Detailed Description of work to be provided by subcontractor/supplier:
Dollar Value of subcontracts/supplies/services (When $ value cannot be estimated, provide the estimated % of contract work the SDVOB will
perform): $
or
%
SDVOB Subcontractor/Supplier Name:
Please identify the person you contacted:

Federal Identification No.:

Address:

Email Address:

Telephone No.:

Detailed Description of work to be provided by subcontractor/supplier:
Dollar Value of subcontracts/supplies/services (When $ value cannot be estimated, provide the estimated % of contract work the SDVOB will
perform): $
or
%
SDVOB Subcontractor/Supplier Name:
Please identify the person you contacted:

Federal Identification No.:

Address:

Email Address:

Telephone No.:

Detailed Description of work to be provided by subcontractor/supplier:
Dollar Value of subcontracts/supplies/services (When $ value cannot be estimated, provide the estimated % of contract work the SDVOB will
or
%
perform)): $
SDVOB Subcontractor/Supplier Name:
Please identify the person you contacted:

Federal Identification No.:

Address:

Email Address:

Telephone No.:

Detailed Description of work to be provided by subcontractor/supplier:
Dollar Value of subcontracts/supplies/services (When $ value cannot be estimated, provide the estimated % of contract work the SDVOB will
or
%
perform): $

SDVOB Utilization Form extra (9/16)

Instructions for Completing the
Monthly SDVOB Compliance Report – SDVOB 101
The SDVOB Monthly Reporting Form is to be completed by the Contractor/Vendor, and submitted by the 10th day of each month for
the duration of the Contract. This form should include all (e.g. SDVOB and non SDVOB) Subcontractors and/or Suppliers assigned
by the Contractor/Vendor to perform work during the contract. This reporting should also include payments made by your
Subcontractors and/or Suppliers to SDVOB firms.
Complete the form as specified below.

Contract No.

Indicate the OGS Contract No.

Contractor/Vendor Name and Address

Provide your firm’s name and address.

Federal ID No.

Enter your firm’s Federal ID No.

Goals

Indicate SDVOB participation goals.

Reporting Period

Fill in the month and year of reporting period. One copy must be submitted with
final payment application.

Description of Project

Briefly describe the work you are providing under the terms of this contract.

Firm Name and Address

Provide the name, address and phone number of all Subcontractors/Suppliers
assigned by the Contractor/Vendor on this contract or purchase agreement(s).

Federal ID No.

Enter the Subcontractor’s/Supplier’s Federal ID No. If no Federal ID No. has been
assigned, provide only the owner’s last four (4) digits of his or her Social Security
No.

Payment This Month

Indicate the amount paid this month to each Subcontractor/Supplier. If there was
no income activity for a Subcontractor/Supplier, please check the box indicating
“No Payment This Month.”

Contract Amount

Enter the total contract amount or purchase agreement(s) amount for each
Subcontractor/Supplier.

Description of Work/Supplies

Briefly describe the work performed or supplies provided by each
Subcontractor/Supplier.

Submit to:
Design & Construction SDVOB Compliance Specialist
35th Floor, Corning Tower
Albany, New York 12242
Email: DCSDVOB@ogs.ny.gov

Monthly SDVOB Compliance Form Instr. (9/16)

CONTRACTOR’S MONTHLY SDVOB COMPLIANCE REPORT

(DUE ON THE 10TH DAY OF EACH MONTH FOR
THE PRECEDING MONTH’S ACTIVITY AS EVIDENCE TOWARDS ACHIEVEMENT OF THE SDVOB GOALS ON THE CONTRACT)
Contractor/Vendor Name, Address and Phone No.:

Contractor/Vendor Federal ID No.:

Contract No.:
SDVOB Goals

Reporting Period

Description of Project:

Month

Year

%

Firm Name, Address and Phone Number
(List All Firms)

Description of Work or Supplies Provided

Federal ID No.:

Designation
SDVOB

Supplier

Sub

Team

Broker

Other

Joint Venture

No Written Contract

SDVOB

Supplier

Sub

Team

Broker

Other

Joint Venture

No Written Contract
No Payment This Month

Written Contract

Federal ID No.:

SDVOB

Supplier

Sub

Team

Broker

Other

Joint Venture

No Written Contract
No Payment This Month

Written Contract

Federal ID No.:

SDVOB

Supplier

Sub

Team

Broker

Other

Joint Venture

No Written Contract

Written Contract
Signature

Print Name and Title

No Payment This Month

Date

Submission of this form constitutes the Contractor’s acknowledgement as to the accuracy of the information contained herein. Failure to submit complete
and accurate information may result in a finding of noncompliance, non-responsibility, suspension and/or termination of the Contract.

Monthly SDVOB Compliance Report – SDVOB 101 (9/16)

Contract Amount

No Payment This Month

Written Contract

Federal ID No.:

Payment This Month

For OGS Use Only
Reviewed By:
Date:

APPLICATION FOR WAIVER OF SDVOB PARTICIPATION GOAL
(must be submitted before requesting final payment on the Contract)

Section 1: Basic Information
Contractor’s Name:

Federal Identification Number:

Street Address:

E-Mail Address:

City, State, Zip Code:

Telephone:
(

Contract Number:

)

-

SDVOB CONTRACT GOALS

%

Section 2: Type of SDVOB Waiver Requested
Total

Partial

If partial waiver, please enter the revised SDVOB
percentage:

%

Please explain the reason for the waiver request:

Section 3: Supporting Documentation
Provide the following documentation as evidence of your good faith efforts to meet the SDVOB goals set forth in the contract and in support of your
waiver application:






Attachment A. Copies of solicitations to SDVOBs and any responses thereto.
Attachment B. Explanation of the specific reasons each SDVOB that responded to Bidders/Contractors’ solicitation was not selected.
Attachment C. Dates of any pre-bid, pre-award or other meetings attended by Contractor, if any, scheduled by OGS with certified
SDVOBs whom OGS determined were capable of fulfilling the SDVOB goals set forth in the contract.
Attachment D. Information describing the specific steps undertaken to reasonably structure the contract scope of work for the purpose of
subcontracting with, or obtaining supplies from, certified SDVOBs.
Attachment E. Other information deemed relevant to the request.

Section 4: Signature and Contact Information
By signing and submitting this form, the contractor certifies that a good faith effort has been made to promote SDVOB participation
pursuant to the SDVOB requirements set forth under the solicitation or Contract. Failure to submit complete and accurate information
may result in a finding of noncompliance, non-responsibility, and a suspension or termination of the contract.
Prepared By: (Signature)
Name and Title of Preparer (Print or Type)
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Date:

For OGS Use Only
Reviewed By:

Date:

Decision:
Full SDVOB waiver granted
Partial SDVOB waiver granted; revised SDVOB goal: _______ %
SDVOB waiver denied

Approved By:

Date Notice of Determination Sent:

Comments

SDVOB Waiver form – SDVOB 200 (9/16)Reverse

Date:

